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BUILDING AN SAF was one of our earliest and most important decisions when Singapore 
became independent in 1965. Our founding fathers strongly believed that we were responsible for 
our own defence, and were determined that we should never have to rely on others to defend us. 

These convictions drove our pioneers to build the SAF from scratch. They started with very little 
except their wits, gumption, and will. They had to make hard decisions and sacrifices when faced 
with obstacles. We are grateful that they never gave up. We also thank the succeeding generations 
of servicemen and servicewomen – Regulars, National Servicemen, civilian personnel and 
volunteers – who have continued the tradition and ethos of the pioneers and kept the SAF strong. 

This year, we mark 50 years of the SAF with an appropriate theme: “Our SAF: Giving Strength to 
Our Nation”. Indeed, the SAF is the cornerstone of the Singapore Story. It has given us the peace 
and security to build a home, the strength to forge a cohesive society, and the freedom to pursue 
our dreams and chart our own destiny. 

We cannot be sure what the future will bring. But we can be sure that we must continue to work 
hard, stay united, and be able to defend ourselves. As long as we do that, the SAF will continue to 
be a strong and reliable guarantor of the security and future of Singapore. 

I would like to thank all the men and women of the SAF who have made the SAF what it is today. 
Please join me in wishing the SAF a very happy 50th birthday. May the SAF keep growing from 
strength to strength.  

Lee Hsien Loong
Prime Minister

MessAGe
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FoReWoRD

IN THE WHEEL OF HISTORY, nations rise and fall, as each faces its set of unique challenges. 
None dare claim the right to always be ascendant, peaceful and stable. Singapore’s success was not 
pre-ordained. In fact, impoverished at our independence, we ranked low on the “should succeed” 
list. That we stand today as a first world country, harmonious and prosperous, in 2015 our Jubilee 
Year, gives us therefore great cause to celebrate. It is in this context that we commemorate the 50th 
Anniversary of the SAF’s inception. 

The SAF’s strength enabled our country to be safe, stable and to progress – it gave strength to our 
nation. As Mr Lee Kuan Yew said in his book Hard Truths: “Without a strong economy, there 
can be no strong defence. Without a strong defence, there will be no Singapore. It will become a 
satellite, cowed and intimidated by its neighbours.” This was a deeply-held belief by Mr Lee and 
Government leaders in our founding generation having witnessed subjugation and intimidation 
from colonisation, Konfrontasi, and communism. When we gained our independence, 
considerable resources were therefore invested to build a strong defence, among which and above 
all, through National Service, every able-bodied young male would be called to serve dutifully as 
soldiers in the SAF to defend this home with their lives.   

But the story of how the SAF grew from infancy to be a strong, professional and respected modern 
military was not one marked by ease of passage. Indeed, many hardships and obstacles lay in its 
path, that could be overcome only by the unremitting effort and sacrifices of many individuals. 
This commemorative book shares these individual stories.  Without the commitment of the 
Government and Singaporeans, there would be no strong SAF.   

 I hope the stories in this book will encourage and inspire the next generation of Singaporeans 
to continue in their commitment to a strong defence to keep Singapore safe and secure for many 
years to come.

Dr Ng Eng Hen
Minister for Defence
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THE SAF’S MISSION is to enhance Singapore’s peace and security through deterrence and 
diplomacy, and should these fail, to secure a swift and decisive victory. Every day for the past 50 
years, the SAF has carried out its mission well. We have enhanced Singapore’s peace and security 
without the need to contemplate war. We have been able to do this because of able men and 
women who have built up a strong SAF.  

The SAF is a force for peace and war. What the SAF does every day round the clock – whether it 
is protecting our key installations, our waters, or our skies – keeps us all safe and secure as we go 
about our daily lives. Over the years, the SAF has also taken on new roles and responsibilities, such 
as dealing with terrorism and piracy, and responding to natural disasters and health pandemics.

This book, written to commemorate 50 years of the SAF, is a collection of stories that bring out 
the inner strength of the men and women of the SAF. The stories tell of the work they do, their 
challenges, sacrifices, and their beliefs and determination in carrying out their tasks and missions. 
Regardless of background and experience, what comes through is a pioneering spirit and unity of 
purpose to preserve and protect the independence of Singapore. 

I thank all past and present SAF servicemen and servicewomen for their hard work and 
sacrifices to protect Singapore. Let us “pioneer” the SAF for the next 50 years for Singapore, for 
Singaporeans.

Happy 50th Anniversary!

LG Ng Chee Meng
Chief of Defence Force

PReFAce
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The creaTion of The Saf in 1965 was a crucial defining moment. Singapore had to build a credible 
defence force, and establish our own security capability, without which we would not have been able to 
attract foreign investment and move on with our economic development to survive. and we had to do 
it swiftly. 

after being part of the Malaysian federation from 1963 for just two years, Singapore became 
independent. We were left with the 1st and 2nd Battalion, Singapore infantry regiment (1 Sir and 2 
Sir). however, they were not actually two but, in effect, one and a half battalions of regulars, as the other 
half were comprised of Malaysians. They were given the option to stay or return to Malaysia, but few 
chose to stay. We had some ancillary units made up of a few Singaporeans after the Malaysians left, but 
they were small in size. We felt so naked. at the time of our forced separation from Malaysia in august 
1965, i was a 24-year-old captain in 1 Sir.

Then-Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and then-Minister for Defence Dr Goh Keng Swee were 
determined to push on with creating an armed force, so Singapore went out to seek assistance from 
other nations. The israeli Defence force agreed to be our advisors and came up with a plan to expedite 
the creation of the army. and so, the Singapore armed forces was built up quickly – making do with 
what we had, and building from there. 

The israeli advisors started by training a core of Singaporean personnel through a series of what was 
termed a “Prep course”. The officers and non-commissioned officers (ncos) forming this core came 
from 1 Sir and 2 Sir, together with mobilised volunteers from the Singapore Volunteer corps, and even 
officers from the Singapore Police force. after completing the “Prep course”, these officers and ncos 
were deployed as instructors and staff officers to the various headquarters. 

The Saf Training institute (SafTi) was established to train the officers and ncos for the Saf. in 
1966, the first batch of regular officer cadets were recruited and trained in the officer cadet School 
(ocS) in SafTi. in 1967, 3 Sir and 4 Sir were formed with the first group of national Servicemen. 
With the foundation for the infantry settled, the support arms were formed, made up of the artillery, 
engineers, signals and, later on, armour. The army was supported with logistics made up of second-hand 
vehicles and surplus equipment, bought over from what the British army had left behind. The navy 
started with mobilised personnel from the Singapore naval Volunteer reserve and two boats – one steel, 
one wooden. The air force started almost from scratch. The pilots were all regulars and had their flying 

IntRoDUctIon
LG (Ret) Winston choo

[FACING] 
3 BDE on 
exercise at 
SAFTI training 
area, 1969.
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training in Britain. on their return, they flew fighters bought second-hand from the British. all three 
Services wore the same Temasek green uniform. Dr Goh wanted Singapore to start a defence industry 
to support our build-up, and ensure some degree of security in supply of munitions and weapons, and 
also to boost our capability in providing for our military needs. So Singapore went on to make its own 
weapons, starting with the colt ar15 assault rifles, manufactured under licence. 

national Service (nS) was not well received at first – there is a chinese saying that good sons do 
not become soldiers, just as good iron is not made into nails. But our political leaders worked hard to 
convince the public. This was not a military but a national issue. Members of Parliament, including ong 
Pang Boon, othman Wok and Jek Yuen Tong, who were Ministers, joined the People’s Defence force 
to show that there was nothing wrong with being a soldier. constituency farewell dinners were held to 
send off enlistees. it was a national priority to make nS acceptable. Through national education efforts, 
we had to give the conscripts a sense that what they were doing was important and meaningful. Many of 
the nSmen were the “hokkien peng (soldiers)”, most of whom had only primary school education. Some 
of the regular ncos – from the old 1 Sir and 2 Sir – who trained them had to learn to speak hokkien. 
communicating, and especially scolding, in hokkien was the only effective way.

it was a tough time. What we had was a hodge-podge of people from different backgrounds, and 
educational and training systems. it was a difficult environment to operate in, to push for the professional 
aspects of the military. it was a constant daily battle to get others to see where the military, a fledgling 
outfit, should stand in the whole scheme of things, in what was essentially a civilian-dominated defence 
establishment in particular, and in the government as a whole. 

i was 33 years old and a colonel when i became Director General Staff in 1974. i had to deal with 
israeli officers who helped us build up our land forces, the British officers for our air force, and the new 
Zealand advisors for our navy. one of the British air force officers, who was the senior air Staff officer, 
held a rank equivalent to a one-star General; i was outranked although i was his senior in appointment. 
all this complicated the issue, and i often likened myself to the Secretary-General of the United nations 
(Un). i had to have my wits about me as i balanced between playing hardball and making concessions 
some of the time.

Similarly, it was important to balance between pushing your men hard and being approachable at 
the same time. from when i was a platoon commander to when i became chief of Defence force, i 
always had an open-door policy. To win the respect of your men, you must keep your office door open 
for them. You have to listen to them and help them without breaking the chain of command. The less 
knowledgeable they are, the more you have to listen to them and go into the trench with them and talk 
to them when they have blisters on their hands from digging. You don’t earn respect if you just come 
along with your swagger stick and pipe; it doesn’t work that way. Leadership, to me, is about being ready 
to cross a river three times with your men, if the situation requires it, even when you are the brigade 
commander.

We all want to have the best system possible for the Saf. from its early days, the Saf has learnt a 
lot from other militaries. We send our cadets and officers all over the world to be trained, including the 
United States, Britain, france, Germany, Japan, india, australia, new Zealand, Thailand, the Philippines, 
indonesia and Malaysia. But what sets the Saf apart is how it adapts, instead of simply adopting. This is 
our Dna. Because the bulk of our forces are conscripts – and this is unique to us – our system to manage 
the troops must always be dynamic, to adjust in accordance with the people we have.  

The Saf is unlike larger militaries like the US forces. for them, the scale they work with is totally 
different. for us, we always look at what we can do without that kind of scale, working with what we can 
afford. But even as we work within our constraints of finite resources and training time, such as to see 

how to shorten in-camp training stints, we also know that there is a limit to what we can snip. There is no 
shortcut to developing human capabilities. for example, soldiers need time to become good at tasks that 
require psycho-motor dexterity and practice, such as stripping a rifle, rather than just iQ and knowledge.

The Saf has grown to become the only agency that has the strength and capabilities to take up key 
roles when needed by our people and country in crisis situations and large-scale events. These occasions 
include dealing with the Laju hijack in 1974, the explosion on the Greek tanker Spyros at Jurong Shipyard 
in 1978, the organisational challenge of rescuing trapped passengers during the cable car accident at 
Sentosa in 1983, and the recapture at changi airport of flight SQ117 from hijackers in 1991 and the 
release of all passengers unharmed. a story not well known about the hotel new World collapse in 
1986 is that of the Saf’s chief medical officer who crawled in with a hand-powered saw to amputate the 
leg of a victim pinned under the rubble in order to get him out. even closing orchard road for events 
like Swing Singapore in the 1990s needed the organisational capability and resources of the Saf. More 
recently, the Saf has begun to make a difference overseas as well, such as in indonesia in the wake of the 
asian tsunami in 2004. codenamed “operation flying eagle”, it was the Saf’s largest humanitarian and 
disaster relief mission which involved all three Services. 

To me, what is most satisfying about my time in the Saf is the acceptance and acknowledgement 
by defence professionals around the world of our small armed forces that have shown themselves time 
and again to be capable in joint exercises and operations. We started with small bilateral exercises with 
countries in the five Power Defence arrangements. We built our reputation over the years, and made 
ourselves a credible partner in joint exercises and even Un and multinational operations. at home, as 
more sons and fathers have been through nS and served in the Saf, Singaporeans have come to accept, 
and are proud of, an Saf that is a respected force, always seeking to improve itself, and always there for 
the nation.

What remains true is that technology and hardware cannot replace boots on the ground. The most 
important factor in the equation is the well-trained, motivated soldier who can give you the edge over 
your adversary. You cannot win a battle until you can hold the ground. To be motivated, servicemen 
must have a cause, to help ensure Singapore’s survival and success. They must believe in the Saf and 
they must love and want to defend their nation. for each day that Singapore does not go to war, the Saf 
would have achieved its mission. But in order to do that, first, we have to prepare to go to war. for me, 
this will always be the raison d’etre of the Saf.
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The Big PicTure
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Some of the earlieSt references to 
Singapore as temasek come from when it was 
under the Srivijayan empire of the 7th to 11th 
century. ancient Chinese documents record 
that the successor to Srivijaya – majapahit, the 
Siamese and the melaka Sultanate – all showed 
interest in controlling this sea town of temasek.

Why all this bother with a small island with 
hardly any populous or resources of note?

temasek’s importance came from its location 
at the southern end of the malay Peninsula and 
its proximity to the indonesian Spice islands. 
This allowed it to become a noted centre for trade 
and an independent port of call under its own 
monarch in the 13th century, making it a target 
for invasion. indeed, it had its own defence fort 
at one time, with a fortification wall almost 5 m 
wide and some 3 m high radiating eastwards and 
westwards from Bukit larangan (present-day 
fort Canning) to the coast in the south, with a 
sea frontage of about 1.6 km. By the 14th century 
it was widely known as Singapura.

as a small trading port, it did not attract 
much attention from european colonisers until 
Stamford raffles. Upon his arrival in 1819, raffles 
secured the initial agreement of protection with 
the temenggong for some 3,000 Spanish dollars, 
and thus established a settlement in the name 
of the east india Company to challenge Dutch 
trading supremacy in the region. This set the 
stage for modern Singapore. 

even as he left Singapore in the hands of its 

first Governor, raffles outlined detailed plans 
for its defence against the Dutch in indonesia. 
a small fort was to be built at the mouth of the 
Singapore river with a battery of artillery to 
protect the new settlement. This materialised as 
fort fullerton in 1829.

Throughout its early British administration, 
Sepoys of the Bengal or madras Native infantry 
were employed for the protection of the growing 
european community amidst the exponential 
growth of asian traders seeking to make their 
fortunes in this fast-growing port.

By 1850, troops from native regiments in 
British india were made available and additional 
gun batteries built, one each at mount Palmer and 
mount faber, and later the gun batteries at fort 
Siloso in Pulau Blakang mati (Sentosa), remnants 

PRe-sAF HIstoRY
From Volunteers to 
People’s Defence Force

[PREVIOUS] 
Members of 
the Singapore 
Royal Artillery 
(Volunteer), 
1928. 

[FACING] 
The Colours of 
the Singapore 
Volunteer Corps.

[BELOW] 
The Singapore 
Volunteer Corp 
and Straits 
Settlements 
Volunteer Force  
headquarters on 
Beach Road.

Kuldip Singh
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of which can still be seen to this day. 
frequent ethnic disturbances in the growing 

asian communities resulted in some european 
residents securing the formation of the first 
volunteer military unit in the British empire in 
1854 – the Singapore rifle Corps. an act passed in 
the legislative Council of india in 1857 formalised 
the Singapore Volunteer rifle Corps (SVrC) as a 
rifle Class unit and specified rules including dark 
green uniforms. it is not certain if this green is 
the same tone as the “temasek Green” that the 
early full-time National Servicemen wore, but it 
nevertheless draws a tantalising link. 

The concern over sea-borne attacks led to 
the development, in the later 1800s, of further 
fortified gun batteries in Pasir Panjang in the west 
to tanjong Katong in the east, and fort Canning 
to the north of the city. Yet, by the 1860s, it was 
seen that the 200-odd Sepoys, a few european 
soldiers and some SVrC volunteers were hardly 
sufficient to defend the city since the gun batteries 
could obviously not be used for inland fighting, 
for example, as observed in the communal riots 
amongst the immigrant Chinese.

The strength of the SVrC was boosted to more 
than 100 men with increased shooting practices 
and competitions after the introduction of a new 
Snider Carbine rifle to replace the muzzle-loading 
enfield in 1869. Still, it was not until 1872 that the 
first european regular troops arrived to protect 
Singapore.

although there was concern that almost half 
the colony’s revenue was being expended on 
military defence, the SVrC added an artillery 
section in 1868 with two 12-pounder howitzers 
on loan from the regular artillery. ironically, it was 
perhaps the resulting formation of the Singapore 
Volunteer artillery Corps (SVaC) in 1881 which 
led to the disbandment of the SVrC in December 
1887. 

The SVaC with their khaki uniforms opted 
to retain the SVrC motto In Orient Primus and 
trained on guns mounted at fort Siloso and fort 
tanjong Katong. in 1889, they added a maxim 
Gun Section. four of these first recoil-operated 

[ABOVE] 
Singapore 
Volunteer 
Artillery 
Corps Maxim 
machine gun 
mounted on 
a motorised 
vehicle. 

[BELOW] 
Singapore 
Volunteer 
Corps Albion 
Six Wheeler 
armoured car, 
1931.

[TOP LEFT] 
Singapore 
Volunteer 
Artillery Corps  
troops make a 
steep ascent at 
Bukit Panjang 
with ponies and 
local help, 1903. 

[BOTTOM LEFT] 
Singapore 
Volunteer 
Artillery 
Corps officers, 
including 
MAJ Callum 
(standing 
left) and SGT 
Makepeace 
(seated second 
left), after 
whom roads 
are named in 
Singapore, 
1896.
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the war to 687.
a major test of the defence of Singapore and the 

SVC came in 1915 from a mutiny by some of the 
Sepoys within the indian 5th light infantry. This 
was during WWi and troops were being sent by 
Britain to fight Germany and the ottoman empire 
(now turkey). muslim soldiers of the 5th infantry 
who thought they would be sent to fight fellow 
muslims in turkey were instigated to mutiny by 
a senior non-commissioned officer who felt by-
passed in promotion. in fact the troops were being 
readied to be sent to hong Kong. 

The mutiny erupted on 15 february during the 
Chinese New Year. Some of the defenders mistook 
the shooting for fire crackers and were slow to 
react. The Sepoys captured the ammunition 
stores and killed two of their own officers and any 
civilians they came across. 

The small contingent of Sikh policemen, 
artillerymen and the SVC rallied to protect the 
european families and members of the British 
administration. almost 400 european and 
Japanese civilians were deputised and armed to 
assist in tracking down the mutineers who had 
started to disperse into the jungles. The British 

machine guns were bought, two through public 
donations and one each donated by his highness 
Sultan abu Bakar of Johor and by Cheang hong 
lim, a prominent businessman and philanthropist 
of Singapore. The guns were pulled by horses that 
the volunteers provided from their own stables. 

Drill was held by the volunteers at the Drill 
hall built in the 1890s at the site of fort fullerton. 
This was dismantled and re-erected in 1908 at 
the new Volunteer headquarters at Beach road 
because of reclamation works around the fort in 
1906.

events in europe and the region brought 
an increased sense of vulnerability. This led to 
members of the public who were not interested in 
joining the SVaC to appeal for a Volunteer rifle 
unit to be re-formed. With the active support of 
the editor of The Straits Times, arnot reid, it led 
to the revival of the Singapore Volunteer rifles 
in 1901. to these were added the Singapore 
Volunteer engineers, and a Bearer (medical) 
Section, all of which necessitated the formation of 
the Singapore Volunteer Corps (SVC) hQ. Native 
units were also formed: Singapore Volunteer 
infantry No 1 Company (eurasian), and Singapore 
Volunteer infantry No 2 Company (Chinese), and 
a Volunteer infantry Company (malay) in 1911. 
These units were grouped under the SVC. By 
the outbreak of World War i, the strength of the 
Corps stood at some 450, growing by the end of 

[TOP] 
The Straits 
Settlements 
Volunteer Air 
Force, formed 
1936.

[ABOVE]
Inshore Patrol 
Boat RSS 
Panglima.

marshalled their forces and received the support of 
french, russian and Japanese warships in harbour, 
and, of note, 150 men of the Johor military forces 
led by the Sultan of Johor himself. 

The rebellion was quelled within five days 
but only after some 44 soldiers and civilians lost 
their lives. a total of about 90 mutineers were 
apprehended or gave themselves up, while some 
drowned while trying to escape to Johor. 

The mutiny brought home the inadequacy 
of the local defence forces. a town Guard was 
therefore established and immediately drew 423 
volunteers. riding on this, the administration put 
in place the first-ever compulsory military service 
imposed on British subjects in any British Colony 
through the  “reserve force and Civil Guard 
ordinance” of 16 august 1915. This required all 
British subjects in Singapore, between the ages 
18 and 55 and who were not members of the 
uniformed services, to register. Those between 18 
and 40 years were posted to the SVC and the rest 
into the Civil Guard.

The inter-war years saw the Volunteers grow 
under a new ordinance in January 1921 that put 
all volunteer forces under a Straits Settlements 

[LEFT] 
Bingo game at 
the Volunteers 
Officers’ Mess, 
circa 1950s.
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Volunteer force (SSVf) command. a signals 
section was added to the Volunteer artillery while 
the Singapore Volunteer rifles added a Scottish 
Company. The artillery and engineer volunteer 
units were also granted the “royal” title in 1923. 

in 1928, the SSVf was again reorganised. 
two battalions were formed, each with their 
complement of rifle companies, a machine gun 
company and a signals section. The volunteers 
added an armoured car section in 1931, and a 
new Straits Settlements Volunteer force hQ was 
established at Beach road in 1933. The Straits 
Settlements royal Naval Volunteer reserve 
(SSrNVr) was formed in april 1934 and from 
the following year, former royal navy vessels 
were presented to this force, among them the 
Laburnum and the Panglima. it was intended 
that the volunteers would grow to be the first 
line of defence, thus leading to the development 
of the strength, composition and training of the 
volunteers. 

The presentation of colours to the Volunteers 
in may 1934 marked the sense of confidence 
that the British administration, and indeed the 
volunteers themselves, must have felt with their 
commitment of time and effort to the defence of 
Singapore. This confidence was bolstered when the 
1936 Volunteer air force ordinance formed the 
Straits Settlements Volunteer air force (SSVaf), 
completing the essential elements of land, sea and 
air volunteer units.

Singapore by this time had become a hub for 
a new export besides malayan tin and Sumatran 
oil – rubber. against a backdrop of Japanese 
expansionism, a major military camp was built 
at Changi, and the Singapore Naval Base in 
Sembawang was completed by 1938. 

When war came to Singapore in 1942 with 
the Japanese invasion of malaya, the two SSVf 
battalions were part of the fortress Command 
that included two regular malayan infantry 
Brigades. These were deployed from the beach 
at Keppel harbour to tanjong rhu and received 
bombardment from Japanese aircraft. 

however, the closest the volunteers came to 

[RIGHT] 
Men of 1 SIR in 
full-battle gear 
preparing to 
board ship, circa 
1950s.
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as the malayan auxiliary air force (Singapore 
Wing) in 1950. it had a fighter Squadron and a 
fighter Control Unit (fCU) comprising fighter 
Plotters and radar operators. The fCU attracted 
quite a few local professionals and civil servants. it 
was based in Kallang airport and later at Seletar 
airport and was largely officered by ex-raf 
(royal air force) personnel holding civilian jobs. 
The other related auxiliary air forces were in Kuala 
lumpur, Penang, and hong Kong, all coming 
under the command of raf far east which 
provided the airplanes, training and logistical 
support. 

Just two years after malayan independence 
in 1957, the British began closing down these 
auxiliary air forces. The Singapore Wing was 
also closed down and with it the opportunity to 
transform into an air force in an independent 
Singapore.

it was during the malaysia years that the Smf, 
comprising 1 Sir, 2 Sir, and its Volunteers, was 
mobilised as part of the malaysian territorial 
army during the indonesian Konfrontasi. Unlike 
the regulars, the volunteers were deployed to 
guard key installations – the ports, government 
buildings and oil installations in the Southern 
islands. They conducted patrols up to Southern 
Johor and the engineers even assisted the 
malaysian forces in Sarawak. These activities 
allowed the Police and military to focus on field 
operations. 

Thus, when Singapore left malaysia in 1965, 
the Smf – both regulars and volunteers – formed 
the backbone of our fledgling armed force, which 
was now named Saf.

in february 1966, the rmNVr (Singapore 
Division) became the Singapore Naval Volunteer 
reserve (SNVr). later in the year, the SNVr 
became the Singapore Naval Volunteer force 
(SNVf) and they patrolled the seas together 
with the British Navy, continuing their pre-
independence role against Konfrontasi. 

The SNVf was split in June 1968 into the 
volunteer-based People’s Defence force (Sea) and 
the regular Sea Defence Command (SDC). The 

[RIGHT] 
A soldier 
prepared for 
jungle warfare 
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Konfrontasi, 
1963-66.

SDC became the Singapore maritime Command 
in December 1968 and a separate Service in its 
own right – the rSN – in 1975.

The SVC was incorporated into the People’s 
Defence force (PDf) in 1965 to train part-time 
national servicemen at six training centres. it was re-
organised in 1971 to train “reservists” (a term used 
to refer to those who have completed full-time 
National Service) for homeland defence duties. 
The last truly volunteer battalion – 101 PDf – was 
disbanded in 1984 while two commands – 1 PDf at 
maju Camp and 2 PDf at Beach road Camp – were 
formed in 1985. 1 PDf was disbanded in 2005, 
while 2 PDf is now augmented with 8 and 9 Sir 
which take in new recruits for homeland defence 
missions.

it was in 1968 that some of the pioneer air 
force volunteers joined the Singapore air Defence 
Command (SaDC), predecessor to the republic 
of Singapore air force (rSaf). among these were 
qualified pilots who trained under the malayan 
auxiliary air force such as Col rajoo who 
later joined the rSaf and the late Col robert 
iau, who later became Director manpower in the 
Saf. By the time the last raf aircraft left in the 
mid-Seventies, the air components of Singapore’s 
defence were well in place, making the Saf then a 
tri-service fighting force.

     

combat was when a platoon of the 1st Battalion 
SSVf was sent to defend positions between 
Newton and the ford motor factory at Bukit 
timah – but the British surrendered before any 
fighting took place. While the other volunteers 
received the message to ditch their uniforms, 
bury their weapons and merge with the civilian 
population, the 1st Battalion was not informed, 
which resulted in many being captured and 
interned in the Changi prisoner-of-war camp 
until the Japanese surrendered in august 1945. 

on their part, the SSVaf conducted risky 
reconnaissance missions during World War ii 
when the only planes left flying were the light 
aircraft of the royal Singapore flying Club of 
which many of these volunteers were members.

almost a year after the British returned in 
august 1945, the British military administration 
demobilised the Volunteer forces and local 
Defence Corps. however, the post-WWii Cold 
War and the start of the malayan emergency 

against communists resulted in the revival of the 
volunteer corps, now along multi-racial lines. 
This took the form of the reconstituted British-
officered royal malayan Naval Volunteer reserve  
(rmNVr) (Singapore Division) in 1947 and the 
SVC in 1949. 

The SVC was trained in internal security but 
was not mobilised despite the many strikes and 
riots. instead, they assisted in the training of 
some 400 part-time national servicemen who 
were enlisted in 1954 under the 1952 National 
Service ordinance. it was also in that year that the 
SVC merged with the newly-mustered Singapore 
military forces (Smf). By the time the 1st 
Battalion, Singapore infantry regiment (1 Sir) 
was formed and included in 1957 in preparation 
for Singapore’s self-government, the Smf had a 
semblance of an armed force, with volunteer units 
of artillery, engineers, armour, Signals, and even 
a military band.

after WWii, the SSVaf was resuscitated 
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On 26 December 2004, a massive tsunami hit 
the coast of northern Aceh and other coasts on 
the bay of bengal from Sri Lanka to southern 
Thailand. The rescue and relief mission the SAF 
launched, codenamed “Operation Flying eagle” is 
the largest Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster 
relief (HADr) operation the SAF has undertaken 
since its first operation in 1970, when a 47-
man team was deployed to east Pakistan (now 
bangladesh) after the country was hit by a cyclone.  

more than 1,500 personnel and a complement 
of rSn Landing Ship Tanks and rSAF helicopters 
and c-130s moved some 580,000 kg of relief 
supplies into northern Aceh and airlifted some 
4,000 personnel into and out of the disaster area. 
The SAF also constructed two beach landing 
points and seven helicopter landing sites in the 
West Aceh regency of meulaboh, worst hit by the 
tsunami. A mobile air traffic control tower was also 
erected. This demonstration of the operational 
capability of the SAF showed how far the SAF had 
developed since its traumatic beginnings in 1965 
with just two Singapore Infantry regiments and 
two wooden boats to defend Singapore.  

It was a rough neighbourhood Singapore 
was born into and grew up in. An insurgency in 
South Vietnam was escalating, with the United 
States sending in the marines to shore up “falling 
dominos” as the political metaphor of the day 
described the struggle against an expanding 
communist world in an on-going cold War. 
The chinese communist Party, about to launch 

a “Great revolution“, was secretly encouraging a 
retreating malayan communist Party to regroup 
and resume its armed struggle against malaysia. 
A series of bombings in malaysia, including an 
abortive December 1974 bombing in Singapore, 
were constant reminders that the malayan 
communist Party had not been defeated.   

A revolutionary Indonesia lead by President 
Sukarno opposed the formation of malaysia as 
a “neo-colonialist” plot threatening Indonesia. 
The bombing of macDonald House in march 
1965 was still fresh in the social memories of 
Singaporeans as they watched an attempted coup 
on 30 September 1965 unravel and could not for 
the next three years make much sense of, until 
then-Gen Suharto emerged to take over from 
President Sukarno in 1968. Strong currents of 
uncertainty churned the apparent constitutional 
stability of Singapore’s separation from malaysia. 
Singapore’s dependence upon malaysia, especially 
for its supply of water, contributed to the making 
of a deep sense of vulnerability.

Singapore’s immediate response to ensure 
its survival in a rough neighbourhood was to 
augment the two infantry regiments it inherited 
with various volunteer units. but two Infantry 
regiments and a volunteer militia, as then-
Defence minister Dr Goh Keng Swee pointed out 
to Parliament in December 1965, were not up to 
defending Singapore: “It is no use pretending that 
without the british military presence in Singapore 
today, the island cannot be easily overrun by 
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any neighbouring country within a radius of a 
thousand miles....” It would appear that Dr Goh 
was also thinking of a falling South Vietnamese 
domino toppling other dominos which could 
eventually hit Singapore. Saigon did fall to the 
communists in 1975 and cambodia followed 
suit in 1979. Singapore then decided in 1981 to 
support the formation of a coalition Government 
of Democratic Kampuchea to fight the Vietnamese 
occupation of cambodia and pre-empt any more 
dominos falling. What Dr Goh and his cabinet 
colleagues may not have anticipated was the 
british government having to withdraw their 
military presence in 1971, much earlier than they 
expected. That withdrawal reinforced the sense 
of vulnerability and spotlighted the necessity of 
building a credible defence force.

Israel was not Singapore’s first choice in its 
search for advice and assistance in building up a 
more credible defence force. but in hindsight, the 
turn to Israel and its strategy of a national Service 
force was fortuitous, as Singapore’s demographic 
constraints as a city-state were unlikely to support 
a credible full-time regular force. even then, there 
were doubts about the credibility of a national 
Service armed force to defend the city state. 
Singapore reluctantly realised that it was at best a 
“poison shrimp” which predators could swallow at 
the peril of only a discountenance to its digestive 
system. It was ultimately a strategy forced upon 
Singapore in part by britain’s decision to withdraw 
from east of Suez in 1971. In response, Singapore 
scrambled to anchor to its commonwealth allies, 
Australia, britain, malaysia and new Zealand, in 
the Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA).

In 1970, the SAF participated in its first joint 
exercise with its Australian, british, malaysian and 
new Zealand counterparts to test the capability of 
its commonwealth allies to come to malaysia’s 
and its defence after the british withdrawal. Since 
then, military exercises with other armed forces in 
the region have been an integral part of the SAF’s 
defence diplomacy and commitment to regional 
stability.  

These then were the beginnings and driving 

forces of the SAF’s development in the 1970s 
and 1980s. economic development provided 
the budget for the SAF to expand its capabilities 
from a defensive “poison shrimp” to a lethal 
“porcupine” that is able to undertake combined 
arms operations to take on potential adversaries. 
national Service, initially received with some 
scepticism, became accepted as a rite of passage 
for Singapore males and became recognised as 
essential not only to the defence of the island state, 
but also to its definition and identity as a nation. 
Defence was no longer just the responsibility of 
the SAF, but reached out in the concept of Total 
Defence to include the civil defence of the island, 
and also its economic, social and psychological 
defence of a way of life.  

The end of the second Indochina War in 
1975 unfortunately did not bring the peace that 
was hoped for. Vietnam’s 1979 invasion and occ-
upation of cambodia reinforced old fears of 
cascading dominos in the region. There was a need 
for the SAF to be prepared to protect Singapore 
against any potential threats. It was only with 
the end of the cold War and the withdrawal of 
Vietnamese forces from cambodia that one could 
look forward to a new era of peace in the region.

by the 1990s, the SAF could look back and 
reflect on the continuing relevance of its role as 
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a “porcupine” in the defence of Singapore. The 
fear of being crushed by falling dominos was 
gone with the opening up of china by Deng 
Xiaoping and Vietnam applying to join ASeAn. 
Singapore’s economy was being connected and 
networked in what was then perceived to be a new 
cycle of globalisation. Likewise, its securities were 
becoming more intertwined, making for a more 
predictable neighbourhood than in the mid-1960s 
and the 1970s and 1980s. 

ASeAn lead the formation of a regional 
Forum in 1994 to put in place a new era of 
regional security founded on confidence and 
trust in each other. The SAF could no longer be a 
force in waiting like a porcupine raising its spines 
when it senses a threat. The 2nd Generation SAF, 
built from the early 1980s, had to be transformed 
in response to new technologies and, especially, 

new security challenges and demands thrust upon 
it. These range from contributing to a variety 
of United nations peacekeeping operations to 
supporting an increasing number of humanitarian 
disaster relief operations and naval deployments 
in the Strait of malacca and the Gulf of Aden to 
combat sea robbery and ensure the security of sea 
lanes.  

A new 3rd Generation SAF is emerging in 
the 21st century that has to respond to a variety 
of demands and challenges from transnational 
terrorist groups post 9/11 to humanitarian and 
disaster relief operations and search and rescue 
operations. Perhaps, like a dolphin, the SAF is 
intelligent and capable, adapting to a number of 
different roles – including swimming with the 
sharks with confidence – while continuing to 
perform its role as a deterrent force.  
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DeFence DIPLoMAcY
chua siew san

The twin pillars of Singapore’s 
defence policy are deterrence 
and diplomacy. Deterrence is 
projected through the SAF’s 
display of its military equipment 
and hardware. Less visible, but no 
less important, is the quiet work 
of defence diplomacy. Put simply, 
diplomacy is about building 
relationships with defence 
establishments and armed forces 
around the world so that they 
see value in cooperating with 
Singapore and the SAF. Beyond 
the handshakes and smiles, and 
more important and challenging, 
we have to be clear about our 
objectives and work out how best 
to get our counterparts to agree 
to cooperation which will allow us 
to achieve those objectives. Then 
come the patient and tireless 
negotiations so that we can reach 
agreements that both sides find 
worthwhile.  

Defence diplomacy extends 
beyond building good bilateral 
relationships. It also involves 
working with countries in 
multilateral forums to build a 
stable international order and 
an open and inclusive regional 

security architecture. There has 
to be a benign and conducive 
regional environment, in which 
cooperation and collaboration 
among Singapore and other 
regional countries are the 
norm, so that there is peace 
and stability and all regional 
countries can concentrate on 
economic development and 
prosper. Building these complex 
multilateral structures and 
relationships also means taking 
our international responsibilities 
and commitments seriously. 
This is the basis for the SAF’s 
contributions to peace support 
operations and humanitarian 
assistance and disaster relief 
(HADR) operations. 

Multilateral forums can lead 
to substantive activities which 
enable militaries to exercise 
operating together, and even 
to jointly conduct operations to 
tackle security challenges. After 
barely three years, the ASEAN 
Defence Ministers Meeting-Plus 
conducted a large-scale HADR 
and Military Medicine Exercise 
which involved 3,200 personnel, 
seven ships, 15 helicopters as well 
as military medical, engineering 
and search-and-rescue teams 
and assets from the 18 nations 
in a variety of scenarios. The 
Shangri-La Dialogue (SLD) is 
another success story in defence 
diplomacy, where the exchange 
of views is often open and frank. 
It was at the SLD that Malaysia’s 
then-Defence Minister Najib Tun 
Razak mooted the Eyes-in-the-
Sky initiative in 2005 to combat 
piracy in the Strait of Malacca. 

Defence diplomacy also 
opens the door for the SAF to 
train overseas and with foreign 
militaries. Today, the SAF has 
access to military training 
facilities, in land, air and sea, 
in many countries throughout 
the world. This is possible 

only because we have built 
relationships with these countries 
based on friendship, trust and 
mutual respect. But it takes 
time, sometimes many years, to 
develop such relationships. Most 
fundamentally, both sides must 
see benefit in the relationship and 
a congruence of interests in the 
defence cooperation.

In the case of Singapore’s 
relations with India, the opposing 
positions on the Soviet Union’s 
invasion of Afghanistan and 
Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia 
stood in the way of closer 
cooperation for many years. It was 
only after the Cold War that there 
was some alignment of interests 
as Singapore sought to diversify 
our economy while India began to 
“look East”. As we became more 
comfortable with each other, 
military officials started to meet 
more regularly to explore ways 
to deepen the relationship, going 
beyond SAF officers attending 
courses offered by the Indian 
Armed Forces. Our navies were at 
the forefront of this engagement, 
conducting the first of a regular 
series of naval exercises in 1994. 
It was to take another decade 
before the RSAF and Indian Air 
Force (IAF) started their bilateral 
exercises. The signing of the 
Defence Cooperation Agreement 

interests and the good relations 
between the two militaries built 
up over the 25 years the SAF has 
been training there. 

When the SAF trains with 
foreign armed forces, there are 
substantive interactions between 
personnel of the two sides. In the 
process, our military personnel 
develop bonds of friendship and 
understanding that contribute to 
the strengthening of people-to-
people relations. Beyond that, 
the interactions and cooperation 
are important and useful for 
professional development. 

Defence diplomacy is a key 
element of our defence policy. 
With a well-considered approach 
in our defence diplomacy, we 
can foster strong and mutually 
beneficial relationships with 
our regional neighbours and 
international partners. This is a 
necessary foundation for peace 
and stability in our region.

in 2003 was a milestone, paving 
the way for deeper cooperation. 
In 2005, armour and artillery 
exercises began.

The RSAF has been training 
in India since 2004, flying from 
Kalaikunda Air Force Station in 
West Bengal. Our Air Force gains 
invaluable experience training 
with different aircraft types, 
such as the IAF’s Sukhoi and MiG 
aircraft, and conducting cross-
platform training missions such 
as Dissimilar Air Combat Training 
and Mission-Oriented Training. 
On land, our artillery forces hone 
their skills in Devlali, 200 km from 
Mumbai city. In Babina, Uttar 
Pradesh, our armour units exploit 
the vast expanse of a training area 
about three-quarters the size of 
Singapore to conduct manoeuvres 
and fire their weapons. 

The training access that the 
SAF has in friendly countries is 
particularly valuable because we 
have training space constraints at 
home. One of the largest training 
areas that the SAF has access to 
is the Shoalwater Bay Training 
Area in Australia. From an army 
exercise when we started training 
there in 1990, the SAF now 
conducts a tri-service air, land 
and sea exercise in Shoalwater 
Bay. The expanded training is 
testimony to shared strategic 
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When the decision was made back in 1965 to 
build up the sAF, most of our military hardware 
was inherited from the British – hand-me-down 
trucks and Bloodhound Mark 2 surface-to-air 
missiles. even the AMX tanks rolled out at the 
1969 national day Parade were israeli defence 
Force surplus. 

The most urgent focus then was to provide for 
singapore’s basic defence. The Army had only two 
infantry battalions of about 1,000 men each. The 
RsAF, which began as the singapore Air defence 
command in 1968, purchased 20 hawker hunter 
fighter aircraft in 1968, and eight cessna 172-
h aircraft a year later. The navy started off with 
just two boats, and received its first brand new 
ship, patrol craft Rss Independence, only in 1969. 
shortly after, it launched its first missile gunboats 
as the navy expanded its capabilities. 

As the buildup continued, defence planners 
soon realised that singapore could no longer 
just buy or modify off-the-shelf equipment. 
As LG (Ret) Winston choo said of that time: 
“A lot of what we wanted…, is so advanced, so 
sophisticated, that no country will ever sell it to 
us.... They have their defence secrets to protect.”

hence, during the early 1980s to late 1990s, the 
sAF worked on upgrading and modernising the 
Army, navy and Air Force. The growth of a defence 
industry gave us the capabilities to upgrade, 
modernise and extend the shelf life of our assets. 
From 1986 to 1988, the missile gunboats were 
upgraded with the harpoon anti-ship missile, 

while a suite of advanced avionics were added to 
the F-5 tigers from 1991 to 1994, making them 
as good as other modern day fighters for another 
10 to 15 years. The Army’s 155mm howitzer guns 
were also replaced with lighter guns such as the 
Fh2000 and Pegasus that delivered the same 
punch with fewer men. This was the time where 
the sAF transitioned from the 1st Gen to 2nd Gen 
fighting force. 

in 1991, the sAF regrouped the Army, 
integrating the 3rd singapore infantry divison 
with armour, combat engineers, artillery, signals, 
logistics and medical units to form the 3rd 
singapore division. Within the next few years, 
two other divisions of the Army, the 6th and 9th 
divisions, were converted to combined-arms 
divisions. till today, these divisions still stand.

in 2007, in its most significant reorganisation 
since its establishment, the RsAF regrouped 
itself into five operational commands to focus 
on core mission areas, and be better integrated 
with the 3rd Gen sAF. in 2009, the navy’s 
coastal command was restructured into the 
Maritime security task Force, enhancing inter-
agency cooperation to combat the multi-faceted 
nature of today’s maritime threats. This was 
part of a larger transformation effort to better 
synchronise the navy’s assets and capabilities to 
plug into the larger fighting system of the sAF. The 
reorganisation of the services was an integral part 
of the sAF’s transformation journey which began 
in 2004. since then, the key priority for MindeF 
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and the sAF has been to transform its fighting 
force into the 3rd Gen sAF that is effective in both 
conventional and non-conventional operations in 
the post 9/11 security landscape. With declining 
birth rates and shrinking numbers of young men 
enlisted into ns, the sAF also has to make the best 
use of its available manpower. 

to pack a bigger punch, the 3rd Gen sAF has 
been armed with an arsenal of high-tech platforms 
– stealth frigates, submarines, state-of-the-art 
unmanned aerial vehicles, tanks and robots – all 
linked by a sophisticated network of sensors and 
communication systems. This means that the 3rd 
Gen soldier practically has “the firepower of the 
entire armed forces in his backpack”, an evocative 
phrase coined by The Straits Times’ former defence 
correspondent david Boey.

This makeover of the sAF is akin to what the 
Americans called the “Revolution in Military 
Affairs”, a term that describes how their military’s 
technological superiority would eliminate the 
“fog of war” (the inability to get a total view of 
the battlefield). instead, by using technology well, 
military commanders and the rank-and-file can 
get a clear view of the battlefield, which in turn 
will help to secure victory.

The leap into 3rd Gen technology is probably 
unfamiliar to many nsmen who served in the 
1960s till the 1990s. They are more familiar with 
the 1st Gen or 2nd Gen sAF, in which tankees 
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honed their gunnery skills by repeating the drill 
over and over and infantry soldiers practised their 
battle manoeuvres by charging up Peng Kang hill 
with their M-16s. Then, the foot soldier’s only line 
of communication to his superiors was a bulky 
radio set. he saw nothing beyond what lay before 
his eyes. targets were plotted manually on physical 
maps and clear plastic overlays (remember those?).

All this has changed with advanced networking 
technology. today’s soldiers, for instance, have 
the Advanced combat Man system, a wearable 
battlefield computer packed with sensors and 
communication devices. in the heat of battle, the 
3rd Gen soldier who spots an enemy on a hill, just 
has to “mark” the target with his sAR21 assault 
rifle and send a message or digital image to his 
commanders who are empowered to call for fire 
support to take out the enemy. in short, as dPM 
teo chee hean and former defence Minister said 
in 2004, 3rd Gen technologies “enable us to see first 
and see more, understand faster and better, decide 
faster, and act more decisively and precisely”. 

More than 10 years on, the concept of the 3rd 
Gen sAF has become not a mere buzzword on 
everyone’s lips but a reality. This modernisation 

drive, however, does not have a destination. 
Rather, it is a continuous journey with adjustments 
and improvements made to the sAF’s people, 
warfighting concepts and military technology. 
As then-sAF Joint operations director and now 
chief of defence Force, Lieutenant-General 
(LG) ng chee Meng noted in an interview with 
The Straits Times in 2009: “While… ideas can be 
revolutionary, their successful implementation 
takes time.... in implementation it’s evolutionary.” 

in the long run, the major challenge for the 
3rd Gen sAF is not the introduction of high 
technology per se. The major challenge is changing 
the mindsets of soldiers. having access to a steady 
stream of a new generation of highly-educated 
and tech-savvy enlistees has made things easier 
for the sAF to push the boundaries. instead of the 
1st Gen sAF’s hokkien peng whose educational 
qualifications consisted of either o Levels or 
below, about 75 per cent of today’s  enlistees are 
A-Level graduates or polytechnic diploma holders. 

This is even more important as the sAF has 
to be an adept, full-spectrum fighting force that 
faces not only the traditional threats but also 
new adversaries – terrorists, cybercriminals and 
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natural disasters. 
Keenly aware of how critical the human 

element is, the sAF has also poured resources to 
ensure its soldiers are well versed with technology 
to prepare them for tomorrow’s wars. Recruits 
undergoing Basic Military training and nsmen 
on in-camp training learn with tablets and train 
with simulators before going into the field to get 
hands-on experience. even so, all this technology 
is no substitute for the real thing. so taking part 
in mock battle scenarios, digging trenches, going 
for live-firing exercises, bashing through bushes 
– those are not going away. After all, souped-up 
technology and weapon systems do not deliver 
the silver bullet. As deputy Prime Minister and 
then-defence Minister teo chee hean remarked 
in a 2009 interview: “You can’t fight wars with 
electronics.” 

Given how the sAF has to spread out its 
finite resources, technological upgrades or the 
replacement of obsolete equipment cannot hap-
pen frequently. As a result, it is also not possible 
for every man on the ground to be armed to 
the hilt with the newest gadgets and weapons. 
however, even if some of them do not fight with 
the latest gadgets, they still get a good sense of 
3rd Gen warfare when they train in state-of-the-
art training facilities, such as the Murai Urban 
Live Firing Facility or the Multi-Mission Range 
complex. This is a prudent and cost-effective 
way for the sAF to “keep all soldiers in the loop 
of the latest developments in warfare”, said coL 
david neo, who heads the sAF’s Joint Plans and 
transformation department. That is why it is the 
soldier that makes the difference in this 3rd Gen 
transformation. 

The sAF has started work on the next 
generation of soldiers. in a 2014 media interview, 
LG ng said: “We are looking at new opportunities 
on the horizon and beyond, and also the challenges. 
it is clear that our country faces demographic 
challenges, and the sAF will have to look at how 
to harness new technologies, automation, robotics 
and unmanned technologies to incorporate them 
more into our fighting systems so that we can 

[FACING TOP] 
An RSAF F-16D 
taking off.

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Technicians 
preparing an 
Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle 
during Ex 
Lightning 
Warrior as the 
UAV External 
Pilot stands by.

create even more potent fighting capabilities with 
leaner resources.”

Behind every weapon or war machine beats 
the fighting heart and soul of an individual soldier 
who has to go the extra mile to outwit and outlast 
his enemy. War, as the Prussian strategist carl 
von clausewitz defined it, is a contest of opposing 
wills, and victory goes to the side with the stronger 
will to win. infantryman terence chua, a 35-year-
old nsman, puts it plainly: “it doesn’t matter how 
old you are or what weapon you carry. so long as 
you are willing to fight, you are crucial in winning 
the battle.” 

[BELOW]
Personnel 
from RSS 
Persistence 
patrol the seas 
in the Gulf, 
2007.
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Five servicemen oF diFFerent ages speak 
their mind about defence, training and what is 
important to them about the saF.

ee cheng Huat was enlisted in 1967 and 
attained the rank of Ltc as a regular serviceman 
when he retired in 1997. during his tenure in the 
saF, he was, among other positions, oc section 
Leaders coy, oc officer cadet coy, commander, 
overseas training centre, s3 HQ 6 siB and Head 
courses & exams Branch g6 army.

clement Hendricks’ service to the army lasted 
nearly 42 years. He is also the longest-serving 
nsman to date, having been on the reservist on 
voluntary extended reserve service (rovers) 
scheme from november 1995 to november 2013.

sanif olek is a commando enlisted in 1989, 
and a television and film director.

martin tan, enlisted in 1997, was an ammo 
tech specialist with saF ammo Base when 
serving ns. He is currently the executive director 
of institute for societal Leadership at singapore 
management University. 

rovik robert was enlisted in 2012 and ended 
his time as an nsF as a Platoon sergeant at 39sce. 
He is pursuing a degree in computer science at 
northwestern University.   

Some people have said that SAF training in 
the past was tougher than the present. What is 
your opinion on this?

Ee Cheng Huat: training in the past was much 
tougher. one of the reasons was that there were 

fewer safety rules but, over time, more rules were 
instituted. For example, even during inclement 
weather with lightning and heavy rain, training 
still went on. over time, we learned to exercise 
safety precautions and instituted more safety rules 
to protect the soldiers. 

Martin Tan: i guess every generation will feel 
their training in the past is a whole lot tougher 
than now. When i was serving ns, i heard stories 
of the tiger encik who used to put people in 
their lockers and roll them downstairs, beds as 
hard as planks. now, i read that the beds have 
spring mattresses and the food catered is great. 
so perhaps training was easier during my time 
than before but tougher than it is now but nsFs 

[FACING] 
The N0 11 
target, a 
desirable but 
unavailable NS 
collectable.

[BELOW] 
Dr Goh Keng 
Swee presents 
an NS medallion 
to an enlistee at 
an NS send-off 
dinner, 1967.

GeneRAtIons oF Men
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today are under more public scrutiny than before 
because of social media. is it a case where it’s 
mentally more tough now than before? Possibly. 

Clement Hendricks: each generation has its 
own “toughness” which depends on the type of 
training that was carried out and the emphasis 
of the day. in the past, the mindset was that of a 
regular army handling nsFs or citizen soldiers. 
What was expected was blind obedience. today, 
the way of motivation and training is more 
focused on c2d – commitment to defence. With 
less exposure to physical hardship in upbringing, 
nsFs are trained as “thinking soldiers”. 

Sanif Olek: in the first generation of the army, 
training to be soldiers meant regimental authority 
was unquestioned, individuality was secondary 
and any fleeting self-reflex was suppressed. The 
mantra to “sweat more during training to bleed 
less during war” further validated the idea that the 
self takes a backseat to achieve group goals. 

Based on my commando background, training 
needs to be more about building rugged, mental 
strength and “survivability” during war. soldiers 
prioritise team objectives and think for their 
country and nation. in war, battle will proceed 
regardless if the weather is cat 1 or 3. too much 
dependence on gadgets may also negate initiative 
and hamper natural, ground-survival instincts 
that are imperative during battle. When batteries 
go flat or touchscreens crack, the soldier can 
depend only on his natural instincts to complete 
a task and survive in the battle zone.

Rovik Robert: i’ll admit i think that some 
of the physical tasks our forefathers had were 
definitely a lot more difficult than what we had to 
endure – and the conditions in which they were 
trained were harsher. 

do i think we could have tougher training? as 
a trainer in the army myself, i’ve always believed 
that training doesn’t have to be tough. instead, 
what we need is more realistic training. We train 
to win, not to suffer – and if we must endure pain 
in peace to bleed less in war, as long as training 
safety is never compromised, then we must be 
tough about it.

[ABOVE] 
Kit-checking on 
enlistment day, 
2015. 

[FACING TOP] 
3-tonners 
trundle recruits 
to their camps 
on enlistment 
day, 1960s.

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Recruits of the 
2nd Gen SAF 
hefting ali baba 
bags on their 
way to BMTC at 
Tekong, 1980s.
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Share a defining SAF moment. 
Rovik Robert: marching in ndP was definitely 

one of the defining moments of my saF experience. 
Being in a conscript army means that almost any 
male can accomplish feats such as marching in a 
national parade or even throwing a live grenade 
before he turns 21. to be able to get access to these 
opportunities seem trivial initially, but as we grow 
up we appreciate the life experiences gained. 

Clement Hendricks: one positive thing is the 
deep bond forged among citizen soldiers regardless 
of race, language and religion in the coming of age 
of generations of young men via ns. 

Martin Tan: one of my most positive memories 
is of not sleeping for three days and two nights 
during an ops planning exercise. We worked to-
gether as a team to come up with resupply plans 
to every saF unit and we did it without much rest. 
We finally came up with what we believed was the 
best plan possible (guess we were tired and were 
ready to get it over and done with) and presented 
it to our oc. all it took was five minutes for him 
to find the one flaw that needed us to rework the 
plan for another day. We couldn’t believe it! Why 
was it a positive moment? The experience taught 
me a lot about not settling for mediocre, trying 
to cover all ground before bringing plans to your 

bosses, and it formed the basis for many aspects of 
my current work ethic. 

Sanif Olek: The first defining positive moment 
for me was when i received my red beret. Through-
out history, the red beret of the commando 
represents one of the ultimate achievements that a 
soldier can receive in the army. For me, it was not 
just about personal achievement and glory, it was a 
bittersweet and humbling moment to be associated 
with glorious soldiers whose dedication to honour 
and excellence is second to none. deep down i 
shed tears of joy at this accomplishment. it was 
also a moment when i understood the meaning 
of brotherhood and camaraderie, regardless of 
“race, language and religion”. in any battle, we 
seek to complete the task in any circumstance. 
most importantly, in the process, our bond grows 
so tight that, no matter what, we never, ever leave 
a brother behind.

How have these instances and your SAF 
experience generally contributed to you as a 
person?

Rovik Robert: Life has more gravity for me. i 
value things such as home and health a lot more, 
and also understand the need for principles and 
values. Being in college right now with 18-year-
olds fresh from high school as my main group of 
friends, it’s obvious that we have such different 
outlooks to life. When you see more of the world, 
you understand what it means to belong in it.

Clement Hendricks: as a eurasian, serving in 
the saF removed the borders and lines between 
ethnicity and religion among people. The common 
mission of training and working as a team to 
defend our country rises above self. i have learnt 
to take ownership and walk the talk. i have learnt 
not to be afraid to stand up and put the shoulder 
to the grind to improve the system. as i rose in 
rank, i continued to find ways to make a positive 
difference to how we serve and train.

Sanif Olek: even as a civilian, the manner 
i carry myself personally and professionally 
personify the high degree of expectations one 
would expect of an elite soldier. There is an 

[FACING] 
First briefing 
in the barrack 
lines, Tekong 
Camp, circa 
1980s. 

[ABOVE & LEFT] 
Getting a 
regimental hair 
cut, 1970s and 
2015.
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[TOP] 
To 3rd Gen 
recuits used to 
6th generation 
smart phones, 
the advice from 
instructors 
during mass 
phone call 
sessions is call 
your mother 
first, then your 
girlfriend. 

[LEFT] 
There was a 
time when 
calling loved 
ones from camp 
was by public 
phones and a 
clutch of coins.

[FACING] 
For 1st Gen 
enlistees, saying 
goodbye was 
at the Central 
Manpower Base 
where family 
and friends 
gathered to 
send off their 
young men.
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expectation that i am someone they can trust to 
complete a task regardless of circumstances – 
higher-degree tasks with mental preparation for 
contingencies. They also have a high degree of 
expectation in everything i do. in all these, i have 
learnt that in life, respect is earned, never given. 

Martin Tan: many experiences laid a strong 
foundation for my working philosophy. i learned 
a lot about leadership from my oc and how 
treating men with respect, standing up for them, 
and having a fun, work culture create a working 
environment where people would be willing to 
give more than their best because they believe in 
you as a leader.

Ee Cheng Huat: military training has a 
structured process which not only instilled a 
sense of leadership but also the saF’s values of 
discipline and self-respect. Basically, it strengthens 
our mental resilience which comes in handy in 
the working environment both for military and 
civilian jobs.

How has your SAF experience connected you 
to people and society?

Sanif Olek: in the commandos we were taught 
to appreciate everything that life has to offer and 
to respect fellow human beings regardless of their 
background in society. as many operations in 
the unit are done in small groups, i learnt that 
collaboration and tolerance are key in connecting 
with people. in professional capacities, i thrive 
as a leader who listens to collaborators and 
subordinates, yet is firm in making decisions. 
i think these traits have allowed me to achieve 
many things as a professional creative director.

Martin Tan: ns was probably the one place 
that i’ve seen all the various strata of singapore 
society coming under one roof and all learning to 
work together. during my Bmt, i had friends who 
had been in gangs and spoke only Hokkien, those 
that spoke only english, well educated, some who 
studied overseas, some from rich families and 
some from very poor ones. everyone had their 
unique background and stories to tell. i learned so 
much during my Bmt about not judging people 

[FACING TOP] 
Push-ups, the 
effective and 
simple exercise 
done by the 
earliest recruits. 
In the new IPPT 
introduced in 
2015, push-
ups must be 
performed 
with arms 
comfortably 
by the side, 
lowered to a 
fist’s distance 
from the 
ground. 

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Deep breathing 
during the cool- 
down stage of 
PT sessions.

[BELOW] 
The result of 
consistent 
physical 
exercise.
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and that society is the collection of all these folk 
who, together, form one company.

Rovik Robert: i remember times when i had 
to assist my friends in health emergencies. in 
moments like these, you remember that people are 
important – that to take care of someone else is the 
most important job you can be trusted with. to be 
trusted to serve, to be given that responsibility, is 
one that we must hold with care.

Ee Cheng Huat: The saF provides many 
overseas opportunities. These opportunities 
exposed us to many different types of environment 
and terrain. These exposures helped in expanding 
our physical and intellectual horizons and 
equipped us with the relevant life skills.

Clement Hendricks: as citizen soldiers, we 
meet and deal with many people from all walks 
of life. The saF trained us to work and live 
with one another and to become more tolerant, 
become better people and be more people savvy. 
We tend to look for positive traits and identify 
the strengths of people we work with. When there 
is weakness, we work around it to have a better 
working relationship. in the saF, we learnt that 
many hands make light work and no man is an 
island.

How would you like to see the SAF develop?
Sanif Olek: i would like to see the saF as a 

sophisticated organisation where each soldier 
first and foremost understands the need to defend 
singapore – not just the superficial, vague notion 
to defend itself from an enemy, but also the need 
to appreciate why we are defending it. The saF 
can be successful only when it truly integrates 
itself into the social fabric. every singaporean 
citizen can contribute as an individual, regardless 
of their background without prejudice, to the 
national defence. it is only when every citizen has 
a sense of belonging that everyone has the instinct 
to protect our homeland.

Rovik Robert: i would like to see an saF that 
embraces policy with room for flexibility; that 
empowers middle leadership (i.e., at the unit 
and platoon levels) to have discretion over policy 

[ABOVE] 
Running 
with rifles at 
highport, circa 
1970s.

[RIGHT] 
The original 
emblem 
of SAFTI: 
Singapore 
Armed Forces 
Training 
Institute.

[LEFT] 
Briefing troops, 
an important 
part of traning 
procedure, circa 
1970s.

[BELOW] 
The concertina 
wire of today, 
unlike those of 
the past, have 
razor blades, 
but the way to 
silent breach 
the obstacle 
remains the 
same.
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execution according to the local situation; and 
that identifies areas where talent can be groomed 
at all levels, not just in the officer/nco corps.

Martin Tan: For me, apart from the military 
role of defending our country, i see the saF as 
a foundation of a nation’s self-confidence. many 
years ago, i was in Blenheim, new Zealand, where 
the final flypast of their air force took place. after 
that, new Zealand scrapped their combat aircraft 
in 2011. i remember the sadness when i talked to 
the Kiwis. They said their air defence now lay with 
their security pact with australia. i would love to 
see the saF not just focus on the technology of our 
weaponry, something that we should continue, 
but also focus on the vision of a confident nation, 
protected by an advanced armed forces in all 
aspects. i would like to see the saF nurture the 
pride of a sovereign country in our soldiers so 
that ns becomes for singaporean men a badge 
of pride, a rite of passage, and an experience to 
remember.

Imagine, within your experience, Singapore 
without the SAF. What do you see?

Ee Cheng Huat: The common experience 
that men in singapore share help build a sense 
of loyalty and patriotism. Having the pride of 
being trained to defend our own country creates a 
sense of shared destiny. This strong unity will help 
deter potential aggressors. Without the saF, we 
will be depending on external parties to protect 
our country, leading to a loss in national pride, 
inviting more attacks rather than deterrence.

Rovik Robert: it’s a difficult question. 
While the saF has been an important character 
and leadership experience for me – it’s always 
unpredictable how singapore would deal with 
a future absent of the saF. Would we be more 
vigorous in our diplomatic and strategic relations? 
Would we play a quieter role in politics like 
vienna? i would see a singapore with less clout. 
and that clout is what we need.

Sanif Olek: Without the saF, each 
singaporean will still need to live out the heart 
of national defence – to honour our citizenship. 

[PREVIOUS] 
Servicemen 
collecting their 
allowance, 
1980s. 

[ABOVE] 
Black boards 
were carried to 
and used in field 
training, circa 
1960s.

[FACING TOP] 
2nd Gen RSAF 
servicemen in a 
briefing.

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Map reading 
lecture, 1960s.
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We need to honour our duty as responsible and 
disciplined singaporeans. it is only when every 
single citizen has a clear idea of this commonality 
as singaporeans that we can stand together as 
one people in camaraderie. What we may lack 
in defence machinery, we can stand and rise 
together against the enemy in common spirit 
as singaporeans – because history shows that 
the spirit of the mind is much stronger than all 
technology put together. 

Martin Tan: i think for us as guys, we 
would have fewer common points to talk about 
regardless of our positive or negative experience. 
ns binds us together in common experiences and 
across backgrounds. Without it, i suspect social 
cohesion would be a little less. The confidence 
in our sovereignty might not be as strong as it is 
today. When i travel to different parts of the world 
and talk about singapore, i speak with pride, 
knowing that we are well equipped and capable of 
defending ourselves. That pride and confidence is 
something i don’t take for granted.

[FACING TOP]  
Reservists 
(as they were 
known then) 
drawing arms, 
circa 1970s.

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Some lessons, 
like target 
indication, are 
best conducted 
from high 
points. Here, 
instructors lead 
trainees up a hill 
for a class.

[BELOW] 
The develop-
ment of 
hardware 
went hand-in-
hand with the 
development 
of people. The 
CIS 40 AGL, 
an automatic 
grenade 
launcher, 
developed in 
the late 1980s 
by the then 
Chartered 
Industries of 
Singapore, was 
such an effort.

[BOTTOM] 
Freshly enlisted 
recruits, still 
looking like 
boys, will 
become men 
after BMT.
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Tan Swee Bock

John Morrice was a regular, a professional 
soldier in singapore since 1957. upon separation 
from Malaysia in 1965, he was one of the pioneers 
who chose to stay on in this island he called home. 
he went on to serve the saF with distinction, 
seeing action during Konfrontasi and holding 
important command appointments. even after his 
retirement from the saF in 1983, he continued 
to serve as President of the saF Veterans league, 
stepping down in 2011, before passing on, on 23 
october 2014. such dedication won him a most 
fitting praise from Defence Minister Dr ng eng 
hen, as reported in the press: “he is a shining 
example of a devoted soldier who served his 
country to the best of his abilities and for as long 
as he could.” 

The story of the saF is made up of many 
stories of such devoted soldiers who gave of their 
best and persevered through challenging times. 
soldiers, sailors, airmen – it is they who keep 
the saF growing and running. Technology and 
modern weaponry have clearly defined what the 
saF today is capable of, but it is people who build 
them and it is people who wield them with skill 
and courage to defend our country. or in plain 
navy lingo, “The capability of a ship is only as 
good as the men and women who run it” as MaJ 
Xing Yongzhi, an operations officer on board the 
frigate rss Tenacious, said.

The people who run and power the saF are 
highly diverse. we have regulars, Full-time 
national servicemen (nsFs), operationally ready 

national servicemen (nsmen) and volunteers. 
we have men and women in uniform, as well as 
Defence executive officers (DXos) and civilians. 
we have people from the three services – army, 
navy and air Force – and in each service, we 
have multiple vocations specialising in different 
functions. we also have a Joint service with its 
own vocations. among the regular uniformed 
personnel, we have officers, warrant officers, 
and Military Domain experts scheme (MDes) 
officers. 

The role of regulars was at the centre of 
discussion on how the saF should be built to 
defend singapore’s newfound sovereignty. The 
need to quickly establish our own armed forces 
was a priority shared by our early leaders, though 
there was a difference in conception between 
Dr goh Keng swee and Mr lee Kuan Yew. as 
recounted by Mr lee in his memoirs, the former 
wanted to build a sizable regular force, but the 
latter opted for a smaller standing army with the 
capacity to “mobilise the whole civilian population 
who should be trained and put into reserves”. 
with this conception, the plan was put into action 
to build a regular full-time standing force that 
would constitute the saF’s high-readiness core 
and provide leadership and training to a conscript 
army. 

our regulars today, working hand-in-hand 
with nsFs and nsmen, ensure a high level of 
operational readiness – keeping watch 24/7 over 
our defence lines on land, air and sea. in peacetime, 

[FACING] 
John Morrice 
(left) and 
Richard Jambu 
(middle) were 
among the first 
career officers of 
the SAF.

DeVeLoPInG ReGULARs
What has changed,
What has not
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their presence is most felt in operational response 
where time is critical, and in deployments such as 
peace support and humanitarian missions which 
require their operational experience. The regulars 
cannot operate on their own. They provide the 
stability upon which succeeding generations of 
nsFs and nsmen build their operational expertise 
and contribute to the saF’s mission. 

To keep the saF running and staying ahead, 
the regulars undertake multiple staff functions 
including strategic and operational planning, 
manpower, intelligence and logistics, all of which 
require domain expertise and continuity. one 
other critical domain is training, which entails 
much planning, organising and support work. 
This has remained a vital touch point regulars 
have with the nsF and nsmen, an enduring key 
responsibility of regulars in our citizen armed 
forces through the decades. 

Mindful that the saF cannot take too a big a 
portion of the singapore workforce, MinDeF took 
the hard decision to cap its manpower growth. 
From 2005 to 2011, in anticipation of the effects of 
the nation’s declining birth rate, the saF focused 
on what is optimum and reduced its regular 
establishment – this in the face of new mission 
demands such as enhanced counter-terrorism 
and peace support operations. such a strategy 
could have been possible only with advanced 
planning, innovative concepts, new technology 
and improvements in productivity and quality. 

Through the years, one wonders how the profile 
and motivation of regulars have changed. reading 
the candid accounts of saFTi’s first batch, one gets 
a sense of how many of the pioneers were drawn 
by a sense of adventure, mixed with very different 
practical considerations and circumstances. There 
was also a certain sense of responding to a larger 
cause that continued to draw subsequent cohorts 
of young singaporeans to sign up for regular 
service. as Me4 Yip Kwok weng, who joined the 
saF 42 years ago and is currently the command 
chief of changi air Base, put it, “i just wanted to 
serve my country”. 

[ABOVE] 
Four brothers 
who joined 
the SAF, circa 
1970s. 

[LEFT] 
Ee Cheng 
Huat, enlisted 
in 1967, later 
signed on, and 
served 30 years 
in the SAF. 
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how different are our younger generations 
of regulars? Their reasons for joining may 
fundamentally be similar – a mix of ideals and 
pragmatism, though they tend to have higher 
expectations and aspirations. The pioneers were 
generally contented to have a stable career to 
support their families, while potential regulars 
today ask about career schemes, vocations, 
scholarships and overseas training. some of them, 
including their parents, are even concerned about 
career transition beyond the saF, even before they 
sign up. 

Talking about aspirations, a pre-enlistee 
considering an saF career actually asked me how 
long one would take to become a service chief! 
i doubt our pioneers who did eventually become 
service chiefs or cDF ever thought that far and, 
even if some did, would probably have refrained 
from asking such a question. This change is not 
for the better or worse; it is just different. each 
generation will have its own set of aspirations and 
challenges, so the saF will have to continue to 
innovate and adapt in order to recruit and retain 
high-quality regulars. 

when job security was highly valued in the 
1960s through the 1970s, a long 12-year contract 
or pensionable service (Ps) was effective in 
drawing young job-seekers. in the mid-1980s, 
shorter contracts and the Full-cPF scheme were 
introduced to offer more employment options. in 
the early 1990s, enhancements were made to the 
cPF and contract schemes to make them more 
attractive. 

The “new Partnership”, with fresh retention 
incentive plans, was offered from 1998 to 2001 
in the face of increasing attrition as younger 
generation singaporeans became more prone 
to job-hopping and less concerned about job 
security. Dr Tony Tan, then-DPM and Defence 
Minister, revealed in July 1997 that only about a 
third of regular officers signed on after their first 
six-year contract and, to compete for talent, the 
saF needed to adequately compensate officers 
for their short careers and address their concerns 
about career transition. in 1998, the saVer 

scheme was launched for the regular officers, 
offering a 23-year career that was deemed long 
enough for them to realise their potential in the 
military and transit to a second career at age 45 
with adequate financial security. 

For the warrant officers and specialists, often 
referred to as the “saF’s backbone”, the Premium 
Plan was launched in 2000, by which those on Ps 
and cPF schemes could serve an extra five years 
till age 55. Mr Teo chee hean, then-education 
Minister and 2nd Minister for Defence, was 
reported to have explained at the 1999 saF Day 
Dinner: “The saF sees warrant officers and 
specialists as the repository of experience and 
expertise in the soldiering skills. They must be the 
people to whom nsFs and nsmen would turn, to 
solve problems on the ground.” 

The DXo scheme was introduced under 
the new Partnership to replace the 1987 non-
uniformed saF (nusaF) scheme in 2001 to 
enhance the career proposition for non-uniformed 
officers. The scheme aimed to match the best 
of prevailing market practices to strengthen 
MinDeF and the saF’s ability to recruit and 
retain non-uniformed officers. it is anchored on 
the tenets of career empowerment, performance-
driven culture and market-competitive terms. 
DXos play a complementary role to the military, 
providing administrative and professional services 

[ABOVE] 
Mrs M A 
Pennyfather, 
a retired nurse 
who became 
CO of the 
School of Army 
Cleaning with 
the rank of 
Captain. 

[FACING] 
1970s regular 
combat NCOs 
recruitment 
poster.

[OVERLEAF] 
A regular 
sergeant 
instructing 
weapon 
handling 
to women 
Regulars.
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in both peacetime and national emergencies.  
The latest major career scheme review was 

launched in March 2010, in the midst of the 3rd 
gen saF transformation. This comprehensive 
review resulted in the enhanced officers scheme 
(eos) and enhanced warrant officers scheme 
(ewos), as well as the bold creation of the MDes 
that has no parallel in the world. MDes, with 
retirement age up to 60, was conceived to develop 
and retain deep expertise in critical military 
domains such as engineering and intelligence. 

The eos offered a longer career till age 50 to 
enable officers to acquire new knowledge and 
competencies needed in a more complex operating 
environment. The ewos sought to better develop 
warrant officers as premier warfighters, tactical 
leaders and trainers, as well as to create more 
progression and further education opportunities. 

The changing population profile and rising 
expectation have necessitated constant reviews 
by the saF of its career schemes. while this has 
posed challenges, the increasingly better-educated 

workforce has been instrumental in raising the 
productivity and quality of the saF, making 
possible its rapid growth and the on-going 3rd 
gen transformation. 

Through the years, the profile of regulars 
may have changed significantly, but young 
singaporeans continue to join the saF. They may 
have different reasons for signing on, but what 
remains is that they embrace the critical mission 
of defending singapore. singaporeans serve or 
even make sacrifices for the country in diverse 
ways, but only those in the military profession 
pledge to defend our country with their lives. 
as encik Yusof Bin ishak, the first President of 
singapore, put it in his address at the first saFTi 
commissioning ceremony on 18 July 1967: “he 
will give if required the supreme sacrifice for this 
country and his fellowmen. in no other walk of 
life in singapore is this so.” 

we are thankful as a nation that we have not 
had to fight a war of survival, but the saF has 
been called into operations ranging from counter-
terrorism to peace support and humanitarian 
missions. such missions require a core of regulars 
who are well trained and prepared to respond on 
short notice. This has been a critical role of our 
regulars, and it will remain so given the saF’s 
expanded mission in a volatile world. given the 
increasingly complex operating environment and 
the demands that come with new technology 
and concepts of operation, the regulars’ role in 
planning, managing and conducting training for, 
and with, the nsFs and nsmen has become even 
more crucial.

in its rapid growth, the saF has been careful 
in maintaining a fine balance between dynamism 
and stability. The former has been achieved by 
its emphasis on a dynamic corps of officers in 
leadership and planning roles. There is constant 
renewal of leadership within the saF, which 
largely explains the saF’s readiness and ability to 
constantly innovate, improve and reinvent itself. 
The warrant officers, on the other hand, have 
provided the necessary stability as a repository 
of tactical expertise and experience. The recent 

[LEFT] 
Farewell party 
for LTA Khalid, 
17 May 1980.

[BELOW] 
Regular SAF 
cooks were 
trained to 
prepare dishes, 
such as prata. 

[BELOW] 
Women 
Regulars, 
carrying Lee-
Enfiled rifles, 
on the march, 
circa 1967.
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introduction of the MDes has further reinforced 
stability in recognition of the need for growing 
and retaining deep expertise in an increasingly 
sophisticated saF operating in a highly complex 
environment. 

a core strength of the saF that has remained 
through the decades is its people’s pioneering 
spirit – the “can Do and will Do spirit”. The 
pioneers at the inception of the saF had set an 
excellent example of creating something out of 
nothing, charting paths when none was in sight, 
and succeeding against all odds. The generations 
of saF professionals that followed are technically 
no longer pioneers, but the same pioneering spirit 
lives on. always ready and daring to try new 
concepts – combined arms divisions, naval task 
forces, mission-based air commands, integrated 
operations, network-centric warfare, unique 
career schemes – the saF professionals have 
kept the saF dynamic and effective in the face of 
constant changes and new challenges. 

i joined the saF in 1983, the same year the 
late col John Morrice retired. i joined out of a 
sense of adventure and was drawn to the outdoors, 
physical fitness and people aspects of what the 
military represented to me. i had absolutely no 
clue about the pay i might get or what my career 
would be like. To me, it was just an exciting journey 
that i felt was what i wanted. i believe many young 
singaporeans are still drawn to the military for 
similar reasons. some whom i interviewed when i 
was in saF human resource spoke about a sense 
of duty to serve, inspired by the saF’s peacetime 
operations or just the flying of the singapore flag 
on the chinook helicopter at the national Day 
Parade. others, spoken or unspoken, had more 
pragmatic considerations.

i recall some colleagues advising me to recruit 
only those who are joining for duty, honour and 
country. i said i certainly preferred to do that 
too, but it would not be realistic to set such an 
expectation for all our school leavers in a peaceful 
singapore. i believe the responsibility lies with the 
professionals in the saF, particularly the leaders, 
to imbue in our new recruits the right values and a 

sense of purpose in serving our nation. 
The late col John Morrice was featured in the 

Pioneer generation Package of the Budget 2014 
bulletin that was sent to every singaporean home. 
The feature ended with these, his choice words: “if 
your job is in service of the people and the nation, 
you should perform to the best of your abilities, 
and not waver under any circumstance.”

The job of saF regulars, working hand-
in-hand with others in MinDeF and the saF, 
is ultimately in service of our people and our 
nation. it is a service like no other – one which 
requires them to not just perform to the best of 
their abilities, but to defend the country with their 
lives. heeding the charge of the late col Morrice, 
all saF professionals must not waver under any 
circumstance. it has been with such resolve that 
the saF has been created from near nothing and 
grown into a sophisticated fighting force over the 
last 50 years. and it will be with such resolve that 
the saF will continue to protect and preserve the 
integrity and sovereignty of singapore for years 
to come. ultimately, this resolve comes from 
individual soldiers like 2wo edwin Tham wai 
Meng, an instructor in our commando Training 
institute. with great conviction, he said: “i take 
my military profession as a calling and i am all 
committed to fight to win if need be, and to inspire 
my trainees to do the same. singapore is my home 
and it is worth fighting for.” 

[ABOVE] 
ME2-1 
Xander Chua, 
Chief Chef 
aboard RSS 
Formidable.

[LEFT] 
2WO 
Muhammad 
Hidayat,
Platoon 
Commander, 
Specialist 
Cadet School.

[FACING] 
ME1 Tan Baojie 
conducts 
pre-flight 
checks on an 
F16D+ training 
missile. 
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If Tan May Leng, senior HR 
practitioner with the Naval 
Personnel Department, met the 
distinguished military man and 
founder of the Scout Movement, LG 
Lord Baden-Powell, she would have 
folded her arms, stared him down 
and clucked: “Your Lordship, you 
are wrong.” 

It was LG Baden-Powell who 
famously said: “The uniform makes 
for brotherhood, since when 
universally adopted it covers up all 
differences of class and country.” 
May Leng would have told him that 
when it comes to national defence, 
the fraternal bond and unity 
extends far beyond the threads and 
fabric of uniforms. Rather, as a non-
uniformed DXO, May Leng believes 
that her “contribution will equal the 
depth of my conviction.”

Introduced in 2001 to replace 
the 1987 Non-Uniformed SAF 
scheme, the DXO community is 
an understated fraternity made 
up of individuals with conviction 
who serve alongside uniformed 
servicemen and servicewomen 
for the cause of defence. Covering 
a range of occupations including 
psychologists, lawyers, HR 
executives, financial controllers, 
policy and communications officers, 
DXOs complement our soldiers, 
sailors and airmen by performing 
functions critical for an effective 
defence force. Defence Psychologist 
Carolyn Chah certainly sees herself 
that way: “DXOs support the 
military in the background so that 
they can do what they have to do. 
We may not be ‘high profile’ like our 
servicemen doing good work in the 
Gulf of Aden or Afghanistan but we 

know intrinsically that what we do is 
important.”

DXOs are as keenly aware of 
this intrinsic value of defence – 
the safeguarding of home – as 
Finance Officer Gabriel Yeo does: 
“I am really happy to contribute. 
Defence touches the life of every 
Singaporean. If you look up at HDB 
flats, you will see clothes hanging 
outside, and at every block you 
will notice sets of SAF uniform 
waiting to dry. That is really how 
I see myself impacting the lives 
of those in Singapore.” It is this 
sense of mission that sustains 
DXOs, as Angela Soh from the 
Future Systems and Technology 
Directorate confides: “Sometimes 
you are thrown into the deep end 
and you just have to get things 
going. But I know that what I’m 
doing today will help the frontline 
soldiers defend Singapore better in 
the future.”

 This sense of personal 
satisfaction derived from purpose 
and conviction isn’t just shared 
among DXOs. It strengthens 
their family bonds as their homes 
become places where citizens 
deliberate together and where 
families show their support for 
defence. Teo Qi Ling from Nexus 
recounts that when preparing 
for a Total Defence campaign 
presentation, it was her elderly 
father who stayed up to listen to 
her rehearse, providing feedback 
and a citizen’s perspective. Qi Ling’s 
father even quipped that he knew 
the Total Defence campaign better 

[FACING] 
Before DXOs, 
there were 
Executive 
Officers under 
the Non-
Uniformed SAF 
scheme.

[BELOW] 
A DXO 
psychologist 
of the SAF 
Counselling 
Centre, 1991.

than many a MINDEF employee! 
Similarly, counsellor Azman Bin 
Anuar beams with pride when he 
says that while preparing for 24/7 
duty, standing by to be deployed 
for critical military incidents, his 
loving wife’s response would always 
be: “Oh, you gotta go? You gotta 
go.” Perhaps it is the conviction 
resonating from him that Mrs Anuar 
sees in her husband’s eyes though he 
cannot speak of his counselling work. 

NS Relations Manager Alicia 
Chang knows that what makes the 
defence ecosystem strong is the 
passionate conviction of its people: 
“How the organisation is shaped 
is based on the people you have in 
the organisation. So, it is important 
to recruit the right people for each 
job.” Defence Policy Officer Jasmine 
Wong agrees: “We need DXOs to 
be finance officers, DXOs to be 
manpower officers, DXOs to be 
psychologists, DXOs in the policy 
office. We need to think about the 
passion that these people bring to 
the organisation.”

We should not be surprised by 
the passion in our DXOs when we 
recall the words of Dr Goh Keng 
Swee in 1984: “The average citizen 
may not be a towering intellect 
versed in the latest doctrine on 
military deterrence. But deep in his 
heart, he knows the dangers that he 
faces are real and not hypothetical. 
A kind of folk wisdom has grown on 
the need to defend ourselves.”

I imagine May Leng, still glaring 
at Lord Baden-Powell, would 
certainly agree.
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VoLUnteeRs
ever Ready to step Up

In 2014, it was announced that the Singapore 
Armed Forces Volunteer Corps (SAFVC) 
would receive its first intake in March 2015. 
SAFVC is a uniformed volunteer group that 
offers opportunities for more Singaporeans and 
permanent residents to be involved in defence and 
operational roles in the SAF. This plan, however, 
was not the start of volunteer military service in 
Singapore. The deployment of volunteer forces in 
Singapore to counter security threats has a long 
history that precedes our independence in 1965. 

Before the creation of a citizen army with the 
passing of the national Service (Amendment) 
Bill in March 1967, volunteers played important 
roles in the security of the island, starting with 
the formation of the Singapore Rifle Volunteer 
Corps in 1857. When a massive fire threatened to 
burn down the town in 1869, the Volunteer Corps 
formed the first fire brigade to fight the blaze. 
When the 5th Light Infantry mutinied in 1915, 
the Singapore Volunteer Corps (SVC) was among 
the troops called out to round up the mutineers. 
During the battle for Singapore following the 
Japanese invasion in February 1942, some 2,000 
volunteers from the Straits Settlements Volunteer 
Force (SSVF) took part in the desperate defence. 
They were assisted by a small group of last-
minute Chinese volunteers known as “Dalforce” 
under LTC John Dalley of the Federated Malay 
States Police Force. Hastily trained and thrown 
into battle, Dalforce volunteers gave such a 
good account of themselves that they earned the 

[FACING] 
Royal Malayan 
Naval Volunteer 
Reserve on 
parade at Telok 
Ayer Basin, 
1954.

[ABOVE] 
Singapore 
Volunteer 
Artillery Corps 
Maxim Company 
at the King’s 
Birthday Parade 
on the old Race 
Course, now 
Farrer Park, 
1904. 
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nickname “Dalley’s Desperadoes”. In the post-war 
years, the growth in volunteer numbers of all races 
led to the merging of the different volunteer militia 
groups into the SVC in 1949 – the first time that the 
volunteer corps was structured along multiracial 
lines. With the increase in communist-instigated 
riots and strikes in the 1950s, new volunteer units 
were formed. By 1957, there were the Singapore 
Armoured Corps (Volunteers), Women’s Auxiliary 
Corps, Singapore Royal Artillery, Singapore Royal 
Engineers, Singapore Corps of Signals, Singapore 
Army Service Corps, Singapore Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers, and Singapore Women’s 
Army Corps. These volunteer units were merged 
with 1st Battalion, Singapore Infantry Regiment 
(1 SIR) formed in 1956 to become the Singapore 
Military Force. 

Sudden independence in August 1965 turned 
beefing up Singapore’s defence capability into a 
top priority. Our military force then consisted of 
two regular infantry battalions (1 SIR and 2 SIR), 
a partially-mobilised volunteer infantry battalion, 
a volunteer artillery regiment, an armoured car 
squadron, some engineers and signallers. As an 
indication of the top priority accorded to the 
formation of the SAF, Dr Goh Keng Swee (who 
had himself been a lance corporal in the SSVF) 
left the Finance Ministry to become Minister 
for Interior and Defence in 1965. With the 
formation of the People’s Defence Force by the 
People’s Defence Force (PDF) Act in 1965, more 
volunteers were recruited that included cabinet 
ministers such as Othman Wok, Jek Yeun Thong 
and Ong Pang Boon, and members of parliament. 
Many volunteers including those from the PDF 
became SAF Regulars who led and trained the 
citizen army formed with the first intake of 
nSmen in 1967. On the navy front, it was also 
volunteers who were mobilised to build up its 
capabilities. These volunteers had been part of 
the Royal Malayan naval Volunteer Reserve 
(RMnVR), which became the Singapore naval 
Volunteer Force after Singapore separated from 
Malaysia. One of the first things they did was to 
set up the School of naval Training, with the help 

[ABOVE] 
The Singapore 
Volunteer Corps 
in 1949 was still 
a colonial force.

[RIGHT] 
John Gabain’s 
Singapore 
Volunteer Corps  
identity card.

[FACING] 
Singapore 
Volunteer Corps  
members at 
ease in the 
mess.

of the Royal new Zealand navy. Recalls LT (Ret) 
Anvar, who had joined the RMnVR in 1955 and 
took part in Konfrontasi: “1,700 volunteers were 
mobilised overnight. We were thrown into the 
deep end and left to fend for ourselves. Over the 
four-year period, 90 per cent of the volunteers 
were doing the same jobs as the Regulars straight 
away!”

Among former volunteers who rose to 
prominence were the first Director of the 
Singapore Armed Forces Training Institute 
(SAFTI), LTC Kirpa Ram Vij (who later became 
Director General Staff and was made a BG), COL 
Ronald Wee (Director, SAFTI), and COL R J 
Minjoot (Head, Actuation Department, Logistics 
Division, MInDEF). With the establishment 
of an nS defence force combined with a small 
professional army, the PDF with its diminishing 
volunteer numbers was officially disbanded in 
1984. 

However, because there are citizens who want 
to contribute more to national defence, the SAF 
has kept avenues available for volunteers. 

For instance, MInDEF introduced in 1980 the 
Reservists on Voluntary Extended Reserve Service 
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[LEFT] 
Then Member 
of Parliament 
Ho Kah Leong 
(front left) with 
a mortar team in 
the PDF, 1960s.

[BOTTOM] 
Information 
about the SAF 
Volunteer Corps, 
established in 
2015.

(ROVERS) scheme to allow nSmen who have 
completed their training cycles to continue serving 
up to the statutory age of 50 for officers, and 40 
for warrant officers, specialists and enlistees. For 
nSmen who have reached their statutory age, 
they can continue serving in the SAF Volunteer 
Corps. This scheme is also open to women who 
may serve in specialist roles such as nursing. A 
20-year veteran volunteer, Dr Luisa Lee wrote in 
a letter to Minister for Defence Dr ng Eng Hen, 
in 2014: “I volunteered as a medical officer as a 
30-year-old and a mother of two sons then and 
felt privileged and proud to serve 20 years in the 
SAF alongside its men and women, seeing first 
hand why Singapore needs a strong defence. On 
reflection, I count my years as a volunteer in the 
SAF to be a most fulfilling and an important part 
of my life.”

 In addition, with the nS system in place, a 
new role was found for volunteers to address the 
needs and expectations of a more sophisticated 
Singapore. Since 1976, the various committees 
and boards in the SAF (numbering 41 in 2014) 
have incorporated about 1,000 civilian volunteers 
who are selected because of their expertise. For 
instance, Prof Ponnampalam Gopalakrishnakone, 
an expert on venoms and toxins, has been an 
invaluable partner in field training since the risk 
of soldiers encountering poisonous creatures 
went up. An Emeritus Professor from the 
national University of Singapore Department 
of Anatomy, Venom and Toxin Research, Prof 
Gopalakrishnakone was quoted in cyberpioneer 
on 14 August 2014 as saying: “I was very keen 
because this is my specialty, and it is a good place to 
contribute.” Volunteers with expertise benchmark 
best practices for the SAF, ensuring that there is 
depth of knowledge in various situations and 
excellent outcomes because of expert-guided 
procedures. 

The role of civilian volunteers goes beyond 
providing expert advice. Such distinguished 
civilian volunteers play a critical role in ensuring 
balanced formulation of policies and their 
equitable and fair implementation, particularly 

when they are less palatable. This is crucial to 
continuing support for nS. A study on countries 
with mandatory nS found that support for nS 
declined when there was perception of inequitable 
or unfair implementation of policies. At the same 
time, civilian volunteers on SAF boards and 
committees are interfaces for interaction and 
feedback between the SAF and the public, made 
up of parents, family and friends of the young 
men doing nS and the young people who choose 
careers as SAF Regulars. Their objective input is 
a form of public assurance that nSmen are well 
treated and cared for even as they sacrifice time 
and effort and, if need be, blood, sweat and tears, 
to defend Singapore. Such open interaction 
strengthens the SAF and fosters support for its 
core mission of building and maintaining a citizen 
army for the defence of the country. 

[FACING RIGHT] 
The insignia of 
the Singapore 
Volunteer Corps.
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Women have been serving in the singapore 
military since the formation of the saF. The PDF 
had a women’s volunteer unit that first participated 
in the 1967 national Day Parade. even before the 
formation of singapore’s regular naval force, a 
group of women known as the singapore Women’s 
auxiliary naval service (sWans) was already 
part of the naval volunteer reserve. The saF has 
always found places for women from as early as 
the first batch of nsFs in 1967. That same year, 
three young women – agnes Fong, nancy Tan and 
Patricia Koh – enrolled in the 2 PDF army officer 
Cadet (girls) Course. CPT Fong had been a clerk 
in minDeF while CPT (ret) Tan and LTa (ret) 
Koh had been with the singapore Police Force. 
CPT Fong, who retired as a major, rose to become 
the first female commanding officer in the saF. in 
1979, the year she took command of 1st air supply 
base, she explained that she had signed up for the 
Cadet Course because she hated the “boredom of 
typing, filing and other clerical duties”. 

since then, the number of women in the saF 
has increased. Women in uniform are found in all 
three services in a variety of vocations including 
the combat vocations. They serve in various 
capacities including command positions. CoL 
Karen Tan Puay Kiow was the first-ever woman 
colonel when she was promoted in 2005, and 
the first woman officer to undertake the role of 
Commander of the Central manpower base since 
its establishment in 1966. LTC Lim sok bee was 
the first woman to command an artillery battalion, 

while LTC Tay Poh Leng and maJ Phoon Chiu 
Yoke were the first women to command our 
warships in 1999. 

Women enlist in the saF to make a difference. 
also, the saF offers them careers with a difference. 
as there is no national service (ns) for young 
women, those who join the saF enlist as regulars. 
There are many reasons for them to choose a 
career in uniform. For maJ Khoo Teh Lynn, an 
F-16 pilot, it was a fascination with military jets 
that got her to sign up and become singapore’s 
first female fighter pilot. “i wanted to fly high-
performance aircraft”, she said. CPT Joyce Xie, 
who flies the attack ah-64D apache helicopter, 
was doing undergraduate studies in molecular 

WoMen In tHe sAF
In the Front Lines 
and Back Rooms

Lee Geok Boi

[FACING] 
A female cadet 
in skeletal battle 
order wearing 
starched and 
pressed field 
uniform, 1970s.

[LEFT]
From left: 
Nancy Tan, 
Agnes Fong and 
Patricia Koh, 
the first women 
to become, in 
1967, officers of 
the SAF.
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and cell biology when she saw a documentary on 
humanitarian relief operations conducted by air 
Force personnel and it changed her life. CPT Xie 
reflected: “i was deeply inspired by it, so i signed 
on to be an rsaF pilot even though i had no prior 
flying experience.”

before going through training specific to the 
vocations they are in, women recruits in the saF 
undergo the same basic military Training (bmT) 
as nsFs. but because they do not have the same 
build as men do, they face different standards for 
the standard obstacle Course and the individual 
Physical Proficiency Test (iPPT). 

maJ esther Tan had already finished among 
the top of her cohort in the naval officer Cadet 
Course when she applied to the naval Diving Unit 
(nDU) in 2000. When she was not included for 
the final interview, she challenged the decision. “i 
knew i had fulfilled all requirements so i just asked 
what else i lacked,” she said. her confidence in her 
abilities paid off (petite and 1.55 m, she could run 
6 km within 28 minutes and swim 50 m in under 
a minute) and she became the first woman naval 
diver in singapore. mWo alvin Chia, maJ Tan’s 
instructor at nDU recalls: “The instructors did 
not cut her any slack. she was very focused and 
self-driven”. maJ Tan takes it all in her stride. To 
her: “if a woman is competent and has leadership 
qualities, her career shouldn’t be hampered by her 
shape, her size or her gender”.

LTC Koh ee Wen, Commanding officer of 160 
squadron back in 2012, said: “The saF gives you a 
great opportunity to be responsible for a group of 
people, and this opportunity is what you make of 
it.” LTC serene Chua, who was recruited in 1991 
as a naval officer and rose through the ranks to 
become Commanding officer of 194 squadron in 
2008, a mine Countermeasure vessel squadron, 
said: “Whatever the men do, women stand an 
equal chance at competing for the job.” as to how 
they handle the equal opportunities, then-CPT 
now maJ Lim sing hui, a C-130 transport aircraft 
pilot, said: “as a woman i contribute as much to 
singapore’s defence as the men in the saF. but i 
would say it takes more mettle and determination 

[ABOVE] 
Being female 
does not give 
trainees an 
advantage in 
applying face 
paint.

[FACING]
RSAF women in 
uniforms worn 
with a smart, 
red cap, 1970s.

[BELOW]
At a Specialist 
Cadet Course 
graduation.
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Signing for 
rounds at the 
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for a woman to step out in a male-dominated 
environment. being a minority, your every action 
is magnified so you have to do an excellent job.” 
Former servicewoman maJ malini sitaram, an 
air Warfare officer who was appointed as one of 
the flight commanders of 201 squadron, seconds 
this view: “it’s really not about gender. as long as 
you show your men that you can do the job well 
and engage them in knowing why they are doing 
what they do, they will naturally follow you.” 

one will need good eQ to effectively command 
and interact with people. said maJ Lim: “as 
a transport pilot you need good eQ because 
you need to be able to communicate effectively 
with your crew and take care of the people you 
transport.” Women officers also do not abandon 
the nurturing role particularly when they are 
trainers. 2Wo sareka bidi, who is with the military 
Police Training school (mPTs), said: “The day 
they graduate brings tears to my eyes because i am 
so proud of them.” her then-colleague 3sg Tan 
Xiang Jian had this to say of her: “she’s like a mum 
to everyone in mPTs. everyone looks up to her 

to see how she works and learns from her. (i’ve 
learnt) about determination because i think as a 
woman, it’s not easy to go through all this training. 
it shows something about her, that she’s tough.”

Today, the women in the saF continue to 
contribute significantly. sWo Jennifer Tan became 
the first female national Day Parade rsm in 2011. 
sLTC Jerica goh, now Commanding officer of 
rss Supreme, was part of the mission to the gulf 
of aden for counter-piracy operations in 2012. 
she was also the first female commanding officer 
of a frigate. They are pioneers in their own right.

among them, sWo (ret) Lai mee Lan may be 
seen as an archetype. she joined the saF in 1966 as 
a clerk. she was among the first women selected by 
the saF for the outward bound Course in 1969. 
she became, in 1980, one of the first women in the 
army to graduate from the airborne Course. her 
promotion in 1987 made her the first female in 
the army to become a senior warrant officer. one 
thing is clear – these women have proven that with 
determination, women in the saF are capable of 
achieving great things. 

[ABOVE] 
Then-LTC Jerica 
Goh, Executive 
Officer, RSS 
Intrepid, 2014.

[LEFT]
MAJ Khoo 
Teh Lynn, 
Singapore’s first 
female fighter 
pilot, with an 
F-16.

[RIGHT]
CPT Tong Wei 
Lynn, Platoon 
Commander, 
1st Battalion, 
Singapore 
Guards.
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SECOND HOME
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The Terms “barracks” and “military camps” 
emerged in the 18th and 19th century. They were 
categories that replaced the erstwhile defensive 
forts, and formed a direct relationship with the 
cities or countries they were set up for. In many 
british-colonised areas like singapore, the design 
standards came from Uk or India, and by the 
1940s, the standard 10-man barrack room from 
sandhurst had become the norm, expressed as 
regimented low-rise blocks organised via parade 
squares and other amenities, and surrounded by 
the lush settings of landscapes.

The implementation of such ideas and the 
construction of such barracks and military camps 
in the tropics faced challenges, if accounts of 
the establishment of Tanglin camp in singapore 
can be relied on. captain George collyer found 
the Tanglin area suitably close to the city, and 
constructed nine barrack buildings with the royal 
engineers of wooden floors, plank walls and 
thatched roofs incorporating flaps to dissipate heat. 
even though the floors were mainly raised, with 
high ceilings and windows to control humidity and 
heat, these barracks were still visited by snakes, 
frogs, rats and mosquitoes. The british continued 
to improve construction of later barracks and 
camps up to singapore’s independence in 1965 
and their military departure in 1971.

We may categorise the architecture of barracks 
and camps into three periods: First, the colonial-
era camps as discussed above; second, post-
1971 buildings constructed mainly by the Public 

Works Department (PWD); and third, after the 
privatisation of the PWD in 1999 the structures 
designed by singaporean and overseas private-
sector architectural firms. 

The central idea in most of these camps was 
the planning and layout of a spacious environment 
for the camp residents, as well as families of 
the officers (during the colonial period), such 
that the military functions may be emphasised, 
yet supplemented by familial and recreational 
facilities. To examine how place identity and pride 

cAMP ARcHItectURe
Places and HomeLai Chee Kien

[FACING] 
Looking over 
fair-faced brick 
balconies of 
barrack blocks, 
1970s.

[LEFT]
Posing against 
the 4-storey 
barrack blocks 
in Taman Jurong 
Camp, 1976.
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of place may arise in the planning of the camps, 
we revisit two camps – sembawang camp or 
hms Terror by its colonial name, and the saFTI 
military Institute (saFTI mI) – the former a camp 
from the british period with additions in the 1970s, 
and the latter newly constructed in the 1990s.

Sembawang Camp
When interviewed about how sembawang 

camp became memorable for naval cadets and 
officers, LTc Lam ee her, mr chew chong kuan 
and mr Yum shoen Yih agreed that the salubrious, 
verdant setting was an important contributor 
to those strong memories. This contrasted with 
what they witnessed outside the camp: a bustling, 
urbanising singapore that had encroached upon 
most of the suburban areas or rural farmlands 
by the 1990s. sembawang camp thus became 
a sanctuary nestled at the northern end of 
singapore, and because of its distance from town, 
most chose to stay within its fences. The result of 
such prolonged interactions built friendships and 
camaraderie through social life.

hms Terror, originally designed for families 
from the royal Navy, was transferred to singapore 
in 1971. many of the old colonial buildings were 
adapted to serve the training needs of the rsN’s 
school of Naval Training. During the early days of 
sembawang camp, there were even facilities like 
a cinema, mess and swimming pool where camp 
residents could unwind and relax.

mr chew, one of the former master chiefs of 
the Naval Diving Unit (NDU), has been working 
at sembawang camp since the late 1970s. he 
recounted how seng Fatt hairdressing salon, the 
legendary institution inside the camp, was a gift 
shop, provision shop, laundry, tailor and barber 
shop all rolled into one space. since it was set up 
in 1968, mr Ng seng Fatt – and now his daughters 
– have shorn the heads of generations of recruits, 
marking their first rite of passage into military 
service. Today, it remains a nostalgic haunt for 
servicemen who want to relive their old days at 
sembawang camp. 

The barrack blocks and residential quarters, 

constructed and sited to capture sea breezes, were 
also designed to mirror the living spaces on board 
ship. mr Yum, who was one of the first batch of 
singapore-trained midshipmen, recalled living 
and training in these “stone frigates”. Design 
features were streamlined with few sharp edges 
and corners for safety; space was a premium with 
limited personal storage space. This allowed for a 
more seamless transition from shore training to sea. 

sembawang camp later officially became the 
home for the rsN’s first midshipman school where 
LTc Lam trained. For her, the camp was where 
“sailors are born”. sembawang camp was the first 
touch point with the Navy and a place that many 
sailors identify with. all three who were interviewed 
also remembered enjoying the other activities 
afforded by its location: fishing from the jetty, crab-
catching, barbecues, and just gazing out at sea. 

Today, most of the compound is occupied by 
the NDU. While new and modern facilities have 
been built, the naval diver trainees continue to 
stay in the old colonial blocks. The small parade 
square where the midshipmen used to perform 
morning colours – the ceremonial hoisting of the 
navy ensign – still bears markings of the old royal 
Navy crest, yet another reminder of the camp’s 
british roots. People may come and go, but the 
buildings and architecture will carry the camp’s 
deep history for years to come.  

[ABOVE] 
Sembawang 
Camp, also 
known as HMS 
Terror, named 
after a British 
Navy ship, from 
1946.

[RIGHT]
The practical 
and common 
training sheds of 
SAF camps.

[LEFT]
The humble yet 
iconic Seng Fatt 
Hairdressing 
Salon of 
Sembawang 
Camp.
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SAFTI MI
The award of the architectural contract to 

romaldo Giurgola of mitchell/Giurgola and Thorp 
architects, australia, was only the beginning of 
the story of place-making in the case of saFTI mI. 

The architects kept most of the existing trees, 
landscapes and the general terrain on the 88 
hectares of land. They organised the 26 buildings 
in relation to the three levels of officer training: 
the lower ground for the Officer cadet school, the 
rising ground for the saF advanced schools, and 
the then-singapore command and staff college 
was perched at its highest point, as trajectories of 
aspirations in relation to real height. 

saFTI mI, which opened in 1995, serves 
not only the three levels of officer training and 
professional development from junior to senior 
officers, but also for the three services of the 
army, air Force and Navy. bG (ret) chin chow 
Yoon, the first commandant of saFTI mI, was 
instrumental in supplementing the institute’s 

design and supervising the construction processes 
of saFTI mI to make, as he puts it, “the spiritual 
home of the officers”. he well understood the need 
to continue traditions and invent new narratives 
with the landscapes and built spaces to create 
“soul” for the location. For example, a bridge 
spans the Pan-Island expressway to connect 
saFTI mI with the old Pasir Laba singapore 
armed Forces Training Institute camp, whose 
acronym “saFTI” became a household word 
amongst singaporeans in the years following its 
establishment in February 1966 to train officers 
and non-commissioned officers (predecessors of 
the warrant officers and specialists corps). With 
that connection, the structures of the new institute 
have continuity from old traditions, and thus 
ensure that such traditions will be layered upon 
by succeeding generations. In 2014, the specialist 
and Warrant Officer Institute was transferred to 
saFTI mI, consolidating the development of the 
saF’s leadership under a single institution.

[RIGHT] 
Officer cadet 
barrack room, 
SAFTI MI.

[BELOW]
Single-storey 
barrack building 
with slatted 
walls to provide 
ventilation, the 
typical type in 
Tekong Camp in 
the 1970s.

[ABOVE] 
Architect’s 
impression of 
SAFTI MI with 
the sports 
complex in the 
foreground 
and the Officer 
Cadet School 
HQ to the right 
of the parade 
square.
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saFTI alumni and the public were welcome 
to the new institute through its open camp 
concept until the events of 9/11 placed a halt to 
it. Its grand entrance structure and royal Palms 
project a sense of awe to visitors. This feeling is 
enhanced by a sculpture by Taiwanese sculptor Ju 
ming titled “Overcoming adversities” just beyond 
the entrance. The work, made of sand-cast silicon 
bronze and fabricated in Tasmania, evokes the 
saF’s readiness to take on all scales of adversary. 
It is the star of the art programme implemented by 
bG (ret) chin and budgeted within the building 
costs to create identity for all within the institute. 
a committee comprising the late Dr earl Lu, the 
late brother Joseph mcNally and sarkasi said were 
formed to advise on the acquisitions of works.

Pam berg, who coordinated Giurgola’s art 
acquisitions in many other projects, was tasked 
to engage australian artist robin blau to create 
three-dimensional stainless steel insignia and 
sculptural works. These adorn entrances and 
prominent locations in the institute. The pair of 
lion sculptures by rudolfo Nolli that used to be at 
two ends of the merdeka bridge was placed at the 
base of the tower overlooking the parade square. 
Other works include significant photographs taken 
over 20 years, carpets designed by singaporean 
artist Goh beng kwan, and displays of a skyhawk 
aircraft, amX13 tank, and naval gun of the rsN 
placed at the edge of the parade square.

bG (ret) chin made certain that there was a 
familiar sense of “home” by permeating several 
common spaces used by officer cadets with 
Peranakan colours and designs. The walls of the 
three residential blocks were painted peach pink, 
yellow and light green. These colours, joined by 
blue, and used in the abstract patterns on the walls 
of the main dining area with its red homogenous 
floor tiles, are not unlike the style of Peranakan 
homes. at commissioning parades, cadets also pass 
through a tunnel paved with such homogeneous 
floor tiles before entering the parade square.

Nowhere is the power of symbolic space more 
evident in the ceremonial hall and tower, located 
adjacent to each other, and southwest of the parade 

square. The 60-metre tower is three-sided to 
reflect the three services, with 265 steps to the top 
indicating the number of days it takes to become 
an officer. In the ceremonial hall, where the 
officer’s creed is recited in a solemn ceremony, the 
soaring central skylight, glass panels with views of 
the lush exteriors, and the reflecting pool remind 
them of tri-service unity. The centre of the black 
granite floor is covered by granite quarried from 
bukit Timah, highlighting to the cadets the very 
foundation for what they were trained to protect.

In both old and new camps described above, 
the landscapes and the spaces contribute to 
creating strong bonds and identities for those who 
use them, whether Full-time National servicemen, 
Operationally ready National servicemen or 
regulars, men and women. both adaptations of 
colonial camps and newly-created ones rose to the 
task of making homes and places out of spaces and 
landscapes. It is the testimony of how architecture, 
with ingenuity and the willingness to serve a 
worthwhile cause, has created the institutional 
landscape which the saF enjoys today. 

[FACING] 
SAFTI in Pasir 
Laba Camp, 
1970s.

[LEFT]
The three-sided 
SAFTI Tower 
commanding 
SAFTI MI from 
a corner of the 
parade square.
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[ABOVE] 
The parade 
square is the 
heart of every 
camp.

[BELOW] 
Soldiers of yore 
on ROD parade 
at the fringe of a 
parade square, a 
space not unlike 
where they first 
began National 
Service as 
recruits.

[BELOW]
A unit on 
standby 
assembled in its 
parade square.

PARADe sQUARes
Where things 
Fall in Place
Kenny Leck

I have an older brother who 
did NS before me, so I figured 
I had enough knowledge to 
begin my Basic Military Training 
(BMT) on a steady footing. To 
get a head start, I even went to 
have my head shaved. At the 
neighbourhood barber, I told the 
uncle that I was going into NS in 
few days’ time, and he obliged 
me with the customary recruit 
soldier haircut. As my hair fell 
all around his feet, he told me 
his “in my time” stories. The one 
about an RSM asking an officer 
for his pips before ordering him to 
double around the parade square 
and saluting the pips before 
returning them to him. The one 
about a platoon being made to 
shift their beds, cupboards and 
all their contents down to the 

parade square for stand-by-bed 
and moving lock, stock and barrel 
back up again. So, my head was 
as clean as a whistle and filled 
with dread of parade squares 
when I stepped foot on Tekong to 
embark on my BMT journey.

A parade square, although 
called a square, is more of a 
rectangle. This was where my 
platoon mates and I got our first 
taste of what it takes to become 
men from boys. 

At BMT, everything and 
anything starts and ends in the 
parade square. At 0600 hours, 
you fall in at the demarcated 
zone that your platoon has been 
assigned. Several times a day, 
we would fall in at this same 
spot taking instructions, going 
through drills, melting away our 
individualness under the hot 
Tekong sun, and remoulding us 
into one cohesive unit. Our last 
fall-out time was 2000 hours, 
exactly four hours before the 
mandatory lights out at 2359 – at 
the place where the day began.

This rigourous and very 

disciplined routine had been 
put in place by our one and only 
OC. We never knew or greeted 
him in any other way than “Sir”, 
and that was the first thing that 
he drilled into our barely awake 
minds on the second morning of 
our Tekong season. 

I can still smell the smell of 
that particular morning when 
we were introduced to him by 
our platoon sergeant. Sir stood 
on the edge of the kerb of the 
parade square. It wasn’t a kerb of 
great height – barely a step – but 
it made Sir look commanding 
and steady and poised and 
steadfast and unwavering. Yes, if 
there was one quality about our 
Sir, it was his ability to convey 
stability. Perhaps it was because 
his physique was on the pudgy 
side, which was strange since 
he was a commissioned officer 
in the Singapore Armed Forces, 
and you’d expect him to bear a 
semblance of Sylvester Stallone’s 
Rambo. 

So, on that second morning 
of our Tekong season, he 
introduced himself, and without 
the usual pleasantries of how 
he will be a listening ear to our 
problems, he laid down his 
vision for us. The story wasn’t 
long at all. He was about to 
leave the Service and we were 
his last batch of recruits. And 
as his last batch of blur-like-
sotong recruits, we would not 
just be greenhorns trained and 
disciplined into soldiers worthy 
enough to safeguard our tiny 
island state, but be his proudest 
achievement.

Every morning, falling in at 
the parade square signalled the 
start of us waking up the sinews 
and muscles that we never knew 
existed as we prepared to go 
through our morning exercises. 
Remember I said Sir was on the 
pudgy side? Well, that was an 

illusion. We could never keep up 
with him at morning PT. Whether 
it was 12 sets of star-jumps, or 
six rounds of fast jogging around 
the parade square, Sir never 
missed a beat. He sang louder 
than anyone of us during the 
run, egging us on, and taunting 
us that his mother can run faster 
than we could. He set the bar 
high for us. And he definitely 
wasn’t joking about whipping us 
into his Best BMT batch.

Training aside, the parade 
square was also where Sir talked 
his talks. He was never at a 
loss for words. And although 
his ideas were not big ones, his 
eloquence brought us through 
every detail of what went right 
and what went wrong during the 
day’s training with him. It was his 
way of showing us how to reflect 
on the past twelve to fourteen 
of our waking hours, and to take 
stock of how well that time had 
been used. We’d all be standing 
at ease at the parade square as 
he talked. When he reached the 

part where we screwed up, it was 
more like deep bellowing than 
talking. 

At other moments, all of 
us would enjoy a good laugh 
together with him when he 
shared a funny incident involving 
a blur king among us during 
training exercises. And always, 
15 minutes away from 2200 
hours, he’d partake with us in our 
compulsory half-bottle water- 
drinking exercise. With that, 
he’d fall us out from the parade 
square so that we could head 
to the showers and end the day 
with a good night’s rest.

In our three months on 
Tekong, all our blood, sweat, 
tears, and laughter originated 
and ended on that plot of 
ground. On the day we received 
our postings for the rest of our 
NS, we waited, and got our 
orders on that same spot. 

I don’t think I will ever forget 
the times that I lived and had 
my life changed on that parade 
square. 
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NS TRAINING wAS SomeThING we all dreaded. 
however, there is one blessing that we NSmen 
were able to enjoy that other Singaporeans did not. 
we saw many places that ordinary Singaporeans 
probably did not even know existed. And I am not 
referring to those foreign countries where we were 
sent for military training. I am referring to places 
right here in Singapore.

Take for example the hills. when I was first 
enlisted into SAFTI – the present Pasir Laba 
Camp –  and went into the Pasir Laba live-firing 
area, I was surprised to see many hills. I never 
knew Singapore was so hilly. These hills had 
interesting names like Peng Kang hill, Rambutan 
hill, elephant hill, FoFo hill and Bunker hill. 

Besides these, three other ‘SAF hills’ come to mind 
– hill 265, hill 180 and hill 100. 

I cannot forget the first time I set foot on hill 
265 in marsiling. I was in the Section Leaders 
Course and we were on an exercise known as 
Recce Patrol. our section had to ‘topo’ our way 
from our Rendezvous Point (RV) near the Bukit 
Panjang Community Centre at Lorong malai 
to spy on some ‘enemies’ in the marsiling area. 
I remember the long and arduous trek through 
difficult terrain. Finally, we climbed a ridge and 
as we emerged on the other side, we were met 
with the unforgettable sight of a huge valley 
below us and lots of vegetable farms and hills in 
the distance. I believe the ridge that we climbed 

[FACING] 
Soldiers in 
the natural, 
rolling terrain 
of SAFTI live-
firing area.

[LEFT] 
Moving 
through a 
vegetable 
farm.

tRAInInG AReAs
over the Hills
and Far Away

Lam Chun See
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Singapore is, 
in fact, a hilly 
island with an 
undulating 
landscape. 
This is best 
appreciated 
by servicemen 
who knew 
features such 
as Elephant 

Hill, Bajau, 
Hippo Feature 
and Good 
Morning Hill, 
all in the space 
between Pasir 
Laba and 
the sea. The 
knolls of the 
Marsiling area 
have much less 

interesting 
names; they 
are simply 
referred to by 
numbers which 
indicate their 
heights in feet: 
265, 180, 100. 
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that afternoon 44 years ago was hill 265. I was 
surprised to learn recently that this hill is still 
being climbed by our SAF boys today. The only 
difference is that, if they stand on the same spot 
that I did, instead of seeing farms and forests, they 
would see the concrete jungle that is woodlands 
New Town and the Seletar expressway.

hill 180 is another unforgettable hill. Again, 
I encountered it during my Section Leaders 
Course. we were having Defence Camp on that 
hill in marsiling. I remember that as our 3-tonner 
approached the foot of the hill, I saw two blocks 
of what looked like hDB flats on the right side 
of the road and some women and children in 
front of these flats. A short distance after passing 
the flats, we reached the foot of the hill where 
we unloaded our defence stores – stuff like iron 
pickets, sandbags, wooden beams and changkols.

one night, I was on duty guarding our 
platoon’s assigned sector. In the gloom, when most 
of the others were asleep, I sat in my shellscrape 
and enjoyed the beautiful sight of the high-rise 
buildings. of course, it was also a time for reflection, 
and as you might expect, I felt lonely and homesick.

[TOP] 
Newly- 
reclaimed 
land provided 
temporary 
training space.

[RIGHT] 
Battle 
Innoculation 
Course.

[FACING] 
Training in 
open ground 
near new HDB 
flats.

Readers would be happy to know that hill 
180, or at least part of it, is still around. Today, it is 
the woodlands Town Park east. Unfortunately, if 
you were to go there, you would not be able to see 
the Causeway because of the numerous flats that 
have sprouted up obscuring the view. But the two 
blocks of flats I saw are still standing. Now they are 
known as marsiling Apartments.

Unlike hill 180 and hill 265, the third hill in 
my memory, hill 100, has totally vanished from 
the map of Singapore. From my research, I believe 
hill 100 was located in what is today the Baxter 
Plant at the junction of woodlands Avenue 1 and 
woodlands Road.  my memories of hill 100 are 
from the mid-Seventies when I was attending 
the Junior officers engineers Course in Gillman 
Camp. The hill had a very flat top and was suitable 
for mine-warfare training. 

we had a field fortification exercise and had to 
prepare a battalion in defence. As usual, there was 
lots of digging. Among the many trenches that we 
dug were a battalion command post and several 
heavy weapon emplacements. 

After the exercise, we had the opportunity 
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[PREVIOUS] 
Bunker Hill 
in the north-
west, the 
usual target 
of company 
attacks for 
trainees.

[ABOVE] 
Practising fire 
and movement 
in the typical 
landscape of 
old training 
areas.

to view our work from an altitude of 150 m on 
a helicopter to see for ourselves how they looked 
like to enemy aerial recce. 

our training brought us to many rural areas 
of Singapore that we seldom visited in our civilian 
lives. For example, for ex Night Bird, we had to do 
night navigation in the Tampines area, and were 
warned to look out for the sandpits there. other 
areas included the villages in hong Kah, Bukit 
Batok, Ulu Sembawang, Neo Tiew Road, Jalan 
Bahtera and, of course, marsiling. what makes 
these memories even more precious is the fact that 
such places have largely vanished, having been 
replaced by housing estates, or cleared of civilian 
structures and fenced off for military use only. 

one heartwarming memory from those days 
of training in such rural areas is of the encounters 
with villagers who sold us drinks and snacks like 
fried bee hoon, prawn cakes, fried bean curd and 
chocolate wafers. They usually peddled their wares 
from bicycles, but in some cases, they even set up 
wooden stalls complete with tables and benches. 
Some peddlers resorted to using their daughters 
to attract us SAF lads. I recall with great fondness 
what a welcome sight those girls were to us, cold, 
tired, and rain-soaked soldier boys appearing out 
of the darkness of the night in places like Area D 
in Sungei Gedong.

Speaking of civilians who benefited from our 
NS dollars, I am reminded of the par ong chia 
or pirate taxis that plied the route from Beauty 
world in Jalan Jurong Kechil to SAFTI on Sunday 
evenings. It’s very strange. Somehow, I am able to 
remember many details about returning to camp 
on those Sunday nights. For example, there was 
one occasion when the four of us NS boys were 
crammed into a par ong chia with our barang 
barang. I can still recall the song being played in 
the taxi. It was 心上人 by Singaporean songstress 
张小英. we didn’t have much choice but to 
patronise these illegal taxis. There were so many 
soldiers returning to SAFTI in Upper Jurong Road 
and 6 SIR in Tuas, and so few buses. These pirate 
taxis actually did our nation a valuable service. 

I can clearly recall another feeling and sight 

[FACING] 
A tank moving 
through a 
village on 
the way to 
Sungei Gedong 
training area, 
circa 1970.

[BELOW] 
Patrolling and 
becoming 
aware of the 
extraordinary 
in the under-
growth.
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from returning to camp. Seeing the lights of 
SAFTI appear from out of the dark as our bus 
rounded the bend after Lok Yang Village on old 
Upper Jurong Road, your heart simply sank to the 
floor of Green Bus number 175. 

my recollection of places from my army days 
would be incomplete without some stories of 
the camps. much of my active service was spent 
in SAFTI, Gillman Camp and mandai Camp 
(30 SCe). within SAFTI, the place that left the 
strongest memory for me was the main parade 
square. 

I spent my first night in the Army in the block 
closest to Upper Jurong Road that formed a corner 
of the square. It was also here that I spent countless 
hours marching under the hot sun, sometimes 
seeing my friends faint from standing too long at 
one spot when we practised elaborate drills like 

the Trooping of Colours. This was the very place 
where we were often punished with extra drills 
at night and, of course, doing the change parades 
which is no longer a common occurrence. And 
I can practically hear the cheers that greeted me 
when I was punished to run around the parade 
square with my Pepsi bottle lifted high like an 
olympic torch when I was caught drinking from 
it in my bunk. 

I can continue to reminisce about many other 
interesting places that soldiers of my generation 
saw during our NS days, such as the famous 
(reputedly) haunted magazine tower at SAFTI, the 
river obstacles at Sungei Poyan and the cemeteries 
in Bulim. To document all of them would require 
a whole book. Though we swore and griped at that 
time, we now treasure our memories of those days 
when we turned from “ah boys to men”.

[ABOVE] 
A flash and 
plumes of 
smoke around 
a group of 
Figure 11 show 
an on-target 
mortar firing.

[FACING] 
The western 
water catch-
ment area 
provides water 
bodies for 
river-obstacle 
training.



tHe FLoRA oF 
MY ARMY DAYs
Ronnie Lim

Weekends may have been spent 
with girlfriends. But in retrospect, 
NSmen have been, and will 
always be, much more intimate 
with greenery for the greater part 
of the week than they ever realise.

In my time, army life was 
seemingly always about “taking 
cover”, whether from the make-
believe enemy (as the platoon 
sergeant drilled in us during field 
training), or from the sergeant 
himself, when he was looking 
for volunteers for extra duties 
back at barracks. It also meant 
seeking refuge under the forest 
canopy which provided some 
respite from the blazing sun and 
sudden thunderstorms – the latter 
reminding me of wet days in the 
lush Mandai rainforest where we 
gobbled down lunch before it 
became a soggy mess.

Like all NSmen after a field 
exercise, I recall once sprawling 
flat in tall lallang (Imperata 
cylindrica) in Tuas, and being 
so comforted – or should I say 
comfortable – in the wind-
swept weedy grass that I had 
unconsciously dozed off. When 

I jolted awake a bit later, I found 
myself all alone and left behind 
by my platoon mates. (The lallang 
fortunately managed to provide 
enough cover for me to sneak 
back and join them unnoticed.)

Camouflage time was often 
a riot. I recall those early days in 
SAFTI with its training grounds 
overgrown with Simpoh Air 
(Dillenia suffruticosa) – a wild, 
hardy shrub with large, showy 
yellow flowers. Every NSman, 
however, knows it better by its 
rather coarse Hokkien nickname, 
“the CB plant”. 

While some pioneer NSmen 
may remember Simpoh Air leaves 
being used to wrap market fare 
like tempeh (fermented soyabean 
cakes) or the robust rojak salad, 
not many younger ones do. For 
them, the Simpoh Air’s leaves 
were more often the cause of 
laughter and derision, especially 
when a “green” recruit picked 
only these to stick into his helmet 
band and webbing to use as 
camouflage.

Another common plant 
in the SAF training areas was 
the Singapore Rhododendron 
(Melastoma malabathricum), a 
rather sparse-looking wild shrub 
with purple flowers. Personally, 
I never took a fancy to it as it 
reminded me of prickly Touch-Me-

Nots (Mimosa pudica).
Forking Ferns (Gleicheniaceae), 

on the other hand, were a 
personal favourite. These large 
roadside ferns, which can grow 
wild and up to three metres tall, 
are given their names because of 
their characteristic forking stems 
growing along the ground. During 
our topo(graphical) marches 
through Mandai and Bukit Timah, 
I recall trekking through large 
stretches of these, with the fern 
valleys in the forest clearings 
reminding me of scenes from the 
movie Ryan’s Daughter.

Growing wild along a 
wide swathe of the Pan-Island 
Expressway near Bukit Timah Hill, 
the Forking Ferns enabled a group 
of us to evade course marshalls in 
jeeps patrolling the then yet-to-
be-opened expressway, as we 
made our way from somewhere 
ulu in easternmost Changi, where 

we were dropped in the dead of 
the night, back to SAFTI in the far 
west on foot. This was the most 
testing, two-day trek (some take 
even longer), which marked the 
climax of officer cadet training. 

For those who argue 
otherwise, I found NS to be also 
fruitful. My bayonet saw action 
at a farm we stumbled upon near 
Lim Chu Kang, where I slashed 
through a luscious ripe papaya 
(Carica papaya) to share it with a 
grateful platoon mate.

Nothing, however, prepared 
me for the sight of canines 
at a coconut (Cocos nucifera) 
plantation on a track off Changi, 
where our battalion cooks had 
conveniently set up their kitchen. 
The plantation owner had 
adopted the pack of mongrels, 
which were happily slurping 
up the juices and gorging on 
the coconut flesh of older, less 

commercially-viable fruits which 
he had cut open for them.

They were certainly more 
fortunate than us NSmen who, 
while often passing fruit-laden 
coconut trees during training, 
never really got the time, 
opportunity, or inclination to 
climb up to pluck them. Talk about 
boots (staying) on the ground! 

But having said all that, nature 
and plants were kind to NSmen. 
I do not ever recall anyone being 
hurt by touching a poisonous 
plant in the training areas here, 
although there have been army 
myths of weary trainees almost 
drowning in water hyacinth 
(Eichhornia crassipies) ponds in the 
dead of night, having mistaken 
them for flower fields in pitch 
darkness. True or not, these were 
the kind of colourful army tales 
that we brought back to our 
girlfriends during the weekend.

[TOP] 
Camouflage 
with grass, 
including 
lallang 
(Imperata 
cylindrica).

[RIGHT] 
The 3rd Gen 
pixelated 
uniforms help 
to provide 
better 
camouflage.

[FACING] 
Camouflage is 
about quickly 
merging 
yourself 
into the 
surroundings 
with the help 
of plants.
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MeMoRIes oF 
PenG KAnG HILL
Lam chun see

Peng Kang Hill is probably the 
most famous hill in Singapore 
after Bukit Timah Hill and Mount 
Faber. Every Singaporean son 
who has passed through the gates 
of SAFTI and SAFTI MI knows this 
famous hill. Even ladies would 
have heard of its formidable 
reputation from their boyfriends 
and husbands.

Most of my friends’ memories 
of Peng Kang Hill are of being 
punished to run up this hill, 
sometimes carrying monkey 
rams. They remember the brown 
gravel on its slope which made 
running quite treacherous, 
especially when going downhill. 
My friend Peter Chan recalls what 
happened during his Section 
Leaders Course.

 “We had to run up the hill, 
and as we got closer to the top, 
loose gravel and small ravines 
presented obstacles. We were 
taught to bend our bodies 
forward when we were ascending. 
To avoid obstacles, we had to skip 
from side to side. On reaching the 
top, we were made to do knuckle 
push-ups. After that, we ran down 
to the foot of the hill thinking that 
the exercise over, but no – Peng 
Kang Hill was just the warm-up. 
Then it was off to the nearby 
obstacle course for the actual 
exercise.” 

Another friend, Bryan Lam, 
remembers the Simpoh Air 
bushes near the foot of the hill. 
“Sometimes, a few of us would 
hide there even though we 
could finish the circuit training 
ahead of the main pack. This 
circuit comprised one trip up the 
hill followed by the Standard 

He turned around and saw 
an elderly lady, probably in 
her fifties, carrying a crate of 
soft drinks. Running beside her 
was a teenage girl holding a 
packet of drinking straws. They 
were farmers from the nearby 
kampongs. How on earth did they 
get into the live-firing area?

Anyway, they finally reached 
the top but the soldiers were not 
allowed to buy drinks from the 
farmers to discourage such illegal 
hawking in a restricted area. My 
friend continues the story: “Out of 
sympathy, I bought a drink from 
the elderly woman, and as the 
teenage girl emptied the bottle 
into a plastic bag, she gave me a 
smile, and I could see that she was 
quite pretty. I gave her a big note 
but she did not have sufficient 
change. I thought luck was on my 
side since it gave me an excuse 
to collect the change from her 
shop on another day. She gave 
me her name – Rose. She was 
from a kampong in a track off 
Jalan Bahar. That night, I could 
not sleep thinking of this lovely 
lass and our conversation – and 
looking forward to the weekend 
when I could meet her again.”

Obstacle Course and another 
trip up the hill before falling in 
at the base. Why did we hide 
there? Well, if we arrived early, we 
could be given some tasks to do. 
Subsequently, when some of us 
became instructors, the first thing 
we did was to have those bushes 
removed.”

My own recollections of Peng 
Kang Hill are less dramatic. What 
I remember most was the target 
indication training. I remember 
thinking that it was quite 
ridiculous to carry the training 
aids and lectern up this hill so that 
our platoon commander could 
give his lecture under the hot sun. 
It is also hard to believe that I can 
recall the procedure for target 
indication.

The most colourful Peng 
Kang Hill story comes from a 
friend who had to lead a section 
of trainees for night live-firing in 
1972. He had to charge up Peng 
Kang Hill twice behind his men. 
In the second run, he was really 
tired. Suddenly, he felt something 
hard pushing against his back and 
heard a clinking sound and a voice 
urging him to kee kee which was 
Hokkien for “up, up”.

[FACING] 
Steep slopes, 
gullies and 
white soil – 
characteristics 
of Peng Kang 
Hill.

[LEFT] 
Peng Kang 
Hill forms the 
background of 
SAFTI parade 
square.
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This Thing abouT soldiers marching on 
their stomachs – i don’t know just how far that 
thinking has gone today – maybe too far already? 

Picture this: You need a sugary rush to keep 
awake at night? Just pop a couple of malt sweets. 
Then, how’s this for the breakfast snack menu – 
hot mocha with butter biscuits. Just empty that 
pouch of instant chocolate and 3-in-1 coffee into 
the boiler and fire up for the morning march. 
Yearning for something savoury and tangy for 
lunch? We’ve got Tomato Pasta Chicken for you, 
warmed to 30°C if you let the pack sit under the 
harsh sun for just 10 minutes. Teriyaki Chicken 
rice may be the next main meal, with sips of hot 
instant chrysanthemum tea in between bites, plus 
an energy-giving dried fruit bar to finish. i think 
you get the idea.

i can only imagine what the saF will serve up 
in say, 10 years’ time, but this is what our soldiers 
are eating while on field training these days. 
our men are trained to be lean, mean fighting 
machines, and so long as safety, convenience and 
nutrition guidelines are met (within budget), the 
imagination can run wild as to what powers up 
the saF. 

Then, of course, one has to factor in the 
wonderful problem of supplying food to soldiers 
from a nation of foodies. You cannot compromise 
on taste. no one will forgive you if your food tastes 
like a slippery and muddy downhill march on a 
miserable stormy night, no matter how healthy 
and affordable the meal is. 

i observed a recruit on his lunch break after 
learning how to build a “basha” field tent. it was 

FooD, In cAMP AnD oUt
Dish is Home, trulyK F Seetoh

[FACING] 
Stainless steel, 
compartment-
alised mess 
trays were 
once standard 
issue for 
meals.

[LEFT] 
All set up with 
an array of 
snacks and 
soft drinks for 
a party at the 
officer mess, 
1970s.
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his first time tearing into a field ration pack, so i 
urged him to be brutally frank. he shyly answered: 
“looks bland.” Then i watched him and his mates 
take that first bite, then another. Pause. he started 
nodding to himself, sharing that silent reaction 
with his buddy. and as if on cue, suddenly, that 
platoon of botak recruits starting nodding in 
agreement while chomping on the food. “Much 
better than i expected” and “i did not expect this” 
were some reactions. Perhaps they meant “less 
lousy than i thought”, which was my interpretation 
of their carefully measured answers. so i tucked 
in too, and yes, it was less lousy than i thought – 
but that’s MY opinion. When the trainers asked, 
thumbs were raised in unison. That act doubled as 
a combat silence exercise, i understand. 

saF makan has come a long way since my 
rubber-band-beehoon-and-Cook-sergeant days 
of yore. We had to line up for chap chye rice to be 
sloshed into our mess tins while on field missions. 
on hindsight, this must have taught me to truly 
treasure and enjoy good food growing up post-
army days. so, field rations these days – tick. 
More comfortable training conditions for soldiers 
as they sit out in the orange-soiled, thorn-and-
mosquito-infested fields of Tekong – no tick. 
i think that’s the simple saF strategy: train you 
hard, feed you well.

Compared to what soldiers are served at the 
cookhouse, the stuff described above sounds 
like a sad picnic meal. one reason for that is the 

saF no longer uses the “sergeant rubber band 
beehoon Cook”. it now calls in the professionals, 
one of the biggest food suppliers in singapore. 
The manager quipped: “sure, it’s easy to cook 
local stuff like nasi biryani or Chicken rice. but 
it’s another story when you have to fit in all the 
nutrition values, hygiene regulations, safety and 
speed factors insisted on by the clients (saF).” 
You can imagine my trepidation when i first heard 
it. it sounded like the talk i once heard about the 
wonders of hospital canteen food.  

so they pampered me with a regular makan at 
Tekong camp, what i call the alcatraz of camps 
because you eat what’s on the island, with no 
prospect of a zippy trip to a nearby hawker centre. 
The only thing lacking in the Chicken rice was 
the sinfully wicked chicken-fat sensation. but, 
instead of plain poached, which needs forms 
of salt and oils to enhance flavour, they offered 
braised soy chicken with clever distractions of 
fried crispy wanton and crunchy greens. What of 
the expectations of the chilli sauce? The attendant 
notes of tang, sweetness and spiciness were all 
intact. sounds like i am reviewing some braised 
chicken chap chye rice meal at a hawker centre 
and, it might as well be. (They should be so ready 
for an overnight field training now.)

i peeped into the hazard analysis Critical 
Control Point (haCCP) kitchen, which means 
it meets some hygiene ranking of the highest 
order. it was equipped with gear and machines 
that supply meals to the best airlines and their 
customers. rows upon rows of over-sized, 
stainless-steel stoves, combination ovens (the 
kind that can steam, bake and roast effectively), 
humungous stock pots, giant and seasoned cast-
iron woks, fridges, blast chillers, prep tables, sauce 
racks… and then i gave up looking. You will not 
shake your head in disbelief when you realise that 
close to 5,000 meals have to be served from that 
kitchen each day (and mind you, it’s a few items 
per meal, including piping hot and shivering cold 
ones).

Then the nasi biryani came (reminder: 
we are still in the cookhouse) – Curry ayam, 

[RIGHT] 
The SAF 
maintained 
pineapple 
plantations to 
supply fresh 
fruit to camps, 
1970s.

[FACING TOP] 
NSF cooks 
preparing 
chicken wings 
to feed the  
hundreds in 
camp, 1970s.

[FACING 
BOTTOM] 
Relishing 
combat rations 
during a field 
camp, 1970s.
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Mutton rendang, achar and some Papadums 
were beckoning, led by their gang leader, that 
yellow mount of spiced turmeric rice. it felt like a 
throw-down to my foodie sensibilities. The Curry 
Chicken lost because it was just soft and juicy 
chicken parts drenched in a masala concoction 
over which i flipped and tossed the fluffy turmeric 
rice. it would have been a “Ko” if some raisins 
and cashews were dropped in (but even i’d admit 
that it’s a tall order to keep the unit cost at canteen 
price with drinks and desserts). The meaty, soft 
chunks of rendang were a delectable walkover. i 
breathed in the Papadums and mauled the achar, 
which were clever foils to the whole spicy exercise.

That food is on par with what our sailors get 
on board ship, the last bastion where saF cooks 
are still found. in the galley of the rss Formidable, 
the first stealth frigate in the rsn fleet, you 
have the usual prep stations, various stoves and 
heat platforms, chiller, dried and fresh storage 
compartments, server and stewarding sections of 
a decent restaurant kitchen. but this ship has more 
– a macerator (to grind down and chill offensive 
blocks of garbage), plus their own neWater maker 
(using sea water). understandably, they don’t use 
naked flames in the galley, but it was in no way a 
setback for the imagination and creativity of the 
chefs on board.

breakfast at 4 am meant naval Chef Me2 
Xanda Chua and his assistants had to be up 
and cooking by 2 am. The 100 portions of fish 
porridge, i imaginatively suggest, was made 
smooth with the constant stirring of the pot – by 

the constant tilting and rolling of the frigate. if i 
placed a portion of it on a hawker centre table, 
the casual chomper would not be able to tell it 
came off a ship’s kitchen, made without fire. The 
stock used, with accents of ginger, the fried shallot 
topping and soft smooth grains were all there. The 
only giveaway was the frozen dory fish slices, if 
you discerned.

lunch was Chicken rice and the kitchen, 
known as the galley on board, had an aroma of 
pandan, ginger, garlic, chicken oils and the sweet 
fragrance of steamed flavoured rice. i noticed he 
used a clever but uncommon ingredient – fresh 
coriander and roots for the rice flavour base. 
refreshing indeed. There was also steamed silken 
tofu in savoury sauce, chap chye and soup, all self-
served. 

Then the tomato sauces and herbs came out for 
dinner’s preparation. so did hand-made meatballs 
and honey-glazed grilled chicken wings. The pasta 
came out nicely al dente and the freshly made 
tomato herb sauce had just the right lift to take the 
crew into the evening. 

i asked slTC ong Chee Wei, then the ship’s 
commanding officer, how important on a scale of 
1 to 10 food was to his crew. “10.8” was his reply.

and Chef Xanda knows just how to please. 
“local food is very popular on board but we 
balance it with whatever ingredients we have in 
store,” explaining that sometimes when they are in 
foreign ports, they have to make do with what’s 
available there. 

Food as a fighting strategy in the saF is 
something i can happily contribute to. how about 
some fried Carrot Cake with preserved daikon 
and minced chicken with sambal for field rations? 
They can eat it off a leaf of the abundant daun 
simpoh air or “Cb leaves” found all over training 
grounds. grandma would be proud as it was how 
she had it back in the day. so lend some heritage to 
the meal as only the saF can – and make our men 
want to defend home even more.

Yes, we fight on our tummies, and since our 
people, culture and food are worth defending, 
then dish is home, truly. 

[ABOVE] 
Food from the 
camp canteen 
provided a 
change from 
cookhouse fare.

[ABOVE] 
Midshipmen 
chip in to 
help the 
professional 
chefs prepare 
food for a 
reception on 
board ship.

[LEFT] 
Some varieties 
of today’s SAF 
combat rations 
are contained 
in heat-and-
eat packaging.
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SWEAT
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At leAst four weeks of Basic Military 
training must pass before this momentous 
event. everything every recruit has learned –  
combat tactics, field craft (camouflage, cover, 
concealment), weaponry – will culminate in an 
Nsf’s first foray into the field: one without a warm 
meal and a shower for four to five days, that is.

Basic infantry section tactics have already been 
drilled into the new soldiers – even seemingly 
unremarkable techniques such as holding the 
rifle in your non-master hand when you have to 
dive for cover so that your master hand braces 
your landing on the ground. such a small detail is 

made most significant when you do realise that an 
incorrect technique may result in the M16’s iron 
sights causing a painful gash and multiple stitches 
on your chin.

fire and movement may be far from mind 
when you hit the groove on the 8-km combat 
route march. But an ambush by a pocket of 
“enemy” resistance pumps you with adrenaline. 
The whiff of gunpowder from blank ammunition 
and the cracks of thunder flashes make you feel 
like a real combatant. You know your drills. You 
automatically echo your section commander as 
he identifies and locates the enemy. Your reflexes

FIeLD cAMP
Under canvas
and Field training

Benjamin Lee

[FACING] 
All in place 
for stand-by 
“basha” during 
field camp, 
1960s.

[LEFT] 
Recruits at 
ease during 
field camp, 
BMTC, Pulau 
Tekong, 2014.

[PREVIOUS] 
NSmen 
training in 
Pasir Laba, 
1988.

[OVERLEAF] 
Powder 
and soap, 
essentials for 
any field camp, 
1970s.
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are sharper than you’ve ever imagined them to be.
The day winds down into late afternoon, 

and you’re instructed to start building your 
accommodation for the night. A vinyl sheet, a 
rope and a metal pole will give you a ‘‘five-star’’ al-
fresco structure called a “basha”. Collectively, those 
items are meant to protect you from the elements. 
of course, nothing keeps you sheltered as you’re 
building your tent – a torrential downpour heavy 
enough to drown you as you look skyward with an 
open mouth soaks you through to the bone, and 
stops just as you’re ready to duck under canvas.

If you’re not the outdoorsy sort, well, you are 
now. There is time for a meal and whatever comes 
in those green pouches taste great, especially the 
desserts. But you don’t quite know what to make of 
the combined smell of food, sweat and the insect 
repellent issued by the sAf. (This innocuous-
looking tube is the stuff of legends. If you doubt its 
ability to repel insects, try using it as a permanent 
ink remover).

Personal hygiene in the field is one of the new 
lessons learned as your first “powder bath” is 
taken, and you are, for once, glad for the weight of 
the fresh set of uniforms you lugged in your field 
pack. still, you’re not exactly clean. And exhausted 
as you are, you are not going to get a good night’s 
sleep, having heard stories of how instructors test 
your alertness by trying to steal your rifle while 
you snooze.

The insect repellent wears off and there’s the 
constant buzzing of mosquitos by your ears, 
but you’re too tired to bother with re-applying 
the repellent. You seem to itch on every square 
centimetre of clammy skin under your uniform.

You survive the night, all three-and-a-half 
hours of fitful, occasional sleep. You think you 
could make it through the rest of the exercise, but 
there’s that little thing called a changkul which is 
listed on the quartermaster’s inventory as “tool, 
entrenching, metal, with stick, wooden”. That 
thing is going to be an extension of your arm as 
you toil away digging a shellscrape in which you 
will lie in wait for any “enemy” who is daring 
enough to cross your, and your platoon mates’ 

defensive perimeter.
And toil away you do. what time did you start 

digging? what time is it now? How many litres 
of sweat have you produced? Are your hands 
blistering? why is your trench still so shallow? 
surely there’s a more efficient way to dig a trench. 
where’s your trench buddy? Is he digging as 
quickly as you? what about yourself – are you 
letting your platoon down with your lack of 
progress? Come on, you can do it! 

eventually, you do complete the task. And 
these days, there is an additional ritual at the end 
of this gruelling segment – letters from home, 
written by your loved ones, to be opened and read. 

You’ve completed the rite of passage within a 
rite of passage that marks your becoming a true 
soldier. Boy, we’re so proud of you. Your country 
is too.

You are invariably moved to tears.

[FACING TOP] 
Eating outfield 
could mean 
combat 
rations.
 
[FACING 
BOTTOM]
Enjoying 
food trucked 
in from the 
cookhouse, 
1970s.

[LEFT] 
Overcome 
by emotions 
after reading  
a letter from 
home, 2014.
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Soon after the Start of Basic Military 
training, every recruit will go through a Weapons 
Presentation Ceremony. This is the moment 
when each is presented with their personal rifle, 
aka their “wife”. They are then taught how to take 
care of her, ensuring that she is well maintained, 
protecting her and keeping her close to their side 
(especially during field camps when the sergeant 
may try to steal her).

They are each responsible for maintaining 
the cleanliness and hence the operational ability 
of their personal arms. They have to know every 
serviceable part and clean them “bone dry” for 
inspection, and oil it sufficiently “but not too 
much” to lubricate its operation and to prevent it 
from rusting.

after initiation by firing blanks, the exciting 
day will come when they are allowed to fire live 
rounds at the 100-metre range. Who can forget the 
first time you heard the sound of gunfire echoing 
through the hills?

nSman Benjamin Lee recalls the correct 
technique for good marksmanship: “Calm down. 
Breathe in, exhale slowly. hold. Don’t pull the 
trigger. Squeeze it until the rifle fires – all while 
looking through the iron reticle sights sometimes 
blurred by a drop of sweat beading off your master 
eyelid.”

Those who demonstrate their firing abilities 
win a marksman badge and have the chance 
of getting sent for further training to become 
snipers. Those who don’t, get labelled “bobo king” 

(a mispronunciation of “wowo” which is short for 
“wash out”).

Good technique alone will not guarantee a 
shot on target if your rifle is not zeroed.

first-generation nSman Lam Chun See gives 
a tutorial on how zeroing was done in the days of 
the ar15 and M16. “Basically, it involved firing a 
group of three shots, running 100 metres to check 
target, measuring the coordinates of the mean 
point of impact (MPI), pasting over the holes and 
then bringing our rifle to the zeroing station. The 
MPI is located by joining one point of the triangle 
formed by the three bullet holes to the mid-point 
of the opposite (longest) side, and then dividing 
this line into three equal parts. The MPI is 

LeARnInG to sHoot
How to Fire a RifleKoh Boon Pin

[FACING] 
Prime Minister 
Lee Hsien 
Loong, then 
a lieutenant, 
demonstrates 
the right way 
to aim at 
the kneeling 
position.

[ABOVE] 
Firing live 
rounds 
requires even 
more thorough 
rifle cleaning.
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one-third of the distance from the base. to do 
all this, we had a wooden ruler fastened to our 
helmets with a rubber band. We also had to paste 
the holes with small pieces of paper with glue from 
a wooden box. and while all this was happening, 
the rest of the details had to wait; and we somehow 
got lots of scolding from our corporals.”

for many Saf soldiers in the early years, the 
phrase “I.a., I.a.!” can invoke memories of blur 
recruits and such scolding corporals. Meant to be 
shouted by soldiers when their rifle is not firing, 
it is oftentimes all that the soldier does as he 
shouts “I.a., I.a.!” and then freezes. only when 
an instructor appears alongside him, tapping on 
the soldier’s helmet and asking him what “I.a.” 
means, does he remember that the abbreviation 
for “Immediate action” means he is supposed to 
take action to rectify the problem himself.

for generations of Saf soldiers, nothing beats 
the exhilaration of hearing the command “firers, 
watch your front!” before having targets swivel 
into view for a few seconds and then disappearing 
if you have shot them within the timing allotted. 

The appearance and disappearance of targets 
were once determined by those who were 
invited to the butt party. Later, in 1987, with the 
introduction of electronic ranges, the hefting 
and lowering of the figure 11 targets no longer 
depended on human muscle.

The introduction of technology to Saf shooting 
ranges of those days pales when compared to the 
facilities of today. 

Saf soldiers in the new millennium now wield 
the factory-zeroed Sar21 rifle (otherwise known 
as Singapore assault rifle – 21st century) with 
its built-in Laser aiming Device which takes the 
guesswork out of night firing.

now, after being issued with their wives and 
taught to handle her, soldiers may fire their first 
live round in the simulated environment of the 
Multi-Mission range Complex (MMrC) which 
was opened in october 2013.

however, lest you be misled, the ranges at 
MMrC do not replace outfield training and 
outdoor ranges but complement them. 

[PREVIOUS] 
Dashing back 
to the firing 
points after 
checking 
targets.

[ABOVE] 
The butt party 
standing by 
to hoist and 
lower targets.

[RIGHT] 
At your own 
time, own 
target…

[LEFT] 
Marks-
manship 
badge, circa 
1970s.



GRenADe!
Koh Boon Pin

Throwing a hand grenade is a rite 
of passage for every SAF recruit. 
This is as it should be, since it is part 
of a range of personal ammunition 
issued to soldiers in times of war.

But before any soldier gets 
his hands on the real SFG87 
Fragmentation Grenade, he 
goes through a series of practice 
sessions, using a training replica 
with an instructor.

Whether he is left-handed or 
right-handed, has sweaty palms or 
not – that’s when the recruit learns 
very quickly that real grenades are 
very different from grenades seen in 
Hollywood blockbusters.

For one, it is not likely that 
grenade safety pins can be easily 
pulled out with his bare teeth, 
unless he wants to pull out his teeth 
along with the pin!

So, at the grenade-throwing 
range, he has to cautiously twist 
and pull the safety pin out with his 

fingers before throwing it over a 
concrete safety wall.

Then it’s a heart-pounding four 
and a half seconds of counting 
behind a wall before the kiwifruit-
sized grenade explodes.

The SAF has a new training 
experience – a Hand Grenade 
House will be constructed at the 
Murai Urban Live Firing Facility 
where troops will be able to throw 
live grenades into a room before 
storming in. This means that you 
will be able to throw a live grenade 
up to three times during your active 
service and one or two times as 
an NSman, compared to just once 
during Basic Military Training in the 
past. 

And to make sure that the 
existing stock of hand grenades 
can be used safely and efficiently, 
DSTA, SAF Ammunition Command 
and a local defence industry partner 
worked together to extend the shelf 
life of the SFG87 by 11 years with a 
change-out of the fuze assembly. 
This means the grenades can be 
stored for a longer period of time, 
with no compromise to safety. 

 Kaaabooom! 

[TOP] 
A tense 
moment, then 
a feeling of 
exhilaration 
during live 
grenade 
throwing.

[ABOVE] 
Lobbing a 
thunder flash 
requires 
the same 
technique 
as grenade 
throwing.

[RIGHT] 
Training 
to throw a 
grenade in an 
urban setting.

[ABOVE] 
Stance and 
technique of 
throwing a 
grenade from 
the standing 
position.

[LEFT] 
A female 
trainee 
prepares to 
throw her 
grenande.
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Cloaked in the pre-dawn darkness, 
a convoy of terrex infantry Carrier Vehicles 
(iCVs) rumbles ominously down a dirt track still 
shrouded in mist. reaching a junction, the train 
breaks into three groups, each moving towards 
positions planned the night before. two of them 
carrying troops for the main assault roll deeper 
into the jungle; another mounts a slope to provide 
long-range fire on the enemy targets. one by one, 
the infantry platoon commanders signal that their 
men are in position.

“titanium, now,” orders the oC. The Far 
Firebase Commander atop a hill, watching his 
target through a long-range camera on his weapon 
system, commands his gunner to fire. inside the 
insulated eight-wheeled iCV, there is a muffled 
thudding as the 0.5-inch heavy machine gun 
delivers a withering burst.

at the target area, all hell breaks loose as 
copper-jacketed rounds tear holes in the steel 
shipping containers. Vehicle chassis in the open 
are pulverised by the hail of incoming rounds. 
amidst the firefight, other iCVs have arrived at 
their form-up points and are disgorging troops 
for the main assault on the buildings in the 
Murai Urban live-Firing Facility, also known as 
MUlFaC.

The oC signals the close-cover group to move 
in, and a terrex races into position and lowers 
its ramp door. “Go, go, go!” shouts the section 
commander as his men dash out from the back, 
fanning to the left and right of the vehicle and 

URBAn WARFARe
Fighting in
Built-up Areas

Alphonsus Chern

[FACING & 
BELOW] 
Soldier 
practising 
clearing and 
securing a 
building. In 
the past, 
urban warfare 
was known 
as FIBUA – 
Fighting in 
Built-up Area. 
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putting a burst of small arms fire on enemy targets 
standing at the windows.

on cue, the first assault team moves 
into position, pounds the door open with a 
sledgehammer, and storms into the room. They 
clear room by room, engaging at the targets that 
pop out from behind corners and doors. within 
minutes, the “enemies” are neutralised and the 
foothold building secured. The second assault 
team clears the next building.

7.15 am, daybreak, buildings cleared.
with smoke still lingering in the air, “wounded” 

soldiers are carried to the casualty collection point 
for triage and treatment by the medics. The rest 
of the company reorganises as its commander 
reports to higher headquarters that his objective 
is secured.

For Cpt satish seshan, the oC of an infantry 
company, this exercise scenario is a familiar 
one. he is intimately familiar with the marked 
improvement this simulated urban complex has 
over previous training facilities, where he was 
limited to urban exercises using blanks, or a two-
man team firing live rounds at wooden targets in a 
small, single room.

“live firing is indispensable in training my 
soldiers for actual operations,” he says. when 
fighting in an urbanised environment, there 
are no clear lines of sight; there are multiple 
approaches and vantage points and the enemy can 
be anywhere. 

with five buildings having various room 
layouts at the MUlFaC, soldiers can learn to 
fight in complex urban environments, overcome 
doors using real demolition charges, and fire live 
rounds at reactive targets often placed at their 
blind spots. Because trainers are able to change 
the target positions and even the layout of the 
facility, soldiers will not know where the enemy 
or innocent bystanders are until they commence 
the assault.

“in a moment, you have to discern whether 
your target is a friend or foe,” says Cpt Joshua 
sandosham, an infantry officer who works on 
training policy and management at hQ infantry. 

“You have to decide very quickly where to shoot, 
and whether to kill or just injure. we are glad that 
this level of training is now available to all infantry 
soldiers and the rest of the army,” he says.

Video cameras, which are installed at critical 
areas within the buildings, provide recordings 
which are useful for after action reviews (aar). 
There is even a grenade throwing house, where 
soldiers can appreciate the effects of an explosion 
within a confined space.

“with live rounds you feel the impact, you see 
the damage,” says Cpt satish. “it makes soldiers 
more aware, their drills become sharper, and it 
gives them confidence.”

But before soldiers can assault the MUlFaC, 
they first need to hone their skills and build their 
confidence firing live rounds at a range. and the 
place they do this is at the Multi-Mission range 
Complex (MMrC).

launched in 2013, the facility has two 
100-metre ranges.  The ranges, each consisting 

of 10 lanes, can accommodate a seven-man 
combat section shoot. The targets are positioned 
at different levels, enabling the soldiers to practise 
aiming at the targets, as well as appreciating the 
various aim points at different distances.

with a sniper weapon range that simulates 
targets up to a kilometre away, a friend/foe Video 
targetry system (Vts) that hones a shooter’s 
judgment skills, and an urban operations range 
where the room layout is reconfigurable, the 
MMrC caters to all types of small arms training, 
its seven ranges occupying the same footprint 
once used by a single 100-metre range.

“This is where they practise their fundamentals 
on decommissioned weapons retrofitted with 
electronic sensors that fire at a video screen. These 
soldiers can train cognitively with these interactive 
video simulations, but using live rounds,” says Cpt 
Joshua, who was involved in the MMrC project. 
“it’s a completely different experience when you 
have to actually fire rounds into the targets.”

[BOTH] 
Realistic 
training using 
live rounds 
– past and 
present – 
needs clear 
and carefully 
followed 
safety 
rules and 
precautions.

[BELOW] 
Practising the 
fundamentals 
of shooting 
at the indoor 
range of 
the Multi-
Mission Range 
Complex with 
weapons that 
fire electronic 
signals. 
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For Cpt khairuddin abdul latiff, a company 
trainer in the infantry training institute, soldier 
training becomes efficient. “Because this is an 
indoor facility, we can simulate night shoots even 
in the daytime,” he says. “night shoots used to last 
until the wee hours with the old ranges, but in the 
MMrC, we can wrap up by 6.30 pm.”

For soldiers and section commanders on the 
ground, the MMrC helps hone their senses, as 
well as footwork and engagement drills, all while 
carrying loaded weapons. “when my section 
stacks up outside a door loaded and ready, it feels 
like we are on a real operation,” says 2sG leonard 
teh, an infantry specialist with the infantry 
Combat training Centre 3, which trains nsmen. 
“we know the enemy is inside, but we don’t know 
where they are exactly. once the mission starts, 
i can’t pause the situation,” he says. “i have to be 
sure of what i am doing because there is no second 
chance with live rounds.”

Back at the MUlFaC, the company-level 

exercise is winding down. Men and commanders 
are gathered in the aar room to watch themselves 
in action. with the personal area network and 
tactical engagement simulation systems fitted 
onto every soldier, equipment and weapon, their 
exact location, number of rounds fired, hits and 
misses are all logged in real time. Video cameras 
installed in the complex that recorded every move 
now play back to show what a soldier did, rightly 
or wrongly, behind the bullet-proof walls. 

“in the past, live-firing was just live-firing, but 
soldiers today have video and data to effectively 
review their performance so they can better 
themselves,” says MaJ raihan husainni, 34, a staff 
officer in hQ infantry who was involved in the 
development of the MUlFaC. “Urban operation 
fighting is a core skill that every soldier must have 
because of our built-up environment,” he says. 
“and every facility that increases the confidence 
and proficiency of my soldiers will be something 
i want to use.”

[FACING] 
A MULFAC 
building, 
designed with 
a viewing 
gallery so that 
commanders 
can observe 
troops during 
training.

[RIGHT] 
Live firing 
assault within 
the complex 
room layout 
of MULFAC 
involves 
responding to 
friend or foe 
targets.
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A key experience in military training is 
live-firing, from shooting with personal arms to 
delivering on target heavy-weight munitions such 
as long-range artillery, missiles and aerial bombs. 
Almost all servicemen in combat vocations are 
involved in one live-firing or another. Live-firings 
are an important component of SAF training – 
it gives our soldiers confidence to operate their 
weapons and to ensure operational readiness.

When the SAF trains alongside other armed 
forces, including conducting live-firing exercises, 
we are able to build mutual trust and confidence 
while establishing a common understanding of 
each other’s operational capabilities.

The following vignettes showcase the live-
firing practices conducted in ex Daring Warrior, 
rim of the pacific exercise (riMpAc), and 
exercise Forging Sabre.

*

in the darkness 15,000 km from home, a lone 
helicopter churns up a whirlwind of dust as it 
disgorges a team of reconnaissance troops deep 
inside “enemy” territory. carrying nearly their 
own weight in supplies, they will trudge for hours 
through the dense scrubland of the Great plains 
in the United States of America, build a hide-site 
close to where key targets might be located, and 
spend the next few days secretly observing their 
movements, ready to call for fire on these enemy 
forces when the opportunity arises. From the 

air, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) pick out 
enemy radars and installations with their infrared 
cameras and relay their positions to an artillery 
Battery command post, where the Fire Direction 
Officer, a lieutenant, broadcasts this data to a 
battery of High Mobility Artillery rocket System 
(HiMArS) launchers waiting under cover.

This is ex Daring Warrior 2014, a complex 
wargame involving the use of artillery, UAV, 
ground-based radar, Apache helicopters and 
US F-18 Hornet fighters in the wintry sub-zero 
temperatures of Fort Sill in the midwestern state 
of Oklahoma.

cpT Lim Wee yeow, 28, a battery commander 
who is taking part in this exercise for the second 

[FACING]
Ex Forging Sabre 
2011: Ground 
crew prepares 
to arm an 
Apache attack 
helicopter with 
Hydra unguided 
rockets.

[BELOW] 
HIMARS Live-
firing in Fort Sill, 
Oklahoma, USA 
during 
Ex Daring 
Warrior, 2012.

HeAVY FIRe PoWeR
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time, has under his command a few launchers 
and some resupply vehicles – a veritable supply of 
firepower. “The HiMArS can carry a single pod 
of six unitary rockets,” says cpT Lim. “Once the 
targets are confirmed, we can fire all six rockets 
from a launcher within thirty seconds,” he 
elaborated.

On the frosty ground, 2SG Daniel ng, 21, 
a Full-time national Service Battery Sergeant 
Major, is surveying the landscape with his platoon 
sergeants. “in order for our launchers to deploy 
quickly and safely, we need to know the ground 
well,” he says. “i need to be the battery commander’s 
eyes on the ground to gather information, plan the 
route of advance, and look for hide-sites.” 

preparations for the big exercise began several 
months ago. Signal sets, jerry cans, charts, tools, 
and rifles all had to be boxed and shipped to the 
United States by sea. To protect themselves from 
the cold, the men were issued microfleece jackets, 
thermal socks, gloves, beanies, and ear muffs. 
For the 27 days they were there, the temperature 
seldom went above freezing. “We had to use heat 
packs,” recalls 2SG ng. “And when we had to work 
outside the vehicle, we kept it short and sharp.” 
But the soldiers who bore the brunt of the cold 
were the vehicle commanders who had to stand 
out of the hatches to guide their drivers with the 
wind blowing straight at them for the hour-long 
journey to the deployment ground.

“Fire mission single launcher, over,” comes the 
Fire Direction Officer’s voice over the radio.

inside the cold, steel cabin of his launcher, 
cFc Tan Wei xiang guns the engine to life. 
putting the launcher in gear, he moves off to a 
pre-determined site and waits for orders from his 
platoon commander.

“Then comes the instruction to launch. With 
practised precision, he parks the launcher with the 
correct heading, in line with the target.

“Arm, over,” says the platoon commander.
The gunner, sitting next to cFc Tan, flips a 

switch, causing the monitor to flash the words: 
“Weapon Armed”.

An amber light comes on as the countdown 

begins. “Fire at my command, four, three, two, 
one, fire.”

As the gunner toggles the fire switch, there is a 
blinding flash of light and a reverberating roar. The 
vehicle shudders, and is obscured from view by an 
enormous cloud of dense, white smoke. From the 
Battery command post, the officers see a rocket 
rushing out of the launcher toward its target over 
the horizon, the first of 42 that the unit would fire 
over the next 10 days. 

*

in the deep pacific waters off Oahu, Hawaii, 
Me5 Jeffrey Tan, a Senior combat Systems 
engineer on board the rSS Formidable, wakes 
in his cabin. it is 4 am on 14 July 2012. The sea 
is calm, a good omen for the big day when the 
stealth frigate, one of the newest ships of the rSn, 
would demonstrate its Harpoon missiles before an 
international audience.

This is riMpAc, the world’s largest maritime 
warfare gathering involving over 20 nations, and 
the rSn was going to put on its best for show.

With a range of more than 100 km, the combat-
proven Harpoon avoids radar by skimming just 
above the surface of the water, punching through 
the hull of a vessel and destroying it with explosives 
from within.

For this exercise, Me5 Tan is the designated 
Harpoon firer. Also responsible for the radar, 
weapon, navigation, and communications systems 
on board, he would later press the buttons to send 
the over-600-kg missile on its way to the target, 
a decommissioned combat stores ship about the 
size of a destroyer belonging to the United States 
navy.

pulling on his overalls, he goes to the missile 
deck where Me5 Lim choon kiat, a naval Systems 
Warfare engineer, is already carrying out system 
checks on the weapon to make sure the firing 
would go smoothly later that day.

Having sailed for 18 years with the navy, this 
was the second time Me5 Lim was taking part 
in riMpAc. “We always guard against Murphy’s 

[FACING TOP] 
A Laser Joint 
Direct Attack 
Munitions being 
prepared for an 
F-15SG, 
Ex Forging Sabre 
2011.

[FACING BOTTOM] 
Combat 
Information 
Centre crew of 
RSS Formidable, 
RIMPAC, 2012. 
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Law,” he said, explaining how he always assumes 
anything that could go wrong, would go wrong. 
“We considered the reliability of the missile when 
exposed to the marine environment. We checked 
the radar and the power generators. We even 
analysed, over the past three years, the types of 
problems that occurred with the missile to decide 
which additional spare parts we would carry,” said 
Me5 Lim.

To keep the missiles in tip-top shape, he and 
his crew regularly remove the Harpoons from 
their canisters, strip the wings, and then run a 
comprehensive test to identify any faults in the 
components in base.

On this particular day, time is another challenge 
these two men have to face. Because of the large 
number of countries participating, each ship is 
allotted a narrow one-hour window by the pacific 
Missile range Facility for their crew to engage the 
targets with live weapons. if the opportunity is 
missed, there will be no second chance.

“i have to make sure my team is competent,” 
says Me5 Lim. “if anything goes wrong, we need 
to know what it is straight away, so we can give our 
commanders time to make informed decisions 
and come up with alternative plans.”

After a breakfast of bread and butter in the 
galley, Me5 Tan calms his nerves by making small 
talk with his crew mates. Finally, word comes from 
the pacific Missile range Facility that it is time for 
Formidable to launch her missiles.

As the Officer-of-the-Watch slowly guides the 
ship into position, Me5 Tan and Me5 Lim pull 
on anti-flash gear and take up stations behind 
the harpoon console in the darkened combat 
information centre (cic).

“i am like Jeffrey’s shadow,” says Me5 Lim. 
“i will check the firing sequence and see that the 
indicators on the screen are all showing the correct 
things. My job is to make sure the systems are all 
okay before the firing.”

“We are going in now,” comes the voice of the 
ship’s Operations Officer over the intercom. “Time 
to fire is 1035.”

From the quarterdeck, the thudding of rotors 

quicken as a Sikorsky S-70B helicopter takes off 
carrying a Tactical coordinator and a Sensor 
Supervisor who will track the target with radar 
and electro-optical equipment, providing the ship 
with real time information on its whereabouts.

“Long range Missile, plan two Harpoons on 
Target 0001,” orders the Operations Officer.

in the cic, the level of excitement goes up a 
notch. This is going to be a Simultaneous Time-
On-Target (STOT) firing, which means that two 
missiles will be fired and will arrive at the same 
time with the intent to overwhelm the anti-missile 
defence of the “ship”. 

Me5 Tan gets busy planning the flight path 
of the missiles. As they fire one after another, he 
has to plan the course for both missiles so that 
they will arrive and hit the target at the same 
time. On his screen in the darkened centre, icons 
representing each of the eight Harpoon missiles 
on the ship are glowing green. Me5 Tan selects the 
missiles he intends to use, and with two clicks of 
the mouse, confirms the launch.

On the deck, a ball of fire erupts as the missile 
streaks away from its launch tube into the air, 
trailing a plume of grey-brown smoke. Moments 
later, the second missile is on its way. On his 
screen, Me5 Tan sees two round objects following 
the waypoints he has mapped out to the target 20 
nautical miles away.

The cic has gone quiet. every pair of eyes is 
glued to their own screen, watching the progress 
of the two blips.

At the half-minute mark, Me5 Tan begins 
a countdown. “30 seconds. 20 seconds. Ten, 
nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one. 
All stations, missile end of flight. report Battle 
Damage Assessment,” he says.

The radar operators peer at their screens, 
trying to see if the target is still intact.

On the bridge, several decks above, officers try 
to spot the tell-tale smoke from an explosion over 
the horizon.

Then comes the good news from the helicopter 
hovering above the scene. “We have two hits on 
target,” says the Tactical coordinator. crew 

[FACING] 
A Harpoon 
surface-to-
surface missile.
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members thump Me5 Tan on the back. 
“i felt elated,” he recalls. “you’re lucky if you 

can participate (firing a harpoon) just once in your 
lifetime. i fired both of them – it’s like striking the 
lottery twice.” he says.

*

Twenty thousand feet over the Arizona desert, 
two rSAF F-15SG multi-role fighters streak 
through the air at over 400 knots. each aircraft 
can be equipped with four AiM-120 long-range 
air-to-air missiles, 12 Laser Joint Direct Attack 
Munitions (LJDAMs), and 500 rounds of high-
explosive shells in the Vulcan six-barrel cannon 
used for air-to-air combat.

Strapped into the back of the two-seater jet, 
Weapons Systems Officer (Fighter) [WSO] cpT 
kenny poh is listening for instructions from the 
Joint Terminal Air controllers (JTAcs) on the 
ground, who are spotting targets for his aircraft to 
engage.

“Shikra One, this is Sandhog,” comes a metallic 
voice over his radio, using their unique call signs 
for the mission. “High-value target moving north 
to South on alpine route.”

His adrenaline surging, cpT poh rapidly keys 
the target coordinates into his Up Front control, 
a panel which coordinates communication and 
navigation functions for the aircraft. it also enables 
the coordinates to be passed to the Sniper, a 
targeting pod mounted under the fuselage that 
uses a forward-looking infrared and video camera 
to track moving targets.

This is ex Forging Sabre 2013, a biennial live-
firing exercise involving 700 airmen and soldiers – 
commandos and artillery units from the Singapore 
Army, and several types of aircraft from the rSAF 
in the vast expanse of the Barry M Goldwater 
range in the United States.

From his concealed position on the desert 
floor, the JTAc watching Vehicle Alpha feeds 
cpT poh additional information on the target, a 
remote-controlled red Toyota corolla.

“Shikra One, you are cleared to attack the 

vehicle from the south,” says the controller, giving 
the WSO permission to destroy the car.

cpT poh locks on to the target and passes 
control of the release to his pilot in the front 
seat in a procedure known as Tactical crew 
coordination. “captured, cleared to release” says 
cpT poh to the pilot, giving him the go ahead to 
drop the bomb.

The pilot in the front seat, MAJ Tan ngee yong 
“pickles” (an air force jargon for pressing) a red 
button on his flight control stick, and both men 
feel a jolt as the 500-pound bomb is released.

The next 40 seconds are crucial for both men 
in the cockpit of the 25-tonne aircraft, now inside 
“enemy-controlled” territory. in actual combat, 
airborne interceptors could disrupt their attack 
run at any time, forcing them to abandon the 
strike. Man-portable-air-defence systems, a type of 
shoulder launched surface-to-air missiles that are 
almost impossible to spot, can shoot them down. 
MAJ Tan, a 14-year veteran in the Air Force, has 
his work cut out for him. “i have to fly in a stable 
manner, watch for threats, and maintain a heading 
which gives the WSO a direct line-of-sight to the 
target,” he says. 

There are also other considerations in this 
exercise. “i have to stay within the range safety 
template in case the bomb fails. That way, it drops 
within the safe zone and will not harm anyone.” 

Having flown the F-16c/D Fighting Falcon 
since 2004, he was one of the first pilots selected 
by the rSAF to train in the newly-acquired 
F-15SG Strike eagle in 2009. With 2,500 flight 
hours, he is now the Officer commanding (Oc) 
of a squadron, responsible for the welfare, morale, 
and training of other pilots.

in the hot seat, he has to keep the aircraft 
steady while the WSO guides the bomb with the 
targeting pod. “The moment the weapon left the 
aircraft, i felt the stress,” says cpT poh. “What if 
the vehicle swerved? What if the weather ahead 
blocked my line of sight?”

According to cpT poh, who has seven years of 
experience on the job and 600 hours on the F-15SG, 
the key to a successful pilot-WSO relationship is 

trust. “in an air-to-ground attack, the WSO is on 
the offense and the pilot takes care of defence,” he 
explains. “i have to trust that the pilot will fly the 
correct parameters and take care of aerial threats 
in order for me to engage the target.”

MAJ Tan agrees. “As i am flying, i listen in 
to what the WSO is doing,” he says. “i trust that 
he will find the correct target and also satisfy the 
rules-of-engagement, which means there are no 
schools, hospitals, religious or civilian buildings 
nearby – and then i check it all again to be 100 per 
cent sure – there should not be any doubt in my 
mind when i release the weapon.”

As the car moves down the dusty road, the 
bomb whistles out of the sky and blows it up. 
Shards of torn metal and broken glass scatter in all 
directions. “i saw a bloom of dust on my monitor, 
and the vehicle appeared to stop moving,” said 
cpT poh, referring to the image on his infrared 
screen in the cockpit that implied a successful hit. 
“Shikra One, target splashed,” he announced into 
his radio – vehicle destroyed.

As the SAF weaves more complex equipment 
into its integrated overseas exercises, training 
and preparation become more critical to the 
safety and success of these war games. With 
weapons projecting such immense firepower over 
increasing distances, every detail in the execution 
of a launch counts.

“you are exposed to tough conditions and 
fatigue and you still have to meet stipulated 
timings,” says cpT Lim. “you have to check that 
every digit entered is correct because the impact 
of the round has a physical result.”

The complexity of these weapons systems also 
means that the final responsibility of pushing a 
button no longer rests on the shoulders of just one 
person. “Live-firing is a team effort,” says Me5 
Tan. “engineers have to ensure there is power for 
the systems to operate, command and control has 
to continually feed the target data, the navigators 
have to keep the ship in the right place.”

To operate these machines, keeping in shape is 
a must. “Aside from the day-to-day flying, we have 
to condition our bodies in the gym,” says MAJ 

Tan. “We run, we get sufficient rest, and we need 
the moral courage to sound out if we are not ready 
for a flight. every time we fly a mission, we have 
to make sure we are 100 per cent ready for it. We 
don’t take chances.”

*

Many servicemen have participated in 
previous exercise Daring Warrior, riMpAc and 
exercise Forging Sabre although few would have 
the chance to fire the HiMArs, launch a harpoon 
missile or drop a 500-pound bomb. However, in 
the big picture, knowing that Singapore has such 
fire power and capability gives the foot soldier the 
confidence that, if push comes to shove, the SAF’s 
integrated Warfare approach will cover his efforts 
even as he aims and fires his own rifle.

[BELOW] 
An F-16 Fighting 
Falcon ready 
to drop its 
2,000-pound 
payload on an 
enemy target, 
Ex Forging 
Sabre.
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For a member of the armed forces, whether as a 
regular or a national serviceman, physical fitness 
is the most basic competency at the individual 
level; everything else is built upon this, from 
combat fitness, physical endurance to vocational 
expertise. Indeed, the Individual Physical 
Proficiency Test, also known as the IPPT, is not 
only taken by every medically fit member of the 
SaF, it is also the benchmark for other uniformed 
services, including the Singapore Police Force 
(SPF) and Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF), 
as a test of physical fitness and basic motor skills.

over the years, as the SaF modernised in 
terms of equipment, structure and operations, the 
conduct and testing of physical fitness have also 
been tweaked and refined in parallel. 

When National Service was instituted in 1967, 
the physical fitness test included a 4.8-km run that 
had to be completed in 30 minutes, and a 9.6-km 
run to be completed in 70 minutes in Skeletal battle 
order. It wasn’t till 1979 that this was replaced by 
the IPPT which comprised five stations – push-up, 
sit-up, chin-up, half-knee bend and 2.4-km run – 
undertaken wearing vest, slacks and boots. 

The half-knee bend component was removed 
in 1981, and the following year, a revised IPPT 
adapted from the test protocol developed by 
the Singapore Sports Council was introduced. 
Comprising sit-up, standing broad jump, chin-up, 
4 x 10-metre shuttle run and 2.4-km run, it was 
taken in PT kit (vest, shorts and running shoes). 
“Wearing PT kit made us feel incredibly light and 
once you get your fitness and cardio up, you felt 

like you could fly – at least until you started doing 
tuck jumps and broad jumps and landing on your 
heels with those ‘ballet shoes’,” recalls SSG (NS) 
Sng Khoon Heng, who was enlisted in 1984. This 
IPPT format would be the one most servicemen 
are familiar with, being in use for the next 30 years. 

While the basic IPPT format remained 
unchanged for three decades, its management 
was refined continuously. Designating accessible 
test venues, scheduling training sessions and 
increasing monetary awards for excellence 
helped to improve pass rates and results. moving 
in sync with widespread adoption of digital 
technologies, a mobile app for smartphones was 
even introduced in 2013 that was designed to be 
a serviceman’s complete fitness companion, short 
of being an exercise buddy. With the myIPPT app 
on their phones, servicemen can book IPPT, IPPT 

KeePInG FIt
Individual Physical 
Proficiency Tests

Yeo Suan Futt

[FACING] 
Midshipmen 
keeping fit at 
sea.

[BELOW] 
Recruits waiting 
their turn at the 
pull-up station, 
one of the five 
in the old IPPT 
format.
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Preparatory Training (IPT) and remedial Training 
sessions, set fitness targets, search for exercises 
to aid in achieving these targets and track their 
progress. It even has a chat feature for organising 
training sessions with mates, and is plugged into 
social media for sharing. Commenting on the app, 
LTa (NS) brian Higgs says, “With the myIPPT 
app, every time I want to book a new IPPT or IPT 
session, I now have everything at my fingertips, 
including booking mechanism, past IPPT results, 
and even a nifty body mass Index calculator and 
weather forecast. and it works a lot faster than the 
website too!”

Training too has evolved. Where IPT sessions 
used to be centred on IPPT exercises, it now 
incorporates a wider segment of workouts, such as 
kick-boxing. Classes have also been made smaller 
(from 50 to 30 per class) and the duration cut 
from 120 minutes to 75 minutes. 

over time, it is only natural that IPPT itself 
would be reviewed to ensure that it remains 
relevant and effective. The first major change to 
IPPT in 30 years was announced in late 2013. To be 
implemented in phases from 2014, the new system 
is much simpler, comprising just three stations: 
Push-up, sit-up and 2.4-km run. Scoring has also 
been simplified to a 100-point scale, with the run 
accounting for 50 points and the other stations 
for 25 points each. To better factor the impact of 
age on physical fitness, the age band is now three 
years as opposed to five. The new IPPT format fits 
in well with the SaF’s holistic fitness programme, 
working in tandem with a revised combat fitness 
training and test regime implemented over the 
past few years.

The IPPT is now simpler, but it does not 
trade rigour for simplicity. more importantly, a 
significant advantage of the new format is how it 
has enabled the individual to be responsible for 
his or her physical fitness. Says Chief of army mG 
Perry Lim, “our servicemen will still need to train 
to pass IPPT. To achieve Gold and Silver will be 
just as challenging as before… with fewer stations, 
our servicemen can train for IPPT on their own 
without the need for specialised equipment.”

[PREVIOUS] 
2nd Gen 
servicemen 
doing push-
ups in vest and 
slacks.

[ABOVE] 
The IPPT format 
introduced in 
2015 has three 
stations, and the 
gold standard for 
NSmen needs 
more than 80 
points.

[FACING TOP & 
BOTTOM] 
Standing broad 
jumps are no 
longer part of 
IPPT, but sit-ups 
remain in the 
format.



Pt sHoes
Yeo suan Futt

Archival pictures of the first batch 
of NSFs on their inaugural run 
show them wearing all manner of 
footwear, including flip-flops.

So it must have been with great 
joy when proper regulation physical 
training (PT) shoes were first issued. 
They were thin-soled black canvas 
gymnasium shoes, and thus quickly 
dubbed kungfu shoes. The flat 
rubber soles were uncomfortable 
by today’s standards, unforgiving 
to those with flat feet, and wore out 
quickly. Of course being black, it 
invited corporals and sergeants to 
insist that they be cleaned top and 
bottom and polished to a light shine 
for stand-by-bed.

After three decades, the 
SAF launched its first overhaul 
of PT shoes in 1995, introducing 
running shoes from New Balance, 
then ranked as one of the top six 
best-selling footwear brands in 
the world. There must have been 
a collective sigh of relief from 
servicemen as the shoe design 
featured netting which made 
polishing impossible. There must 
also have been countless pairs of 
happy feet.

In 2004, a Brooks sports 
shoe was made available to SAF 
servicemen in addition to the New 

Balance choice. 
In line with the SAF’s 

transformation into the 3rd 
Gen fighting force, the lighter, 
more durable and more shock-
absorbent Asics shoes replaced 
the New Balance and Brooks 
models from August 2011. To 
ensure that the quality of the 
shoes is commensurate with the 
physical activities undertaken by 
servicemen, many user trials were 
conducted by the Army Personal 
Equipment Expert Team of warrant 
officers beforehand to ensure good 
fit and performance.

Grace Heng Lek Thian, then 
Head Physiotherapist, HQ Army 
Medical Services, explained the 
significance of the switch: “Running 
is one of the core activities in our 
Army. To prevent running injuries, 
one must not only train well, but 
also be equipped with the right 
gear. These newly-selected SAF 
running shoes will cater to a wide 
range of foot types – adequate heel 
control and arch support shoes for 
mild flat feet or well-cushioned 
shoes for high arch feet.” 

On 24 August 2014, Defence 
Minister Dr Ng Eng Hen announced 
via a Facebook post the next change 
of PT shoes. Accompanying pictures 
of the old and new models of 
running shoes, he wrote: “Like most 
of you, I was delighted with the 
Asics shoes... They were high quality 
and have given me many hours of 
happy walking and jogging. More 
good news for NSmen. The next set 
of running shoes will be from Adidas 
and Zoot….” 

Issued to servicemen in 
December 2014, this new 
generation of PT shoes is the result 
of the SAF and relevant agencies 
keeping an active watch over the 
latest running-shoe technology 
to select the most suitable off-
the-shelf footwear to protect 
servicemen from injury while 
enhancing their performance.

[TOP] 
PT shoes are part 
of the full-battle 
order.

[ABOVE] 
The standard 
issue PT shoes 
for servicemen 
of the 1960s to 
1980s were thin-
soled and made 
of black canvas.

[ABOVE] 
Minister for 
Defence Dr Ng 
Eng Hen running 
with recruits in 
SAF-issue PT 
shoes, 2011.

[LEFT] 
First batch of NS 
recruits on a PT 
test, 1967.
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With combat battalions becoming in-
creasingly motorised, there are other more 
efficient ways to move infantry around these days. 
still, there will be times, depending on the terrain 
and nature of operations, when movement of 
troops needs to be done on foot. 

Thus, the route march, both for practical 
relevance and as an exercise in physical and 
mental endurance, is an integral part of basic 
military training (bmt) as well as the routine 
of operational combat units. many ns units plan 
route marches as part of their in-camp training 
(ict) programmes to also serve as exercises 
in cohesion so that the troops re-acquaint 
themselves with one another, and hopefully 
work better together in the training modules that 
follow. catching up on one another’s family lives 
melts the time and distance like nothing else, 
and since my unit has covered up to 16 km of 
“orientation” route marches during icts (along 
with other training activities we did together), 
i have come to know my fellow soldiers better. 

but of course, new recruits to the armed 
Forces are introduced to the route march with 
“baby steps”, beginning with a 3-km one in “vests 
and slacks” instead of full battle order complete 
with field pack and weapons. too soon, they are 
acquainted with the physical discomfort known as 
chafing, as everything that was hitherto the right 
size gradually becomes uncomfortable as seams 
get pressed into skin by the weight of one’s load.

speaking of equipment, there is of course 

the “stand-by” inspection of one’s field pack to 
ensure that the full complement of personal items 
has been accounted for and packed. While 15 
kg doesn’t sound like much since it goes under 
most airline check-in baggage weights, lugging 
this around for 24 km in eight hours does require 
some endurance.

if you haven’t been physically conditioned, 
nourished and hydrated, you are going to suffer 
the worst muscle cramps from the toes all the way 
up your back.  

but then there are the songs and cheers you’ve 
been taught throughout your bmt, used on 
shorter marches and runs to maintain cadence, 
and according to some instructors, help you build 
your endurance by increasing your lung capacity.

They also boost your morale and take your 
mind off the discomfort of the heat, the blisters 

Benjamin Lee

RoUte MARcH
troops Marching

[ABOVE] 
PDF troops 
begin a 21-km 
route march 
competition to 
mark the end of 
the PDF training 
season, 1967.

[FACING] 
3SAB on the 
route march after 
the National Day 
Parade, 1973.
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forming on your feet and sometimes the rain 
which makes your waterlogged uniforms and 
equipment feel like a ton.

today, the route march is made more symbolic 
by the army as the penultimate event before the 
bmt Passing out Parade (PoP). 

before 2010, the bmt graduation route march 
would pass the various bmt locations, such as 
on Pulau tekong or the school of basic military 
training at nee soon camp. but in a move that 
makes the route march even more significant, 
every PoP began to be held in the mornings at the 
Floating Platform on marina bay, the site of many 
national Day Parades.

This means having the recruits march through 
the night from changi Ferry terminal. holding it 
on the mainland and in public areas allowed for 
two things: an appreciation of the people, places 
and things the newly-trained soldier was going 
to protect in his capacity as a serviceman; and for 
some parents and friends of recruits the chance to 
attend the parade or wait along the route to catch 
a glimpse of their loved ones in green. 

The significance of the bmt route march goes 
back to the Japanese occupation of singapore in 
WW ii, when prisoners of war – locals and allied 
soldiers – were made to march from the city to 
changi. many of them died on the beaches there. 
This was a march of defeat. The bmt route march 

from changi to marina bay is a reminder to never 
allow that to happen ever again. it is a march of 
victory.

it is noteworthy that before this graduation 
march, the recruits would not have been tested 
across this 24-km distance. There would be a 
mental barrier to overcome as well as the physical. 
There’s also the odd phenomenon of soldiers 
nodding off to sleep while marching, the cadence 
lulling them into slumber. none stay asleep of 
course – since their stumble would jolt them awake.

close to the end of the march, the bright lights 
of the city illuminate the route. but just as morale 
is boosted by the end being in sight, the recruits 
are faced with the daunting flights of stairs that 
will take them up to the pedestrian path on top 
of the benjamin sheares bridge. once there, 
they find more wind in their sails as the skyline 
of singapore’s financial district welcomes and 
acknowledges them as new guardians.

There is a palpable change in the recruits as 
they arrive at the end point, congratulating one 
another on completing this feat. it shows even 
more as dawn breaks, when they march onto the 
Floating Platform for their Passing out Parade, 
greeted by their cheering families. Whatever 
doubt they might have had about being bona fide 
soldiers would now surely be no more, having been 
discarded everywhere along the 24 km before.

.

[ABOVE] 
BMTC recruits 
marching to and 
from training 
areas in Pulau 
Tekong, 2014.

[LEFT] 
Recruits on 
their POP route 
march ascend 
to Benjamin 
Sheares Bridge 
from East Coast 
Parkway.

[OVERLEAF] 
Recruits holding 
their drink 
parade at a spot 
with an iconic 
view before their 
POP.

[RIGHT] 
Point men at a 
rest stop of a 
route march, 
1967.
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oBstAcLe coURses
over, Under, Jump and clamber

The STandard ObSTacle cOurSe (SOc) 
is lauded for instilling confidence and combat 
fitness in servicemen. It is also dreaded by many. 
Foolish soldiers are tempted to resort to such 
tricks as loosening the cap of water bottles so they 
leak and get progressively lighter during the run, 
or removing the bolt carrier group from the rifle 
so that its weight is some 80 g lighter. but those 
risking getting into serious trouble when these 
tricks are discovered learn that they can’t get past 
their instructors who are experienced soldiers.

The SOc demands from each soldier the 
quartet of coordination, confidence, stamina and 
strength. You could do well completing a 2.4-km 
run, but when decked out in full battle order, 
personal weapon, one full water bottle and one 
water bag, you could have the wind knocked out 
of you by the time you got to the low rope.

Speaking of which, the low rope is where you 
perform a feat of skill and strength: you levitate 
yourself on the power of your arms and at the same 
time, with your left leg bent at a 90-degree angle, 
you use only your boot-clad feet to lay part of the 
low rope over the top of your left boot, and then 
with your right foot, step on that portion of the rope, 
straightening both legs so that you travel up that 
rope like a professional circus performer! repeat 
and rise till you get to the top and triumphantly 
slap the cross bar before shimmying down.

The redesigned SOc takes into consideration 
a more urban combat terrain, with twelve stations 
comprising simulated windows, doors, tunnels 

and corridors for the soldier to build up lactic acid 
in the limb muscles.

They may have taken the concertina wire 
out from the bottom of the ramps – because 
soldiers would have practised their other skills 
of breaching such obstacles by stealthy snipping 
or overt explosions – but classic stations like 
the low wall are not low for someone who is 
“vertically challenged”. Then when your legs are 
already wobbly, there are balancing bridges and 
the dreaded Jacob’s ladder for the acrophobic to 
contend with.

Finally, there’s a 300-metre rundown to run 
down, and this is one instance where the phrase 
“so near yet so far” comes to mind. Your full battle 
order has somehow become heavier, as your mind 
begins playing tricks on you: someone is tugging 

Benjamin Lee

[FACING] 
Negotiating 
an obstacle no 
longer found in 
the new SOC.

[LEFT] 
The window 
obstacle in the 
new SOC.
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on your rifle that’s slung behind you; your boot 
laces have become undone on the left side, and oh 
no, why didn’t you check to make sure your helmet 
chinstrap was the right length on both sides? 

and then there’s the noise: your fitter platoon 
mates will exhort you to keep pushing on. The 
unrelenting instructor runs alongside asking 
you to stop dragging your boots, stop looking 
skywards and focus on the finish line.

Of course you can’t hear a word anyone is saying 
because the only sounds you’re conscious of are 
those of your laboured breathing and pounding 
heartbeat. Your sweat sears your eyes and you can 
hardly see in front of you, but you keep going ahead 
until finally you cross the line, amazed that you 
have successfully completed this series of torture.

and if you think this is tough, there is a hardy 
bunch of servicemen called the naval diving unit, 
who do a different SOc called the Sea circuit. 
donning their wetsuits, the divers swim on their 
backs alongside the jetty, haul themselves up a 
3-metre rope, dash across a balance beam, put on 
flippers, jump off a tower and swim backstroke 
to shore. Plus, they have to do it three times to 
complete a “circuit” – all under 18 minutes. add 
to that a naturally-occurring variable called a tide, 
which determines how high the diving tower is 

from the cold sea below. 
but shouldn’t all this be “no sweat” to fit 

soldiers and sailors? On the contrary, the obstacles 
of the SOc in its various forms are designed to 
test limits and there is nothing to laugh about. 
The only smile this story brings is to the lips of 
whoever perversely included the word “Standard” 
to the name of this deliberate challenge.

[ABOVE] 
The new SOC, 
introduced in 
2010, has 12 
obstacles, seven 
of which are new 
stations.

[FACING] 
The Balancing 
Bridge remains 
unchanged in the 
new SOC while 
the leap over 
barbed wire has 
been removed.

[LEFT] 
The Tunnel trains 
troops to crawl in 
confined spaces.
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AbrAhAm mAslow in his famous hierarchy 
of needs states that the most fundamental for 
any human is having his physiological needs met, 
without which his body cannot function.

we’re talking about air, water, food, clothing, 
and shelter. Take that away and anyone’s survival 
will be severely tested.

The Jungle Confidence Course is where 
infantry cadets in the officer Cadet school come 
face to face with this test. 

Conducted in the 23rd week of their officer 
cadet training, the young men and women go 
through a nine-day trek in the jungles of brunei, 
where the days are blazing and the nights are so 
dark, you cannot see your hand stretched out in 
front of you.

There, in the dense rainforest, they will be 
pushed physically, mentally and emotionally, such 
that it would make their earlier jungle training ex-
periences in singapore seem like a walk in the park.

Quite unlike the gentle slopes of mandai or 
bukit Timah, the bruneian terrain throws two 
challenging climbs at the cadets. one involves 
an onerous five-hour climb (occasionally on all 
fours) to reach the top of a mountain. 

It’s clearly no weekend hike. Not when each 
soldier has to carry a 20-kg load on his back and 
constantly watch out for thorny vines which he 
might inadvertently grab in his bid to hoist himself 
up the slopes. Furthermore, careless navigation 
might result in having to retrace his steps (no 
laughing matter when one is leading a group of 

hungry, tired soldiers).
Cadets dig deep into their mental reserves, 

either mustering their inner cheerleader as they 
encourage each other on with every new knoll 
faced, or imagining they are carrying loved ones 
on their backs like their lives depended on it.

Their adventure doesn’t end when they 
reach the summit. After they descend, two more 
challenges await them – a river crossing before a 
three-day-two-night survival test where they have 
to live off the land without any replenishment of 
food or water from base camp.

Despite their spartan dips into their two days’ 
worth of combat rations which they started with 
six days ago, the food will have run out by this 
point. They have no choice but to start foraging 

JUnGLe conFIDent
Living and Fighting 
in the Rainforest

Koh Boon Pin

[FACING] 
Commando 
vocational 
training includes 
weeks of jungle 
training.

[BELOW]
An instructor 
demonstrating 
how to start a 
fire, a survival 
skill taught to 
SAF trainees.
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for worms to use as bait in their attempts to catch 
fish in the nearby river – which they do if they are 
very, very lucky and very, very patient.

No wonder then that all squeamishness is cast 
aside when they are presented with a quail each by 
their jungle training instructor as another test of 
their survival skills.

After a brief moment of lulling the birds into 
hypnotic stupor, the cadets snap their necks, pluck 
their feathers, remove their innards and compete 
to see who makes the most delicious jungle quail 
stew. (by this time, of course, anything warm and 
fresh would taste great!)

It’s in moments like these, when food is 
experienced in its raw, back-to-basics form, that 
they start to miss all that they are accustomed to 
back in singapore – their family, their home, and 
yes, their home-cooked food. 

on the second last day of their nine-day test, 
each cadet gets assessed on their demonstrated 
survival skills. whether it is the quality of their 

individual shelters and animal traps or their 
weapon maintenance while out in the jungle. 
marks get accumulated (or deducted) before the 
soldiers embark on their final challenge – trekking 
back to base camp before nightfall.

Though their bodies are sapped, their morale 
is high. They express new-found gratitude for 
parents, siblings and loved ones, and the prospect 
of reuniting with them upon their return to 
singapore brings some to the brink of tears.

when they make it back to camp, they are 
congratulated by their commanders with an icy 
canned drink and a sweet bun as a reward for 
crossing the threshold. An achievement badge is 
stuck onto their uniforms with a macho punch to 
their chest.

They celebrate the triumph of their resilience 
and spirit, that despite their fatigue, they have 
hidden wells of energy to draw from, that nothing 
is impossible when they set their minds to it.
 

 

[FACING] 
To survive in the 
jungle you may 
have to drink 
snake blood and 
even eat the 
snake.

[LEFT]
Minister for 
Defence Dr Ng 
Eng Hen being 
shown the jungle 
kitchen built by 
officer cadets 
during their 
confidence and 
survival training, 
2011.

[BELOW]
Moving tactically 
along a jungle 
stream.
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Anyone who hAs ever done a bungee jump 
will know it’s a leap of faith. Anyone who wants 
to do a parachute jump will know it’s a LeAP oF 
FAITh.

The roar of the Chinook is deafening. The wind 
at its gaping mouth is howling. It’s a thousand-foot 
drop to the ground. Green on. Go!

Falling at 230 kmh, it’s a relief for first-timers 
that their parachute is deployed automatically 
upon their exit from the plane. That’s one less 
thing to worry about.

still, the jumper does a three-second count – 
“one thousand, two thousand, three thousand” 
– then looks up to check that his canopy has not 
become entangled. In the unlikely event that it 
has, he has less than five seconds to deploy his 
reserve parachute.

welcome to Airborne Country.
each batch of trainees has to first get medically 

certified, then pass a demanding fitness test. After 
that, about 160 aspirants embark on weeks of 
intense training: chin tucked into chest; legs and 
feet together; elbows by the side; hands on reserve 
chute on waist.

The drilling is repetitive but crucial for the 
jumper’s safety. which is why they get trained to 
fall in six different directions so they can react 
accordingly on the day of their jump. 

Basic Airborne Course trainees spend three 
weeks learning static line parachuting, where a 
cord attaching jumper to aircraft pulls open their 
parachute when they jump out.

since 1974, when the Parachute Training 
wing at the school of Commandos was set up, 
thousands have been trained in the art of jumping 
out of aircraft at 300 m purposefully. 

For a full 13 days before they even get near an 
aircraft, trainees learn how to wear their parachute 
gear properly, how to break their fall from varying 
heights, and practise emergency procedures such 
as how to untangle parachute strings which have 

AIRBoRne ReADY
Parachute JumpsKoh Boon Pin

[FACING] 
A trainee leaps 
out of the 
aricraft. In a 
split second, 
the static line 
will open his 
parachute.

[LEFT]
Airborne troops 
emerging from 
a transport 
aircraft. 
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become criss-crossed.
Again and again, day after day, the drills are 

rehearsed until they become so ingrained, jumpers 
can execute them no matter what type of aircraft 
they find themselves in. 

In the past, it was off to the four-storey tower 
at hendon and other camps for a jump which 
simulates the sensations they will experience as 
they fall and land. now, Basic Airborne Course 
trainees head to the brand new Airborne-Trooper 
Training Facility (ATF) instead. 

Plans for the state-of-the-art ATF began in 
2008, with the sAF and DsTA studying other 
airborne training schools before commissioning 
its own design. The result is a facility where, for the 
first time, aircraft exit, landing and wind speeds, 
and landing conditions – all programmable – are 

contained in a single system. each jump off the 
11.2 m-high platform while rigged to the ceiling 
simulates a two-minute descent. 

Instructors have to be completely convinced 
their charges are able to maintain their cool 
and composure during the jump, that they can 
control their canopy during their descent and 
make appropriate decisions quickly should 
contingencies arise. only then do they give the 
nod for their first live jump.

By this time, the trainees will have gone through 
two weeks of drilling and they are understandably 
excited. Though the roaring engines of the 
plane are nerve-wracking, the presence of the 
jumpmaster is assuring as he places his gloved 
hand on each jumper’s back.

The red light comes on. Then it turns green. 
each jumper stands at the edge of the sill 
momentarily before leaping into the beyond.

It’s more than just a physical leap. The jumper 
has just made the transition from trainee to 
operational jumper. he’s grown in confidence to 
conquer his fear and any challenge that is thrown 
his way.

Despite his euphoria, discipline dictates that 
he remains alert to his situation, that he maintains 
a safe distance from his fellow jumpers to not 
collide into them on their way down.

he’s in control though the ground hurtles 
toward him at 5 m per second. he finally lands 
and immediately throws himself into a sideways 
roll to spread the impact of the drop. If it’s a windy 
day, he moves even faster to release his harness 
straps or face the ignominy of being dragged by 
the wind across the ground.

he’s just had the experience of a lifetime.
This, of course, is just his first jump. non-

Commando personnel have to complete three 
jumps (including one at night) without combat gear 
to earn their coveted silver wings. Commandos do 
two more with combat equipment weighing more 
than 15 kg. Their wings have a red velvet backing 
to distinguish them from the others.

whatever their vocation, they are one of the 
elites of the sAF. They are all Airborne!

[LEFT & BELOW] 
The Airborne-
Trooper Training 
Facility at Pasir 
Laba Camp 
has stations 
designed to give 
more realistic, 
effective and 
efficient airborne 
training, 
including exits, 
parachute 
control and  
landing. 

[RIGHT] 
The Red 
Lions, the SAF 
parachute 
team, is a crowd 
pleaser at the 
National Day 
Parade.
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PILot tRAInInG
the sky’s the Limit

Being a pilot is like being in a dream. it’s 
wonderful, a little fantastical, but also a little 
unreal. But for some, dreams do come true.

it begins with an aspirant raising his hand 
to take on what will be a long, long journey for 
which there are no guarantees – only a glimmer of 
hope that one day, you will have someone pinning 
on your chest a badge proclaiming that you’ve 
become a pilot.

in the Republic of Singapore air Force, the 
journey begins with a three-stage selection, 
beginning with a five-hour test gauging your 
psychomotor skills, spatial awareness and ability 
to multi-task and make decisions.

after that, a medical to make sure that, among 
other things, any deficiencies in eyesight are not 
too severe and are correctable. (oh, if you’re taller 
than 1.9 m, perhaps you should re-direct your 
dreams to become a model instead.)

if you pass the third stage comprising an 
interview with a panel of officers, you get to sign a 
10+2-year contract. (The 10 is the bond that comes 
after two years of training to become a pilot.)

Then the training begins.
it may be six weeks of ground-zero learning, 

but the trainees are off to a flying start as the 
air grading Course is conducted in tamworth, 
australia. While the thought of overseas training 
is a dreamy one, the aspiring pilots awaken each 
day to a harsh reality – that they can get chopped 
anytime.

They learn the ins and outs of a Ct-4B single-

Koh Boon Pin

[FACING] 
RSAF Bell UH 
helicopter pilot 
prepares to take 
off, 1992.

[ABOVE]
The RSAF, soon 
after it was 
renamed from 
the Singapore 
Air Defence 
Command,  
acquired A-4 
Skyhawks in 
1973.
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lone operator, the trainees discover early on that 
it would be very difficult to complete the course 
through their own effort. everyone becomes a 
good buddy, sharing his individual experiences 
with the rest of the group in order to accelerate 
their learning process. 

With stage one done, the pilots-to-be get to 
breathe a little more easily for two months when 
they enter officer Cadet School for their service 
term, learning more about the air Force and life 
skills such as survival in the jungle (handy if they 
eject from a plane and find themselves in one). 
Foremost on their mind, however, is preparing for 
their next training platform – a pC-21 turboprop 
trainer aircraft. 

next, in pearce, australia, the Basic Wing 
Course is when the trainees experience what is 

propeller plane in a classroom on the ground – 
how to handle one, its operating procedures and 
its limitations. But the real test comes when they 
fly the aircraft. 

Somewhere between grappling with a 
restrictive helmet, concentrating through the 
drone of the propeller and paying attention 
to an instructor giving instructions, they are 
supposed to fly a plane in a cockpit not fit for the 
claustrophobic.

it’s very stressful, to say the least, but it starts 
to screen out those who don’t have the right stuff. 
airsickness is the norm. (imagine being in a tiny 
plane going through loops and barrel rolls.) after 
three flights, those who can’t manage their bodily 
protestations from all the aerobatics get the chop. 

While the perception of piloting is that of a 

[FACING] 
Opening of SAF 
Flying School, 
Tengah Air Base, 
1 August 1969.

[ABOVE]
Pre-flight 
inspection of an 
AH-64D Apache, 
Ex Wallaby, 2007.

[RIGHT]
An Air Defence 
Artillery operator 
guides an I-Hawk 
loader with hand 
signals.
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possibly the most significant milestone in their 
fledgling career – flying solo. 

it’s a memory that is comparable to that of 
earning their wings at the end of their two-year 
training. But for the moment, fellow course mates 
celebrate this rite of passage by dousing each 
successful trainee solo pilot with rotten eggs and 
other foul stuff!

indeed, the moment calls for celebration 
because they are another flight closer to their final 
handling test – when they fly with the commanding 
officer to demonstrate their competence.

Meanwhile, they absorb all they can about 
the practical flying skills required of a military 
pilot – navigation, flying with instruments, flying 
visually, flight manoeuvres. 

at the back of their minds – the ever-present 
spectre of Captain Chop constantly on the 
lookout for those who can’t multi-task, who can’t 
think beyond the classroom, who make unsound 
decisions or, worse, freeze in mid-air. 

naturally, it helps to be able to tolerate 
gravitational pull. (1g is what we experience on 
the ground and 3 to 4g is what we feel on a roller 
coaster. an F1 driver can experience up to 5g, 
while for a fighter pilot, it can go up to 9g.) 

it’s no wonder that trainees use jokey lingo to 
lighten their days. Someone who cannot juggle 
listening to radio comms, handling other air 
traffic and flying at the same time is “maxed out”. 
Someone who is unable to anticipate two or three 
action steps ahead is “behind the aircraft”. a really 
terok trainee is one who is “still on the runway”.

Those who do demonstrate sound airmanship 
get to spend their 21st birthday in australia. it 
marks their independence day, their crossing 
of the threshold into adulthood. For no child is 
about to be put behind the controls of a multi-
million-dollar flying machine, be it a fighter jet, a 
helicopter or a transport aircraft.

This is when the surviving lot of trainees, 
based on their aptitude and performance, find 
themselves streamed for the advanced phase of 
their training to become a full-fledged pilot.

For them, dreams have come true.

[ABOVE] 
RSAF F-16 and  
AH-64D Apache 
at the Singapore 
Airshow, 2010.

[LEFT]
Old formation 
patch of the 
Black Knights 
aerobatics team.

[ABOVE] 
The ground crew 
of 149 Squadron 
prepares to arm 
an F-5 fighter 
aircraft.

[LEFT]
RSAF AH-64D 
Apaches flying in 
formation, 
Ex Forging 
Sabre, California, 
2005.
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Ask Anyone who is serving his ns in the navy 
and it would be an unusual serviceman who doesn’t 
feel he’s special. This is because, of those who get 
called for ns in a year, only a small percentage get 
selected for the navy after they complete BMT.

It’s then that they begin a new round of 
training, one which could range from six months 
to a year depending on their posting. It’s through 
this Basic specialisation Course that the infantry-
trained soldier becomes “navalised”.

To do this, the navy focuses on what they 
term as the “Three Cs”, namely Competency, 
Confidence and Commitment, all in a bid to help 
them connect their head, their heart and their guts 
to a life on the high seas. 

Competency is being equipped with vocational 
and functional knowledge, a mixture of technical 
know-how and common sailor skills. The word 
“common” might suggest these skills are things 
that everyone knows, but navy newbies learn that 
something as basic as walking on board a ship is 
not as straightforward as one may think. so, they 
end up gaining newfound respect for something, 
indeed, as common as staircases and the im-
portance of always having three-point contact 
when using them to minimise the potential of 
accidents and injury during choppy waters.

Indeed, shipboard safety is so vital that 
mastering fire-fighting and damage-control skills 
in emergencies is paramount. Thus, off they go to 
the Civil Defence Academy to train for a week on 
how to fight a real fire, individually, and as a team. 

Koh Boon Pin

tRAInInG sAILoRs
Going out to sea

[FACING] 
An RSN sailor 
lowers the state 
flag at sunset 
as the crescent 
moon rises.

[BELOW]
A midshipman 
dresses in the 
cabin of RSS 
Endurance.
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As for damage control, trainees learn with the 
aid of a high-tech Damage Control Trainer that 
replicates a leaking ship complete with motion 
simulation. By the end of the course, they become 
so adept with shipboard leaks, the often-used joke 
is they have become “damage control plugs”.

even ropes take on new meaning. In the 
navy, a length of rope becomes a tool of the 
trade as sailors-in-training learn the intricacies 
of seaman knots. While infantrymen have their 
log PT, sailors prefer to do theirs with a rope – a 
thick one – including running in pace as a team 
while making sure it does not get dragged on the 
ground, as well as performing exercises in a circle 
facing the said rope. If it seems a little strange that 
such deference is paid to a rope, it is through such 
seemingly innocuous activities that sailors learn 
to respect the power of a rope on deck – it can 
save their life, or take it away.

Indeed, their takeaway is that life in the navy 
is not about being a solo star. Instead, it’s about 
teamwork, it’s about family bonds, that no man 
is an island. Having such a culture makes sailors, 
in turn, become confident in their leadership and 
the roles they play on board a ship, with everyone 
knowing that each action they take, or do not take, 
might determine the safety of the ship they are 
sailing in. (Having someone see and praise their 
fastidiousness is less important than ensuring 
hatches are closed properly and kept watertight.)

Take something like personal wellness, for 
example. staying healthy is something that’s so 
ingrained that naval servicemen take pride in 
being fit despite being restricted to the confined 
space of a ship. After all, if they are not up to the 
task they are required to perform on the ship, 
what good are they to the rest of their shipmates?

And what about commitment? The last of 
the three Cs is admittedly a challenging one to 
teach. It involves values and identity. Values that 
are aligned to navy culture, that each sailor does 
what’s right, that they will bother to coil up a loose 
rope even though it’s lehcheh, that they will bother 
to even when no one is looking. 

It’s when each sailor sees meaning and purpose 

[ABOVE] 
An RSN misssile 
gunboat, 1974. 
The RSS Sea 
Wolf was the 
first to fire a 
surface-to-
surface missile, 
launching the 
RSN into the 
missile age.

[FACING TOP] 
Singapore Naval 
Volunteer Force 
(SNVF) training, 
circa 1969.

[FACING BOTTOM]
In April 1975, 
the Singapore 
Maritime 
Command 
was renamed 
the Republic 
of Singapore 
Navy, with 
the formation 
insignia of a 
swordfish. 
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in what they do that they become proud to wear 
their navy uniform, proud to serve on a ship. It’s 
not just another ship with a bunch of colleagues. 
The ship is their home away from home. Their 
colleagues are not co-workers, but family. They 
rely on one another. That’s the navy family, the 
navy way, without which they know that missions 
will not be as smooth as they could be, as smooth 
as they should be.

The moment when the three Cs come together 
is when the sailors are taken out to sea. When 
they see singapore from the sea, in the day and 
in the night, when they see the oil refineries, the 
twinkling lights of the heartlands, when they see 
how busy the strait is, that’s when they understand 
the navy’s role in protecting the country, defending 
our everyday. That’s when, despite their early days 
of seasickness, when they throw up so badly they 
feel they’re in hell, seeing singapore their homeland 
aboard ship makes them realise that every second 
of what they do as sailors serves a higher cause. 

[ABOVE] 
Ex Eagle, 
a bilateral 
exercise with the 
Indonesian Navy, 
1990.

[LEFT] 
The first RSN 
crest.

[FAR LEFT]
A Radar 
Navigation 
Specialist on 
RSS Resolution 
updates his log. 

[ABOVE] 
Women now play 
a combat role in 
the RSN.

[BELOW] 
The RSS 
Independence 
getting ready to 
slip off from Tuas 
Naval Base.



BAsIc DIVInG
Koh Boon Pin

It is called Basic Diving Course. It 
is anything but. For starters, any 
serviceman wanting to enrol in this 
course must first pass the selection 
test. This is a two-stage screening 
process where aspirants must pass 
their medical and a fitness test.

Far beyond the standard heart 
test, the medical checks for lung 
capacity and flexibility of one’s 
eardrums. And oh, eyesight too, 
where a 6/18 vision will ensure 
divers have no problem reading 
their diving and pressure gauges 
underwater (without optical aid). 
Only then do they get to prove their 
fitness is course-worthy as well.

Comprising seven stations, an 
aspirant has to:
1.    Swim underwater for 25 m in  
       one breath
2.   Jump into a pool from a height 
       of 3 m
3.   Swim 500 m in less than 14 
       minutes
4.   Do a minimum of 50 push-ups 
       within two minutes
5.   Complete 50 sit-ups within two 
       minutes
6.   Do six pull-ups
7.   Run 2.4 km in vest and slacks in 
       under 14 minutes.

But these are just baseline 
requirements and do not guarantee 
entry into the course; the better 
they perform, the higher the chance 
of getting into the course. 

Clearly, this is no civilian diving 
course. Which is why trainees are 
filled with a mix of excitement and 
nerves when they find themselves 
at the entrance of the Naval Diving 
Unit. There, emblazoned on the 
front wall of its main building is the 
word “Fearless”. Indeed, one has to 
be fearless to be true to the NDU 
motto “Nothing Stands In Our Way”.  

While the two-week course 
is designed to teach trainees the 
basics of scuba diving, it is actually a 
confidence course set in water. After 
all, oil and water don’t mix. Neither 
do man and water. But in the hands 
of highly-experienced instructors, 
the trainees get equipped with 
the necessary skills to dispel 
any fear they may have about 
spending protracted periods of time 
underwater with 36-kg scuba tanks 
on their backs. 

Through a combination of 
theory and hands-on practice, the 
confidence levels of trainees are 
gradually built up in a training pool 
with customised depth levels of 1 
m, 4 m, 6 m and 10 m. (One brag-
worthy skill learnt is being able to 
tread water with one’s hands above 
water for a long count of 60!)

Where infantrymen depend 
on their rifles, divers depend on 
their scuba tanks for their life 
underwater. So, the trainee divers 
learn how to handle and operate 
their equipment, solo and with 
a buddy. Working with a buddy 
is in the name of safety, and this 
includes communicating with each 

other while they are underwater, 
sharing air supply and emergency 
evacuation should the need arise.

Because real life can be fraught 
with unexpected emergencies, 
trainees have to pass one particular 
test to show their composure under 
stress. While swimming underwater, 
trainees are deliberately harassed 
by instructors who rip off their 
masks, shut off their gas regulators 
and shake them around to unnerve 
them. The two-stage test lasts 
for 20 seconds each time, but to 
someone who is less than confident, 
it might feel like two minutes.

The point is to be calm enough 
to execute their recovery drills. 
Very quickly, they learn that being 
a competent swimmer does not 
mean one will be a competent diver; 
a simple task on land can suddenly 
become difficult to execute when 
one is submerged in water and 
deprived of air. In fact, fit trainees 
have been known to fumble with 
their equipment and panic so badly 
underwater, they shoot up to the 
surface to gasp for air, an action 
resulting in immediate failure.

Once trainees demonstrate 

the requisite competencies, 
they progress to two open water 
graduation dives, one in the day 
and the other in the night. By this 
point, they are so well trained – the 
instructors have a “train hard, fight 
easy” philosophy – that the two 
jackstay dives, where they navigate 
an underwater route marked by 
rope, are almost like holiday swims 
in spite of the murky visibility. 
Especially memorable is the night 
dive where, on shaking the guide 
rope to ensure there is nothing 
harmful resting on it, the path is lit 
by marine organisms that become 
bioluminescent when triggered by 
the motion. But don’t discount the 
difficulty of these dives, because 
visibility can drop to less than 0.5 m 
and trainees can lose their way.  

The successful completion of 
this two-week immersion – a test of 
confidence and mental composure – 
is proof that man and water are not 
necessarily a bad mix. Just look at 
the smile on the divers’ faces when 
they are presented with their basic 
diver’s badge. Their weight loss and 
sun-dappled toned physiques are 
definitely a bonus! 

 
 
  

[LEFT] 
Maintaining fine 
form, a naval 
diver jumps from 
a pier into the 
sea.

[BELOW]
At the Navy 
Diving Centre, 
1990.

[FACING]
Naval Divers 
undergoing 
training.



ReFLectInG on 
eX GoLDen sAnD 2014
Fairoz Bin Hassan

With military exercises as part 
and parcel of a soldier’s life, one 
might imagine that the tri-service 
exercise codenamed “Ex Golden 
Sand” is just another routine 
training. 

A few fundamental elements 
set Ex Golden Sand apart. The 
first is its sheer scale. It is a 
large-scale exercise reflecting the 
SAF’s push towards engaging a 
potential adversary in integrated 
warfare – wielding the full weight 
of warfighting resources across 
the Army, RSN and RSAF. And 
with scale comes complexity 
at all levels, which means 
that all involved would have 
to demonstrate not only high 
operational readiness and resolve, 
but also full confidence in the 
people we fight together with. 

Ex Golden Sand 2014 in 
Pulau Sudong remains vivid 
in my memory. On the night 
of 23 April 2014, a team of 
reconnaissance troopers was 
heli-inserted into the area of 

operations. Upon insertion, 
the troopers fed information 
to mission headquarters in 
Singapore where the planning of 
the assault mission was underway. 
As reconnaissance trooper CPL 
Sean Hedley Hudspeth put it, “We 
had to give as much information 
as possible – the whole scenario – 
where the heavy guns are, where 
the enemies are deployed.”

With this information on the 
enemy’s position, we prepared 
to assault the island. Once orders 
were finalised and given, some 
men were rapidly deployed by 
helicopter under the cover of 
darkness. Underslung Hook-
up Man PTE (NS) Mohammed 
Muneer Khan was one of the 
soldiers involved in ensuring that 
the equipment got to the frontline 
the way it should. Speaking about 
his role, he explained, “When the 
helicopter came in, we swiftly 
hooked up the under-slung 
equipment, for example a Light 
Strike Vehicle, to the Chinook 
helicopter to be taken to the 
battlefront.”

At first light, we launched the 
first wave of attacks. The firefight 
went on for a few hours, and the 
opposition force was eventually 
pushed further back. With the 
objective secured, the troops re-
grouped to prepare for the second 
mission as fresh supplies of food 
and ammunition were precisely 
airdropped by RSAF C-130 aircraft. 
Casualties were evacuated by air. 

The men of 702nd Battalion, 
Singapore Guards (702 GDS) 
then executed a coastal hook – a 
flanking manoeuvre from sea 
– to take down the remaining 
enemy force and to pre-empt 
any ambush. Four RSN fast craft 
utility, with fire support from 
RSAF AH-64D Apache helicopters, 
carried the 450 NSmen of 702 GDS 
and M113 armoured personnel 
carriers towards the objective to 

secure a beachhead.
Mission success! 
But complacency has no 

place in operations. Thereafter, 
as planned, we dug in to ensure 
what we had reclaimed could be 
defended.

As an exercise to test the 
operational readiness and 
integration of Singapore’s 
Army, Navy and Air Force, Ex 
Golden Sand certainly achieved 
its objectives. Beyond that, it 
instilled a sense of confidence 
in the ability of the Army, Navy 
and Air Force to work together 
as a potent force. As CPT Collin 
Huang, Operations Officer of 
Fast Craft and Training Unit, 
191 SQN, put it, “The exercise 
showcased the integration of the 
Navy with our comrades from the 
Army and Air Force to achieve 
mission success. This synergy is 
not possible without the close 
working relationship within the 
three Services.” 

Ex Golden Sand was also 
a particularly momentous 
occasion for the NSmen of 702 
GDS. For many in their 30s, with 
professional jobs and young 
families, the exercise was the 
culmination of their Operationally 
Ready National Service (ORNS) 
cycle. Some had even volunteered 
beyond their statutory obligation. 
It was the first time a National 
Service (NS) battalion ended 
their cycle with such a large-scale 
exercise. 

For me, it was a most 
uplifting experience. I was (and 
remain) particularly proud of 
our people’s professionalism, 
commitment and fighting spirit. 
I felt pride in serving alongside 
truly committed individuals from 
diverse backgrounds. I was also 
reassured and humbled by the 
capability displayed. Our will to 
fight is strong. It is palpable, and 
undeniable.  

.  

[FACING & 
BELOW] 
Men of 702 GDS 
land on Pulau 
Sudong for the 
coastal hook 
exercise and 
happy to have 
ended their 
ORNS cycle with 
Ex Golden Sand.
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eVALUAtIon eXeRcIses
tried and tested

“The more we sweaT in peace, the less 
we bleed in war” – so goes a slogan used on 
motivational posters of the saF of decades past. 
Indeed so, and perhaps at no other time is more 
perspiration released than during the training 
evaluation exercises that units of all three services 
go through each year. each service of the armed 
Forces has its own way of trying the mettle of its 
troops, but there are common threads that weave 
together the whole fabric of camaraderie and 
commitment that makes the saF what it is.

The rsaF holds the Command Challenges, 
one of which is aptly called hotshot Challenge 
– an examination of proficiency spurred by peer 
pressure – where squadrons compete with one 
another to outdo their fellow servicemen in all 
aspects of work, from acing maintenance tasks 
to excelling in emergency situations. The rsN’s 
reDCoN (short for “readiness condition”) 
inspection ensures that ships are truly seaworthy 
in all operational facets, and all the men and 
women on board can move in unison to succeed as 
one. and for the army, the aTeC (army Training 
evaluation Centre) exercise is the ultimate trial 
of all that the unit has trained for in operational 
readiness, and where its solidarity also surfaces for 
all to see.

For these evaluation exercises to achieve 
their purpose, first, they need to be as realistic as 
possible, to create conditions that are close to what 
would prevail in actual operations. 

For the aTeC exercise, the men of the 1st 

Commando Battalion (1 Cdo), for instance, 
are equipped with a laser system in their rifles 
during missions. when rounds are fired, lasers are 
projected in a trajectory similar to actual bullets. If 
the lasers hit their intended targets – the soldiers 
of the “aggressor red Force” – the soldiers who are 
hit have their electronic systems disabled, so that 
they will then not be able to fire any more rounds 
themselves and will have to lie down and become 
“casualties”.

such precision in firing simulation is as 
realistic as you can get. however, despite having 
such a sophisticated scoring system, umpires 
are still required during the evaluations. These 
umpires play an important role because, as LTC 
Iain hoo, former Commanding officer of 1 Cdo, 
says, the difference between a hit and a miss is not 
so black and white. one example of this is when 
a real bullet would have penetrated a thin layer 
that happens to be in the line of fire, like a piece 
of cloth, but the laser beam can be blocked by it. 
In such cases, the umpire would call for a casualty.

The missions of aTeC exercises have been 
enhanced in recent years to take realism up to new 
levels. For instance, the “aggressor red Force” has 
been made more powerful than before. In other 
words, the fight has been made tougher.

The operating terrain for the missions has also 
changed to become more urbanised, to reflect the 
changing theatre of warfare in the global context, 
where more conflicts are being fought out in city 
environments rather than in the countryside. The 

Koh Buck Song

[FACING] 
A crew member 
of a frigate 
awaiting the 
signal to clear 
the flight 
deck after a 
helicopter-
landing drill.
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“enemy” now also includes more paramilitary 
elements, who may be civilians that are certainly 
more unpredictable and improvisational in 
their warfare methods, compared to uniformed 
soldiers who are more likely to fight according to 
established combat doctrines.

The three evaluation exercises in all the three 
services therefore put units through what it takes 
for them to fight as a team. 

For the men and women of the landing ship 
tank rss Persistence, the reDCoN inspection 
is truly a time for having “all hands on deck”, as 
the naval term goes. some of the tasks under 
evaluation are shore-based, tested through 
simulators, trainers and some table-top planning 
exercises. But most of the action is on the ship. 
The ship itself must demonstrate her ability to 
accomplish missions assigned including taking 
charge of forces at sea. In addition, the ship must 
tackle threats from all dimensions including air, 
surface and underwater. These sometimes involve 
working with units from other services, including 
the air Force and army. 

The key focus, always, is on the human 
capabilities that are called for in such situations. 
The bridge team and the command team in the 
Combat Information Centre keep watch 24/7, 
acting as “the eyes of the ship” to direct operations 
and protect the ship by alerting their shipmates 
to any sign of danger. other teams take care of 
seamanship tasks such as anchoring and berthing, 
or engineering functions deep in the bowels of 
the vessel. much of operational readiness is about 
completing tasks efficiently and with awareness 
and capacity to adjust to unpredictable scenarios. 

Communication is vital in all situations  –  
having the ability to convey clear and timely 
instructions to the right persons, and for the 
required responses to follow without disruption 
or delay. alertness and agility are also called for. 
all these require servicemen to have a firm grasp 
of their tasks, intense concentration and, above all, 
commitment to help each other do their jobs as 
best they can.

Professionalism, hence, is a keyword. each 

sailor must know his job and do it well, and keep 
honing his or her own skills, while improving the 
ability to work well with others. Through it all, the 
strengths and weaknesses of individuals invariably 
come to the fore, as the strains and stresses of the 
exercise scenarios call for intelligent on-the-spot 
assessments and coordinated responses – relaying 
instructions quickly and clearly, and performing 
their task with precision. 

During the rsN’s reDCoN inspection, the 
servicemen, once activated, take up positions 
at action stations and carry out their respective 
duties with the vigour that their many hours 
of earlier training have imbued them with. The 
scenarios they have to respond to include several 
situations of being under attack, such as when the 
ship is hit by enemy fire, is in flames, or when the 
generator has also been put out of action.

The quick and yet coordinated responses 
that are called for at such times put to the test all 
the professional skills that the servicemen have 
trained for, for many years. along with these, life 
skills are also summoned, including especially 
the ability to work well as a unit, to spot areas of 
shortfall in their teammates and to step forward to 
fill those gaps wherever needed.

The men and women of rss Persistence 
can do this well because they are a closely-knit 
community who genuinely care for each other. 
“we are all like a family,” says LTC ang Jeng Kai, 
Commanding officer of rss Persistence. 

There is mutual trust and they treat one another 
“like brothers”, ready to sacrifice for others and to 
extend a hand of help at any time. at its simplest, 
this can be observed in gestures such as a word 
of encouragement to teammates on duty. It is 
this family spirit that forms the character of their 
efforts and endeavour, and what inspires the men 
of the Navy to band together to achieve mission 
success.

Like this community at sea, the teamwork 
in an air squadron is just as much based on a 
foundation of trust. The spirit of togetherness at 
143 squadron also shatters some misperceptions 
along the way. Pilots are often portrayed in movies 

[ABOVE] 
When a ship 
is underway 
the bridge is 
manned by an 
officer of the 
watch aided by a 
seaman acting as 
lookout. 

[RIGHT]
Fire drill in 
the belly of a 
submarine.
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as cocky solitary figures who think they can do 
anything on their own. however, pilots, like all 
other members of an air force squadron, are team 
players through and through, says LTC ong Teck 
Koon, the squadron’s Commanding officer. Pilots, 
he explains, are the first to acknowledge their 
dependence on their team members, and their 
gratitude for what their team does to support, and 
enable, them to do what they can do. “They know 
that without logistics, there’s no way you can fly.”

Thus, there is a kind of “telepathic teamwork” 
from pilot to maintenance technician, and 
the close communication with flight control 
spectacularly illustrated during the synchronised 
flight movements of aircraft. over time, such 
dependence builds a deep sense of esprit de corps. 

During a recent hotshot Challenge, the men 
and women of 143 squadron painted a bold 
statement – “we Dare” – in huge letters on a wall of 
a building at the air base. This was done overnight, 
to surprise, and to sound out a challenge to, the 
other squadrons who had gathered at the base.

This reveals the deep feeling of unit identity 
and cohesion that underscores the sense of 
belonging to the “rsaF tribe”. This is what fires 
the drive beneath the typical high-performance 
culture of the air force, and enables its squadrons 
to excel at the evaluations. 

These cover areas that include the expeditious 
maintenance of an airplane – making it serviceable 
again as quickly as possible. During the simulated 

Defects segment, a fault is called by the evaluators 
in some area of the aircraft – such as a leak or a 
damaged part – for the team to identify the defect. 
For tasks such as weapon loading, the team has to 
complete the arming of the aircraft in the shortest 
time, under the pressure of a wartime scenario.

aside from these relatively more defined tasks, 
there is also the vital qualitative aspect of “fighting 
spirit” that the squadron must score well in. here, 
the umpires observe the behaviour of servicemen 
during the challenge to assess how efficiently they 
can do their jobs under stress, and how effectively 
they work together as a team. 

It is by no means an easy task to pull everyone 
together, when there is so much diversity within 
the ranks. In any one set of crew in the squadron, 
the range of work experience among the personnel 
could span from an NsF with less than a year on 
the job to a senior regular crew member with 
more than a decade of experience handling the 
same weaponry and equipment.

Through day-to-day training, the squadron 
fosters a positive work ethics where each person 
cares for one another as teammates, such as 
being considerate towards those who have less 
experience, giving them advice and coaching 
wherever it is useful, and allowing space for 
mistakes to be made and lessons to be learnt, 
while encouraging everyone to give suggestions 
to improve work processes. one simple method 
of facilitating this is to split tasks into categories. 
some tasks can be done by one man, other tasks 
by two or more men. Breaking up tasks into 
modules enables this peer coaching to be effected 
even better. all this while, safety is paramount, 
of course. adhering to safety standards and 
procedures is also a crucial part of looking out for, 
and after, one another.

The aTeC evaluation also brings this out. 
First, servicemen are assessed in their individual 
jobs, for instance, combat medics in tasks such as 
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPr). Then, the 
unit is put to the test in platoon missions, covering 
tasks such as navigation and breaching objectives, 
followed by a company attack, with three missions 

[ABOVE] 
An assessor 
gauging how well 
the marshaller 
had signalled 
the pilot in 
the Precision 
Marshalling 
Challenge.

[LEFT]
Ground crew 
make final 
checks before 
the F-15SGs from 
149 Squadron 
set off for their 
missions.

[BELOW] 
The gatling guns 
of F-16s find 
their targets on 
Pulau Pawai.
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over five days. The assessments may also be 
conducted in overseas training areas, to create 
more uncertainty and enhance the realism of the 
evaluation.

Like the servicemen of the rsN and rsaF, 
every soldier in the army is trained and equipped 
to be a team player in every sense. For instance, 
if a platoon commander is incapacitated, the 
platoon sergeant must step forward. so too, for 
every other man, who must be ready to take over 
the responsibilities of a fellow soldier at any time.

at the bottom of it all, the key question for 
every soldier is: “Do you care for yourself first 
or the team?” This is exemplified when soldiers 
volunteer to go beyond the immediate call of 
duty, such as to carry additional ammunition on 
a field march, especially when their teammates 
are weakened by illness or injury, or simply when 
those who have greater physical strength chip in 
to give to the team where they are able to.

Commandos take this giving of the self one 
step further. every commando believes that, in 
every mission conducted, they are to bring back to 
camp every single casualty as far as they are able to. 
To have to do this all the way from the battlefield 
back to camp would be the ultimate physical and 
mental challenge and, also, the extreme of giving 
to one’s unit mate. For a commando, this supreme 
personal demand is probably the game-changer 
for fostering unit esprit de corps. 

such is the confidence that they bring to every 
task, whether or not under aTeC evaluation. 
This is a kind of assurance that is shored up by 
the simple knowledge that your brother would do 
the very same for you, that he will be always there 
for you too in times of need. This is especially so 
as commandos typically operate in detachments 
of two men, often in hostile and strange terrain, 
and are expected to survive by their own wits. For 
them, the demands of potential sacrifice for your 
brother and the reality of camaraderie in such 
extreme situations, paradoxically, call upon the 
resources of their own spirit at much more of an 
individual level. 

In evaluation exercises, the primary quality 

that would set one unit apart from others is the 
way that members of a squadron, ship or battalion 
can gel with one another and work well as one 
unit. In this way, playtime also helps ultimately to 
boost the work performance that is assessed under 
evaluation. 

outside of work, servicemen in all three 
services routinely spend time on team-bonding. 
much of this happens at the level of smaller 
department units. at 143 squadron, for example, 
teams in the same department get together often 
to discuss recent experiences at work, how they 
have got along, why they behaved in certain 
ways in some situations, and what areas they can 
do more in, in future. Unit cohesion events and 
activities further strengthen the bonds of the 
larger team. The activity might be a game of soccer 
or basketball, or in the case of rss Persistence, 
watching open-air movies on the ship’s deck or 
jogging 209 laps round the deck just because the 
ship’s pennant number is 209. 

Thus, when it comes to the crunch – whether 
in the next evaluation exercise or, if ever, in actual 
times of war – servicemen will draw upon the 
fellow-feeling nurtured in such times. From this 
source will spring the spirit to endure and to 
persevere. esprit de corps is not something that 
can be put together in a mechanical way. There 
is always a certain intangible quality – some call 
it “chemistry” – in human relationships that can 
never be demanded or dictated, only nurtured 
and nudged. on land, at sea, or in the air, the 
underlying motivation for this call to service is the 
same – to serve the nation together as one unit, as 
one band of brothers. 

The army, Navy, air Force, indeed the 
singapore armed Forces as a whole, can operate 
more proficiently and effectively only because 
the men and women in uniform understand one 
another’s capabilities well, and can pool their 
strengths in integrated warfare. Beneath it all, it is 
the deep sense of being united that holds everything 
together. This is the key factor for any victory. This 
springs from the capacity to fight not as a collection 
of individuals, but as a system, a team, a family. 

[ABOVE] 
An officer 
giving a mission 
briefing during 
5 SIR’s ATEC in 
Ex Wallaby, 
Australia, 2012.

[RIGHT]
Troopers 
attacking a 
“house” in the 
target village.
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There’s a joke about every saF soldier having 
trained overseas and how it all starts with the 
closest overseas training venue – Pulau Tekong. 
But it is not too far-fetched to say that our saF 
is one of the few militaries to train 24/7 across 
different time zones in five continents. 

We train or have trained in almost every 
continent on the planet and in almost every 
season. We are issued cold-weather gear to keep 
us warm in colder climes. our servicemen and 
servicewomen have sailed everywhere, submerged 
off sweden, gone walkabout in the australian 
bush, trained in nearby Brunei and Thailand, 
traversed Taiwan during the early years, rumbled 
in Germany and India, flown in France and the 
Us, and bombarded Middle earth (New Zealand) 
with artillery.

Why do we do this? one short answer is 
the lack of space. Then-Commander Training 
and Doctrine Command BG (Ns) Tan Chuan-
jin remembers when commanders had to “join 
maps” to create simulated space in local training 
exercises. Long-time saF soldiers such as LTC 
(Ns) ong kien soo point out the irony that 
overseas training affords us the wide open spaces 
that we lack in the country we have been charged 
to defend. 

our city-state is so small that it is impossible 
even for an infantry brigade to be trained in a 
single exercise. Train in the designated areas 
of singapore like Mandai, Lim Chu kang and 
sarimbun and the reality is that you will never be 

afraid of getting lost at night without navigational 
aids like GPs units and compasses. The hazy lights 
of the hDB estates or the glow of johor Bahru will 
give you the bearings you need. Walk for a half 
hour and you are likely to encounter the asphalt 
of one of the expressways crisscrossing singapore.

Indeed, to simulate a full-scale combined-
arms war scenario involving jets, choppers, 
naval vessels, artillery and tanks with live-firing 
and beach-landing manoeuvers on our little red 
dot, we would have to evict all singaporeans and 
destroy much infrastructure in the process. an 
impossibility. so, overseas exercises involving our 
own troops provide us with realistic training in 
varied terrain and conditions which cannot be 
achieved in singapore.

Beyond unilateral exercises, bilateral and 
multilateral exercises in host countries also allow 
us to benchmark ourselves with the best armed 
forces of the world. rsaF pilots, for example, 
pit themselves against their counterparts from 
the Us and australia in the world-class red Flag 
exercises and ex Pitch Black. In the annual ex 
Panzer strike in Germany, our soldiers have the 
experience of manoeuvring and firing the Bionix 
1 Infantry Fighting Vehicles and Leopard 2a4 
tanks while learning from the Germans whose 
army has a strong and tested tradition of tank 
tactics. our sailors also gain invaluable experience 
when we participate in the biennial rim of the 
Pacific (rIMPaC) exercise, the world’s largest 
multinational maritime warfare exercise.

oVeRseAs tRAInInG
Across time Zones
and continents

Benjamin Lee

[FACING] 
Ex Semangat 
Bersatu, a 
bilateral exercise 
between 
Singapore 
and Malaysian 
armies, 1992.
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overseas training arrangements such as these 
– to the extent of establishing detachments in host 
countries – underscore singapore’s determination 
to build strong and meaningful defence relations 
with partners worldwide. 

Thus, generations of soldiers, sailors and 
airmen now speak of Waiouru, New Zealand;  
shoalwater Bay, australia; and Cazaux, France as 
if they were part of our own backyard, only that 
much further away, and so much bigger.

Pre-departure usually involves briefings 
telling us that such and such a training area is 
such and such times bigger than singapore. our 
perceptions of scale are therefore measured by the 
breadth of our country, and how many end-to-
end MrT rides it takes in terms of travel times. 
(armour commander to men: “The training area 
we are going to in Germany is half the size of 
singapore, okay?”) The opportunities provided to 
the saF in the shoalwater Bay Training area are 
also enormous. The vast terrain allows the saF 
to conduct sophisticated and tightly-integrated 
manoeuvres such as amphibious landing that are 
not possible at home. 

Being abroad also means unfamiliar dangers, 
so warnings about wild creatures, unfamiliar 
terrain and the occasional typhoon become part of 
our training briefings. and despite their whinges 
about training stints being too long and missing 
home, I would venture to say that servicemen past 
and present relish the challenges and experiences 
presented by these outings.

such was an overseas experience in 1989. our 
Infantry Fighting Vehicle broke down and was left 
behind with the crew by the rest of the battalion 
while they carried out the rest of the mission. 
once that was over and it was time to come back 
for us, they couldn’t find us because the mark they 
had made on the map had washed off in the rain, 
and all they could do was try to retrace their tracks 
from memory.

You have to appreciate the fact that this was 
in the days when the saF had only one GPs unit 
per combat company, and that said GPs unit was 
about the size of a coffee table.

The recovery vehicle commander then had a 
brainwave and said over the radio for us to “fire 
a few blank rounds on your mike golf (machine 
gun)” so that he could ascertain by the sound of 
the weapon discharging the approximate direction 
he had to head.

We fired off a few bursts only to be completely 
demoralised when the recovery vehicle com-
mander said he couldn’t hear the shots apart from 
them being over the radio. When they did find us, 
it was discovered that we had been only 20 km or 
so away or, as we would say, “about half the length 
of singapore.”

 The other thing about being with your Ns 
unit from full-time days through its entire In-
Camp Training cycle is that you and your buddies 
get to train in several locations around the world 
together, and experience camaraderie in different 
climes and environments.

In one ex Wallaby (no guesses for where that’s 
held) 10 years ago, an armour trooper ran huffing 
and puffing back to his platoon mates, who asked 
him, and I paraphrase, “What’s up? You look like 
you have seen a ghost,” to which the terrified 
Nsman replied, “Worse than that! I was trying to 
do a No 2 when I got surrounded by a platoon of 
kangaroos. Now I’m constipated!” 

apart from the dangerous fauna, the flora in 
some locations was also interesting. some of them 
even provided sustenance. soldiers on Navex 
(navigational exercises) training in the hills of 
Taiwan in the 1970s were pleasantly surprised by 
the bountiful supply of oranges, apples and other 
edible fruit along the way and would sample a few 
before an irate fruit farmer came charging out 
demanding payment.

There were some unusual logistical require-
ments too. a combat CsM (Company sergeant 
Major), a wizened encik who hitherto had never 
experienced winter, advised his charges to buy 
long johns and proceeded to walk in them sans 
uniform across the host camp’s parade square 
before being reprimanded for indecent exposure. 
his explanation was that he thought they were the 
same things as track pants and sweat shirts.

[FACING] 
Crew of 
RSS Archer 
undergoing 
training in the 
frigid weather 
in Karlskrona, 
Sweden.
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Different linguistic environments posed 
challenges. regulations sometimes prohibited 
saF drivers from operating vehicles on civilian 
roads, and a vehicle commander once ended up 
having to improvise his own sign language to 
communicate with his local driver.

Troops training in Thailand spoke about 
how their movement was hampered by cattle 
driven by farmers, with one memorable radio 
communication transcript going, “one-two 
alpha to zero-niner, we are unable to move due 
to contact with Charlie oscar Whiskey sierra”, 
the soldier having the presence of mind to use 
phonetic letters to spell out “cows”. 

Training was tough and robust – and we took 
our training very seriously. But there was also 
time for leisurely activities to rest and recharge. I 
remember the outdoor cinema that was set up – a 
large white sheet on which a projector screened 
a james Bond film. Folk from the nearby villages 
streamed into the camp to share the treat.

and Thailand being Thailand, some parents 
of NsFs used to get up in arms about their sonny 
boys being in places where drag queen revues and 
strip shows existed.

of course, sampling foreign cultures doesn’t 
require choosing something sleazy. The republic 
of singapore Navy’s first submariners spent months 
in sweden preparing for our first submarine 
squadron, and adopted what has now become a 
Changi Naval Base tradition – “Little Christmas”. 
every December, a ritual is held featuring a “hall 
of shame” of the perpetrators of not-so-serious 
operational and training cock-ups. These “heroes” 
are invited to tell their side of the story, and then 
drink a toast to their squadron before smashing 
their glasses in the “fireplace”, symbolically leaving 
the mistakes behind.

Down in australia, the city of rockhampton 
is the nearest semblance of civilisation for most 
saF trainees on ex Wallaby. There’s the stockland 
Mall where national servicemen stock up on 
aussie produce and groceries to bring home via 
rockhampton’s tiny airport, where people from 
nearby houses line the perimeter fence to gawk at 

the large aircraft from the republic of singapore 
air Force or chartered aircraft. You could say 
“rocky” is the quintessential aussie outback town, 
with its giant commando fruit flies and thousands 
of heads of cattle in the middle of pristine native 
bush country. You could also say that, after 30-
odd years of contact, it is the only aussie town 
where almost every inhabitant understands and 
speaks a bit of singlish. You could say as well that 
it is the one township down under whose citizens 
appreciate that soldiers from the Garden City 
care for flora and fauna as much as they do, to 
the extent of repairing any damage caused to the 
habitat during training. 

In this way, the rockhampton experience 
illustrates how the saF opens a window to 
singapore for our hosts. Through overseas 
training, each serviceman is thus an ambassador 
who bridges ties with our foreign friends in his 
own special way. 

[ABOVE] 
Briefing German 
soldiers during 
Ex Panzer Strike, 
2013.

[RIGHT]
Bionix tanks 
moving into 
position 
during Ex Bold 
Kurukshetra, an 
annual bilateral 
armour exercise 
between the SAF 
and the Indian 
Armed Forces, 
2008.

[ABOVE] 
Final inspection 
of the boom of a 
KC-135R before a 
mission flight, 
Ex Pitch Black, 
Australia, 2010.
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SAF in Action
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It Is a common sIght at changi airport 
– groups of young nsF soldiers and policemen 
abreast of one another, patrolling the cavernous 
terminals, steady specks of green and blue 
navigating a sea of noisy comings and goings.

and at first glance, it does seem like a cushy 
gig, compared to trudging through swamps and 
forests with camouflage cream slathered on 
one’s face, which was what I did as an infantry 
reconnaissance trooper.

“so shiok, they get to do their ns in air-con 
and stroll around only,” a friend once remarked to 
me, the hint of envy evident in his voice – he was 
an armoured trooper who spent most of his ns 
cooped up in a tank.

We would have spared ourselves the envy if 
we knew the training that servicemen of the 9th 
Battalion, singapore Infantry Regiment (9 sIR) 
undergo, and the operations they undertake.

They go through more than seven months of 
training to protect key public installations, which 
include threat assessment and cordon-and-search 
operations. That is on top of the conventional 
training that infantry units do.

9 sIR is part of the Island Defence task Force 
which, together with the maritime security task 
Force (part of the Rsn) and the RsaF’s ground-
Based air Defence (gBaD), works alongside 
other security agencies such as the Police, civil 
Defence Force and immigration authorities – 
sentinels watching over singapore’s borders day 
and night.

Invisible to everyday singaporeans, our multi-
layered networked air defence system stands 
ready to defend our skies. Behind this system are 
controllers monitoring radar screens, engineers 
preparing and maintaining the aircraft and radar 
systems, pilots ready to scramble, and gBaD 
operators standing ready with their air defence 
weapons.

since 2001, servicemen have been deployed 
to safeguard vital economic nodes like changi 
airport, Jurong Island and sembawang Wharves 
following the september 11 attacks. and since 
then, no major incursions to these areas have been 
reported.

During peacetime, the military also lends 

VALUe In PeAce
every Moment, every Hour,
every Day

Lee Jian Xuan

[FACING] 
Force Protection 
Squadron 
personnel 
with a German 
Shepherd 
patrolling Paya 
Lebar Air Base, 
2011.

[BELOW]
Internal security 
traning, circa 
1969.
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muscle to large-scale events such as the singapore 
airshow, the F1 grand Prix, and the 2006 
International monetary Fund-World Bank meet-
ings held here. It has a clean track record on this 
count too – no event has ever been besieged or 
disrupted.

such success is owed to the hard work of men 
like 3Wo andrew chew who was part of the 
2006 event’s massive security sweeps throughout 
the suntec city area (most of these happened 
overnight) and on standby to monitor and respond 
to chemical and biological threats.

ask him about the rigour and he brushes it 
aside: “I just said to myself ‘okay, there’s a lot of 
work to do’, and stayed focused on doing the job.”

“our work is interesting, and we are entrusted 
with expensive equipment and responsibility, so 
I consider it a good job,” adds 3Wo chew, now 
a company sergeant major at the 39th Battalion, 
singapore combat Engineers, where he oversees 
the training of nsFs in the chemical, Biological, 
Radiological and Explosive Unit.

Yet, the stability that the saF has taken 
great pains to ensure has also turned real-time 
operations into somewhat of a daily grind where 
servicemen contend with unending, repetitive 
shift work of sentry and patrol duties.

“The most danger we were put in was probably 
inhalation of the smog and chemical fumes from 
the factories in the industrial estate,” 3sg (ns) 
andy ng tells me with a laugh of the two months 
he spent as a sentry at Exxonmobil in 2008.

another operationally-ready serviceman, 3sg 
(ns) Lin Xunliang, was posted for three months to 
the remote southern island of Pulau sudong, used 
primarily for air force training. “The most eventful 
thing that happened was when we accidentally ran 
over a monitor lizard during a vehicle patrol,” he 
recalls.

The case is no different for those who guard 
our high seas. When I tagged along with the patrol 
vessels Rss Justice and Rss Fearless, our day-long 
sail in singapore territorial waters yielded no 
surprises. Despite having served in calm waters 
for more than 15 years, Rss Justice’s commanding 

officer, maJ Dewayne Wan, is hardly complacent. 
“The navy runs real-time ops, and the patrol 
vessels are one component. We train so we can 
fight for our survival. There are so many ships out 
here, you never know which one may become a 
threat,” he says. 

an nsF weapon systems specialist aboard his 
ship, LcP tan Zuo Yi, 20, admits: “I do feel bored 
sometimes, because our waters are quite safe 
in general… but boredom in this case is a good 
thing, because it means we’re doing our job of 
being a deterrent.”

It is for this reason that man-hours have been 
poured into beefing up these installations and 
patrols. For even as singapore has enjoyed decades 
of peace under the saF’s watchful gaze, the world 
outside has been roiled by swelling unrest and 
terrorism.

one that hit close to home in recent years 
was the 2008 mumbai attacks, where Pakistani 
militants swiftly overran the coastal Indian city 
in a three-day rampage. among the 166 slain 
was lawyer Lo hwei Yen, who became the first 
singaporean to die in a terrorist strike.

such a strike could easily be launched against 
singapore today, given its geopolitical location in 
a region where some have reportedly joined the 
radical brutish Islamic state of Iraq and syria 
(IsIs).

should our shores and seas be assailed by 
terrorist gunmen, the first line of defence will fall 
to servicemen, both nsFs and Regulars, like 3sg 
muhammad hanafy ghazali and mE2 saravanan 
s/o Ramachandran. It is heartening that neither 
group underestimates the importance of securing 
the country’s borders, no matter the peril it puts 
them in.

“The responsibility of carrying the live rounds 
with us is of course scary. But if the situation arises, 
we will respond,” says 3sg hanafy, a military 
security specialist with 9 sIR.

cPL mark Lim, who is a trooper in 3sg 
hanafy’s unit, adds: “People may not thank us 
upfront, but we know we’re doing something that 
benefits the country in real time.”

[LEFT] 
Since 2010, SAF 
servicemen 
deployed for 
security duties 
have legal 
powers to 
question, detain 
and arrest.

[BELOW]
Stand-by unit 
getting ready, 
1990.
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mE2 saravanan, a weapons systems supervisor 
aboard Rss Fearless, tells me with a grin: “When-
ever I go out to sea, I tell my wife and my kids: 
‘Don’t worry, you’ll be safe and sound tonight’.”

3sg (ns) Lin, who was later rotated from 
sudong to tengah air Base as a security specialist, 
found “more meaning” in his work there.

“I learnt more about how an air base like 
tengah is secured and the work that goes towards 
maintaining it. and it helped that I had an officer 
commanding who impressed upon me the 
importance of what I was doing,” he adds.

“meaning” was also a word that cropped up in 
a conversation with my cousin, who signed on as a 
navy regular three years ago. Up till recently, our 
exchanges had always been polite but cursory, as I 
had little inkling of what he did for a living.

neither did I know the sacrifices he had made 
for work, until servicemen whom I interviewed, 

like cPL Lim and 3sg hanafy, spoke of missing 
birthday celebrations, anniversaries and family 
events because of work.

mE2 Pearlyn Leow, who serves in the 
command and control department of Rss Justice, 
once missed her grandfather’s birthday to head 
out on a patrol. “I wanted to do the patrol because 
if singapore’s not safe, then my grandpa wouldn’t 
be able to celebrate his birthday anyway,” says 
mE2 Leow, whose younger brother Bing Qian, 
also works on a patrol vessel.

my cousin told me personally: “I know my 
job doesn’t pay the best, nor is it a glamorous one. 
But I really like it because I am helping to guard 
singapore’s waters, and I find meaning in it.”

to me, it is not just our sophisticated weaponry, 
but also the professionalism and sense of purpose 
of our soldiers that make the saF an outstanding 
military.

[LEFT] 
Ex Apex 2009 
tested the 
operational 
readiness of 
the Maritime 
Security Task 
Force of the RSN 
which has the 
abililty to co-op 
assets from 
other national 
agencies, 
including the 
Police Coast 
Guard.

[BELOW]
Air Defence 
artillery 
operators 
loading I-Hawk 
missiles.

[ABOVE] 
The SAF watches 
over the key 
installations of 
Singapore day 
and night.
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Within a feW short hours after news 
broke about a singapore-bound airasia plane 
disappearing off radar screens 1,500 km away, 
singapore’s senior military commanders and 
defence planners got a call to report to MinDef 
hQ for an emergency meeting. all of them 
dropped their sunday morning plans and rushed 
to Gombak Base to keep a keen eye on what was 
unfolding and made calls to their indonesian 
counterparts to offer help. orders to move out 
had not been issued but pilots at Paya Lebar 
air Base, the rsaf’s C-130 aircraft base, had 
already mapped out their flight path and primed 
themselves for action. over at Changi naval Base, 
sailors also started to draw up a list of equipment 
needed for a search-and-locate mission.

such was the scene in singapore when the 
airasia flight QZ 8501 lost radar contact on 28 
December 2014, an hour after it left surabaya 
and crashed in the Java sea, going down with 162 
passengers. 

By that sunday afternoon, the first C-130 
took to the overcast skies and started to comb the 
search area. as the search widened, more saf 
C-130s, ships and super Puma helicopters were 
activated in the following days.

in the meantime, planners were also keeping 
tabs on another natural disaster in Malaysia, which 
was facing its worst flood in decades. Within 
days, two more C-130s took to the skies, carrying 
water purifiers and operators to Kelantan to help 
produce clean drinking water for flood victims.

This was probably one of few occasions that the 
saf had staged two humanitarian missions at the 
same time, but the demands of the very different 
operation procedures did not faze the men and 
women of the saf.

increasingly, armed forces around the world, 
including singapore’s, are mobilised to not only 
fight, but also help in disasters. They are called 
upon to render humanitarian assistance or help 
keep and maintain the peace in conflict zones. 
indeed, Defence Minister Dr ng eng hen noted 
in 2013 that it is “not the exception” that militaries 
will be called upon to respond with help. 
“increasingly our militaries will be called upon. so 
i think (humanitarian assistance) is a significant 
(and) important capability to build up.” Being able 

oPeRAtIons
Being there When it countsJermyn Chow

[FACING] 
SAF servicemen 
in the rescue 
efforts after 
Hotel New World 
collapsed in 
1986.

[BELOW]
The SAF rescued 
and evacuated 
victims of the 
two major floods 
that affected 
Singapore in 
1978.
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to help others away from singapore also assures 
singaporeans that, if the need arises, the saf can 
also do the same in the homeland.

since the early years of the saf, singapore 
soldiers, sailors and airmen have taken part in 
more than 60 overseas peace support or human-
itarian missions, from afghanistan to the Gulf 
of aden and Christchurch in new Zealand. 
There is an acronym for such missions: ootW – 
operations other Than War. The saf often uses 
another acronym for them: haDr – humanitarian 
assistance and Disaster relief. The first was to 
east Pakistan – now Bangladesh – in 1970 to 
help victims of a deadly cyclone. The biggest was 
helping out in the aftermath of the 26 December 
2004 tsunami where some 1,500 personnel were 
deployed to indonesia and Thailand over 3½ 
weeks. in the initial stages of the disaster, it was 
the saf that established the vital beach-landing 
points and set up communication infrastructures 
in aceh to facilitate international relief efforts. 
Me3 Derek ong, who was deployed to provide 

communication support, recalled the need to 
bring in a whole suite of equipment to enable 
troops to communicate with their commanders.

More recently, when typhoon haiyan swept 
across the Philippines in 2013, killing over 6,000 
people and displacing four million, two rsaf 
C-130 transport planes flew to the devastated 
coastal cities of tacloban and Capiz with supplies 
and to help victims. The experience of Lta edwin 
teo, who co-piloted a C-130 to deliver aid and ferry 
victims out of the disaster zone, shows both the 
human and operational impact of humanitarian 
missions. in an interview with Air Force News in 
2014, he said: “i remember a girl in her early teens, 
looking after a group of much younger kids. They 
looked to be around five to six years old. When i 
asked her if those were her siblings, she said she 
found them along the way to tacloban airport. 
it broke my heart just hearing those words. i was 
glad that i was taking them out of the place.”

The exposure to such real-life operations 
is invaluable. as the saf has thankfully kept 

[ABOVE]
SAF commandos 
stormed the 
hijacked SQ 117
plane and freed 
all hostages 
unharmed, 
March 1991.

[LEFT] 
RSN divers 
attempting to 
recover remains 
of MI 185 that 
crashed into 
the Musi River 
in Pelembang, 
Indonesia, 
December 1997. 

[RIGHT] 
The arms 
recovered by 
SAF servicemen 
from Vietnamese 
refugee ships 
that sailed into 
Singapore waters 
in 1975.
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its gunpowder dry, no amount of training and 
exercises can simulate the battle-mode, 24-hour 
frame of mind servicemen must be in. MaJ 
Benjamin heok, who was involved in the post-
tsunami relief effort, told The Straits Times that 
the operations attest to the saf’s training: “The 
logistical preparation, the planning – what we 
were conditioned to do in terms of planning and 
execution during a conventional war – was also 
applicable in a humanitarian context because it 
was still a mission.” 

such non-traditional, non-combat operations 
also allow the saf to show what stuff its people 
are made of. What former commando officer Lo 
Yong Poo went through as a un military adviser 
in afghanistan in 1997 is now the stuff of legends 
in the saf. on a number of occasions, he had to 
play peacemaker between local warring factions 
under fierce exchanges of rocket and artillery fire. 
Days after he evacuated several un staff from a 
remote village, a faction there announced that it 
wanted his head. fortunately, even with constant 
artillery shelling and bombing over his location for 
more than two weeks, he was able to get out. The 
much-decorated Lo, who retired from the saf as 
a colonel, was to say later: “My appreciation of our 
nation’s strengths was strengthened through these 
experiences.”

Me5 see Yen Ling, affectionately known as Ms 
see or simply Missy, is another example of what 
stuff the saf’s people are made of. she was a nurse 
in a public hospital for five years before joining 
the saf as a nursing officer in 2001. she has since 
served in a number of overseas missions – un 
Peacekeeping operation in timor Leste (2003), 
Yogyakarta earthquake haDr (2006) – and was a 
key member of the saf medical team in ops Blue 
ridge in afghanistan (2011). Dy Commander 
saf Medical training institute LtC (Dr) Lo hong 
Yee acknowledged that it was her excellent work 
ethos that made her instrumental in providing 
critical care nursing in the combat hospital in 
afghanistan: “she is unfazed by challenging 
obstacles, she retains much of the spring in her 
steps, and goes about her work to build consensus, 

to infuse enthusiasm and to effect change.”
at home, the saf has also made its presence 

felt, proving that it is reliable in times of crisis. as 
former defence chief LG (ret) Winston Choo once 
said: “although our main task is the defence of the 
nation against external aggression, we must also be 
able to assist the civil authorities in any emergency 
that may occur.… We must be absolutely reliable 
in times of crisis. our role is not merely to defend 
and protect but also to assist in saving the lives of 
our fellow citizens.” 

over the years, our men in the saf have been 
called upon to deal with emergencies by carrying 
out missions both dramatic and mundane – 
floods in the 1970s, a mid-air rescue of passengers 
trapped in cable cars, coordination of the anti-
screening measures during the sars epidemic 
and distribution of masks when haze blanketed 
singapore.

one of the earliest ootW missions that tested 
the mettle of the saf took place in May 1975. 
south Vietnam had fallen to the communists and 
many Vietnamese refugees fled in boats across 
the south China sea. Codenamed “operation 
Thunderstorm”, the saf, and particularly the 
rsn, were given the difficult task of containing 
and quarantining the fleet of boats, packed to the 
brim with refugees as they sailed near our shores. 
over 13 days in May 1975, 8,000 boat people 
were encountered and continued with subsequent 

[PREVIOUS]
Recovery work 
at the Hotel New 
World site and 
at Banda Aceh 
after the 2004 
tsunami. 

[BELOW] 
RSAF dispatched 
three Chinook 
helicopters from 
its detachment 
in Texas to assist 
in the Hurricane 
Katrina Relief 
Operations, 
2005.

[RIGHT] 
SAF troops cast 
a wreath in the 
sea as a mark of 
respect to those 
who perished in 
the tsunami. 

[BELOW] 
SAF personnel 
transferring 
a casualty 
onto a waiting 
ambulance in 
Afghanistan 
during SAF’s 
deployment as 
part of the UN 
International 
Security 
Assistance Force, 
2007.
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waves, peaking in 1978 and the early 1980s.
some were ill, some were armed and all 

were desperate. Many of the soldiers and sailors 
who dealt face to face with the boat people had 
their eyes opened by the experience. LtC (ret) 
namasevayam, then a 24-year-old gunnery officer 
on the rss Daring patrol craft, recalled being 
anxious yet excited about finally “seeing real 
action” after four years in the navy. 

“it’s not something we were trained for and 
didn’t know what to expect but we were raring 
to go into action,” said namasevayam, now a 
safety officer in the rsn’s fleet. “however, we 
were not ready for what we encountered. it was a 
totally heart-rending experience to see emaciated 
children, women and men pleading for help. 
We had to steel our hearts and hold back our 
emotions.”

hQ 2 siB was given the task of ensuring that 
the living conditions on board were acceptable 
and that the refugees were properly supplied with 
water, rations and fuel. saf medical personnel 
were deployed to Bedok Jetty to provide medical 
care. in the first two days of the operation, 18 
seriously-wounded boat people were sent to 
hospitals for treatment. There were even births, 
including a pair of healthy twins.

The wide-eyed enthusiasm, however, turned 
into grim reality. some boat people offered gold 
bars and us dollars to the sailors to secure a 
passage to singapore. others threatened to sink 
their own boats, while a few even attempted to 
lob grenades into the rsn’s boats. “We could not 

waver or break down, or there would have been 
pandemonium,” said namasevayam.

on 8 May 1975, saf Commandos were mob-
ilised to disarm bullies on board the refugee boat 
Dai Duong. Then-Commanding officer of the 
Commando Battalion LtC Clarence tan said: 
“every action had to be swift and aggressive. This 
was to catch troublemakers off their guard, secure 
the bridge and disarm them.”

Then-CPL Chew seng Poh described the 
action: “We hid inside rss Sea Tiger and once 
alongside the refugee craft, we charged up the 
gangway and secured it…. We could see that our 
action was appreciated because the rest of the 
refugees applauded.”

such operations were the baptism of fire for 
the saf. as the late sWo (ret) hussain s/o Pee 
Mohamed who was a naval Combat systems 
specialist said: “The experience set me and my 
colleagues thinking about what it really meant 
to defend the nation after seeing the suffering of 
those who had lost their homeland.”

sWo (ret) William Wee, who spent more than 
40 years in the navy, shares similar sentiments. 
as one of the pioneers of the fledgling singapore 
naval Volunteer force in 1966, Wee was on the 
front lines during Konfrontasi, conducting patrols 
during the troubled period from 1963 to 1966, 
when indonesia opposed the newly-formed 
Malaysia, which singapore was then a part of.

The men and women naval volunteers manned 
the coastal operation rooms and radar stations in 
singapore and had to stay vigilant to keep track 
and pre-empt die-hard saboteurs in fast boats 
who were determined to infiltrate singapore. The 
experience was surreal for Wee and many of his 
contemporaries, who were hearing gunshots and 
seeing body bags for the first time. till today, Wee 
can still remember the tense moments, coming up 
close to the indonesian insurgents. 

Looking straight at me, he said something that 
summarises the mindset of servicemen during 
operations: “We had no time to worry about 
anything. We couldn’t. if you are scared to die, 
then why be in uniform?” 
 

[ABOVE]
A boy looks 
proudly at his 
father upon his 
return from a 
humanitarian 
mission.

[FACING] 
A Nepali child 
holds the hand 
of LTC (Dr) 
Adrian Tan, 
Team Leader of 
the SAF medical 
mission to 
Nepal after the 
earthquake in 
May 2015. 



cABLe cAR RescUe
Jermyn chow

It was the night of 29 January 1983. 
Hovering 80 m above the waters of 
Keppel Harbour, Air Crew Special-
ist Selvanathan looked out of the 
Bell-212 helicopter’s shaking cabin. 
It was dark but Selvanathan, then a 
20-year-old lance corporal from 120 
Squadron RSAF, had his eyes on the 
four cable cars that were dangling 
below him. His mission was to save 
the 13 people who were stranded in 
the cable cars that were swinging 
wildly in the air.

The chopper whined and its 
blades thrummed. Selvanathan, 
one of the eight-man helicopter 
rescue team, was winched down to 
the cable cars as he grappled with 
uncertainty. “We had been trained 
to rescue people over land, like in 
forests, and in water. But this was 
in mid-air, something we had never 
done before.”

The cabins were in danger of 
plunging into the sea after the 
mast of the drilling ship, Eniwetok, 
snagged the overhead wires of the 
cable car service between the PSA 
building and Sentosa. Two cabins 
had already fallen and sunk into 
the deep water, drowning seven 
trapped passengers.

The tragedy put the spotlight 
on the men of the SAF who were 
hailed as heroes for mounting one 
of the most dramatic rescue-and- 
recovery operations in the history of 
Singapore. It was as much a show of 
their courage as it was a test of their 
skills. Pilots and winchmen worked 
in close coordination, something 
that they have been honing since 
the squadron was set up in 1969. 
“Even though the scenario was out 
of the ordinary, we believed we had 
the skills and know-how from our 
day-to-day training to do it. We just 
needed to get our fundamentals 
right,” recalled Selvanathan, now 
a senior warrant officer. He is still 
involved in search-and-rescue oper-
ations carried out by 125 Squadron, 
which flies the Super Pumas. 

The rescue team was briefed by 
then-Director of the Joint Opera-
tions and Plans Directorate COL 
Lee Hsien Loong who was directing 
the rescue operations. This was 
followed by dry runs using empty 
cable cars on how to get to the right 
hovering position and open the 
cabin door. 

By the time the rescue opera-
tion started at 11 pm, hundreds of 
people had gathered at the prome-
nade below following every move of 
the operation. The tension was thick 
as Selvanathan tried repeatedly to 
wrench open the cable car door, his 
efforts thwarted again and again 
by strong winds and the downwash 
from the hovering chopper.

“I was swinging like a pendulum. 
My safety cable scraped against 
the cable car cable, causing sparks 
which scared the trapped passen-
gers.” He recalled the distressed 
looks of the people who had been 
trapped inside the cable cars for 
more than six hours.

But the drills kicked in and 
within 15 minutes, Selvanathan 
managed to open the door and 
hoisted the first victim safely up to 
the chopper. “Every time we got 

one passenger up, we knew we 
had saved a life and our confidence 
grew. That kept us going.”

While the heroics of the mid-air 
rescue remains one of the most 
lingering images in people’s minds, 
the cable car tragedy also tested the 
courage and confidence of Singa-
pore’s Navy frogmen. 

The 10 naval divers were the 
first responders, tasked to search 
and recover the submerged cabins 
and bodies of the victims flung into 
the sea. They defied the strong 
currents as they dived into the 
inky depths of five to eight metres, 
made worse by the mud and debris 
churned up by the motors of the 
tug boats that were keeping the 
drillship in place.

“It was like diving in Teh Tarik... 
you could not see anything much 
even with torches. Our divers had to 
grope their way around,” said LTC 

(Ret) Richard Tan, then a 20-year-
old lieutenant who supervised the 
search operation underwater. 

Yet, within two hours, they 
discovered the first cable car, which 
was smashed. Four bodies were 
recovered in the cabin. The second 
cabin was found the next day.

SWO (Ret) Bob Chia, one of the 
divers in the operation, shared his 
thoughts and feelings about the 
recovery: “I knew it was within my 
capacity to help in the recovery of 
the victims’ bodies; we needed to 
recover them so that their loved 
ones could have a proper closure to 
this unfortunate accident.”

While the cable car rescue 
teams received accolades for their 
courage and skills, Tan put things in 
perspective: “It’s part of our job to 
train hard so we get it right all the 
time when we are called upon, not 
only when tragedy happens.”

[FACING TOP] 
An Air Crew 
Specialist 
positioning 
himself to 
rescue trapped 
passengers.

[FACING BOTTOM]
Search and 
recover 
operations by 
naval frogmen.

[ABOVE]
The Eniwetok.

[BELOW] 
Rescue rehearsal 
in progress. 
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In 1971, Minister for Defence Dr Goh Keng Swee 
had a vision of the future. War would be fought, 
he declared, not in the open field, but in secret 
laboratories manned by white-coated scientists. 

Victory would go to the nation with the 
technology edge – new, silent, sentient, sensor-
guided, knowledge-based weapons systems, 
operating in cyberspace. In the 21st century, 
defence scientists would develop weapons with 
scale, precision, and unimaginable lethality. 

Unlike the guns and tanks which had armed 
the first generation of the SAF, the technology edge 
would never be for sale. no country would sell it. 
no one could buy it. But the future of Singapore 
depended on it. Singapore had to develop its own. 

He called his brightest young officers – Er 
Kwong Wah, Toh Kim Huat and Benny Chan – 
to work on Electronic Warfare in total secrecy 
under the codename “Project Magpie”. The cover 
was the ETC, or “Electronic Test Centre”. But in 
fact, the men had named the organisation after 
themselves: Er, Toh, Chan. To this threesome was 
added Dr Tay Eng Soon, a recent PhD graduate 
in Microwave Engineering who became its first 
Director. 

Six years later, in 1977, ETC became the 
Defence Science Organisation (DSO). 

The DSO started its work from scratch and 
in the late 1970s had a breakthrough. The RSn 
acquired, for their new missile gunboats, radio 
receivers capable of signal identification, and the 
ability to confuse radar systems during a missile 

attack. From these basic technologies, DSO could 
examine and develop its own capability in missile 
guidance systems and radio wave propagation. 
This was augmented when the RSAF acquired the 
Maverick Missile, which opened another horizon 
of capability development.

It started a DSO tradition, “learning by 
doing”, using practical, pragmatic, solution-based 
engineering to build DSO’s in-house capability. 
Growth was organic, slow, but steady.

MInDEF’s then-Permanent Secretary Philip 
Yeo was appointed Chairman of the DSO 
Executive Committee in 1979. He quickly formed 
a new working partnership with DSO’s Director, 

Dso nAtIonAL 
LABoRAtoRIes
A Battlefield of the FutureMelanie Chew

[FACING] 
A glove box in 
chemical defence 
research to 
handle toxic 
agents.

[BELOW]
Er Kwong Wah, 
Toh Kim Huat 
and Benny Chan, 
pioneers of DSO.
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the academic scientist Dr Tay Eng Soon. In his 
own words: “My job was to support Eng Soon, get 
him to focus and guide him along. My thinking 
was simple. I don’t want Tay Eng Soon to end up 
doing exotic science that is of no relevance to the 
SAF.”

In the early 1980s, DSO had sufficient capability 
and confidence to look outside of Singapore, 
engaging with overseas experts. This opened new 
horizons for growth. Ho Ching, then-Deputy 
Director of DSO, recalled their first meetings. She 
said: “(In the first meeting) the consultant told us 
everything, and we dutifully copied it down, like 
students. Then, the next time he came, our people 
started arguing with him. And the third time, our 
guys began to tell him that he was wrong! And I 
thought, “Good, we made it!”

In 1983, COL Lui Pao Chuen became Chief 
Defence Scientist. By then, the SAF had matured 
to the stage where it began to see and ask the very 
questions that Dr Goh posed 15 years before. In 
terms of numbers, the SAF would always be a 
small force. To succeed, Singapore needed to pack 
an R&D punch and have the technology edge. 

Even though DSO had grown tremendously 
in size and capability, it remained a top secret 
organisation. It was isolated, and insulated from 
the SAF. The SAF was operational. The DSO was 
scientific. How could this gap be closed? 

The solution was the Defence Technology 
Group (DTG), uniting DSO with technology 
and logistics groups within MInDEF and SAF. 
Under the DTG, DSO led MInDEF and the 
SAF to embrace defence science, bringing DSO’s 
technology edge into every part of the mainstream 
SAF. 

A key change was in DSO’s research funding. 
Previously, DSO received all its funds directly 
from MInDEF. But under the DTG, MInDEF 
allocated monies to the Army, navy and Air 
Force, allowing them to approach DSO directly 
with R&D projects. 

Under the DTG, DSO became a solutions-
provider to the SAF. The SAF was the customer. 
This led to a far more intense and direct 

[FACING] 
The Skyblade III 
deployed in 
Ex Wallaby, 2012. 
The unmanned 
aircraft provides 
an aerial live 
feed of the 
surroundings 
to the ground 
control station.
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the research is not too visible. When it’s the right 
time, when you have something to show, only 
then you bring it out.” 

In 1991, DSO was granted “executive agency” 
status to give it partial financial and operational 
autonomy. DSO was moved out of MInDEF 
and became an independent national research 
laboratory. 

not all projects were kept under wraps. In 
1995, the Sarin gas attack on a Tokyo subway 
highlighted the work of the DSO’s Applied 
Chemistry Lab. Since the mid-1980s, DSO had 
conducted chemical defence research on the rapid 
identification of lethal chemical agents. 

DSO is currently the SAF Reference Laboratory 
for chemical agents, and an Organisation for 
the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) 
Designated Laboratory, one of only 21 in the 
world and the only such laboratory in Southeast 
Asia and Oceania.

Another area of research which began in 1996 
was on Light Amplification by Simulated Emission 
of Radiation (LASER). After working for one and 
a half years in non-linear optics, the group scaled 
up to build a laser, as a joint project with nUS. 
DSO’s Team could boast a world-record power 
2-micron solid-state 150 watts laser amongst its 
achievements. 

By the late 1990s, DSO national Laboratories 

had become a credible, internationally-known, 
benchmarked defence science R&D laboratory. By 
then, DSO’s capabilities were not only outstanding 
in defence technology, but had potential to tackle 
other national-level issues. 

In 1997, the decision was made to corporatise 
DSO. Corporatisation would enable DSO to 
compete for and retain the best scientists and 
engineers, respond quickly to opportunities 
and collaborations with other companies, and 
increase the exchange of technologies with 
Singapore academic and research institutes. At the 
same time, DSO would retain the autonomy and 
flexibility required to continue its secret science. 

The Computer Security Laboratory, established 
in 1994, started to take on additional assignments 
outside MInDEF and the SAF. In addition to 
various ministries and statutory boards with 
regulatory interests in cybersecurity, a number 
of large corporate clients, some from the banking 
sector, requested assistance. DSO’s unique 
capability allowed the conduct of forensic cyber 
analysis and investigations of cyber intrusions.

DSO’s Clinical Diagnostic Services Laboratory 
(CDSL), SAF’s designated operational laboratory 
for detecting known pathogens in any outbreak, 
was also called upon during the SARS crisis. With 
its capability in Biological Defence, it played a 
critical role in screening samples from hospitals 
for the presence of the SARS virus. And in 2005, 
it set up a Mobile Laboratory in Aceh to test for 
water-borne diseases and malaria outbreaks. It is 
the only designated laboratory for the testing of 
suspected Ebola samples in Singapore.

DSO’s core mission, however, remains 
the technology edge. Just as Dr Goh Keng 
Swee predicted, the 21st century battlefield is 
changing. The development of a Command, 
Control, Communications and Intelligence 
(C3I) capability – which may include sensors, 
computers and networks, graphical displays and 
data communication links – is critical. 

A step up from such C3I systems, which can 
be traced to the setting up of the Defence Software 
Department in 1984, is the integrated knowledge-

concentration of DSO on the SAF’s operational 
needs. 

Key was the Operational Analysis Department 
to evaluate weapons systems and force mix, tactical 
development, the design of military exercises and 
war-gaming. Quality assurance and management 
arose as another key field for DSO’s attention. In 
response, DSO developed its first environmental 
test facility: a vibration test machine and a 
humidity chamber. 

At the same time, DSO’s work became more 
visible through the Defence Technology Prize, 
which gave the SAF end-users – many of whom 
were still not well acquainted with DSO – an idea 
of what DSO was doing. The SAF became far 
more aware of the DSO’s potential to develop new 
technology solutions. 

When DSO became part of the DTG in 1986, it 
seemed that the party for the “secret scientists” was 
over. The new glass-fronted DSO headquarters in 
the Science Park opened in Buona Vista in 1989, 
and the steady stream of SAF clients knocking 
at the door, was a very far cry from the secret 
laboratories of ETC of 1971. 

But DSO felt that its inner core of top-secret 
scientists had to be protected. DSO’s then- 
Director Su Guaning, explained it this way: “The 
only way for DSO to operate in that environment 
is to create a shell that defends the activities. So 

based command-and-control (IKC2) framework 
which integrates sensors, shooters and computer 
systems essential for integrated warfare. DSO 
has done invaluable research into sensemaking, 
data analytics, wireless communications for the 
battlefield, programmable modems, datalink 
systems and ad hoc networks.

Another front of DSO’s cutting-edge research 
is in unmanned platforms on land, surface, 
undersea and air. The first fleet of indigenously-
built Skyblade III was delivered in 2010, with the 
bigger class, longer-range and higher-endurance 
Skyblade IV being currently developed. The 
development of the Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle (AUV), known as Meredith, was initiated 
by DSO’s Underwater Programme in the early 
2000s. The M113 Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
(UGV) is in prototype. 

Over the years, DSO has steadily built its 
capabilities in its own, unique way, “learning 
by doing” through a solid, ruthlessly practical, 
hands-on approach to science and technology. 
Through DSO’s unique amalgamation of many 
fields of science and engineering, it has generated 
innovative solutions for Singapore’s security and 
defence. 

Since its first project on radio receivers, 
with Er, Toh and Chan (ETC), and Dr Tay Eng 
Soon as Director, DSO has grown into a large 
community of scientists, researchers, engineers 
and support personnel. Each of its 1,300 members 
is experienced, capable and committed to creating 
the technology edge.

Dr Goh’s 1971 vision, fulfilled. 

[RIGHT] 
M113 Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle.

[BELOW] 
The Meredith 
AUV, developed 
to support mine 
countermeasure 
operations.
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The Defence Science and Technology 
Agency (DSTA), part of MinDef’s Defence 
Technology Group, was established in March 2000 
as a statutory board with the mission of collating 
and coordinating defence acquisitions, systems 
integration, and research and development. 

Says chua hee Tiam, Director (Advanced 
Systems) of DSTA: “Before DSTA was formed, we 
had a number of different MinDef departments 
doing different things such as research and 
acquisitions. When the SAf wanted something, 
such as a weapon system or radar, they approached 
one department to acquire the system, another 
to integrate it into existing systems, and yet 
another to build the infrastructure to house the 
new system. When DSTA was set up, one of our 
objectives was to have a one-stop solution for the 
SAf and deliver the entire capability so that the 
SAf can focus on operationalising the capability.” 

While designed to use technology on a higher 
level and scale, absorbing the various organisations 
and competencies into DSTA presented it with 
challenges, and required very clear organisational 
culture and values to bind the disparate 
departments and staff into an integrated whole. 
Recalls chua: “There had to be a mindset change 
– we organised workshops involving everyone 
to define our vision and values. We used to have 
different Project Management Teams looking into 
different aspects of a particular system. now we 
have the integrated Project Management Teams, 
which are cross-disciplinary teams that bring 

people from different technical backgrounds 
together, allowing us to tap their synergy and 
develop unique capabilities for the SAf.”

DSTA has been instrumental in transforming 
the SAf into a modern fighting force, not just 
with the acquisition of advanced equipment and 
systems but also in extensively tailoring these to 
fit its specific needs, and integrating them into 
existing systems. The aim was to advance the SAf’s 
transformation into a sophisticated, networked, 
and tightly-coordinated fighting force. 

chua elaborates: “Acquisition doesn’t just mean 
‘buy’ – we also influence requirements, design 
as well as the different stages of the engineering 
and development processes. We develop certain 

DstA
Aquisition and IntegrationYeo Suan Futt

[FACING] 
The SAF acquired 
the Bloodhound 
surface-to-air 
missile and 
displayed it at 
the first SAF 
Day exhibition 
at Beach Road 
Camp in 1969.

[BELOW]
A training aids 
competition was 
held in 1975.
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components like command and control systems, 
or c2 systems, in-house, and have the capability 
to integrate various sensors and weapons to form 
larger and interconnected systems.”

DSTA’s in-house engineering expertise, project 
management capability and the way it works with 
the SAf is amply demonstrated in the Littoral 
Mission Vessels (LMV) programme, where a 
new class of vessels was conceived and developed 
from scratch and brought through production 
and testing to replace the RSn’s ageing fleet of 
fearless-class patrol vessels.

LTc chew chun chau, Operations Manager 
of the LMV Project Office since 2010, gives the 
background: “We had been operating the fearless-
class patrol vessels for close to 20 years. Although 
they served the RSn very well, we saw the need for 
a vessel that is better able to handle the wide range 
of missions required of the RSn due to changes 
in the operational environment and the increasing 
complexity of maritime threats. Therefore, we 
mooted the idea of a Littoral Mission Vessel that is 
a lot more versatile, larger, with longer endurance 
and able to operate more effectively even in high 
sea states.” 

With his command experience on patrol 
vessels and postings on board missile corvettes, 
LTc chew’s role lies in communicating the RSn’s 
operational needs to DSTA. 

DSTA Project Lead Lena Lim Bee hua 
elaborates: “At DSTA, we started with a strong 
appreciation of the RSn’s operational require-
ments. from there, we looked at what was available 
in the market before doing an assessment of what 
we thought was the most cost-effective solution. 
Then, together with the RSn, we conceptualised 
the ship design.”   

it was a very challenging undertaking for 
DSTA, according to LTc chew. it entailed 
integrating components and sub-systems from 
different countries and manufacturers. Adds Lim: 
“everything from the hull design to the mast, and 
to the combat systems on board was carefully 
selected then integrated. Therein lies our primary 
challenge: how to make all these different systems 

[ABOVE] 
A remote-
controlled 
Defender 
robot placing 
potentially 
hazardous 
material  into 
a container for 
further analysis.

[BELOW]
Servicemen 
pose with a 106 
Recoiless Gun 
in the 1970s. 
The 106 is now 
replaced by the 
Light Strike 
Vehicle.

[FACING TOP] 
RSN’s Protector 
Unmanned 
Surface Vessel.

[FACING BOTTOM]
RSAF’s F-15SG.
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from around the world fit together, and be able to 
communicate with each other. We have sensors 
from one country interacting with a combat man-
agement system developed in-house by DSTA, and 
the guns were purchased from different countries 
as well. When you put them together, you have 
to make them talk the same language and be able 
to function effectively as an integrated suite to 
engage a target swiftly. We ran many integration 
reviews where we talked about the bits and 
bytes, the messages that flow between systems, 
to make sure that every bit was accounted for.”

To enable a much smaller crew to man the 
LMV, DSTA not only integrated the systems on 
board and introduced greater automation, it also 
integrated the workstations and processes to an 
unprecedented extent. With the LMV’s Bridge, 
combat information centre (cic) and Machinery 
control Room (McR) occupying a single space, 
there is greater synergy, more awareness and 

tighter coordination among the crew members. 
DSTA does not work in a vacuum. explains 

Lena: “We conducted very rigorous interviews 
of patrol vessel crew to understand their duties, 
and then we redistributed the workload to a 
smaller crew. We then put them in a simulated 
environment to refine ship operations. Using 
desktop computers, servers and big screens, we 
simulated the integrated Bridge-cic-McR so that 
we could study work processes and procedures 
under numerous mission scenarios.”

Over the years, DSTA has regularly delivered 
many other significant and award-winning 
projects. These include the SAR21, the infrared 
fever Screening System (which was named one 
of Time magazine’s coolest inventions in 2003 and 
received the US Tech Museum Award in 2004), the 
comprehensive Maritime Awareness System, the 
Gulfstream 550 Airborne early Warning Aircraft 
and the Multi-Mission Range complex.

[ABOVE] 
The Advanced 
Combat Man 
System (ACMS) 
provides 
tactical units 
with network 
capabilities.

[RIGHT]
The RBS-70 
ground-based air 
defence weapon, 
mounted on a 
V-200 vehicle.

[LEFT] 
LTC Chew Chun 
Chau and Lena 
Lim Bee Hua 
with a model of 
the LMV.
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For most oF us who have served National 
service, our relationship with the weapon issued 
to us as our personal armament is physical, 
psychological and emotional. A week into Basic 
military training, we are issued our rifle and told 
various versions of the exhortation: “This is your 
wife. Guard her with your life.”

It is also perhaps fitting that this “wife” would 
(for most of us) have been our first companion 
with seriously lethal abilities: a rate of fire of 
450 to 650 rounds a minute, a muzzle velocity of 
close to 1 km per second and, in good weather, a 
maximum effective range of 460 m, just to name 
a few.

Zealous instructors would have demonstrated 
the power of the rifle. I remember a particular 
instructor who liked to show us how even with 
blank ammunition, he could destroy a bag of 
teh-o, and after that, show us where the entry and 
exit “wounds” were in the former drink receptacle.

That instructor also told us that if you lined 
up people in a row, you could kill up to seven of 
them with one bullet. For some of us, this was the 
moment we realised that we were now for the first 
time in our lives, armed and very dangerous. We 
could seriously maim and kill any living thing 
with just the pull of a trigger. And when that didn’t 
work, we could attach a bayonet to our rifle and 
fight hand-to-hand.

The first soldiers in the sAF were initially 
armed with British issued sLrs (self-Loading 
rifle), a weapon identical to the Belgian arms 

maker Fabrique Nationale d’Armes de Guerre’s 
(FN) FN-FAL rifle. Highly popular from the 1950s 
through to the early 1970s, it was heavier and 
longer than its successors in the sAF.

The time of singapore’s independence coin-
cided with the escalation of the Vietnam War, 
where American servicemen were beginning to be 
issued with a lightweight, selective-fire and highly 
accurate service rifle that was also touted as being 
low-maintenance. 

It seemed ideal for our slighter-built service-
men, and singapore purchased small numbers 
of the Colt Ar-15, a predecessor of the m16A1. 

PeRsonAL ARMs
to Have, to Hold and to FireBenjamin Lee

[FACING] 
Rifle main-
tenance by 1st 
Gen soldiers, 
circa 1970.

[LEFT]
A soldier 
maintaining a 
tight grip on 
his rifle, even in 
sleep.
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However, rather than purchasing small arms from 
other countries, a decision was taken to set up 
the Chartered Industries of singapore (CIs) to 
produce our own ammunition and small arms. 
In 1973, CIs purchased the licence to produce a 
version of the m16, known as the m-16s1, and 
as more units in the sAF were being formed, this 
rifle became the ubiquitous accompaniment of the 
servicemen.

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, however, CIs 
continued to find a replacement for the m-16s1, 
hiring foreign weapons engineers and rifle makers 
and taking the best features of existing small arms 
(such as the direct gas operation of the m16’s bolt 
mechanism) and experimenting with designs 
suited to our own soldiers. 

one of the results of their labour was a little 
known rifle called sAr 80. It was issued to some 
of the support units in the sAF, such as the school 
of transport (sot), in the 1980s. I remember 
being issued one while seconded to the sot 
for motorcycle training. It was heavier at 3.7 kg 
unloaded compared with 2.8 kg unloaded for the 
m-16s1. Furthermore, by the time it was issued to 
some of the support units, the sAF had begun to 
undertake its journey towards being the modern 
Third Generation force where more advanced 
weapons, personal arms included, were needed.

I was fortunate enough to be part of the tran-
sition when the sAr21 – jointly developed by 
the Defence science and technology Agency and 
singapore technologies Kinetics – was introduced 
to sAF units. It has a sleek-looking design with the 
magazine behind the trigger group, making it an 
overall shorter weapon even though it has a full 
length rifle barrel.

more importantly, it also has a built-in scope 
and a laser aiming device, and it can fire accurately 
right out of the factory without further calibrating 
– great features for those bespectacled in the sAF. 
some of us who straddled both the m-16s1 and 
sAr21 eras complain about the latter’s weight or 
that it is not fully ambidextrous, but for the most 
part, we’d all be united and right-handed behind 
the sights of the first fully indigenous assault rifle.

PErsoNAL rIFLEs, tHEN AND NoW 
(main features)

Ar-15 (1967 – current)
Weight: 3.40 kg (with 30-round mag)
Length: 98 cm
Features: safe, semi or auto switch

m-16s1 (1973 – current)
Weight: 3.40 kg
Length: 98 cm
Features: safe, semi or auto switch 

sAr21 (1999 – current)
Weight: 4.00 kg (with scope and LAD)
Length: 80.5 cm
Features: 1.5 or 3X optical sight 
translucent magazine to assess remaining ammo
Built-in Laser Aiming Device (LAD) for 
night aiming.
Low recoil
Kevlar cheek plate to protect soldier in case 
of breech explosion.
Factory-zeroed, reducing timing needed to 
zero weapon to suit different users.  

[FACING] 
Checking that 
the barrel is clear 
of “spiders”.

[ABOVE]
Clearing arms is 
standard practice 
after training 
with blank 
rounds or live- 
firing.

[LEFT]
Weapons 
Presentation 
Ceremony on the 
RSS Endurance 
during the SAF50 
celebrations on 
Total Defence 
Day, 15 February 
2015.
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It Is not the most conventional of couplings 
but the relationship between singapore’s war-
fighters and defence scientists or technologists is 
no less happy. In fact, it is a union in which both 
sides have offered the best of themselves to give the 
sAF its 3rd Generation edge. some have likened 
the partnership to a family that shares a common 
interest to build a home – only in this case, it is 
the uniformed military men and scientists who 
are working together to develop game-changing 
battlefield technology.

over the last two decades, this relationship 
between combat operators and technologists, 
now dubbed “ops-tech integration”, has produced 
or improved singapore’s meanest war machines 
in the air, water and on land, such as the stealth 
frigates, unmanned aerial vehicles and Leopard 
main battle tanks. 

The breakthroughs made by defence engineers 
and scientists from various organisations, inclu-
ding the Defence science and technology Agency 
(DstA) and Dso national Laboratories, have 
made an impact on the everyday training and 
operations in the sAF. Dso’s chief executive Quek 
Gim Pew said at least two innovations a year from 
Dso are deemed by servicemen as game-changing 
technology. 

But the road to rolling out an innovation can 
still be pretty rough, especially when ops people 
and tech people have to sit down and talk about 
what should or should not be done. Dso national 
Laboratories researcher Conrad Chong, part of 

the team that is overseeing the development and 
testing of the sKYBLADe IV, revealed that there 
would always be differing ideas, when the sAF, 
scientists and engineers developed this unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) together. “There will be dis-
agreements for sure because we are passionate 
about what we do in our respective fields,” said 
the programme’s deputy technical manager.

There are also expectations of those who 
would finally use the technology on the ground. 
As CoL David neo, who heads the sAF’s Joint 
Plans and transformation Department, said: 
“As operators, we would like to use the most up-
to-date stuff and want to roll things out quickly 
but technology evolves even faster than what we 
envision. so there is a trade-off – we settle for the 
most operationally-effective platform that is most 
cost effective.”

Thus, DstA plays its part in bridging the gap 
between the operation and technical aspects. hia 
Lee Kee, who heads the capability development of 
UAVs in DstA, underlines the need for working 
as a team: “We find out what one side needs and 
assist the other side to close the gaps and best meet 
those needs. After all, no one wants to end up with 
a white elephant that’s not usable in the field.”

For Chong, he could have built a platform 
that could see the furthest and stay up in the air 
for as long as possible. But that would have also 
meant an extra 20 kg of batteries and sensors 
that foot soldiers had to add to their combat load 
– something that would not be desirable and 

oPs-tecH InteGRAtIon
Giving Warriors what they needJermyn Chow

[FACING] 
The Skyblade 
III, compact and 
lightweight, can 
be launched by 
hand.
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feasible when they have to move tactically over 
long distances and be nimble enough to dodge the 
enemy. “It’s not just a blank paper on which we can 
do whatever we desire,” explained Chong. 

This collaborative approach has also brought 
about other practical innovations for the 
sKYBLADe IV, which is still in the testing phase 
of its development. Its stand has been designed 
such that the system can be prepared and moved 
easily even on uneven dirt tracks. Its Graphics 
User Interface has been made more intuitive for 
non-technical operators by introducing features 
such as “cut-and-paste” and “drag-and-drop”. 

In the end, when it comes to ops-tech 
integration, both sides will have to work out 
what is really needed, what is better and what 
is actually possible, practical and user-friendly. 
That means all parties have to arrive at a common 
understanding to get the best bang for the buck.

This is how mInDeF/sAF has been building 
its defence ecosystem, a term that refers to the 
various entities which work together to contribute 
to the country’s defence – from the Army, navy 
and Air Force of the sAF to R&D agencies, 
and research institutions, mInDeF’s defence 
technology and acquisition arm DstA, Dso 
and homegrown defence contractor singapore 
technologies engineering.

over the years, this ecosystem has grown to 

include more than 5,000 defence scientists and 
engineers. This development keeps apace with 
the sAF’s evolution from being mainly a buyer of 
military hardware to a co-developer of systems 
capabilities. It is no longer good enough for the 
sAF to take the well-worn route of outsourcing 
the business of defence by giving specifications 
and getting the best supplier through a tender to 
build up its capabilities. Instead, it combines the 
best off-the-shelf stuff with domestic know-how 
to create singapore-modified war machines that 
have more impact in battle.

As Deputy Prime minister and then-minister 
for Defence teo Chee hean said in 2006, every 
country needs to retain its own indigenous 
cutting-edge defence capabilities. Dr ng eng 
hen, minister for Defence since 2011, reiterated 
the importance for singapore to rely on its own 
talent to retain its technological edge. “We can’t 
ask others, ‘Can you teach me this technology?’ 
because they themselves are looking for it and 
trying to develop it,” said Dr ng.

The journey from the laboratory to the 
battlefield is never easy. But as Chief Defence 
scientist Quek tong Boon said in 2014: “We have 
a culture that accepts that there is no shortcut to 
true innovation... it’s part of the journey to success.” 
It requires a lot of research and development, trial 
and error, before technologists and warfighters 
get it right. A lot of the resulting changes also 
go beyond talk. engineers often join soldiers to 
see exactly what operators face in the field. For 
example, the project team working on the Leopard 
main battle tanks sweated it out with the drivers, 
while DstA’s engineers sailed many times while 
developing the navy’s stealth frigates. 

That most of the engineers – at least the men 
among them – have gone through ns is one 
advantage that singapore’s defence ecosystem 
enjoys. As DstA engineer Yang Dongyu said: 
“We are also nsmen. We know the importance 
of keeping our equipment light and portable so 
that we can train and fight more efficiently.” so, as 
CoL neo said: “We all speak the same language 
and there is a sense of closeness and familiarity.”

[FACING] 
The Light Strike 
Vehicle LSV MKII, 
produced by ST 
Kinetics, has three 
variants.

[ABOVE]
A Skyblade 
operator 
uploading the 
pre-planned 
routes from the 
ground control 
station. 

[LEFT]
Troops equipped 
with the Advanced 
Combat Man 
System (ACMS) for 
networked urban 
operations.
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Combat personnel may get all the glamour: 
their faces war-painted, they stare purposefully 
while toting one weapon or another. but if one 
were to look closely at the capabilities of the 
logistics and engineering corps of the singapore 
armed Forces (saF), it would be hard not to be 
impressed.

Just consider the number of training exercises 
conducted overseas on a regular basis – and we’re 
not talking about a short jaunt to a neighbouring 
country. australia, Us and Germany are among the 
countries we ship and fly our personnel together 
with tonnes of equipment and ordnance to.

speaking of ordnance, the saF’s journey 
to being a logistical behemoth par excellence 
began in 1968 with the creation of the Chartered 
Industries of singapore – a government-linked 
company charged with the manufacture of 5.56 
mm ammunition rounds for the rifles of the 
fledgling armed Forces. There are stories of how 
engineers had to rely on trial and error to obtain 
the optimal number of grains of gunpowder in 
each cartridge, and the risky business of testing 
each experimental round. The made-in-singapore 
ordnance meant that the saF no longer had to be 
dependent on the overseas winds of policy, if one 
had to purchase ordnance.

our own capabilities in air engineering and 
logistics were also built up when the singapore 
air Defence Command (saDC) was formed on 
1 september 1968. Given that most of the british 
forces were leaving singapore by the end of 1971, 

the saDC had to ensure that there were enough 
singaporeans to support and sustain their fledging 
operations. The saDC dealt with this in a multi-
faceted manner – sending personnel overseas for 
training, recruiting locally-trained people and 
setting up technical training schools.

The first batch of six technicians was sent to 
France for a six-month course to learn about the 
saDC’s first helicopter purchase – the alouette 
III. after they returned, they even had to assemble 
the helicopters upon delivery in singapore.   

 today, highly-trained servicemen and women 
across all ranks are proud to be in the field of 
logistics – from ordnance storage management to 
maintenance of military hardware – knowing that 
they are the backbone of the most efficiently run 
armed forces in the region.

LoGIstIcs & enGIneeRInG
Keeping things in shape 
and ever Ready

Jermyn Chow

[FACING] 
RSN specialists 
learnt about the 
servicing and 
maintenence of 
submarines from 
their Swedish 
counterparts.

[BELOW]
Skyhawks 
prepared for 
deployment 
to an overseas 
exercise.
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This is especially true for the rsn’s submarine 
engineering crew, who ensure the operational 
readiness of the submarines. shortly after the 
rsn decided to purchase submarines from 
sweden, personnel travelled there to learn and 
train on the submarine’s capabilities as well as 
her requirements in servicing and maintenance. 
The rsn commissioned its first Challenger-class 
submarine in 1997.

With support and maintenance not exactly at 
one’s beck and call, ensuring that the submarines 
operate safely, efficiently and effectively becomes 
critical tasks for the engineering crew. “a submarine 
sails independently, just like a space shuttle out in 
space. anything that happens on board will have 
to be solved by the crew,” said me3 tay Chay 
Yong, former coxswain of rss Swordsman. “That 
underlines the complexity and importance of the 
training involved where everyone needs to be well 
versed in the engineering and combat systems of 
the submarine.”

“During operations, we do not have the luxury 
of surfacing or even having parts shipped to us to 
conduct repairs,” added me5 Issaz ng. “as such, 
we have a very stringent maintenance regime 

where every little defect is rectified immediately.”
back on land, the military hardware that the 

saF has had to acquire from abroad needs to 
be adapted to the tropical heat and humidity. 
engineers from the saF and singapore 
technologies Kinetics work closely to ensure that 
extra attention is paid to the deterioration rate of 
hatch and door seals, engine temperatures and 
that all-important morale-boosting thing known 
as air-conditioning.

The leopard 2sG main battle tanks (mbt) 
are one of the acquisitions that have undergone 
“singaporeanisation”, with military expert engin-
eers working to push the combat vehicle to its 
limits in testing. These exhaustive trials culminate 
in each vehicle’s localised operating instructions 
for the men and women who are eventually tasked 
with using them in training and combat. What is 
noteworthy as well is that operating procedures 
are reviewed and amended when feedback and 
new knowledge of the vehicle is obtained.

When asked whether she would have preferred 
being in a combat unit rather than an engineer, 
me4 lai Qiu Yue who specialises in the leopard 
mbt – showing a faint facial scar from a knock 
against a hatch in a moving tank that drew blood 
– said that it was the most exciting job she could 
ever imagine having. more importantly, she said it 
was the responsibility of having to make a piece of 
hardware safe for soldiers to use that drove her on.

over the years, the saF has proven its ability 
to swing into action. meulaboh in 2004 comes 
to mind, with our men and vehicles assisting the 
rescue and recovery of the Indonesian region 
worst affected by that terrible earthquake and 
tsunami. It was hard not to be impressed with the 
combined efforts of combat units and logistics 
formations of the air Force, navy and army. It 
was possibly also the first time most members of 
the public got to see the rsaF’s mobile air traffic 
control tower, in action at aceh airport.

so the next time you see a poster featuring a 
combat warrior, submariner or fighter pilot, think 
about every mechanic, armourer and engineer 
behind them.

[ABOVE] 
Riggers hooking 
ammunition 
boxes to a 
Chinook 
helicopter.

[FACING TOP]
A midshipman 
learning how to 
keep the engine 
room shipshape.

[FACING BOTTOM]
Unpacking 
equipment 
during overseas 
training.
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Fashion vs Function is the current idea in 
fashion. it is about performance wear, techno 
materials and wearable technology. in this, the 
saF is fashion forward.

But it was not always so. The first generation 
temasek Green saF combat uniform debuted in 
1967 for the army, navy and air Force. Made of 
thick cotton, it had two patched pockets for the 
shirt, and three pockets for the trousers. The shirt 
had to be tucked in. The specifications go down to 
such details as “the first button on the shirt has to be 
3.75 to 4 inches from the collar down”. The thread 
used for the trousers also had to be of a specific 
tensile strength. although it was fashionably slim 
cut for the sixties, it was not particularly practical 
to serve double duty as a parade uniform and for 
field training.

For foot drills, the uniform had to be starched 
till the shirt could stand on its own and ironed 
using more spray starch till it was creaseless. That 
meant that one would have to walk down stairs 
in the manner of a robot to prevent creasing. But 
after 15 minutes of marching in the hot sun, that 
perfection was gone with the sweat flowing down 
your back. 

Even for field training, some kiasu soldiers 
lightly starched and ironed this same no 4 dress. 
But with the skeletal Battle order or Full Battle 
order thrown on and after clambering up the 
three-tonner, it made no difference anyway.

in 1979, this uniform was made with a darker 
green fabric which retained the name temasek 

UnIFoRMs
sAF Fashion ForwardHayden Ng

[FACING] 
No 4 uniform, 
1979.

[BELOW]
Warrant officers 
showing the 
standard 
required of 
uniforms, circa 
1970.
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Green. shirt and trousers were cut baggier to 
every young man’s relief. Worn as no 3 dress, the 
shirt had to be tucked in; and if worn as no 4 field 
dress, it would have to be worn over the bottoms.

Meanwhile, for the navy, a sandy beige 
replaced temasek Green in March 1971 – first 
with long sleeves that required to be rolled up, 
then with sleeves cut short six years later.

in 1983, temasek Green was replaced by a fabric 
influenced by the american-developed ERDL 
(Engineer Research & Development Laboratories) 
camouflage-patterned cloth of black, forest green, 
browns and tans. This was coincidental because 
in the year before, when the movie Rambo: First 
Blood sprayed holes through box-office records, 
among the fashionable colours were black, forest 
green and different shades of browns and tans.

There are stories of some die-hard Enciks who 
tried to keep the old standards, but i could have 
told them that starched camo is a major fashion 
mis-statement.

This lightly rubberised fabric was found not 
to be very colour-fast and a new version was 
introduced in 1985 as the saF transited into its 
2nd Generation. Made of a lighter weight fabric 
and with better air permeability, this version of 
the uniform was very comfortable. With sylvester 
stallone’s continuing Rambo series keeping the 
camo look in the forefront, the uniform became 
a fashionable and popular wear with outdoor 
campers and youths, so much so that the saF had 
to remind fashionistas that to wear it casually was 
an offence under the Decorations and uniforms 
act of 1922.

so, this style of outfield wear lasted 25 years 
in the army. With the switch of label from the 
singapore air Defence command (saDc) to 
the Republic of singapore air Force (RsaF), the 
air boys first modelled their crisp blue and white 
ensemble in 1975. Likewise, in 1982, our sailors 
went back to the classic navy blue and white. 
Meanwhile, there were also other kinds of combat 
uniforms for different vocations. My favourite is 
the always fashionable jumpsuit for our tankees, 
sailors and pilots (the word “overall” is not in my 

[FACING] 
Spray starch 
was used to give 
extra crispness 
when ironing 
parade uniforms, 
1970s.

[RIGHT]
No 4, No 5 and 
PT kit, circa 1975.

[BELOW]
Camouflage-
patterned 
uniform 
introduced in 
1983.
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vocabulary) although the two-piece naval combat 
Rig in lightweight navy material with reflective 
strips on right arm and left leg (to improve the 
visibility of sailors at work) introduced in 2005 is 
quite trendy.

on 3 september 2008, the saF announced 
that it would introduce a new combat uniform 
to servicemen over a three-year period starting 
from 2009. The tougher but lighter fabric is of a 

50/50 polyester and cotton blend with enhanced 
wicking ability which allows for quick absorption. 
in addition, the uniform is coated with a special 
chemical that keeps mosquitoes away lending 
itself to be a very smart fabric. 

This fabric has a pixelated design. shades of 
green for the army, and different grey and blue 
hues announced in May 2012 for the air Force 
and navy respectively, all for better camouflage 
in specific and different operating environments. 
Micro-patterns within macro-patterns also reduce 
detection of wearers at short distance.  

in the development of our pixel designs, the 
saF and the Defence science and technology 
agency (Dsta) conducted extensive studies and 
field trials to develop these designs. 

however, the researchers noted that night 
vision devices negated the effects of pixelisation by 
showing all the colours in the camouflage pattern 
as a single tone. to counter this, the material was 
given near infra-red (niR) treatment to ensure 
that every colour in the camouflage pattern 
reflected a different wavelength. 

The change of fabric was not the only switch. 
The uniform was also carefully redesigned and 
various versions were tested in field scenarios to 
enhance the 3rd Gen saF servicemen’s operational 
effectiveness. it comes with fewer buttons on 
the chest and none on the shoulders, but with 
convenient velcro features. These details relieve 
the pressure on the soldier’s body when he dons 
body armour. it has inward buttoning sleeves to 
prevent entanglement with foreign objects. Lining 
has been added to reduce abrasion to the groin – 
very important for route marches!

side pockets are pleated to provide comfort 
when filled, and their angle allows access when 
sitting. an internal pouch within the side pocket 
was thoughtfully included for keeping small 
accessories. The shirt can even be folded up to 
make an improvised triangular sling. But this is 
my favourite detail of all – the saF has designed a 
turn-up mandarin collar to prevent abrasion from 
the rifle sling. 

Functional. Fashion forward.

[RIGHT] 
No 2 dress for 
dining in, circa 
1992.

[BELOW]
Overseas service 
medal.

[ABOVE] 
No 1 uniform 
inspection.

[FAR LEFT]
Trying on a beret 
at the uniform 
and accessories 
counter at SAFE 
Supermarket, 
1980s.

[LEFT]
Cartoon of 
the current Air 
Force, Navy and 
Army pixelated 
uniforms.
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Beon Kan is a leather craftsman based in 
Taiwan. John Clang is an acclaimed art and fashion 
photographer working from new York. Kagen 
Lim works in a freight forwarding company in 
Singapore. They met during nS and became fast 
friends. They share this story about camaraderie 
and what it means to them.

Background 
Beon: My dad is a cobbler and my mum is a 
housewife. I have two elder brothers and one elder 
sister. I am living in Taiwan with my wife now. We 
are doing leather craft to earn a living.
John: I came from a typical working-class family. 
My dad worked in a hawker centre while my mum 
used to work in the emporium. I’m an artist.
Kagen: My dad is a retired cabby, and now 
working as a trolley retriever in Changi airport. 
My mum works in a secondary school near our 
home as a general worker. I have three sisters and 
one brother. I work in the air export Department 
of a freight forwarding company. 

First impressions 
Beon: I first met John in Maju Camp. We were 
posted to the wrong camp and didn’t do much 
talking while being sent to the right unit – Field 
Defence Squadron (FDS) in Paya Lebar air Base. 
Both of us then met Kagen, but three of us were 
still strangers to each other.
John: I met Beon and Kagen while doing my nS. 
My first impression of Beon was: he’s trouble. The 

cAMARADeRIe
Interviews with ns Buddies

[ABOVE]
Playing a mess 
game, a tradition 
inherited from 
the British 
forces, circa 
1968. 

[FACING & LEFT] 
NS buddies 
relaxing at the 
beach, circa 
1968.
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first impression of Kagen was that he’s a good 
listener. Both of them have a kind heart.
Kagen: Three of us first met when we were posted 
to Paya Lebar air Base as Regimental Police after 
we went through Basic Military Training for three 
months. at that time, we did not know each other, 
and there was no special impression as the three 
of us were not “special” among the whole lot of 
trainees. From my observation, Beon is very 
talkative and he jokes a lot. He is quite fun to be 
with. as for John, he is very hardworking. He 
always had a drawing book with him. He never 
stops his creativity and ideas from flowing. I do 
admire his strong love for photography.  

Becoming friends
Beon: We were doing 24-hour shift duty, so it 
should be in this way when either one of us was 
paired to stand guard together and had the chance 
to chat and become friends more than nS mates.
John: That was when I felt the need to reach out 
to both of them after nS. I realised then that they 
were more than fellow nS mates.
Kagen: Three of us are totally different characters. 
Beon talked a lot, I talked less, and John was in-
between the both of us. I acted as a listener to both 
of them, and that made us click as good friends for 
the next 20-odd years till now. everyone chooses 
their own friends that make him feel comfortable, 
and comfortable to be with. as I am more of an 
introvert, I did not choose them but they chose 
me as friend.  

Memories of NS
Beon: We mostly had to stand guard at different 
checkpoints, so didn’t really have the chance to 
be together all the time. John and I had closer 
checkpoints which shared the same rest area, so 
we chatted more often. We also had the chance to 
work on a poster project for FDS. He took care 
of photo shooting and I drew a cartoon. We were 
part of a team of around seven members if I am 
not wrong. oh yes, John and I have something in 
common in the army – we were marksmen. I can’t 
remember the place we went for training… there 

[ABOVE] 
Encouraging a 
team mate at a 
combat run, circa 
1970.

[BELOW]
RSAF officers 
chatting during 
mealtime, 1970s.

[FACING TOP] 
Games Day at 
BMTC bond 
recruits beyond 
the context of 
training, 2014.
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Midshipmen 
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to clean an Oto 
Melara gun, 
2011.
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and there is the so-called brotherhood among us. 
But somehow, not everyone can be your brother. 

What friendship means
Beon: Both of them are my best friends, showing 
me a bright way when I am lost and listening to my 
problems when needed. This is more than enough.
John: Beon and Kagen will never say no to me and 
that idea is already the best thing.
Kagen: John and Beon always make the effort to 
arrange to meet up with me whenever they come 
back to Singapore. I treasure that a lot. I will 
always find time to meet them too. I think that is 
the best thing among the three of us. Simple but 
appreciative. 

Staying as friends
Beon: That is too easy nowadays – either email, 
Facebook, Whatsapp or handphone.
John: We truly care about one another and wish 

is a railway track around there – now that brings 
back some memories.
John: Digging trenches and filling sandbags with 
Beon complaining non-stop and Kagen quietly 
doing his task. Impressively, we completed what 
was needed.
Kagen: our bond was not so strong when we 
were still doing nS as most of the time we were 
appointed to different checkpoints for sentry duty. 
Beon was stationed in the Pass office, John was 
doing sentry duty, but the rest area was the Pass 
office. For myself, I always got posted to another 
end of the air base to do sentry duty. So basically, 
John and Beon had much more time to know each 
other and I later joined in when I was posted back 
to HQ when we almost oRD. 

Keeping in touch
Beon: I think 1993 was when we oRD. Three of us 
didn’t really keep in touch after that till we served 
our first ICT. That was the time we got closer and 
stayed in contact till now.
John: I think we oRD in 1994, honestly not too 
sure. I vividly remember that Kagen and I took the 
bus together and I felt a bit sad. and I truly cannot 
remember how we kept in touch. I guess we just 
called each other and met.
Kagen: We oRD in 1990… 1991, I forgot. after 
oRD, John went to new York. We never contacted 
each other for some time during that period. 
However, Beon and I did keep in contact as we 
were both living in Singapore. I often went to 
Beon’s work place at orchard area whenever I was 
free. John always called me whenever he came 
back to Singapore. nowadays, it is even easier to 
keep in touch with social networking platforms. 

Lessons from NS
Beon: My duty was in the Pass office. I am 
wondering if it helped me to know how to organise 
my customer data now.
John: I’m never that alone and things can be done 
when we dedicate ourselves to it.
Kagen: nS is all about consideration for each 
other since a whole lot of men live under one roof, 

one another the best. The friendships stay strong 
because we know we will be there for one another 
when it’s needed. no excuse.
Kagen: John and Beon are the only two friends 
that I have really watched progressing throughout 
the years. They are doing what they are happy with. 
They have their own dreams and are working hard 
to achieve them. They are my inspiration.

NS Buddies
Beon: Making friends is easy but whether it lasts 
long is something else. In fact, I am still in contact 
with most of our FDS mates/friends after all these 
years.
John: If you ever found one, it’s a lifetime affair.
Kagen: You can see lot of different kinds of 
individuals during nS. You get to choose what 
type of person you want to be friends with. You 
can have lot of friends but only a few can be your 
bosom buddies in life.

[ABOVE] 
Carrom was a 
popular game 
in barrack lines 
after training 
hours in the 
1970s.

[BELOW]
Camaraderie 
extended 
beyond camp for 
NSmen such as 
these gathered 
for a home party.
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The Chinese 
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ROD (Run-Out-
Date) send-off 
in the 1970s 
mean ‘meet you 
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was then known 
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A cross-section of women were interviewed 
for their observations about ns and their con-
cerns, hopes and approaches to supporting their 
sons and husbands in military service. Mildred 
sim is a wife, a mother and a working professional. 
eliza Heng is a civil servant who loves good food, 
kind people and creative spaces. Ann Hussein 
is a singer, songwriter and vocal show director 
of Universal studios singapore. Pauline Goh is 
a housewife and a widow with two sons. Wendy 
Yeap is a professional counsellor whose husband 
and son are regulars in the sAF. nagappan reddy 
Thanapakiam is a nurse. 

What were your concerns before your son was 
enlisted? Now, how real or imagined were they? 

Mildred Sim: His safety and well-being 
were always our primary concern. We knew he 
would face challenges be they physical, mental 
or emotional. The question was how would he 
respond and would he be able to keep up. My 
wish then was simply that he would complete his 
nsF years without any mishap and have a positive 
experience and later look at ns not as a “waste of 
time” but a time with some good, some bad, and 
perhaps even some unusual or funny incidents. i 
gave him a cross and some Bible verses to keep 

MotHeRs & WIVes
What they say 

[FACING & LEFT] 
Grandmothers 
– note the one 
with bound feet 
– eager to see 
their grandsons 
during a family-
visit day, circa 
1968.
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close whenever he was troubled.
in terms of the physical aspect, as parents, 

the first concern was always about his safety. 
Accidents do happen. Kevin was a rugby player 
in school and he had already sustained several 
rather serious injuries. Because of the severity of 
these injuries, he was rated Pes c when he went 
for his medical assessment. As a parent, i thought 
the half-day briefing on the first day Kevin went 
into ns at Pulau tekong was very reassuring. i 
could see the environment and the precautions 
that were taken. We were given an outline of what 
the enlistment programme would entail and the 
contact telephone numbers of the oc and co etc.

For the social aspect, i was concerned about 
whether he would fit and adjust to the demands 
of ns and if he would make friends. You hear 
stories about how depressing or how difficult 
some boys found it. Like all mothers, i was not 
just concerned but was deeply worried about this 
“fit and adjustment” period. i think it was great 
that they allowed the ns recruits to call home 
in the evenings. i looked forward anxiously to 
these calls and soon i realised that Kevin was not 
only adjusting to the programme but he was also 
making new friends. 

on the first day he was allowed out, my 
husband and i went an hour earlier than expected 
to the White sands shopping Mall. When i saw 
the buses drive in i could hardly contain myself, 
searching among the shaven heads of young boys 
disembarking from the buses for Kevin. They all 
looked so similar! i soon spotted him and i felt 
like running and hugging him but had to act as 
the “cool” mum as i didn’t want to embarrass him 
in front of his BMt mates. These weekly trips as 
well as washing his clothes and ensuring they were 
all dried in time for the following week became a 
routine for us.

Eliza Heng: i was worried initially that my 
sons may have conflicted views about acquiring 
combat skills especially when they are relatively 
peace loving. But the sAF has prepared them well 
in this aspect of gaining emotional and mental 
preparedness to defend singapore in a war situation.

[ABOVE & 
FACING TOP] 
Anxiety brought 
some to tears in 
the days when 
enlistees said 
goodbye to 
family members 
at CMPB.
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Mothers brought 
treats and home-
cooked food 
for their sons 
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Ann Hussein: i was worried about the level 
of intensity of the exercises because my son was 
a little overweight, often slept late and did not 
exercise regularly. Also, i had heard stories of 
platoon sergeants scolding and “bullying” recruits; 
and there was a fear that that might happen to my 
son. i was afraid that he would not be able to cope 
mentally as well as physically. My concerns were 
real, but the sAF has tackled my concerns with 
their improved method of training recruits so i 
need not worry any more about my son’s ability 
to cope. 

Pauline Goh: i was actually looking forward to 
him being enlisted as i’d heard stories from friends 
about how much the boys would mature whilst in 
there. one of my main concerns was that he might 
find BMt too tough as he was not very active in 
sports whilst in school. As it turned out, he did 
suffer some injuries during the three months 
of BMt but persevered because he wanted to 
graduate with his mates. 

Wendy Yeap: i don’t think i had any serious 
concerns because i had been mentally prepared for 
it since my son was born. i had been intentionally 
positive towards ns because i believe that when 
a boy has a positive attitude, he would have no or 
at least fewer problems adjusting to the demands 
of ns. i also believe that much of our children’s 
attitudes towards challenges they encounter are 
largely influenced by the attitude of their parents. 

i had also prepared my son for ns from young. 
i think he grew up just knowing that this was 
something that he would have to do. When i teach 
him a skill, i sometimes mention how the skill 
might help him in ns. 

it was quite amusing to find that some of the 
methods i used to teach my son were the same as 
those the army uses. i discovered this during my 
visit to tekong on the day my son enlisted. When 
my son was small, i would teach him how to pack 
his room by labelling his shelves so that he would 
know how to put away his things in the right 
places. i even took a photo of the interior of his 
cupboard and stuck it on the inside of the door so 
that he would know how to put away his clothes in 

neat stacks. similarly, the army helped the recruits 
know the level of neatness expected of them by 
sticking a photo of what their lockers must look 
like on the inside of one of the locker doors. i told 
my husband that i was way ahead of the sAF!

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: i was worried 
if he could cope with the ns lifestyle as he had 
been pampered at home with a maid attending 
to all his needs. These concerns turned out to be 
real as he struggled to adapt at the beginning, 
like waking up really early, neatening his bed and 
doing his own laundry daily.

How did NS change your son?
Mildred Sim: Kevin has always been a 

responsible young man. However, my husband 
and i noticed he became more mature and more 
caring. For example, he would do extra chores in 
the house without being asked, or offer his batch 
mates rides to a more convenient Mrt station. 
Maybe they were taught to look out for one 
another. When he was posted to the Air Force 
school to help in their instructional teaching, he 
soon became fast friends with the cohort who was 
posted there. They worked, lunched and went out 
in the evenings together. sometimes they stayed 
overnight when they needed to finish a project.

Eliza Heng: They gained maturity in their 
outlook on life and found a better appreciation of 
the diverse friendships forged within the platoons. 
They have become less self-centered and are more 
accepting of the little inconveniences of life.

Ann Hussein: ns has taught him discipline 
most of all. He is more independent, confident 
and takes care of his weight and health by eating 
healthily and exercising even when he comes 
home on weekends so as to maintain his weight. 
He is looking much fitter and behaves more 
maturely and responsibly. As a mother, i now see 
ns as a necessary process in the growing up years 
of all males.

Pauline Goh: i think he appreciates a lot more 
things! For example, he used not to eat my or his 
brother’s left-overs, but when he got out of BMt, 
i was pleasantly surprised that he was willing to 

[ABOVE & LEFT] 
Family members 
are quick to 
express pride and 
encouragement 
to servicemen, 
whether they 
are a recruit still 
undergoing BMT 
or an officer 
who has been 
promoted.
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wallop our left-overs there and then at the hawker 
centre! He became more chin chye – easy going, 
less particular.

Wendy Yeap: ns was good for my son. He 
learned to be even more responsible. He took care 
of his laundry when he came home on weekends. 
He washed off the mud from his gear after his field 
camps. i would help if he asked, and he always did 
all the “messy and dirty” stuff with me. sometimes, 
i would help with his laundry when i knew he was 
very tired but he always knew that it was a “gift” 
from me and i never felt taken for granted. He 
would iron his own uniform because he wanted 
his sleeves folded and ironed in a certain way 
and would take pains to polish his boots well. He 
appreciated the family, home and singapore more. 
He felt that ns was worthwhile and enjoyed the 
responsibilities and challenges he was given.

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: i feel that 
ns instilled a sense of self-discipline and made 
him more independent. He learned to do his own 
laundry and prepare his own meals rather than 
depend on the maid and his parents. 

How has NS affected the father-and-son 
relationship in your household?

Mildred Sim: clifton and Kevin definitely 
had many father-and-son sharing moments and 
clif was always interested to hear what Kevin was 
doing and, of course, there were many “in my 
time…” stories. initially, Kevin would say, “But 
Dad, that was 20 years ago. times have changed!” 
And indeed times have changed! Kevin realised 
how much “better” life was in ns today and clif 
also had a new respect and regard for Kevin.

Eliza Heng: There have been some poignant 
and meaningful conversations around the dinner 
table on experiences gained from the army days 
of the yesteryears and the present. The established 
routine of weekly drives back to the camp gave 
excellent and memorable bonding times between 
father and son.

Ann Hussein: it has definitely improved. They 
are able to carry on a conversation much better 
now. My son seems happier to be home and is 

willing to chat about his week in camp.
Pauline Goh: i saw that he had matured over 

the two years whilst in ns. Definitely no more 
teenage angst and he’s more able to focus, which 
really helps especially now that he’s in university. 
so yippee! no more disagreements!

Wendy Yeap: super positively! They had 
conversations i did not understand. i took note of 
some of the abbreviations they used and googled 
them! sometimes, i felt a little left out, but in a good 
way. i loved the way my men were connecting. i 
don’t think they had ever been this close.

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: My husband 
did not get the opportunity to serve as he was 
already above the enlistment age when ns started 
in 1967, so he is proud of our son’s service and 
has also learnt more about ns through him. 
We are also proud that our son views ns as an 
opportunity to contribute to his country rather 
than something that needs to be done and gotten 
over with.

With hindsight, how do you think you could 
have better prepared your son for NS? 

Mildred Sim: i think ns is an entire ecosystem 
– school, family, good health etc. Preparedness is 
not for when it’s time to go in. You need to prepare 
for it much, much earlier. He was in the rugby 
team in secondary school and that helped his 
physical development and strength. it got him to 
think (literally) on his feet and gain mental agility 
and learn to work as a team member in facing 
challenges and building resilience. Personally, 
i think participating in any sport is a very good 
thing in preparing for ns.

Eliza Heng: it would have been good if i had 
shared more about service in humility and viewing 
others with respect even when they may disagree 
with certain value systems and leadership within 
a structure.

Ann Hussein: i would have stressed the 
importance of keeping fit so that he would be 
more prepared to handle the rigorous training.

Pauline Goh: i would probably have tried to 
encourage him to get himself physically fit for 

BMt, but i doubt it would have worked. Well, 
at least his younger brother saw how he suffered 
physically (overstrained ankles) and might prob-
ably be more prepared for ns.

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: i think it is 
important for children to be independent and take 
more ownership of household chores. if my son 
had been taking responsibility for his own laundry 
and housekeeping, instead of relying on the maid, 
he would have been better prepared for ns.

How do you think you can support your son 
and husband as NSmen?

Mildred Sim: i think there are two types 
of support: one physical and the other mental/
emotional. in terms of keeping fit, they need to 
have regular exercise be it going for runs, to the 
gym or swimming. sometimes i would join them 
and we make it part of family time. There is a need 
to provide emotional support when they are called 
in, such as making breakfast and, in the old days, 
making sure that everything he needs for in-camp 
is ready. i try not to show that i will miss or worry 
about him too much. 

Pauline Goh: i seriously have no intelligent 
answer to that question, other than to say that i 
shall continue to launder his uniforms!

Ann Hussein: My son is still in BMt. What 
we’ve done so far is to attend all the “meet-the 
-parents” sessions. We have also spoken to his oc 
to ask about my son’s progress and in so doing 
address our concerns regarding his health issues. 
other than this, i encourage my son to text me 
almost every night before he retires, just to keep in 
touch and to show support. in addition, whenever 
he comes home during weekends, we try to 
spend some quality time by either having dinner 
outings as a family, or simply chatting about his 
week in camp. We constantly offer advice, words 
of encouragement as well as religious guidance so 
that he understands the importance of ns and is 
assured that we are behind him 100 per cent. so 
far, i think all these have helped him be secure 
mentally and have enabled him to cope well in his 
BMt training.

education about the role of nsmen will help us 
housewives and mothers support our loved ones 
better when they have to go for in-camp training. 

[ABOVE] 
An NSmen 
confidently 
explains weapon 
handling during 
a camp open 
house, 1980s.
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i would support my son when it’s time for his in-
camp training by giving him encouragement to do 
his best because he is being taught and trained to 
protect his country, which ultimately means he is 
protecting his family and loved ones too. He will 
also learn other important life skills which have 
high moral values and are part of being a citizen.

Wendy Yeap: By not asking work-related 
questions or grumbling about their schedules. i 
leave it to them to choose what they want to share. 
i respect that what they do at work is confidential 
and can be demanding. i try to make the home a 
place where they can relax and not be reminded of 
work. if i need to make appointments that involve 
them, i will check with them first. i do not assume 
that they will be available, even if the appointments 
are after-office hours or on weekends.

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: i provided 
my son with moral and emotional support. i 
have encouraged him to have a positive attitude 
in serving ns and am proud that he won the Best 
trainee Award during BMt.

What is your perception of the SAF today?
Mildred Sim: We all recognise its importance 

and we see new machines and fighting techniques 
showcased on national Day. other than the res-
pect one has for men and women in uniform, it 
is still not intuitive to ordinary singaporeans like 
Health or education or Housing or transport. is it 
because it doesn’t impact us directly? But terrorism 
is very much part of today’s world. Devastation, 
especially natural disasters from floods to tsunamis 
and super typhoons, is here, and the sAF is always 
called upon to help. How can the sAF become 
more relevant to everyday singaporeans? to that 
end, perhaps more openness, better engagement 
and connectivity and, more importantly, clarity of 
shared responsibility and values.

Eliza Heng: Going through the sAF has 
become a well-accepted rite of passage for boys, 
and the culture of enlistment is viewed in a more 
positive light than before. However, the corporate 
sAF culture has become a bit too “cautious” in 
their approach to the overall welfare and training 

routines of nsFs and nsmen. Parents welcome 
ns as beneficial and fruitful in building resilience 
that contributes to character formation. i like the 
sAF for their training in moulding boys to men. 
i am appreciative that my sons acquired good 
communication skills, a disciplined outlook and a 
deeper appreciation of failures, lapses, hopes and 
successes culled from their experiences in camp.

Ann Hussein: i think that the sAF has improved 
tremendously in its methods of training and 
handling recruits. i can see more effort is put into 
improving some comforts like food, monitoring 
their health and physicality, and adjusting the 
intensity of training to fit their level of fitness. i 
am especially surprised and grateful for the efforts 
made by the ocs to be more approachable and 
engage in weekly counselling. i strongly believe 
that if the recruits feel secure and reassured, they 
cope better with the tough training. i understand 
that it is important to teach, ingrain and develop a 
sense of belonging to one’s country to the point that 
he would not hesitate to defend it if the need arises.

Pauline Goh: i guess life’s a lot easier for the 
boys these days as compared to 20 to 30 years ago. 

Wendy Yeap: i personally have very good 
experience with sAF personnel. The sAF has 
taken pains to put in place practices to take care 
of the welfare of the men. As far as possible, it 
keeps parents in the loop, especially before major 
exercises which it thinks might cause anxiety in 
parents – like when the young soldiers have to go 
for overseas training. My perception of the sAF is 
largely based on the good commanders that my 
son had been blessed with. They took a personal 
interest in the men and i can see how my son’s care 
of his men when he was a platoon commander 
was largely modelled on their good examples.

Nagappan Reddy Thanapakiam: While the 
sAF plays an important role in safeguarding our 
nation, it mostly has a silent presence. it is only 
through events that happened in our region that i 
am reminded of the sAF. For example, the rsAF 
and rsn’s involvement in the search and rescue 
operations for AirAsia flight QZ8501 gives me 
confidence in the capabilities of the sAF. 

[ABOVE & LEFT] 
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JoInInG tHe ncc
Rosa Maria consigliere

I did not expect myself to join the 
National Cadet Corps (NCC) at all. 

In primary school, I had always 
been a quiet, obedient student with 
a clean sheet in the discipline book. 
At the beginning of Secondary 
One, my name was announced 
over the school’s PA system as one 
of the students who had not been 
accepted into any CCA, and we were 
advised to select a CCA quickly. As 
timid as I was, I thought that that 
meant I was in deep trouble and I 
would have a discipline record. My 
form teacher then happened to be 
a teacher in charge of NCC so I told 
him I wanted to sign up for NCC. 

At that point, I did not know 
what I was getting myself into. I 
only knew that NCC cadets had 
to be a notch above the rest. They 
were the students in school who 
always looked the smartest in their 
school uniforms; they were the 
elite among all the members of the 
uniformed groups. 

Despite the stories of tough 
training, I decided to push all the 
uncomfortable thoughts aside 
and attend my first training with a 
positive attitude. That first step was 
a life-changing one. 

I was thrown into a world where 
everyone was addressed by their 
ranks, instead of their names. I was 
placed in an environment where our 
uniforms and appearance always 
had to be neat and proper. It was, 
to a certain extent, harsh, but 
through it all, I came out as a better 
person. I became more disciplined 
and learnt to put those around me 
before myself. I grew mentally and 
physically. 

In my cadet years, the physical 
training I went through was 
probably the most exhausting part 
of my journey in NCC. As a female 
cadet, I did not exactly have the 
motivation to exercise or visit the 
gym as frequently as my male 
counterparts. However, with the 
encouragement and support from 
my platoon mates, I managed to 
survive one training session after 
the next. 

Fitness is important for 
everyone who chooses to serve in 
the military, and NCC provides us 
with numerous opportunities to 
keep fit. The one experience that 
still has a place in my heart is the 
Annual Kayaking Expedition when, 
for three days and two nights, we 
paddled approximately 98.7 km 
around Singapore. It pushed me to 
my limits and beyond, and despite 
being from different schools, my 
peers and I encouraged one another 
to finish the expedition together. 
That is what we called the Team 
NCC spirit.

As NCC is a part of the SAF, 
cadets get the opportunity to 
use the SAR21 in Marksmanship 
Training and live-firing ranges. 

For me, putting on the uniform 
or holding the weapon is a privilege 
which gives me an immense 

sense of pride. With it comes the 
responsibility to protect others, 
and this motivation brings out the 
leader in me. 

From when I was a junior 
cadet, I learnt how to look out for 
my buddies and what it means to 
“leave no man behind”. I learnt to 
put others before myself and always 
have empathy for those around 
me. NCC has provided me a safe 
environment to grow as a leader 
and gain the confidence of those I 
lead because the situations, though 
real and sometimes dangerous, are 
not life-threatening. 

Most importantly, I learnt to 
appreciate those whom I once took 
for granted – those who serve our 
nation in the SAF. Joining NCC is 
my commitment to defend our 
nation, and thus, as a cadet, I took 
part in various sharing sessions and 
activities, such as the battle trail 
from Labrador Park to Kent Ridge 
Park, during my Senior Specialist 
Course, to learn the importance of 
protecting and serving Singapore. 
My unit Commanding Officer 
also regularly spoke to us on the 
importance of National Service to 
Singapore. I used to think that these 
programmes were irrelevant, but I 
now understand their importance, 
especially Total Defence Day. 

I joined the NCC by a stroke of 
luck seven years ago. I have never 
once looked back on that decision 
because NCC has moulded me into 
the person I am today. William G 
T Shedd once said: “A ship is safe 
in harbour, but that’s not what 
ships are for.” NCC has provided 
me with a safe harbour to hone 
my leadership capabilities, the 
opportunities to step out of my 
comfort zone, and to grow and 
excel as an individual. I believe that 
these valuable lessons will see me 
through the many years to come. 

I may not know what the future 
holds, but I know what it is to serve 
with pride and dedication!

[BELOW] 
Female cadets 
being briefed on 
the Strikemaster 
plane, Tengah 
Air Base Open 
House, 1971.

[FACING TOP]
The flag tablaeu 
contingent 
march past at 
the NCC’s 110th 
anniversary 
parade, 16 July 
2011. 

[LEFT] 
Junior cadets, 
wearing the 
pixelated 
uniforms for 
the first time, 
reciting the NCC 
pledge, 14 April 
2012.



KIDs-eYe VIeW

Singaporean children grow up knowing that their fathers 
and big brothers are in the Army, Navy or Air Force. Some of 
them show and tell us here what they think it’s about.

The SAF makes the country safe.
I think it is important to help people and protect them.
They can protect my whole life.
I want to protect Singapore and be like my father.
I want to help them to save the country.
My Daddy is brave.
I must be brave; I must be disciplined.
Thank you for protecting my whole family.
Daddy, I am so proud of you.
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OperatiOnally ready national Servicemen 
(nSmen) make up 80 per cent of Singapore’s 
military defence headcount and form the 
backbone of the SaF. 

as citizen soldiers, nSmen also comprise 
a major component of the domestic civilian 
workforce and are key to the growth and dev-
elopment of business and the economy. in this 
regard, it is critical that businesses and employers 
work in close partnership with MindeF and the 
SaF. together, they can enhance the operational 
readiness of the SaF and the security, economic 
viability and prosperity of Singapore. 

MindeF and the SaF have increased their 
engagement of the business community over the 
years. in 1986, MindeF introduced the total 
defence awards to recognise employers who 
put in special effort to support and encourage 
their employees to fulfil their nS commitments. 
Mohamed ismail Gafoore, CeO propnex, puts 
the awards in perspective: “Our nSmen protect 
our homes, loved ones and way of life. at the end 
of the day, no award or accolade can fully reflect 
their contributions.” 

This commitment to contribute where it 
counts to the point of sacrifice is perhaps best 
exemplified by civil resource owners who readily 
make available their vehicles, equipment and 
other resources to the SaF during resource 
requisition exercises. tan Kai Hoe, CeO SprinG 
Singapore, agrees: “While we have not gone to war, 
these civil resource owners have always actively 

participated in the periodic mobilisations, again 
unselfishly putting the nation’s needs ahead of 
their companies.”

to bolster this commitment, the Singapore 
Business Federation (SBF), as the apex business 
chamber, has been helping MindeF and the SaF 
to engage its members since 2008. SBF represents 
more than 21,000 companies that contribute 
significantly to the Singapore economy and en-
gages some two million employees, or two-thirds 
of the entire workforce. 

Singapore businesses recognise and value 
what the SaF has given and continue to give 
to the workforce via military service. Thomas 
Chua, president of Singapore Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce and industry, and Chairman and 

sUPPoRtIVe eMPLoYeRs
the sAF According to BusinessTony Chew

[FACING] 
Employers 
gathered to 
watch a live-
firing exercise, 
1991.

[BELOW]
Fire-and- 
movement 
demonstration 
during an 
employers’ visit 
to an in-camp 
training, circa 
1990. 
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Md of teckwah industrial Corporation ltd, holds 
the view that nS training builds leadership and 
management skills for nSmen which equip them 
for the working world. He added: “The rigorous 
training also helps to instill discipline, as well 
as physical and mental agility, which are much-
needed attributes in the corporate environment.” 

indeed, in hiring, companies look not just at 
professional skills but the experience gained by 
nSmen in the course of their service. rolf Gerber, 
Chairman, Singapore international Chamber of 
Commerce, tells of a candidate who was pleasantly 
surprised by this approach: “during an interview 
for a position in investment management with 
lGt Bank (Singapore), a former engineering 
officer in the air Force was surprised to find 
Human resources showing greater curiosity 
and interest in his engineering background and 
experience rather than his analytical skills.”

Businesses also value the soft skills and 
attitudes nSmen gain through their training. “The 
SaF has been a great educator especially in the 
context of overcoming adversity,” said SBF Vice- 
Chairman Shabbir Hassanbhai who is  director of 
indo Straits trading Co. (pte) ltd. He elaborated: 

“Setbacks and adversities go with the territory. 
Victory would not taste so sweet if it was easy. a 
great asset in business is to spot the opportunity 
and move with speed to grab it. Having this trait 
distinguishes leaders from the ordinary.” 

Steven Tham, Chairman and CeO of leeden 
national Oxygen ltd, testified to this. He said: “The 
training i received during my stint in national 
Service shaped my core values and character and 
has helped me to develop the capacity to handle 
the pressures and responsibilities of leading, as 
CeO, a company with more than 1,500 employees. 
My nS experience has assisted me in handling 
people as well as dealing with the fast-changing 
business environment.”

lawrence leow also recognises that leadership, 
maturity, commitment and perseverance are 
key attributes possessed by many nS-ready 
individuals. The Chairman of Crescendas pte ltd 
and Honorary treasurer, SBF and Chairman of 
the SBF-led SMe Committee said that these traits 
are what business organisations find important 
and useful, especially when meeting the problems 
and challenges in today’s fast-paced world. 

This global outlook is what Koh Chiap Khiong, 

Group Chief Financial Officer of Sembcorp 
industries ltd, had in mind when he appreciated 
how Sembcorp’s nS-trained employees thrive 
in the corporate world. He gave this example: 
“When they are posted overseas, their ability to 
lead effectively and form relationships with people 
from different backgrounds enables them to build 
strong local teams, even in vastly different cultures 
such as in South america and the Middle east.” 

Knowing this has helped employers respond 
positively when employees are required to leave 
their desks for regular in-camp training (iCt). 
r ponnampalam, Vice Chairman of Singapore 
indian Chamber of Commerce and industry, 
said that such absences from work is mutually 
beneficial to the SaF and businesses. “employees 
tend to bring back newly-gained knowledge and 
experiences from their iCts and share them with 
their colleagues. They return fitter, with new 
perspectives from more advanced technology and 
a whole new networking experience.”

Jonathan asherson, regional director of 
rolls-royce asia pacific, agrees that “nS helps our 
employees stay fit, contributing to their overall 
well-being”. likewise, the Chairman of Singapore 
indian Chamber of Commerce and industry 
dr r Theyvendran said: “We believe active bodies 
yield active minds and therefore provide assistance 
to encourage nSmen to exercise regularly in order 
to maintain their physical fitness.” 

in fact, dr Theyvendran, who is also Md of 
the Stamford press Group of Companies, values 
iCt so much that the Group has a policy of not 
encouraging deferments, and ensures that nSmen 
in the organisation make necessary adjustments to 
their work commitments while they are in camp.

even when the commitment is voluntary and 
entails an overseas posting, businesses are still 
supportive. tan Kai Hoe, in his years of service 
in the navy, has been touched by the number of 
nSmen and nSFs who volunteered to join overseas 
operations, such as the one in the Gulf of aden to 
protect vessels from pirates operating in the area. 
He said: “Many of these servicemen are average 
men-in-the-street or small-business owners, but 

they did not think twice about volunteering their 
time and their lives for a worthy cause.”

Samuel tsien, Chairman of association of 
Banks in Singapore and CeO and director of 
OCBC Bank, gave another benefit of nS training 
to business: “The training and camaraderie help 
hone both hard and soft skills, including an 
appreciation of the value of teamwork, discipline 
in thought and action, and exposure to strategic 
planning.”

Friendship, camaraderie and respect built up 
among colleagues of different races, religions and 
upbringing are, in fact, what SS teo, Chairman, 
Singapore Business Federation and Managing 
director, pacific international lines (pte) ltd, 
values from his own nS experience. enlisted 
in 1970 and having served as an artillery officer 
for his entire nS term, teo attests that his two-
and-a-half-year stint was beneficial to character 
building. “it taught me to be understanding, 
patient and resourceful in handling my duties as 
well as interpersonal differences and disputes. 
These lessons continue to be useful today when 
i interact with my peers, employees and business 
partners.” 

Kurt Wee, president, association of Small & 
Medium enterprises, also came to this realisation. 
“it is only as i grew older that i came to appreciate, 
deep down, why i had to do national Service. it 
was more than a duty. it was about the comrades 
who went on the journey together with me, the 
bonds that we had come to share with our fellow 
servicemen. We lived together, ate together, 
trained together, and went through the training 
that stressed the limits of ourselves so that we 
became better men. i believe that it is a result of 
these experiences that many employers continue 
to identify with and support national Service 
wholeheartedly.”

danny lien, CeO of amos international (S) 
pte ltd, gives a good summary of what it means to 
be an nSman in the workforce: “There is never a 
good time for iCt. This is the advice i give to my 
fellow nSmen. There are always work and family 
commitments that every nSman has to juggle. 

[RIGHT] 
Soldiers show 
how a concertina 
wire obstacle is 
breached, Guest 
Day, circa 1970.
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“This year, i celebrate my 25th year of service 
in the SaF. i have had my moments in the last 
25 years – two and a half years as nSF and the 
remainder as an nSman. i am glad to say that 
my experience has been a fulfilling one, speaking 
from the viewpoint of a soldier, an employee, an 
employer, a son, a husband and a father. Far from 
having wasted my time and resources, i have found 
the nS experience enriching. i have learnt the 
importance of friendship and trust, the advantage 
of teamwork, and that every challenge can be 
overcome with commitment and perseverance. 

“today, i continue to be encouraged by count-
less nSmen who commit to the cause. after all, if 
we, who are the sons of Singapore, are not commit-
ted to protecting our motherland, who else will?” 

to support and build this duality of 
businessmen and nSman, SBF has been organ-
ising employers’ visits every year to the three 
Services of the SaF – the army, navy and air 
Force – to help them understand the capabilities 
and operational readiness of our armed Forces 
and how SaF servicemen contribute to total 
defence. On a broader perspective, its members 
also show support by participating enthusiastically 
in national and SaF events. 

douglas Foo, Chairman, CeO and founder of  
Sakae Holdings ltd, and president of the Singapore 
Manufacturing Federation (SMF), reports that the 
Federation organised the east Zone rededication 
Ceremony on SaF day 2014. “More than 70 SMF 
corporate members attended the ceremony to 
demonstrate their support.”

For the same reason, Keppel Corporation has 
regularly turned out at national day parades. 
its Group CeO, loh Chin Hua, said: “We have 
expressed our support by participating in the 
national day parade through the decades with 
a marching contingent. Marching in step under 
the guidance of SaF officers, our people have 
further bonded through exercising discipline and 
teamwork.” 

to instill greater awareness and appreciation 
of Singapore’s defence policy, MindeF, SaF and 
nS among the business community, and to spur 

even closer collaboration between employers, 
MindeF and the SaF, the advisory Council on 
Community relations in defence (aCCOrd) 
formed the aCCOrd employer and Business 
(e&B) Council together with the educational 
institutions Council and Family and Community 
Council in 2014. 

The aCCOrd e&B Council is co-chaired 
by Second Minister for defence lui tuck yew 
(since april 2015) and executive Chairman of 
asia resource Corporation tony Chew, who 
was formerly the Chairman of SBF. Comprising 
leaders from different sectors of the business 
community, the council has formed three working 
groups to look into: (a) identifying the challenges 
that Small and Medium enterprises (SMes) face in 
supporting nS; (b) recognising nS training, skills 
and personal development; and (c) possible areas 
of collaboration between the business community 
and MindeF and the SaF. 

Commenting on the importance of aCCOrd 
e&B Council, Chew said: “in recent years, due to 
manpower shortage, there exists an opportunity for 
greater collaboration and sharing of best practices 
between the business community, MindeF and 
the SaF. My colleagues and i are participating in 
the aCCOrd e&B Council because we believe 
our inputs and recommendations can help to 
improve the support and collaboration between 
the business community and nSmen.

“Business leaders recognise the training and 
skills which every nSF learns during his two 
years of nS. Working with the SaF, the business 
community can help integrate them into the 
economy after full-time nS.  

“Through collaboration and sharing of best 
practices between the business community and 
the SaF, we can enable our nSmen to give of their 
best in the workplace as well as on the battlefield. 
it will take close cooperation between the SaF and 
the private sector.  

“as business leaders, we must do our part. 
We must ensure that the nation – the basis of our 
economy, its companies and our investments – is 
safe and secure.”

[ABOVE] 
Servicemen 
showing the 
Armbrust anti-
tank weapon 
to visiting 
employers, 1990.

[RIGHT]
At an SAF 
Civil Resource 
Requisition 
Exercise.
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The miliTary marches in my housing estate 
regularly. in front are the shortest of the soldiers, 
and the tallest bring up the rear. clad in green and 
white, they march in rows of two, holding hands. 
Girls march in unison with boys, and chinese 
and eurasians and indians and malays are spread 
throughout the column. The commanders try 
to enforce discipline with kind firmness, but the 
talkative soldiers wave at passers-by and wish 
them the time of day. Nobody has guns, but 
there are a lot of carefree smiles, along with the 
occasional studious frown.

Given that they are four years old or so, the 
partisans of this army do their job admirably well. 
They make my hDB estate, like estates everywhere 
in singapore, safe from foreign invasion and 
subversion within because, every time they go on 
patrol, they embody the nation for which their 
older comrades in the saF are ready to fight. To 
see them safe and secure is to rally behind the 
need for a deterrent force that can keep these 
mini-singaporeans – and the rest of the nation – 
from harm.

When i watch the children, i am reminded 
of the National education (Ne) talks that i gave 
to miNDeF and other personnel several years 
ago. my subject was: Why defend singapore? 
The answer essentially was that singapore is 
indispensable at three levels. The first level is 
that of sovereignty, independence and territorial 
integrity. The second level is that of infrastructure, 
ranging from the financial skyline of shenton Way 
to the socially far more extensive skyline of the 

residential estates, particularly the hDB heartland 
where the majority of singaporeans live. The third 
is the level of what are called “habits of the heart” – 
those social practices accumulated gradually and 
often unconsciously over time that turn people 
into a people and then the people.

at this level, it is incomprehensible that 
singaporeans should not possess the freedom to 
be themselves, the autonomy that enables them 
to organise their lives around foundational ideas 
of their choosing, such as multiracialism and not 

totAL DeFence
Marching Behind the sAFAsad-ul Iqbal Latif

[FACING & LEFT] 
Posters of the 
2009 “What Will 
You Defend” 
Total Defence 
campaign 
representing 
the military,  
economic, 
psychological, 
social and civil 
defence of 
Singapore.
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racial supremacy or merit and not entitlement. 
The saF symbolises and protects the freedom to 
nurture the young, like the children on the march, 
turning them equally, indivisibly and irrevocably 
into a singapore-in-the-making.   

The protectiveness which the little cherubs 
evoke is emblematic of a larger base of support for 
the saF. as the people’s armed forces, it belongs to 
the people regardless of race, religion, wealth and 
class. National service has turned the saF literally 
into an extended family because families across 
the nation have a direct interest in the physical and 
mental well-being of sons serving in the forces. 
singapore has little strategic depth in geographical 
terms, but these overlapping human networks, 
spread across the land, give it a psychological 
strategic depth that is not to be dismissed.  

however, even the popular acceptance of the 
saF as a normal, natural and intrinsic part of the 
national fabric has unintended dangers. it is not 
just another organisation. its role goes to the heart 
of singapore’s vulnerability as a small, island city-
state. The security that citizens take for granted 
could vanish if they become too comfortable 
with prevailing realities because these could 
change suddenly and without warning. For 
younger singaporeans in particular, constant and 
sometimes uncritical immersion in the virtual 
world creates the illusion of “borderlessness”. 
Web communities of the like-minded, brought 
together by lifestyle choices or ethnic affinities, 
gain a surreptitious agency that quietly subsumes 
the material salience of the nation.   

hence, there is a need for reflective campaigns 
and creative platforms to keep the saF’s mandate 
clearly in the public view. To be credible, these 
campaigns must avoid propaganda. Propaganda 
views the citizen as a target; communication 
respects her as a partner. Propaganda creates a siege 
mentality; communication thrives on openness.

This is where miNDeF’s public engagement 
platforms come in. complementing the many 
open houses, camp visits, and other outreach 
programmes organised by the three services of 
the saF, Nexus has initiatives that aim at building 

a sense of belonging and commitment to the 
nation, which provides a foundation for popular 
support for defence. 

What i personally find interesting is the 
absence of propaganda in these campaigns. 
honesty runs through them like a single thread. 
rather than being spoken to, they invite members 
of the public to speak up candidly on what defence 
means to them.

This was the case with the observance of the 
30th anniversary of the Total Defence movement 
in 2014, which was marked with an interactive 
exhibition, Total Defence 30: an experiential 
showcase. a similar honesty is apparent in 
ciNe65, a short film competition in which 
contestants capture the sights, sounds and moods 
of the country that make it home for them. 
N.e.mation! – a neologism that explores the theme 
of Ne through the medium of animation – and 
connexionsG, which focuses on the singapore 
identity, are other worthwhile communicative 
efforts. The latter’s website contains writing whose 
strongly idiomatic flavour reveals the customary 
strengths of singapore, which connect effortlessly 
with readers of all races and ages.

 For those with a deeper interest in defence, there 
is the National education Gaming championship, 
which gives students an opportunity to learn 
about the 3rd Gen saF. extending this outreach 
is cyberpioneer, which shares exclusive stories, 
photos and videos of the saF. it gives the public 
an idea of realities on the ground in peace time, 
which is when soldiers train to face the realities of 
the battlefield in war. Taken together with activities 
at the singapore Discovery centre, which bring to 
life the factors that decide the survival and success 
of singapore, such outreach efforts underline the 
close relationship between the military and the 
people. 

The little soldiers of my housing estate are 
too young to participate in these programmes. 
singapore awaits their coming of age.

The saF of the future will be drawn from 
among them. Then, another batch of tiny warriors 
will march through my estate.

  

[ABOVE] 
Chief of Defence 
Force LG Ng 
Chee Meng, with 
servicemen at 
the Total Defence 
Day ceremony, 
Civilian War 
Memorial, 15 
February 2014.

[LEFT]
Students 
working on 
their entry for 
N.E.mation!

[BELOW]
CD and book of 
the star-studded 
remake of the 
Singapore classic 
song “Home”.
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The SAF iS A microcoSm of Singapore – 
people from all races, cultures, faiths and socio-
economic status, welded together by their bond 
to the nation via National Service (NS) and the 
defence of home and country.

Thus, beyond training and conducting op-
erations to defend Singapore’s peace and security, 
the SAF also safeguards our way of life by being 
actively involved in supporting our community. 
And to connect better with Singaporeans, the SAF 
has organised various programmes and events as 
part of its public engagement efforts.

For one, it has gone big on its open house 
events, such as Navy@Vivo, which saw the hulking 
rSS Persistence warship docking outside Vivocity 
shopping mall in may 2014. over the course of 
four days, visitors packed the shore exhibition 
and explored the endurance-class Landing Ship 
Tank. others got to try their hands at disarming 
simulated underwater explosives, and cruise the 
harbourfront waters on the Fast craft Utility.

Two months later, the roving rSAF45@
heartlands exhibition rolled into the 
neighbourhoods of Toa Payoh, Jurong east, 
Sengkang, Yishun and Simei. The exhibition 
gave the public a peek at the rSAF’s heritage, 
transformation journey, operational capabilities 
and readiness, and the professionalism and 
commitment of their people. 

hundreds of rSN and rSAF servicemen 
participated in these events, from NSF ushers to 
ambassadors such as the elite naval divers and 

Black Knights pilots, giving them a chance to meet 
and engage the public.

“it’s a good reminder to our guys on the role 
we play in society as defenders of the nation and 
seeing the public reminds us why we joined the 
Navy. We operate out of sight, at sea most of the 
time, so this outreach activity lets the public know 
us better,” says me7 Andy Tay, the chairman of 

ReAcHInG oUt 
to tHe coMMUnItY
In Big and small WaysLee Jian Xuan

[FACING]
Gotong royong 
project, circa 
1980.

[BELOW]
A visit to a 
children’s home.
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Navy@Vivo 2014’s executive committee.
“most people don’t know a lot about the Navy, 

so they’re curious and they ask me things like how 
long our deployment is, what i do aboard the ship... 
And they get some hands-on experience too,” says 
NSF gunner LcP iqmal Faiz, who demonstrated 
how to mount and operate a gun to the public 
during the open house.

“i am able to share with fellow Singaporeans 
our capabilities in missions such as Search 
and Locate and how we are able to use these 
capabilities to help other nations too,” added me2 
Sanhti, an rSAF servicewoman who volunteered 
at the heartlands exhibition.

Similarly, in 2012, Army open house@our 
city was the first time an Army open house was 
held outside of an army camp, at the Singapore F1 
Pit. in late 2014, the Army again reached out to 
the community in Tampines and Jurong east with 
an exhibition entitled “A Soldier in every Family”. 

The SAF’s outreach is not limited to one-off 
displays and exhibitions. it engages schools all 
year round, through programmes such as the 
SAF-Schools Partnership Programme (SSPP), 
which pairs SAF units to more than 30 schools.

Under the SSPP auspices, post-secondary 
students take learning tours to military facilities 
and war memorials, while servicemen bring 
military equipment and simulators to engage the 
students, and join Total Defence and National Day 
celebrations at schools.

NSman edison Ang recalls having to sacrifice 
some off-days and wake up at 4 am to take part 
in Yishun Junior college’s National Day 2012 
celebrations. “my sergeant pulled me down with 
him for this sing-along-session on the track in front 
of the whole school,” he says. “But it was fun… it 
was like we popped out of the National Day poster.”

The Defence ministry also recently expanded 
and restructured its Advisory council on com-
munity relations in Defence (AccorD) into 
three councils – Family and community, employer 
and Business, and educational institutions – to 
deepen engagement among partners, and build 
support for NS among these civilian groups.

[FACING TOP]
Blood donation 
drive at an SAF 
camp, 1980s.

[FACING BOTTOM]
At the training 
aids exhibiti0n, 
1975.

[BELOW]
Army Open 
House, 1990.
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claire chiang, the Senior Vice-President of 
Banyan Tree holdings, also a wife and mother, 
is the co-chair of the Family and community 
council. Top on her priority list is to change the 
mindset that NS is a phase “to pass over and get 
over with”, and to help women understand what 
their loved ones go through in service.

But it is not just all talk and no action. The 
SAF is an organisation with plenty of heart, as 
demonstrated by how its servicemen proactively 
volunteer and do community service at 
orphanages and welfare homes. To date, eight in 
10 units or squadrons in the SAF together run 
on average 16 community projects a month. SAF 
units adopt more than 80 welfare homes, including 
canossaville children’s home, miNDSville@
Napiri and the children’s Aid Society.

one such unit is the 1st Guards Battalion. 
Servicemen from the unit visit the Surya home 
for mental patients in Buangkok to clean the place 
and sing for the patients. LTc Fairoz Bin hassan, 
former commanding officer of 1st Guards, said 
that such community service exposes his men, 
most of whom are NSFs in their late teens or early 
20s, to the wider community. Serviceman Abdul 
hamid said the experience was a “reminder to us 
that there are people who are not as lucky... [these 
residents] don’t get visitors often so it’s good to do 
something to make them feel young and happy”.

on top of this, the SAF runs annual initiatives 
such as the Army charity Drive and rSN charity 
heartstrings, and participates in ad-hoc activities. 
For example, last year, the naval divers took 
part in SAFrA’s “Swim for hope” to raise funds. 
Proceeds from these initiatives go towards helping 
the underprivileged.

While these broad initiatives put in place by 
the SAF maintain regular touch points with the 
public, it is often the little, spontaneous acts of 
gentleness and kindness on both sides that speak 
volumes about the SAF’s deep, warm ties with the 
community.

A striking image that springs to mind is that 
of serviceman Dickson Phoon helping a man in 
crutches who was struggling with his bag, and 

[TOP]
Naval Diving 
Unit helping to 
relocate corals, 
1991.

[ABOVE]
A family snap 
from the 
photo booth 
of the SAF50 
exhibition.

[FACING TOP]
SAF Display 
at West Coast 
Parkway, 1983.

[FACING BOTTOM]
Navy Open 
House, 2010.
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buying him a drink. his kind gesture went viral 
after someone wrote about it online. (he later said: 
“it’s just a small deed. Someone else would have 
helped him as well”.)

The SAF has also been making its presence 
felt in the streets and the housing estates of 
Singapore. in 2013, when the haze from forest 
fires in neighbouring indonesia reached record 
hazardous levels here, the SAF mobilised its men 
to distribute one million N95 face masks to needy 
families in 88 locations across the island.  

Thus, in response, Singaporeans – even those 
who do not serve NS – have shown their support 
for our soldiers on several heartening occasions. 
When servicemen were unfairly criticised 
for sitting down in trains, there were many 
netizens who rose to their defence. There was 
the anonymous student signing off as “random 
person” who gave this encouraging note to an 
exhausted rSAF PTe Yang hui while he was 
going home on a bus: “Thanks for serving the 
nation :) You look really really tired :( rest well 
:) hope this will make your day :) Jiayou and all 
the best for your future endeavours! :) God bless! 
:)”. And there is chicken rice hawker Tan Bee Seng 
who thinks nothing of dishing out extra meat and 
rice to soldiers (“Uncle treat you, thank you for 
protecting the country,” he told one NSF).

To me, such gestures best demonstrate how 
the SAF has entrenched itself in the community, 
to the point that it is instinctive for servicemen to 
lend a hand to those in need, and for the public to 
rally around its soldiers. Such rapport and support 
did not materialise on its own, but comes from a 
reservoir of goodwill that the SAF has carefully 
built up over the years.

in 2013, service medic PTe ong Liang Kun 
rushed to the aid of a motorcycle accident victim 
outside his camp. When he was later presented 
with a commendation letter from coL (Dr) 
Gan Wee hoe, commander, military medicine 
institute, for his public-spiritedness, his response 
perhaps best encapsulates the SAF’s relationship 
with the community.

“Life in the SAF is a lot about the people 

around us whom we train with, but equally about 
those whom we train for – the men, women and 
children of Singapore.”

That credo was put to the test during the 
passing of Singapore’s founding Prime minister 
mr Lee Kuan Yew on 23 march 2015.

As the nation mourned, and thousands of 
Singaporeans went to the istana, Parliament house 
and community tribute sites to pay their respects, 
the SAF swung into action. Work had to be done, 
and quickly – the SAF supplied about 350 tents, 
and servicemen worked overnight to set up the 
tents and about 1,000 barricades on the Padang. 
Portable toilets were also swiftly erected, rubbish 
disposal points set up, and ushers deployed.

As the week wore on, it became apparent 
that the crowds would not diminish. The State 
Funeral operations committee announced that 
paying respects to mr Lee lying in state would 
now be round-the-clock instead of 10 hours a day. 
Servicemen managed and guided Singaporeans 
along the serpentine lines. one video shared 
online shows an unnamed officer striding about 
in the rain, hoarsely calling out waiting times 
to the public. other pictures show soldiers, aid-
ed by volunteers, ripping up cardboard and 
handing them out as makeshift parasols and fans. 
These servicemen, we must remember, are also 
Singaporeans, like you and me, who held on to 
their anguish and forewent their own turn in the 
queue to make it more comfortable and easier for 
other fellow Singaporeans.

once the lying-in-state ended on Saturday 
night, the 3rd Battalion, Singapore infantry 
regiment (3 Sir) and 5 Sir worked through 
the night to tear down the tents and barricades 
and clean up the Padang for the state funeral 
procession on Sunday.

it has been said that that extraordinary week 
of mourning and introspection brought out the 
finest in Singaporeans – stoicism, generosity and 
unity. The same can be said for the SAF. As the 
rest of the country wept, grieved and came to 
terms with mr Lee’s passing, it stood vigil and kept 
things working in service to Singapore.

[TOP]
Tents and 
barriers to 
manage the long 
queues waiting 
to pay respects 
to Mr Lee Kuan 
Yew.

[LEFT]
SAF servicemen 
managed and 
guided the 
multitudes that 
attended the 
lying-in-state.
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Two years ago, the Ministry of 
Defence (MINDEF) announced the 
formation of a new committee to 
examine how the NS system could 
be strengthened. It looked at how 
to better motivate Singapore’s 
servicemen, help them balance 
their NS duties and personal 
commitments, reward them better, 
and deepen support for NS among 
the broader community. 

In the course of their work, the 
Committee to Strengthen National 
Service (CSNS) fanned out across 
both the physical and digital realms 
to solicit feedback on potential 
policy changes. Through a series 
of public focus group discussions, 
town hall meetings, web chats 
and dialogues in NS units, the 
committee eventually engaged 
more than 40,000 people. This 
concerted effort to solicit views 
from a wider segment of the public 
took more than a year to complete. 
It showed just how far MINDEF 
has come in terms of community 
engagement.  

An example of this open 

approach is how committee 
chairman and Minister for Defence 
Dr Ng Eng Hen met the media after 
his trip to Finland and Switzerland 
to study the NS systems there. 
He took the opportunity to seed 
ideas such as the establishment 
of a volunteer corps and better 
matching of vocations with a 
serviceman’s skills for public 
discussion. 

When mandatory conscription 
was introduced in Singapore in 
1967, the concept of NS was deeply 
unpopular. Yet, it was a necessary 
move for a young nation state. 
So while the Government took 
pains to persuade Singaporeans of 
the merits of the scheme, it also 
had to implement NS quickly and 
decisively. Almost 50 years later, 
Singaporeans have come to accept 
that all male citizens need to serve 
two years of full-time NS and 
continue to serve as Operationally 
Ready National Servicemen 
(previously known as “Reservists”) 
up to the age of 40, or 50 if they are 
officers. In a 2013 study conducted 
by the Institute of Policy Studies, 
98 per cent of respondents believed 
that NS was crucial for national 
defence and security and 97 per 
cent said it instilled discipline and 
values among the young. It is this 
overwhelming support for NS that 
has allowed MINDEF and the SAF to 
open up the conversation about key 
policies, including strengthening 
our training methods for NSmen 
and the IPPT management system.

Indeed, since the 1990s, the 
SAF has steadily been making a 
wealth of information resources and 
services for servicemen available 
online. In 2010, it released an 18-
part documentary about its 9-week 
BMT course to give pre-enlistees 
and parents a better idea of the rite 
of passage that every Singaporean 
male must go through. It was so 
popular that another six episodes 
were produced in 2011.  

Last year, MINDEF also moved 
to expand its Advisory Council on 
Community Relations in Defence 
(ACCORD). First formed in 1984 
and consisting of representatives 
from different sectors of society, 
ACCORD has been a channel of 
feedback on the SAF’s policies 
and programmes and other issues 
related to national defence. 
ACCORD has now been expanded, 
with three Councils formed under 
it to deepen engagement with 
employers, families, educators and 
members of the broader community 
on Total Defence and NS. 

There can, of course, be no 
definitive measure or assessment of 
whether all these efforts have paid 
off, but the SAF scored a simple 
victory on SAF Day, 1 July 2014. 
With the encouragement from 
cyberpioneer to celebrate SAF Day, 
pictures of SAF servicemen past and 
present started appearing on social 
media networks such as Facebook 

and Instagram. With soldiers 
smiling and posing with their army 
buddies at passing-out parades or 
at the end of their in-camp training, 
the pictures were re-tweeted and 
shared, showing that the SAF has 
not only fostered a community 
of its own, but also become very 
much a part of the larger national 
community as well. 

[BELOW] 
Committee to 
Strengthen 
National Service 
website.

[TOP] 
Members of 
ACCORD’s 
Educational 
Institutions 
and Family & 
Community 
Councils visiting 
BMTC on Pulau 
Tekong, 2014.

[BELOW] 
Briefing 
ACCORD 
members at the 
“Tekong – 
A BMTC Journey’’ 
centre.



sAFRA
Benjamin Lee

SAFRA was an acronym that 
stood for Singapore Armed Forces 
Reservist Association before the 
term “reservist” was banished from 
the official Armed Forces lexicon 
in 1994. (This was because of the 
idea that every citizen soldier is 
a frontline, operationally-ready 
soldier, sailor and airman). The 
official full name of the association 
is now SAFRA National Service 
Association.

Without a recent combat 
history, SAFRA’s role is somewhat 
different from, say, Australia’s 
Returned Services League (RSL), 
whose objectives include “provision 
of moral and active support” for 
men and women who have served 
or are serving in the Australian 
Defence Force.

Still, SAFRA seeks to foster 
camaraderie among National 
Servicemen past and present and 
reward them with recreational, 
educational and sports facilities 
that are also available privately, 
but likely to be more expensive and 
exclusive.

Beginning with a humble 

clubhouse converted from the 
Norwegian Seamen’s Mission on 
Prince Edward Lane in 1972, with a 
membership of just over 1,900, the 
association currently boasts five 
clubhouses, including a large facility 
at Yishun, and a membership of 
360,000. Plans are also underway 
to redevelop an existing clubhouse 
on Carpenter Street in the CBD into 
a “Dining Club”, as well as build 
a sixth club on the waterfront in 
Punggol, scheduled to open in 2016. 
This new clubhouse will be the first 
SAFRA club to have an indoor water 
playground for kids.

There are several noteworthy 
milestones in SAFRA’s history – the 
(now demolished) Bukit Merah 
Clubhouse used to house the 
country’s first indoor rock-climbing 
gym, and in 1994, the association 
launched an English radio station. 
It added a Mandarin language 
station a year later. In 1988, SAFRA 
organised Swing Singapore, 
Singapore’s first and largest street 
party on Orchard Road, which was 
incorporated as part of the National 
Day celebrations until 1992. And the 
SAFRA Singapore Bay Run & Army 
Half Marathon has grown since 
1992 to become one of Singapore’s 
largest mass-running events.

Recognising the importance of 
families of NSmen, in 1987, SAFRA 
began offering memberships to 
spouses of servicemen. Currently, 
there is a Dependent Membership 
available and renewable annually.

The brainchild of then-
Defence Minister Dr Goh Keng 
Swee, SAFRA is part of MINDEF’s 
acknowledgement of servicemen’s 
contributions to Singapore, 
together with other clubhouses with 
the same broad charter: Temasek 
Club (for commissioned officers and 
Military Domain Experts ranked 
ME4 and above), The Chevrons 
(for Non-Commissioned Officers, 
ME3s and below), and the National 
Service Resort and Country Club 

(NSRCC) – the country club to 
match the exclusive equivalents 
around the island.

Many past servicemen will 
remember fondly the duty-free 
beers and cigarettes at the former 
SAF NCO Club right across from 
Raffles Hotel on Beach Road, and 
enjoying themselves enough to 
struggle through Tombola, a bingo-
like game that used to be played at 
many rank-and-file events like unit 
CO’s Evenings. As prices rose with 
the times, servicemen maintained 
the privilege of these subsidies, 
especially over the Chinese New 
Year holidays. Later on, beer was 
limited to being consumed on-site 
and cigarettes were eventually 
banned.

Before the age of computers 
and shopping malls selling 
electronic goods, the Beach Road 
establishment also housed an 
electrical and appliance store called 
SAFE Superstore, where servicemen 
could purchase gadgets and 
appliances at discounts and pay by 
instalments. 

The superstore, cheap beers 
and smokes are no more, and since 
those days in the 1970s and 1980s, 
SAFRA has constantly reinvented 
and upgraded itself to remain 
relevant and purposeful in the face 
of other increasingly accessible 

public recreational facilities. 
As a testament to the success 

and effectiveness of the National 
Service cycle training, each unit’s 
annual in-camp training (ICT) 
activities foster camaraderie and 
cohesion among NSmen. However, 
in 2014, Defence Minister Dr Ng Eng 
Hen defined SAFRA’s role in further 
building connections: “Through 
SAFRA, we want to strengthen 
bonds amongst the Singapore 
Armed Forces NSmen so that they 
can fight when they need to fight 
as cohesive units.” This recognises 
the fact that ICT activities occur 
only once or twice a year at most, 
and since unit cohesion is one of 
the issues facing the raising of 
conscripted armed forces, bonds 
inculcated in social activities offered 
by SAFRA are also important.
Various committees through the 
years have made recommendations 
to further reward National 
Servicemen past and present for 
their contribution to Total Defence 
– these have culminated in gift 
vouchers, standing discounts at 
food and beverage outlets, and 
SAFRA has always been part of 
these recommendations and plans. 
For instance, in celebration of the 
45th anniversary of National Service 
in 2012, NSmen received a free one-
year SAFRA membership and up to 

[TOP]
LPs and colour 
TVs at SAFRA, 
circa 1975.

[BELOW]
SAFRA Baby 
Show, circa 1976.

[ABOVE]
Play pool at 
SAFRA Jurong. 

[TOP LEFT]
SAFRA Bay Run 
Dads for Life 
800-m Father & 
Child Challenge.

[BELOW]
SAFRA 
Telematch final, 
circa 1990. 

$100 in SAFRA vouchers. 
Besides vouchers, every Full-

Time National Serviceman currently 
enjoys free membership to SAFRA, 
while NSmen and former NSmen 
can be members for a small annual 
fee. There are activities targeted 
at younger NSmen and an array 
of interest groups and facilities to 
cater to NSmen and their families, 
giving ample opportunities for the 
larger SAF community to gather 
and connect as Singaporeans first.
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I joIned j Walter Thompson at the start of my 
career in the 1980s, eyes wide with excitement at the 
prospect of working on the prestigious MIndeF 
account for which the agency had just produced 
a worthy campaign. Packed with gravitas, logic 
and persuasion, the print campaign spoke of 
Singapore’s attractiveness and vulnerability, and 
why it was worth defending.

Indeed, the SAF advertises to raise awareness, 
enhance its image and attract people to join the 
organisation. It also, of course, uses advertising to 
present the big picture: that the SAF defends our 
“Little Red dot”. over the years, advertisements 
have therefore contributed in no small measure 
to shaping perceptions of national Service in 
the minds of both nSmen going through it, as 
well as people who have never experienced it for 
themselves.

now, the 1980s are widely regarded by com-
mentators of the trade as the definitive decade of 
Singapore advertising. The period saw creative 
campaigns by ogilvy & Mather and Saatchi 
& Saatchi for the Singapore Army and navy 
respectively – advertising that was bold and 
brave, advertising that cut through the clutter and 
captured attention with its distinctive voice and 
clarity of communication.

Saatchi & Saatchi, in particular, seemed to 
demonstrate this knack for walking a fine line 
between advertising that took care of business in 
the here and now, but that also simultaneously 
painted a vivid picture of what could be in store 

for the navy, and those who chose to make their 
career in it. 

Similarly, the Air Force has flown in partner-
ship with ddB Singapore, while the Army, more 
recently, has had its banner raised by Mandate 
Advertising. 

other agencies have, of course, fought their 
way through the regular, fiercely-contested open 
tenders to win and serve on their account for a few 

sAF AnD ADVeRtIsInG
Persuasion and InspirationDavid Shaw

[FACING]
Recruitment 
poster for 
artillery NCOs.

[LEFT]
SAF advertising, 
1980s.
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years, until another agency knocked them off their 
perch. 

But enough of those who have served. What 
exactly has been served?

The Army currently has 14 formations all 
unified by one overarching goal: to protect 
Singapore from threats. Army advertising has 
necessarily been broadly relevant to the many roles 
within its remit, striving to find fresh new ways, 
over the years, to essentially communicate the 
twin pillars of deterrence (to would-be aggressors) 
and assurance (to homeland residents) about the 
sovereignty and safety of Singapore.

Two campaigns stand out in my memory.
The first is an unusual (for an army) campaign 

from 2000 that shone a spotlight on the SAF in 
action – not in a battlefield of war, but in the 
equally important humanitarian theatre. Posters 
depicting SAF soldiers deployed on humanitarian 
missions to east Timor and Cambodia in the 
preceding years touched an emotional chord 

in servicemen and readers alike, powerfully 
signalling that in peacetime, these and future 
peacekeeping missions are meaningful ways that 
the SAF can play a part in helping others in need.

The second is a brutally stark poster of a 
close-up of a soldier in training, lying prone on 
the ground, caked in camouflage and streaked 
with mud, face grim and determined over a line 
that simply states: “The Mud on My Face Is Soil, 
our Soil”. The ad goes on to make the point that 
freedom isn’t free, and that it’s worth defending.

These examples aren’t your glitzy, sexy ad-
vertising. This is advertising that speaks on a 
personal, emotional and gut level to our ordinary 
lives. This is advertising that works harder, that 
delves deeper into the reader’s psyche, and lights 
a fire there.

The navy has been equally hardworking, 
especially on the recruitment front. From the early 
newspaper recruitment ads to the famous “Rubber 
ducky” TV commercial to a more recent parody 

[FACING]
Filming an SAF 
advertsiment, 
1980s.

[LEFT]
Navy advertising 
that appeals to 
young men.

[BELOW]
Introducing the 
new SAF rank 
insignia, 1992.
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on videogames with the tagline “Stop dreaming, 
Be Somebody”, the public has been entertained 
while exposed to the myriad roles on offer in the 
navy, and the chance to learn life and leadership 
skills while performing those roles across the 
seven seas.

And what of the Air Force? Testosterone-laden 
images of turbo-chargers and helmet-clad pilots 
pulling a 9G turn immediately come to mind; 
and yes, Air Force advertising is appropriately 
technology-focused, to attract that specific profile 
of tech-savvy warriors who are needed to operate 
their complex systems. But interestingly, the 
Air Force seems to be sensitive to the dominant 
image of the fighter pilot (no doubt influenced by 
tentpole movies like Top Gun), and over the past 
decade, appears to have developed advertising 
that’s less overtly macho and more thoughtful and 
inclusive of other roles in the Air Force family. 

over the years, as the SAF grew in sophis-
tication, the three Services have increasingly 
worked as one, with the advertising reflecting this 
trend. Today’s advertising reflects an SAF that has 
come a long way since the day I enlisted, and I am 
proud of that. 

But as with any business and in life, there has 
been the occasional misstep. In 2010, a series of TV 
commercials depicted scenarios from the point 
of view of the family members, girlfriends and 
employers of our servicemen. one commercial, 
in particular, was panned for its depiction of a 
woman gushing over her “trophy” boyfriend, an 
Army scholar. Viewers objected to the unrealistic, 
superficial glamour of a career in the SAF, and the 
organisation took on board some precious lessons:

Tone is everything – stretch anything beyond 
the bounds of credibility, and the audience will 
punish you with disdain and derision.

Consumers won’t embrace just anything – 
they are increasingly sophisticated, and have the 
technology to amplify their point of view.

The SAF understands this. They know that 
consumers don’t differentiate between advertising 
and other sources of information about a brand. 
If the advertisements are well received and get 

replayed, but the actual product tells a different 
story, then the advertising gains are essentially 
undone because the credibility of the entire 
brand is diminished by these inconsistencies, 
making it that much more difficult for all future 
communications to get “under the radar” and 
work their way past the consumer’s “skeptometer”.

The SAF brand is one of the most valuable 
assets that we, the people of Singapore, collectively 
own. It is a brand that the sons and some daughters 
of Singapore embody, the parents of Singapore 
should support, and the residents of Singapore 
should appreciate. A strong SAF secures our 
future. And strong SAF advertising – salient, 
sensitive and forward-looking – will secure the 
SAF as it continues its good work.

duty, honour, country. For SAF advertising, 
there can be no higher calling.

 

         

[RIGHT]
RSAF 
advertising, 
2008.

[BOTTOM RIGHT]
Army advertising 
highlighting 
humanitarian 
missions, 2000.

[LEFT]
Army poster, 
circa 2011, with 
a tagline based 
on a line from 
“Boys in Jungle 
Green”, a poem 
by Robert Yeo.
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IN OUR CULTURE
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When the SAF or national Service (nS) comes 
up in conversations, most people brighten up and 
start pouring out their “war stories”. What follows 
are chuckles which normally end up in a belly of 
laughs and fond reminiscing. Occasionally, you’d 
hear the odd parade command being hollered in 
pride. even the ladies chime in about how they 
trekked to ulu Changi Village to wait for their 
boyfriends to book out from tekong on Saturday 
afternoons.

I really couldn’t figure out just how the SAF 
made itself so pervasive in the hearts and minds 
of people young and old. That was until I dug a 
very deep trench into my memory.

Apart from the obvious fact that everyone has 
either a husband, brother, cousin or neighbour 
who has served the country in their camouflaged 
no 4 uniforms, everyone has, at some point in 
their lives, watched a movie, tV series or stage 
play about the SAF. Such exposure on popular 
media has contributed to the Services becoming 
part of Singapore culture.

Without revealing my age, to go to the very 
beginning, we’ve got to flash back all the way 
to when I was in secondary school to find the 
SAF’s first appearance in a made-in-Singapore 
production. 

It all started in 1983 with then-national 
broadcaster Singapore Broadcasting Corporation 
(SBC) airing the six episodes of Army Series, 
which starred the late huang Wenyong. Back 
then, my family had the only 20-inch colour tV 

in the block and many of our neighbours huddled 
in our diminutive living room to watch what was 
touted as Singapore’s first-ever drama series.

huang Wenyong became an overnight hit 
with the housewives who shed copious tears when 
the last episode screened. For weeks after, from 
schools to the wet markets, everyone was talking 
about how Wenyong – as the selfless army officer 
– sacrificed his life to save a nervous recruit in a 
grenade-throwing training exercise gone wrong.

And suddenly, the army wasn’t this enigmatic 
organisation that young adult males vanished 
into for two and a half years. There was a real 
human connection that hummed along common 
corridors and echoed in void decks.

And this was only the beginning. Five years 
later, SBC teamed up with MInDeF to produce 
Airforce, which aired in 1988. 

I remember some friends in junior college 
who signed on to become pilots when they went 
into nS because of this series that came hot off the 
heels of Top Gun.

It was a glamorous look at the private lives 
of young RSAF trainee pilots as they navigated 
through their rigorous training. In the black-and-
white world of even colour television, the twists 
and turns of their lives – where loyalty, friendship, 
teamwork and perseverance were tested – were 
shown in their journey to become full-fledged 
pilots.

every boy would forsake homework, dinner or 
football to catch each episode. 

sAF In PoPULAR MeDIA
on stage, screen and InternetKeith Tan

[FACING] 
Poster for Army 
Daze the movie, 
1996.
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The aircraft were the highlight. We were 
enthralled with the technologically-advanced 
machines to the point where we knew them all 
by name – the northrop F-5S tiger Fighter, the 
Lockheed C130 hercules, SIAI Machetti S211 Jet 
trainer and the eurocopter AS332 Super Puma. 
See? I can still remember each one in sequence of 
appearance! how’s that for capturing imagination 
and taking it to the skies?

A platoon mate who became a midshipman 
once told me that the navy is a formidable force 
that’s rarely seen or heard, but is never outdone. 
And on 16 July 1990, the 16-part Navy sailed into 
the living rooms of Singaporeans island-wide, hot 
on the heels of the Army and Air Force.

We never thought much about how the actors 
prepared for their roles, but I found out later 
that Zoe tay and Chen tian Wen, along with the 
cast and film crew, went through comprehensive 
familiarisation and preparation for filming on 
board the missile gunboat RSS Sea Hawk. to 
achieve an unprecedented sense of authenticity 
and realism, the actors were also put through a 
diving course before filming to prepare them for 
their roles as naval divers.

Fast forward to 24 July 2007 and the launch of 
the hit MediaCorp 20-episode series Honour and 
Passion on Channel 8.

This drama series, a collaboration with 
MInDeF, showcased more vocations in the SAF 
and featured women in the Army, all cleverly 
woven into a riveting tale of family and romance, 
with a terrorist sub-plot thrown in for good 
measure.

Veteran huang Wenyong, back in uniform, 
played a warrant officer, commanding young 
actors including tay Ping hui, Bryan Wong, 
Rui en, nat ho and Felicia Chin. They delivered 
performances that got non-Mandarin proficient 
viewers like me to tune in faithfully.

I confess that I watched it for Felicia Chin who 
played a tough-as-nails artillery instructor who, 
somehow, managed to retain her milky-white 
complexion after all that time out in the sun.

Channel surfing one night, I decided to click 

to the national Geographic Channel. My son, who 
was then in primary school, was seated next to me 
and I said: “Let’s get a real education!”

What should pop on but a bunch of soldiers in 
nS garb speaking Singlish. “Where are the sharks?” 
my son asked, puzzled. “This is way better!” I 
replied with a hint of pride in my voice.

Several thumb taps and swipes on my 
smartphone later, I discovered some interesting 
facts about the six-part english documentary 
Every Singaporean Son.

The original material debuted as 6-8 minute 
“webisodes” that aired on cyberpioneer and 
Youtube from 7 July 2010. The clips served as 
an education tool for all pre-enlistees so that 
they knew “what to expect during Basic Military 
training (BMt)”. Filmed mainly in the training 
grounds on Pulau tekong, 18 short clips were 
released online, one every tuesday.

Seeing the material’s potential, national 
Geographic approached MInDeF and repackaged 
it into a six-part series.

The award-nominated series takes a reality tV 
format and follows 15 young men from different 
backgrounds as they experience the nine weeks 
of BMt. From being drafted, to obstacle courses 
and field camps, viewers are given a first-hand and 
candid look into the lives of recruits. 

to my delight, I discovered that it was an 
old friend, an ex-serviceman, who produced the 
series.

I called him up and my son insisted on 
speaking to him, just to say: “Well done, soldier!”

While I was introducing some of my old 
platoon mates to Every Singaporean Son, they were 
literally trading army stories with me, telling me 
all about the 13-episode The Recruit Diaries that 
took a light-hearted look at recruits as they went 
through BMt. 

A blogger, a boy who was first in his family to 
be enlisted, a self-professed Romeo, and a weight-
challenged young man make up the motley crew 
of recruits. The sitcom played off real training 
incidents and sensational news of the day. Viewers 
loved that they got a glimpse into the younger 

[TOP]
Chen Tian 
Wen (centre) 
preparing to 
shoot a scene 
in the TV series 
Navy, 1990.

[LEFT]
Ah Boys to Men, 
2012.

[ABOVE]
Cast of Ah 
Boys to Men 
3: Frogmen 
with director 
Jack Neo at a 
SAFRA Radio 
promotion, 2015.
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internet-savvy generation swapping army stories 
that were bathed in humour. 

Youtubers will also remember Zo Peng (Go 
Army) which went online in 2006. It’s a 15-minute 
short film by Jacen tan with a familiar story of 
how three friends support one another during nS. 
Refreshingly done in Singlish with english sub-
titles, it won second place in the Panasonic Digital 
Film Fiesta 2005.

From the small screen to the big screen. 
Did you know Michael Chiang’s Army Daze 
knocked Sidney Sheldon off the no 1 spot on the 
bestsellers’ list in 1985 when it was first published? 
I can proudly say, I was one of those who made 
it happen. I bought two copies. Only because I 
fell asleep on the bus reading a copy and woke to 
discover that it had been stolen. 

This book provided the inspiration for the 
most successful stage comedy in Singapore to 
date, having sold nearly 55,000 tickets over its 
various runs. The much-loved story about the 
BMt adventures of recruits Malcolm Png, Ah 
Beng, Johari, Krishna and Kenny was also made 
into a delightful movie in 1996 by Cathay Films, 
and held the record for being the highest-grossing 
contemporary Singapore-made english language 
film for more than 15 years.

needing no introduction is Jack neo’s 
insightful comedy about BMt – Ah Boys to Men. 
The blockbuster, which became Singapore’s top-
grossing film, is seen through the eyes of rich 
kid Ken as he’s thrown into a melting pot of his 
platoon with recruits from all walks of life. Ken’s 
overly-protective mother and grandma go through 
extreme lengths to delay his enlistment. And 
like every other recruit who goes in a boy, with 
preconceptions, he finishes BMt a changed man.

Ah Boys to Men also spawned a comic book 
and two sequels aptly named Ah Boys to Men 2 
and Ah Boys to Men 3: The Frogmen, about naval 
divers. Thank you, Jack neo, for giving Singapore 
our very own Movie trilogy Box Set.

not to be outdone by Michael Chiang, whose 
Army Daze has seen incarnations as book, play, 
comic book of the play and movie, Jack neo 

upped the ante by producing Ah Boys to Men – the 
Musical, based on his movie but with a brand new 
story and script.

But these two classics are not the only 
portrayals of the SAF on the stages of Singapore 
theatre. You Think, I Thought, Who Confirm? 
debuted in 2013 and returned to the stage in 2014. 
It was a clever piece which places social media 
centre stage when the lines of reality are blurred 
amidst a Full-time national Serviceman’s death 
in an army exercise in Brunei. Critics said that 
the play by Yellow Chair Productions “addressed 
a potentially controversial issue with balance and 
some sophistication”.

Other rib-tickling plays about the Army 
include Full Tank!, a tongue-in-cheek comedy 
by Laremy Lee about a sergeant and his motley 
crew of soldiers who hijack a tank for a joyride 
down Orchard Road, and the musical comedy, 
Botak Boys, by Julian Wong, presented as a double 
bill entitled Own Time Own Target by theatre 
company Wild Rice in 2009.

The most unexpected stage presentation of the 
SAF is by Irene Ong, who also decided to have a 
stab at the genre in Anak Mak Satu – a Peranakan 
play! Set in modern-day Singapore, the story 
revolves around how a pre-enlistee Jason and his 
Baba family coped with his upcoming enlistment. 
Says Ong: “everyone talks about nS. no one talks 
about the week prior to enlisting. It is a trying 
time, particularly for Peranakan mothers.”

So, you see? The SAF and nS are as much a 
part of our lives as Chicken Rice and Bak Chor 
Mee. And in a sense, there’s a certain fondness 
when people start talking about military service 
– whatever their station in life and whatever age 
they are. The stories aren’t just tales that bring a 
reminiscent smile. They’re stories about our rite of 
passage; they’re stories of our lives.

And while hollywood has their share of war 
stories drenched in machismo or heart-wrenching 
tragedy, we’ve spun our own military yarns but 
doused them with a good dose of reality. 

After all, who doesn’t like fodder to feed the 
bragging rights of our days of glory?

[ABOVE]
Every 
Singaporean Son 
2 on National 
Geographic 
Channel.

[RIGHT]
Anak Mak Satu, 
a Peranakan 
play about NS 
enlistment, 2014.

[FAR RIGHT]
Botak Boys, a 
musical by Julian 
Wong, 2009.



sAFRA RADIo
Hossan Leong

When Power 98FM first came into 
the realm of radio, it was “that Army 
station”. Before that, in the 1970s, 
there were SAF Hour and the Forces 
55 request programmes broadcast 
out of Singapore Broadcasting 
Corporation (SBC). Power 98FM, 
beamed from the SAF’s own radio 
suites in Depot Road Camp, had 
SAF news and announcements, and 
great music as well. We didn’t have 
many radio stations that played fun 
and cool music so it was a station 
that I would tune into now and 
again. 

Not many people know that 
some years before becoming a 
Power 98FM DJ, I had a one-year 
stint in 1999 on Power’s sister 
station, then known as Dongli 
88.3FM, on the bilingual morning 
show! After that short stint, I 
left to pursue other mediums in 
entertainment. Then in 2004, while 
strolling down Orchard Road on a 
Saturday, I bumped into Maggie 
(Margaret Mary Lim!), who was 
hosting the morning show on Power 
at that time. Her co-host had left 
the station and she was looking for 
a partner-on-air. She asked me to 
partner her and I said “yes”.

Oh, the early mornings! Waking 
up was not the hardest. It was what 
I call the 11 am slump – when the 
fatigue sets in. You see, I was also 
doing theatre and TV at the same 
time and my hours were long. But 
waking up before dawn and going 
to work is a special feeling. You 
see Singapore shake herself from 
slumber and greet each new day. 
Magical.

Radio is a very personal but 
powerful medium. The person 
listening to us at the other end 
needs to know that we are actually 

talking to him or her. And whatever 
we say can affect emotions and 
opinions. One careless comment 
can cause a lot of commotion. I 
enjoyed talking to people and our 
interviews with personalities and 
military personnel were always 
interesting. Hosting the annual 
Power Jam competition to launch 
new local bands was another 
exciting event. We interviewed a 
couple of the Red Lions one year 
and it really made me want to jump 
out of a helicopter then! So now it’s 
on my bucket list – to do a jump – 
tandem of course!

Maggie and I had a ball. The 
on-air partnership, in my humble 
opinion, was one of the better 
ones around then. We laughed at 
and with each other, irritated each 
other, covered up for the other 
when needed, supported each other 
through personal and professional 
problems. It was like having a buddy 
in the Army. We had each other’s 
back. 

I learnt so much from the 
experience. How to interview 
personalities and people, how 
to write radio scripts, I learnt 
a lot about football, but more 
importantly, how big a part the SAF 
played in the lives of Singaporeans. 
Going to army camps to host events 
and meeting the personnel made 
me realise the responsibility that 
I had as a Power DJ to not just 
entertain, but also to inform. My 
most memorable camp visit was to 
Pulau Tekong to entertain the new 
recruits. So nice to have a warm 
welcome (I think because I had 
Maggie with me – first girl they had 
seen in three months.) Going there 
reminded me of my own military 
experience. I did NS at the old Nee 
Soon Camp, 3 BTS. We were the 
last batch before the renovations. 
Old school. It was when ORD was 
known as ROD!

I went into the job knowing that 
the SAF link had to be there. The 

mix of music played on Power 98FM 
is different from the other stations 
because Power had to appeal to 
not just the younger NSFs, but 
also to older personnel serving in 
the SAF. The music had to be fun, 
cool, yet not alienating. It is a very 
tough job for the music director! 
We also had the support of the 
Army camps and bases that would 
tune in to us regularly, so I would 
say, having a captive audience 
always helps! Power 98FM together 
with 88.3 JIA FM work well to 
entertain and to be channels where 
announcements and information 
can be disseminated in an engaging 
manner which always works better!

[ABOVE]
DJ Daphne Khoo 
performing live 
on her show.

[RIGHT]
Hossan Leong.

[BELOW]
DJs Michael Tan 
and Jerald Ko 
hosting Power 
98FM’s 20th 
birthday bash.

[ABOVE]
DJs Shu Hui and 
Ben of 88.3 JIA 
FM’s lunchtime 
show, “Oh Yeah! 
哈比人”.

[BELOW]
In the days of 
playing vinyl 
records, 1991.



 

10 tHInGs tHAt 
PRove YoU’ve Been 
tHRoUGH tHe sAF
colin Goh

1. At the ROM, when the Registrar 
asks you if you take this woman to 
be your lawfully wedded wife, for a 
split second you think of your rifle.
2. You can’t throw anything without 
silently mouthing, “One thousand, 
two thousand…”
3. You measure distance in “klicks”.
4. When you spell something out for

another guy, you reflexively lapse 
into the NATO phonetic alphabet 
(Golf Echo Tango India Tango?).
5. No matter what your race is, you 
know how to offend someone in 
Hokkien.
6. You will never, ever pay money to 
go to Sentosa’s Megazip Adventure 
Park, because you can go through 
the same adventures for free when 
you are in ICT.
7. Whenever you order crabs, you 
think of a Colonel.
8. When you’re asked to attend any-
thing, you instinctively wonder if it’s 
B or C.
9. Your wife always grumbles about 
how, whenever there are other men 
at the dinner table, you inevitably 
steer the conversation towards NS 
stories.
10. No matter how many years after 
you’ve ORDed, you feel the book-in 
blues every Sunday evening.

[1] Your rifle, your wife.

[3] Running 2.4 klicks.

[5] Hokkien peng.

[2] 1,000… 2,000…

[4] Alpha, Bravo….

[8] Attend B.

[9] NS stories.

[7] Crabs.

[10] Book-in blues.

[6] Confidence training.
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I know what you’re thinking. Posted to Music 
and Drama Company (MDC) in nS. So lucky. 

I’ll have you know it was very hard work. 
Between shows, we rehearsed endlessly, and 
during show season, we visited every single camp, 
ate the terrible food like everyone else did and 
performed our hearts out for a jeering audience 
who would rather have had booked out than 
be confined in camp to watch some show. and 
for each performance, we had to load up and 
transport every piece of sound system, costumes, 
props, lights and musical instruments to the camp 
we performed in, set everything up and reverse 
the process when the show ended. we finished 
late and the memory of the silent journeys back to 
camp in the dark three-tonners still stays with me. 
as MDC pioneer Rashidah arshad once said: “It 
was the camaraderie that kept us going.”

I was not initially posted to MDC on en-
listment. how I got there was completely by 
chance. So, come to think of it, I was very lucky 
after all. 

when I went to CMPB on enlistment morning, 
because of my extremely bad eyesight, I found 
myself lumped with all manner of physically- 
challenged people: one walked with a limp, 
another had a club foot and his friend had a small 
hump on his back. only another boy seemed quite 
robust and he appeared to be smiling at me. as he 
came closer, I recognised Lim Siauw Chong (who 
later was to found Theatreworks). I asked him 
what he was doing there and he said he had some 

blood disorder or something. 
we, this crew of motely unfit, were relegated to 

filling out SaF 11as, as military IDs were called 
at that time.

That was the age of the pen and not the PC. 
Every ID card had to be written in exactly the 
same handwriting. So, we first spent interminable 
days writing, writing, writing. we filled exercise 
books of squares – pages of as, Bs and so on till it 
was time to go home. Then we graduated to filling 
in little slips of paper, sticking on pictures of bald-
headed boys and laminating the whole damned 
lot – day after day. I thought I’d go mad. 

to save myself from turning into a zombie, I 

MUsIc AnD 
DRAMA coMPAnY
stars shining with PurposeDick Lee

[FACING]
Tina Goh, Lim 
Siauw Chong and 
Rashidah Arshad 
at rehearsal.

[BELOW]
A skit involving 
soldiers and an 
Encik.
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took long walks around the camp at lunch time. 
During one of these walks, I made a resolution 
that would change my life. I called it Facing Facts. 
If I had two years of tedium ahead of me, I could 
spend it in misery or make the most of it.

Then one day, on one of these contemplative 
walks, I heard music coming from what looked 
like a church at the edge of CMPB. after a few days 
of observing the same, I thought, if nothing else, 
singing along in a church service would definitely 
break the monotony of my life in the SaF.

So, that fateful day, I poked my head through 
the large double doors of that edifice. to my 
utter surprise, I saw uniformed men and women 
dancing and singing a Broadway number! what 
was this place and why wasn’t I in it? I went to the 
room next door and encountered a band playing 
Big Band jazz. This was amazing! I found my way 
to the main entrance and read the sign: Singapore 
armed Forces Music and Drama Company.

The MDC was formed in 1973 by the very 
enlightened then-Minister for Defence, Dr Goh 
keng Swee. It was a vehicle to boost the morale 
of soldiers and spread the national education 
message through song and dance. “Vehicle” is the 
right word. For in those early days, four three-
tonners were parked next to one another to form 
a makeshift stage.

whatever its history, I knew this was where 
I belonged! It was home, surely! while I was 
standing there wrapped in my hopes, a young 
female sergeant appeared. “hello,” she said. “Can 
I help you?”

and so it came to pass that two days later, 
Recruit Lee Peng Boon, Richard, presented 
himself at the SaF Music and Drama Company 
to audition. I was led into a room by the 
aforementioned female sergeant now known to 
me as Sergeant Shida Rashid. There, uniformed 
personnel lolled about, on tea break apparently, in 
various forms of repose: some were reading, some 
were chatting and all the women were knitting. 

“audition”, Sergeant Shida announced loudly. 
“Quiet!”

I stood nervously by the piano as the sergeant 

went to get the auditioning officers. The entire 
room stared at me. I could feel their pity.

The doors opened and three officers marched 
in, aligned themselves at a long table and asked me 
about myself. I mentioned my album, Life Story, 
and said I choreographed (but I didn’t specify 
fashion shows). 

Then, I was asked to sing, and launched into 
my jazziest rendition of “alfie” by Burt Bacharach 
and hal David. when I finished, there was silence. 
The Commanding officer nodded. was that how 
soldiers clapped?

he said: “we will provide you with five 
dancers. Come every day at lunch time for a week 
to choreograph and practise, and you must be in 
the dance.”

Dance, did he say?
Yes, my mother had taught me how to foxtrot 

and cha cha, and I could do the salsa hustle, but did 
that make me a dancer – or dance choreographer?

I returned to my unit and told Siauw Chong 
what had happened and shared my fears. he said 
he wanted to try, and that I should too. I was 
shocked at his audacity but took his lead.

So, for the next week, I sprinted from the ID 
writing and spent my lunchtime at MDC. Siauw 
Chong had gotten himself an audition and we 
were to perform in each other’s items. his was an 

[ABOVE]
Broken TV 
stations skit.

[RIGHT]
Dick Lee 
(kneeling) with 
MDC colleagues.

[FACING]
Making up before 
a performance in 
a camp.
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exotic number with us dressed in Thai headdress 
and billowing aladdin pants, dancing ethnically 
to the funky theme from Shaft! I chose “Goodbye, 
Eddie, Goodbye”, from the movie Phantom of 
the Paradise, and worked out a song and dance 
(mostly song) routine with three couples doing 
a few side-stepping, hand-flinging movements 
inspired by the Supremes. 

at the end of that week, we were assessed 
by what looked like the entire company, and we 
received the news a week later that we had been 
accepted into MDC.

The Broadway number I witnessed at the 
introductory day was the MDC’s first-ever show 
number. This I learnt from the outgoing Corporal 
Chris ho (now known as X’ho) who left MDC 
several months after I joined. The first-ever show 
put up by MDC had, in fact, included a dance 
besides the mandatory sing-a-long. It was titled 
“Combat Dance” and involved dancers in temasek 
green uniforms imitating military training 
movements. although our audition pieces were 
eventually included in the company repertoire, as 
recruits, we weren’t commissioned to produce any 
more. The show staples then, I recall, were ethnic 
dancers, military anthems and skits. This was a 
small price to pay for the chance to later on create 
the showstoppers that were to become the MDC 
trademark.

In 1974, MDC gave their first public show, 
Melodies in Green, at the national Theatre, no 
less.  how it was done with just six mood lights, 
two spotlights and a few mobile speakers was 
an achievement in itself! This was followed up 
by Green Melodies in 1977, produced by Radio 
television Singapore.

From then on, MDC became recognised in the 
performing arts community, and was increasingly 
involved in national events and collaborations with 
other arts groups, so much so that it was, in 1998, 
transformed from an SaF unit into an Executive 
agency and then an Enhanced Executive agency 
in 2004 till 2012. This allowed MDC, during that 
period, to be more cost effective and cost efficient 
as they had the autonomy to manage its finances 

and procurements. of course it continued to 
perform in military events at home and abroad 
such as tattoos as far away as Sweden and goodwill 
performances in australia. after 2012, MDC 
became a MInDEF department.

The company began its annual participation 
in nDP in 1984, and I am glad to have worked 
again with them as nDP Creative Director several 
times. MDC also performed in two musicals I 
wrote: Kampong Amber (1994) and Sing to the 
Dawn (1996). By then, the company also included 
a chamber ensemble, Chinese orchestra and choir. 

I can say that the two happy years I spent in 
MDC gave me the foundation for what I do now. 
It was one among the few full-time professional 
performing troupes at the time (like the neptune 
Dancers!), and I got a taste of what showbiz would 
be like. I found it fun and addictive – not only 
for me, but also for the many musicians, actors, 
dancers and talented people who honed their 
skills while serving nS in MDC. 

So, pardon me for name-dropping while I 
name just a few: Bang wen Fu, Chan Yoong han, 
Chiang kum Mun, Leslie tan, Gurmit Singh, 
Darren Lim, Jeffrey tan, najip ali, Chua En Lai, 
Darren Seah, Jack neo, Sebastian tan, Royston 
tan, Sheikh haikel, Jeremy Monterio, Glen Goei, 
Shigga Shay and JJ Lin.

[RIGHT]
MDC Chinese 
orchestra, 1992.

[BELOW]
Performing in the 
Chingay Parade, 
1986.

[FACING]
An item in 
the MDC 40th 
anniversary 
show, 2013.
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PIONEER exists as the voice and memory of 
the SAF. The evergreen magazine was born 
on Singapore’s fourth birthday as the National 
Pioneer, a tabloid newsletter. In launching it, then-
Minister for Defence Lim Kim San said in his 
foreword: “There are now a few thousand young 
men and women in our Armed Forces. There is, 
therefore, a need for a medium through which 
our men and women in the Armed Forces can be 
enlightened and entertained.”

Over the next five decades, month by month, 
the magazine has grown and transformed, in 
pursuit of that original mission.

The original National Pioneer was heavy on 
editorial and light on its black-and-white pictures. 
The tone was serious and the language, formal. 
The 1960s’ editions featured articles befitting of 
a young nation, discussing the big issues of the 
day, such as the need for National Service, or our 
geopolitical environment. Over the years, that 
style gave way to a full-colour glossy magazine, 
friendlier and more casual, with an increased 
emphasis on pictures and graphics.

In the early days, national austerity demands 
meant that one copy of the magazine would 
have to be shared among 10 servicemen. Today, 
the magazine is sent to the homes of Full-Time 
National Servicemen, NSmen and Regulars.

In the 1970s, PIONEER offered subscription 
at 20 cents a copy. Today, it is a princely 40 cents.

For a time, advertisements were found in the 
pages of PIONEER for consumer electronics, 

computer courses, mosquito repellent and many 
varieties of beer. All advertising has ceased.

PIONEER has always been among the first 
to adopt new technology. In 1996, it launched 
cyberpioneer, its Internet edition. In 2010, it 
was one of the first Singapore publications to be 
offered on a newfangled contraption called an 
iPad. Today, cyberpioneer stories, pictures and 
videos are widely viewed, shared and commented 
on Facebook, Flickr and YouTube. Its content 
often sparks off discussions about NS experiences. 
It continues to be recognised internationally as 
one of the best magazines in its field.

What has also not changed is PIONEER’s 
dedication to its prime directive – to be the voice 
of the SAF. For five decades, it has documented 
our collective achievements and common 
experiences. It has faithfully recorded our journey 
as we march in uniform. It continues to narrate 
the grand adventure that is our SAF.

PIoneeR MAGAZIne
to enlighten and to entertainAdrian Tan

[FACING & 
BELOW]
Enjoying 
PIONEER in the 
1970s.



PIoneeR ALUMnI
Adrian tan

Many famous Singaporeans 
underwent their NS in PIONEER.

Actor, director and playwright 
Ivan Heng was a PIONEER writer. 
Of his PIONEER days, he said, 
“One week, I would be on board a 
ship, or on some jetty ready to go 
somewhere, another week I’d be 
sitting in a helicopter taking aerial 
pictures with my photographer. And 
we were interviewing ministers, 
and we got quite a big bite of the 
journalistic cherry. It was a great 
opportunity for a young man; I 
don’t think many people get to 
experience these things at 20.”

Celebrity photographer 
Russel Wong was a PIONEER 
photographer. He is famed for his 
pictures of stars such as Jackie 
Chan, Richard Gere and Tom Cruise. 
Aptly, his first PIONEER assignment 
was a portrait of LG (Ret) Winston 
Choo, then-Chief of General Staff. 
Russel said that his PIONEER 
experience was “an eye-opener”, 
and that it sharpened his senses. 
“Doing photo-journalism, I had to 
be more alert, as there was only one 
chance to take my shot. Most of the 
time, I didn’t quite know what to 
expect, and I had to get it right the 
first time. I also learnt to work with 
people to get the pictures I wanted. 
In PIONEER, I met all kinds of 
people, from privates to generals.”

Award-winning musician, 
songwriter and poet Dr Liang Wern 
Fook was another PIONEER writer. 
He wrote for the Chinese edition 
of the magazine. He said: “My 
writing was about self-expression. 
But at PIONEER, I realised I needed 
another kind of writing skill. It was 
no longer about personal feelings, 
but about being objective. It’s 
important to have an opinion, but 

self-expression must be within your 
setting and environment. And then, 
in my second year, I realised that 
even if no personal feelings are 
expressed, the story can still have a 
personal angle: how you write the 
story, whom you interview and what 
you highlight about them.”

Former Attorney-General 
Professor Walter Woon, food 
critic K F Seetoh, and former NMP 
Associate Professor Simon Tay are 
just some others who served their 
National Service in PIONEER.

Today editor Walter Fernandez, 
The Straits Times editor Warren 
Fernandez and former The New Paper 
Editor Ivan Fernandez have some-
thing less obvious in common. All 
cut their teeth as PIONEER writers.

Warren Fernandez said of his 
time in PIONEER: “What I had 
to learn was how to fit into the 
production cycle: conceptualising 
stories, working with the artists 
and photographers, designing the 
pages. That taught me a lot about 
the visual aspect of journalism – it’s 
not just about words, you’ve got to 
be able to connect with your readers 
through images, pictures and 
design.” Recalling the publication 
of his first story in PIONEER, he 
said: “It was great to see my byline. 
There’s always a buzz, a sense of 
achievement for your first story. I 
think that was what got me thinking 
about journalism. I wasn’t born 
wanting to be a journalist. PIONEER 
showed me that this was something 
I could do in the long term.”

Ivan Fernandez said of his 
PIONEER stint, where he was also 
resident cartoonist: “We felt our 
task was to go behind the scenes 
and make the activities on the 
ground, the people behind the units 
and the operating culture come 
alive. We wanted to show that there 
was more to the Armed Forces than 
the steely, highly-disciplined and 
perfectly-timed performances seen 
at the National Day Parade.”

[ABOVE & BELOW]
At the launch of 
PIONEER’s new 
design, 1991.

[ABOVE]
Distributing 
PIONEER 
magazines 
directly to 
soldiers in a 
barrack, circa 
1975.

[RIGHT]
A cartoon by Ivan 
Fernandez, circa 
1974.



WRIteR cLAss 2
Adrian tan

My part in PIONEER began one 
night in Pulau Tekong, when I fell 
out of a three-tonner.

The vehicle was ferrying my 
platoon back from training. It was 
late, and we were all exhausted. The 
tailboard, which someone ought 
to have bolted, flipped open. I was 
leaning against it, as we are told 
never to do. I tumbled out, bounced 
twice, and landed on my back, 
staring at the headlights of the rest 
of the convoy trundling towards me.

The good news was that the 
trucks stopped. The bad news was 
that I was medically downgraded.

I was no longer fit for combat. 
I was sent to learn typing at the 
School of Military Manpower. After 
reaching a speed of 30 words per 
minute on the SAF’s impossibly 
obstinate Olivetti typewriters, I was 
posted to a Divisional Headquarters 

as a Clerk Class 2.
It was a vastly different life. 

Barely weeks before, I had been 
digging foxholes as an Infantry 
Officer Cadet. Now I was re-
acquainting myself with luxuries 
such as an SAF office chair. When 
before I drank dubious-tasting 
water from my metal water bottle 
or ate my own cooking in the form 
of mysteriously-spiced chunks with 
Ovaltine biscuits in my mess tin, I 
now had a cookhouse with clean 
water and hot food prepared by 
professionals. I traded in my worn 
No 4 for new, office-ready No 3.

I began reading. Being an 
impoverished NSF, I had no money 
for books. I ended up reading 
anything I could find in my camp. 
The most abundant literature there 
was PIONEER magazine.

PIONEER, then, was a glossy, 
all-colour 48-page magazine that 
told me something about the huge 
organisation that I was in. I read 
it, and then I applied to write for 
it. I took a two-hour writing test, 
which I passed. I went to PIONEER. 
I became a Writer Class 2. And I was 

taught how to write.
My boss, Colin Fernandez 

(yes, another unrelated Fernandez 
editor), was the archetypal editor 
– grizzled, chain-smoking, hard-
drinking, with a love for words. 
He taught old-school journalism. 
He explained how news stories 
looked, and how they were edited. 
He emphasised simple language. 
PIONEER’s readers ranged from 
university-educated officers to 
servicemen who had barely passed 
their PSLE, he said. The magazine 
had to communicate with all of 
them, in a way which included and 
interested all of them. It had to tell 
the story of the SAF. 

There was the big over-arching 
story – the growth of the SAF. The 
magazine documented the SAF’s 
increasingly sophisticated training 
and better equipment. We had 
new aircraft, vessels and fighting 
vehicles. One article featured the 
use of personal computers in units, 
explaining that such devices could 
be used to produce letters, keep 
track of things and play games such 
as “Space Invaders”. Another was 
entitled “How to eat your Combat 
Rations”, and was accompanied 
by nutritional values of Muslim, 
non-Muslim and vegetarian combat 
rations. 

We showcased our achievers: 
pilots, sailors and soldiers who 
trained hard and were recognised 
by foreign military institutions, as 
well as talented individuals such 
as the first woman senior warrant 
officer and a promising SAF 
footballer named V Sundramoorthy.

We featured the exercises and 
operations the SAF carried out. 
When Hotel New World collapsed 
in 1986, we showed how the SAF 
led the rescue efforts. When an 
underground railway network 
(called the Mass Rapid Transit 
system) was being dug underneath 
Raffles Place, we talked about the 
Navy’s role in building it.

We also told the smaller, 
personal stories that touched 
all who served. We reported the 
retirement of “Captain Cook”, the 
chief chef of the SAF. CPT Wong 
Soon Yoke, OC of the School of 
Army Catering, was responsible for 
feeding an Army (as well as a Navy 
and an Air Force). CPT Wong, who 
joined the army at the improbable 
age of 40, recalled his early days at 
the School when, equipped with just 
a kwali, he had to turn 20 recruits 
into cooks for hundreds.

A popular column, “Well Done, 
Soldier”, recounted events of public 
spiritedness by our servicemen and 
women. A tech sergeant gave first-
aid to victims of a two-bus collision 
in Sixth Avenue. NSmen medics on 
guard duty rescued a family of eight 
from their burning semi-detached 
house in Changi. An airbase vehicle 
mechanic interrupted his jogging 
near his Jurong home to aid a 
motorist whose car had stalled. 
Within minutes, the corporal 
repaired the defective engine and 
the grateful motorist was on his 
way. Burly guardsmen (pictured 
stripped to their waists) rescued 
a drowning swimmer off Bedok 
Jetty. A corporal questioned a man 
accused of robbing a woman on a 
bus of her jewellery. “At first, he 
denied he had robbed the woman,” 
said CPL Birendra Kumar Panday. 
“But I queried him further and he 
finally admitted that he had done 
so. Then he threw a punch at me.” 
The man made a dash for it, but the 
corporal, who competes in 5-km 
and 10-km races, caught up with 
his quarry after a short chase and 
apprehended him.

We also discussed issues facing 
the SAF: the dangers of passive 
smoking, whether military letters 
had become more courteous, how 
to deal with depression among 
National Servicemen. And because 
it was run by individuals obsessed 
with language, it carried a regular 

column on English usage.
Like my colleagues, I went to 

almost all the camps in Singapore, 
and some outside it. I spent days 
watching new weapons being 
demonstrated in far-flung bases and 
nights throwing up over the side of 
navy vessels in the South China Sea. 
The aim was always to explain, as 
effectively as possible, what the SAF 
was doing.

I wrote for PIONEER from 
1986 to 1987. My stories had to 
be punched out, letter by letter, 
on the rigid keys of a mechanical 
typewriter. Deletions were difficult, 
not least because correcting 
fluid was scarce. So was paper, 
typewriter ribbon and typewriters 
themselves. All stationery was 
carefully hoarded by a fearsome 
sergeant. In the event of conflict, he 
wanted to be sure that we were well 
stocked, so that we could report on 
glorious victories as and when they 
took place. Thus, all writers became 

correspondingly parsimonious with 
their words, composing sentences 
carefully in their heads before 
committing them to paper. It 
taught me to value the well-chosen 
word and the well-composed 
paragraph. The writers took pride 
in producing articles which were 
typed in one continuous movement, 
from beginning to end, much like 
a pianist storming his way through 
“The Flight of the Bumblebee”. No 
one wanted to ask for the Tippex, 
as that would amount to an utterly 
abject admission of failure. 

I wrote and wrote and wrote. 
After NS, I carried on writing – 
magazine articles, short stories and 
novels. The income put me through 
university. Today, I practise law, and 
I write every day, all because I was 
thrown out of a three-tonner one 
night in Pulau Tekong.

The SAF taught me how to 
type fast and write clearly. And it 
changed my life.

[RIGHT] 
Adrian Tan (left) 
at PIONEER.
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Warriors have alWays loved a good sing-
a-long. The spartans went into battle singing, as 
did the romans and their enemies, the Gauls. 
Meanwhile, today’s american forces, famed for 
their macho call-and-response “cadences” (calling 
them “songs”, apparently, is too wimpy) have 
even taken to blasting heavy metal music during 
operations. They say a shared soundtrack focuses 
the group, helps maintain the timing of the march, 
takes the mind off the drudgery and trudging, and 
buttresses morale.

But what does our choice in songs say about 
us? like every other country’s armed forces, we 
have our fair share of chest-thumping, red meat-
chewing odes like this infantry standard:

We are the bedrock of our army
Wanting to keep our people free
Committed to the independence of our nation
We are the men from the Infantry
There will never be a mountain too high
Or a road too rough for us
We are about to rule the day and own the 
     darkest night
We’ll never rest till the wrong is right

From the land, air and sea
We will strike our enemies
And they call us the queen of the battlefield.
Oh, we are brothers in arms
We are brothers proud to be
We are the first
The one and only infantry

We are a special band of soldiers
Raised to guard our nation’s shores
We base our lives upon a set of seven values
To defend our nation’s cause
And when our country says she needs us
We’re always there by her side
We’ll protect the lives of every Singaporean
For Singapore, we’ll give our lives.

or this one:

When the whistle blows
Silence everywhere
And the flag goes up
In the battalion square
Soldiers all around
Never let you down
‘Cause we are the best
In the SAF
So echo… echo out loud
(Company) warriors never let you down
So echo… echo out loud
(Company) warriors never let you down
Up in the sky
Where planes fly high
And the parachutes bloom
Like flowers in the sky
I wanna be…
A (Company) warrior
‘Cause we are the best
In the SAF
So echo… echo out loud
(Company) warriors never let you down

sAF sonGs
Boys in Green singing the BluesColin Goh

[FACING] 
A rousing 
sing-a-long lifts 
spirits and builds 
camaraderie.
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So echo… echo out loud
(Company) warriors never let you down

Not unexpectedly, some of our more bellicose 
chants were also borrowed and adapted from 
foreign armies, like this one from the Us army:

A is for Airborne
I is for in the sky
R is for rough and tough
B is for bona fide
O is for on the go
R is for Ranger
N is for never quit
E is for every day

C-130 rollin down the strip,
Airborne daddy gonna take a little trip.
Stand up, buckle up, shuffle to the door,
Jump right out and count to four.

If my chute don’t open wide,
I’ll be splattered on the countryside.
If my chute don’t open wide,
I got another one by my side.

If that chute don’t open neither,
I’ll say hi to ol’ St. Peter.
If I die on the ol’ drop zone,
Pack me up and ship me home.

Bury me in the leanin’ rest,
Tell my folks I did my best.

saF version
A is for airborne
I is for in the sky
R is for rough and tough
B is for born to fly
O is for on the go
R is for ready
N is for never quit
E is for every day

When you get to heaven
St Peter’s gonna say

How you get to heaven
How you earn your pay

I replied with a little bit of anger,
Earn my pay as an airborne trooper
Hey-o, what you say now
Airborne trooper’s on his way now

C130 rolling down the street
Airborne troopers take a little trip
Stand up hook up shuffle to the door
Jumping down by the count of four

If my main doesn’t open wide
I have another one by my side
If that one doesn’t open too
Then I’m in for a jolly good ride

If I land in a Russian front
Bury me with a Russian gun
If I die in the Vietnam War
Send me back to Singapore

Tell my major I’ve done my best
Silver wings upon my chest
Tell my mama I’ve done my best
Now it’s time to take a rest

There are also the ones that tug a little more at 
our sense of responsibility and sacrifice, like the 
old chestnut, “Training to be soldiers”:

Training to be soldiers
Fight for our land
Once in our lives
Two years of our time
Have you ever wondered?
Why must we serve?
Because we love our land
And we want it to be free to be free (yeah)

Looking all around us
People everywhere
Children having fun
While we are holding guns
Have you ever wondered?

Why must we serve?
Because we love our land
And we want it to be free to be free (yeah)

But after doing some research, i found that 
most servicemen are tepid about these patriotic 
alpha-male paeans. rather, the saF songs that 
seem to have left the deepest impressions on us are 
those which carry an air of distinct melancholy. 
Take Jack Neo’s legendary hokkien ditty, which 
begins:

23rd June was a real bad day
That’s the day I went into the army
Early in the morning I took a taxi
And rode all the way to CMPB
Aiyo Aiyo Ai-ai-yo-ah
Aiyo Aiyo Ai-ai-yo-ah

even the sanitised english adaptation that was 
used for the documentary series Every Singaporean 
Son shares this hangdog quality:

Today Monday, my lucky day
Sit ferry on a sunny day
Free hotel and nice foodfare
All was good till I lost my hair
Aiyo Aiyo Ai-ai-yo-ah
Aiyo Aiyo Ai-ai-yo-ah

[TOP]
Officer cadets 
performing at a 
CO Evening, circa 
1977.

[BOTTOM]
SAF song book 
and cassette 
tape, 1990.

[FACING]
3 SIR CO 
Evening.
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But complaint songs are not new in the 
military, which are tolerated and even encouraged 
as a way of helping soldiers vent about what must 
be an abrupt change in lifestyle. Take the hoary 
old British and american ditty that goes:

They say that in the Army the coffee’s mighty fine
It looks like muddy water and tastes like turpentine

Oh Lord, I wanna go
But they won’t let me go
Oh Lord, I wanna go home

which has been also adapted by our troops with 
verses like:

They say that in the Army the food is mighty fine
You ask for chicken curry, 
They give you chao tah rice
Oh, I don’t wanna lead an Army life

PC, I wanna go
OC won’t let me go
Mummy, I wanna go home

What i’ve found to be distinctly singaporean, 
however, is an abundance of lamentation over lost 
romance:

In the early morning march
With a field pack on my back
And an aching in my arms
And my body full of sweat
I’m a long, long way from home
And I miss my lover so
In the early morning march
When the cold wind blows
When the cold wind blows 
When the cold wind blows 
When the cold wind blows
When the cold wind blows
I know I know
You have to go
So hurry back home
I miss you so

i suspect this wistful quality became especially 
pronounced in the wake of the xinyao craze of the 
1980s, where it seemed like every other person in 
singapore was picking up the guitar to warble twee 
Chinese ballads, as exemplified by this classic:

I asked my girl
To take a walk
To take a walk
Down Orchard Road
Bypass Mandarin
To Centrepoint
Where we had lunch
At McDonald’s

We had fillet
And apple pie
We shared a cup
Of lemon lime
I held her hands 

Looked into her eyes
I asked her to 
Be my future wife

There was one night
There was no light
There was no light
So we used torchlight
Torchlight no light
So we used star light
Star light not bright
So we used purple light

The last line of this chaste schoolboy ditty, 
however, would often lead into another song that 
is regularly cited as a favourite by NsFs:

Purple light
In the valley
There is where
I want to be
Infantry
Close companion
With my rifle and my buddy and me….

SOC
Si beh chia lat
IPPT
Lagi worse
Every day
Doing PT
With my rifle and my buddy and me….

Booking out
See my girlfriend
Saw her with
another man
Broken heart
Back to Army
With my rifle and my buddy and me….

i totally get why these “emo” songs are more 
popular – they tap into something authentic, 
universal and human, unlike the more abstract 
flag-waving anthems.

“Purple light”, however, became the subject 
of controversy when the women’s rights group 
aWare made an issue of a mischievous version 
in which the verse about being cuckolded had 
acquired a violent, misogynistic taint.

i thought MiNDeF was absolutely right to 
ban the offensive mutation. it’s fine for our boys 
in green to sing the blues. one of my strongest 
memories of BMT was the long line for the 
payphone (remember them?) to call a girlfriend 
or, more likely, someone-who-maybe-could-
have-been-a-girlfriend-if-not-for-the-chao-army. 
(This is corroborated by my wife who recalls how, 
during this period, she was suddenly besieged by 
in-camp calls from former schoolmates who had 
hitherto never shown any romantic interest.) But 
there are some red lines no one should cross.

There is one saF song that does offer a 
modicum of hope about potential romantic 
options. i still recall how its simple yet profound 
lyrics would stir optimism in the lonely hearts of 
my BMT platoon mates and me as we sang them:

Today is my book-out day, doo-dah, doo-dah
Today is my book-out day, doo-dah, doo-dah, day
No more SOC, Now can call girlfriend
Today is my book-out day, doo-dah, doo-dah, day

[ABOVE]
SAF women 
enjoying a sing-
a-long, circa 
1980.

[FACING]
A violin, an 
uncommon 
instrument in 
camp.



sAF sPeAK
A Legacy to swear By
colin Goh

It may surprise some of you that 
whenever I think about the linguistic 
contributions of the SAF, I am 
reminded of the Oxford English 
Dictionary (OED).

This is because when the OED 
was being compiled in the late 
1800s, its chief editor, Professor 
James Murray, learned that over 
10,000 entries had been submitted 
by a single man – William Chester 
Minor, a former army surgeon 
incarcerated in an asylum for the 
insane.  

Similarly, in 2000, when I was 
crowdsourcing entries for the 
Coxford Singlish Dictionary on the 
satirical website TalkingCock.com, 
I noticed that the most fervent bloc 
of contributors consisted of NSFs. 

Just what is it about military 
men and lexicography? I believe it 
begins with the need to navigate 
the torrent of jargon that all fresh 
enlistees feel, an impulse that grows 
into a (sometimes morbid) curiosity 
about how the various idioms came 
about, followed by the urge to 
participate in their propagation.

As a country with conscription, 
it is no wonder so many military 
terms have entered our civilian life. 
Here is just a small sample of the 
less profane ones:

• When asked to investigate the 
suitability of various venues, no one 
in Singapore “surveys” or “inspects” 
the locations; we always “recce” 
them.

• Someone who is repeatedly 
passed over for promotion in 
their job is invariably described as 
“hentak kaki”, which comes from 
the Malay drill command to march 
in one spot.

• A person of nervous 

disposition is called a “kan cheong 
spider”, an epithet that originates 
from rifle cleaning. A “spider” refers 
to dirt in the barrel of your rifle, and 
“kan cheong” (the Cantonese term 
for anxious) is how you feel before 
an inspection which might reveal 
your weapon to be insufficiently 
arachnid-free.

• Meanwhile, a punctilious 
or over-eager person is often 
denigrated as being “siao on” or 
simply “on”, an abbreviation of “on 
the ball”. For example: “Supervisor 
coming, so of course he suddenly 
siao on, lah.”

• We rarely say we have been 
“tasked” or “charged” with an 
onerous or unpleasant assignment 
or duty; instead we say we have 
been “arrowed”. This stems from 
the practice in official notifications 
of stamping a tiny arrow next to the 
names of the relevant personnel.

• We are never told to prioritise 
a list of duties using our own 
discretion; rather, we’re told to deal 
with them at our “own time, own 
target”, which is often abbreviated 
to simply “OTOT”.

• A lazy person or someone 
with a relaxed job is called a “lobo”, 
which comes from the acronym 
“Left Out of Battle Order”.

• Meanwhile, someone who 
always fails to meet his targets is 
a “bobo king”, a term that comes 
from the shooting range label W/O 
W/O (wipe out), meaning no hits 
at all. For example: “Why you give 
that bobo king such an important 
assignment?”

• And if one encounters a bobo 
king, it is entirely proper to “tekan” 
(Malay for beat or pressure) him, 
perhaps by asking him to “wake up 
your idea”.

• When we create distractions or 
diversions or deliberately confuse, 
we always say we “smoke”, a 
reference to the military tactic of 
using smoke grenades to conceal 
tactical operations. For example: 

“I did not know how to answer the 
essay questions, so I just smoke all 
the way, lor.”

• We use “mood” as an adjective 
to describe a carefree state of mind, 
as in “Wah, exam over, so you 
mood already lah!” This comes from 
the term “ROD mood”, a feeling 
a serviceman has in the weeks 
leading up to his Run-Out-Date, 
now known as the more aspirational 
“Operationally-Ready Date”.

Not all of the above terms 
originated in the Armed Forces, 
of course. However, for many 
cloistered boys like me, NS is 
when we first encountered such 
colourful language, and in such vast 
quantities. Just like Singlish, the 
patois we pick up in the SAF is not 
just some form of lazy or utilitarian 
shorthand. Rather, many of the 
terms show a level of inventiveness, 
humour and irreverence that we 
Singaporeans are often unfairly 
accused of lacking.

I continue to look forward to 
all the new expressions that will 
undoubtedly emerge with every 
new cohort.  As T S Eliot said:

For last year’s words belong to 
last year’s language

And next year’s words await 
another voice.

Or as my platoon sergeant 
might have said (somewhat less 
poetically if more succinctly), “You 
chao recruits ah, pattern more than 
badminton!”

[ABOVE] 
How to tekan.

[ABOVE] 
Another type of 
bobo king.

[LEFT] 
Smoke all the 
way.
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Any survey of singaporean writings on the 
theme of national service knows one starting 
point: Michael Chiang’s Army Daze (1985). 
This work stands out as not just the first of its 
kind but also its most representative, featuring 
every trait that has since gone into defining such 
literature. The story shows national service as 
a rite of passage for singaporean boys growing 
into adulthood. It also shows how enlistees deal 
with the loss of their civilian identities, what they 
learn in the army, and the personality types they 
encounter or become.

Army Daze is, in fact, among the few 
singaporean books to cross into several other 
mediums. It began as a semi-autobiographical 
novella about a young man’s introduction to the 
military life. The subsequent play version (1987), 
and the film version (1996) inspired by it, follow 
a group of conscripts from diverse racial and 
socio-economic backgrounds as they go through 
Basic Military Training (BMT). These recruits at 
first struggle to bridge their new lives with their 
familiar, old ones. They confront stereotypes 
emerging among them such as the Blur King 
and the Gabra King, which Chiang describes as a 
“perpetual bundle of nerves”. In the process, they 
learn discipline, responsibility, and the value of 
strong bonds.

national service therefore acts as a context 
for seeing a stage in the lives of boys as they 
grow in body and mind into men. It is also a 
way to explore how one can become a functional 

member of society and a custodian of its life. It 
is in this sense that Philip Jeyaretnam has all the 
young, male singaporeans of his famous volume 
of short stories First Loves (1987) affected by 
full-time military service. Ah Leong, a recurring 
character, is reminded time and again of his 
impending enlistment up to the day he enlists. In 
the story “Army”, as he considers his lost civilian 
identity, he further reflects on the experiences of 

ns In LIteRAtURe
the Write of PassageGwee Li Sui
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his grandfather and father, two key male figures 
in his life.

This fact that national service can enhance 
male bonding is explicitly taken up by another 
writer, Colin Cheong, in his collection Life Cycle of 
Homo Sapiens, Male (1992). Four of the 18 stories 
here have a military context. “silent service” 
observes how the ties among a group of friends 
evolve against the backdrop of army obligations. 
“One night Only” centres on a night out for a 
group of soldiers based abroad, while “Poisson 
Ivy” depicts the more mundane world of army 
clerical work. A fourth story, “The Hill”, displays 
masculine qualities best through an unflinchingly 
military setting. relating the chance meeting 
between a young and an old serviceman, it uses 
the hill they train at as a metaphor for the obstacles 
in life each of them faces and seeks to overcome.

Indeed, when you read the various depictions 
of army time by singaporean writers, you will 
discover that this hill is a curiously recurring 
image. It haunts even poetry as the example of 
Koh Buck song’s poem “Hills are for Heroes” 
(2001) shows. Koh’s poem records the connection 
between such a soldier’s terrain and the city he 
defends that exists around it. urban development, 
being a more concrete fact of singapore, causes 
details of “hill 265” to keep changing on the army 
map. since “training realism relies/on make-
believe”, these changes affect military exercises 
themselves, the hill turning into a strange space of 
play for the serious imagination.

such a distinct site for war games fascinates 
the poet Boey Kim Cheng too although his piece 
“reservist” (1992) shows it conversely like an 
unchanging truth. As aging men with “creaking 
bones” and “suppressed grunts” return for their 
annual in-camp training, they learn that they will 
still “keep charging up the same hills” and “plod/
through the same forests”. Boey nonetheless sees 
here the philosopher Albert Camus’ use of the 
Greek myth of sisyphus, a kingly figure who was 
damned to roll a rock up a hill forever. repetitive 
tasks become for him teaching points about going 
along with life’s strangeness:

From ARMY CAMP, PARADE GROUND
Terence Heng

Tortured ground. Your skin is blistered
by the vehement boots that stamp and stomp
all day long. The unconcerned sun applies
itself to both human and asphalt alike
And when the rain comes, your heaving sighs
are vapour mists that rise out from your pores.
Relief in little steaming clouds of past parades.

From BOYS IN JUNGLE GREEN
Robert Yeo

These are our common boys in jungle green
Upon whom we trust a role at home.
For will and muscle to grow on bone, 
Young men will have to be brave men.

The parade ground is harsh bitumen
And harder still the corporal’s lash.
Hours drag like a sacrifice…
Tomorrow is the same refrain.

Jungle, river, valley and hill
The elemental lash of rain and sun.
Despite blisters, cramps, faintings even,
The mud on your face is soil, your soil.

SEMBAWANG
Koh Buck Song

smells of the soil
cannot be denied,
dawn scents of eath grub-full
as whiff of feathers
and other farming things
herald the handiwork
of toilers tucked
in rows of chye sim,
kio and kai lan

at day’s end,
frayed hats pop
up, and dusk’s dull
glow illuminates
this ancient life
of hill and vale

here, where flares ignite
the sky and blanks
puncture the air
on frantic wayang nights,
rustic peace hides
much yet unstaged
and more to show
cast for burial
in some other plot
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We will have proven that Sisyphus is not a myth.
We will play the game till the monotony
     sends his lordship to sleep.

In fact, taken together, national service poems 
seem to display a broader and more complex 
range of engagements than their counterparts 
in prose, drama, and film. These poems do not 
just focus on the pains of adapting to military 
life and the experience of camaraderie, but also 
explore attachments to specific places and events. 
Works such as Paul Tan’s “Cookhouse” (1994) and 
Terence Heng’s “Army Camp, Parade Ground” 
(2000) record the impact military spaces have on 
personal mental space and identity. Others such as 
Aaron Lee’s “remembering BMT” (1997), which 
describes his introduction to long road marches, 
look at military activities and the emotions they 
inspire. Cyril Wong’s “Field Camp” (2002) and 

“Jungle Training” (2002) as well as Tan’s “reservist” 
(2006) capture vivid, passing moments that occur 
during field exercises.

All that said, it may well be that the most 
potent feature in the national service experience 
is neither the environment nor its activities per se. 
rather, it is the relationship with society it enriches, 
the view on fellow singaporeans and people in 
general gained through close interaction. As 
national service is the single point in many male 
citizens’ lives where different sectors and classes 
of society converge, its writings are naturally full 
of colourful personality types. Other than the 
comical types that Army Daze popularises, there 
are also troublesome ones such as the enlisted 
hooligan in Boey’s “Tattoos of a Private” (1989). 
even this soldier’s dragon tattoo “lisps and seethes” 
in rebelliousness and roars whenever “the sight of 
stripes and bars/draws him out of his den”!

Many other familiar types exist. There is the 
platoon mate who becomes a lifelong friend, 
the stern, brotherly corporal, the fatherly but 
whimsical encik, the beloved officer like the 
one Tan celebrates in “Parade” (1994), and the 
erratically compassionate Chief Clerk. Then 
there is the out-of-shape nsman and, of course, 
that figure of the regular, whose perspective can 
intrigue the full-time serviceman greatly. Toh 
Hsien Min’s “Platoon sergeant, nee soon Camp” 
(2002) thus imagines one such regular finding 
himself uncomfortable with being in what he 
suddenly perceives as a dead-end job. All these 
poems do not romanticise human nature but 
rather rely on the military’s unique setting to 
clarify character. 

In another group of poems, the military 
world becomes an indirect means to depict and 
comment on society at large. For example, Boey 
in “Army rituals” (1996) uses the precision learnt 
from handling weapons and bombs to describe 
social conditioning and the constraints on self-
expression. He proceeds to lament how “now the 
bolts of my speech/are jammed” and “my hands 
tremble/to approach the silence”. Alfian sa’at’s 
sprawling four-part “Ode to the Army” (1998) 

uses militarism more flamboyantly to highlight 
affronts to his sense of self and a range of other 
displeasures. recently, Joshua Ip’s sonnet “entry” 
(2012) applies the enlistee’s shift from civilian to 
military language and the army’s high standards of 
housekeeping to the pressures on writing:

this poem is tucked-in, clean-shaved, and 
     iron-creased…
this poem is so shiny you can see your face inside.

To be sure, poems such as these seem less 
interested in military truths and practices than 
in the metaphors they can be turned into. There 
are also poems that choose to make positive, 
life-affirming meanings instead of cynical ones. 
Gilbert Koh’s “national Day Parade” (2009), 
for example, describes a soldier’s intimate time 
with his mother as they re-watch a taped video 
of his role in a national Day Parade marching 
contingent. This bonding is interesting as it 
challenges the typical idea of male bonding that 
national service encourages. Here, it cuts across 
a few social divides: between man and woman, 
child and parent, public and private selves, 
and military and civilian identities. The poem 
exhibits a cheerful use of the military duty in 
literature, where it becomes an enhancer of simple 
experiences and relationships.

All these cases still represent a fraction of 
the published writings with national service as 
theme that exist to date. It may be worthwhile to 
note that the bulk of them are written during or 
soon after a writer’s stint in full-time service, with 
a smaller number made late in the ns cycle. As 
such, national service writings are distinguished 
not just by their scope of interests but also by the 
phase in the lives of writers themselves. These 
works, being tied to the concerns of men from the 
age of eighteen to their thirties, are articulated in 
those terms. An understanding can firstly explain 
the vibrancy and energy of such writings. It can 
also hint at a larger body of unpublished pieces 
that may well exist, locked away in the drawers of 
memories of singaporean men. 

EPITAPH OF A BLUR RECUIT IN TEKONG
Gwee Li Sui

One and two and three and four,
Watch me, I can count some more!
Five and six and seven and eight,
Hold: suppose to throw the gre –
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The Themes of arT and military seem to be 
an unlikely combination, and little is collected 
by way of art that references the armed forces 
in singapore’s national art collections. Yet, the 
soul of the singapore armed forces is often 
expressed by artistic means – through both formal 
commissioned landmark pieces and independent 
artworks made by artists and Nsmen.

every recruit since 1999 is familiar with the 
National service landmark, composed of an 
armed soldier against the backdrop of a swirling 
national flag. four young children flank the side, 
representing the future of our diverse society. The 

sculpture was installed for the inauguration of 
the saf Basic military Training Centre on Pulau 
Tekong. many singaporeans, through school and 
family visits, are also familiar with the formal 
commemorative sculptures and reliefs of the army 
museum. These pieces evoke the sense of mission 
and values embodied by the armed forces in their 
commitment and objective to defend singapore 
and its people.

Chua Boon Kee has created several of the 
army museum pieces, including a collaborative 
piece with Nsmen in 2007, the “Leadership and 
Learning – 7 Core Values” sculpture. (an eighth 

sAF In ARt
on a Broader canvasSeah Tzi Yan

[FACING] 
“You can lose 20 
kgs in 3 months 
at BMT”,  
Tang Da Wu, 
1991.

[LEFT] 
“Conversation”, 
Ho Kok Hoe, 
1977.
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value, safety, was added in 2013.) an entry by 
photographer eric Lee in his blog reads: “Went 
back to the army museum of singapore to take 
some pictures of my sculptures”, and he also 
mentions his enjoyable experience working 
alongside the sculptor. Whilst Chua has sculpted 
several landmark pieces for various armed forces 
buildings, Lim Leong seng is also remembered 
for his “Bugler”. The bronze figure, commissioned 
in 2008 for the saf Band’s 50th anniversary, 
stands in front of the colonial officers’ mess that 
is known affectionately as the White house at 
Nee soon Camp. Likewise, Chern Lian shan has 
made a bronze sculpture titled “Valour at sea”, 
which serves as a landmark at Tuas Naval Base. 
such pieces bear witness that the armed forces 
are more than military muscle – music, the 
arts and heritage are intrinsic to its machinery. 
Perhaps the most historically significant are the 
pair of merdeka Lions by rodolfo Nolli, originally 
guardians of the merdeka Bridge from 1955 to 
1966, now sited at the safTI military Institute 
since 1995.

Those who grew up in the 1970s and 1980s 
in singapore will also remember Leong Choon 
Cheong’s book Youth in the Army which features a 
painting of three resting soldiers on its cover. The 
painting “Conversation” by the late Dr ho Kok 
hoe was one of three he painted that referenced 
the armed forces and is in the collection of the 
singapore art museum. The other two “at ease” 
(1981) and “my son” (1975), are a singaporean 
father’s expressions about his sons being in 
National service, depicting army life as part of 
the singaporean landscape. Dr ho presented the 
two paintings to the army museum in 2007.  also 
in the singapore art museum collection are Goh 
Teck hong’s two “army series” works, “Not my 
fault” and “Take Cover” (both 1988); whereas 
Ng eng Teng’s “Portrait” (1986), a missile shaped 
sculpture that points to the violence and upheaval 
of war as well as the need for defence, is in the 
NUs museum collection.

mINDef launched a series of Defence art 
Competitions (DaCs) from 1991 to “invite 

established and emerging singaporean artists 
to express their perceptions of the saf as a vital 
force in the defence of our sovereignty by keeping 
its armed forces fighting fit”. Despite the artistic 
communities’ initial skepticism of the outcome 
of an army art competition, the first DaC 
received many entries including submissions by 
established and upcoming artists: Lai Kui fang, 
Tong Chin sye, Kuan soong, sarkasi said, Whang 
Tar Choung, Lim Poh Teck, Ler hock Chuan and 
Tan Kay Nguan. The next edition in 1994 included 
a young unknown suzie seah who won second 
place. also known as suzanne Victor, she has 
since participated in the Venice Biennale 2001, the 
adelaide Biennale 2008 and singapore Biennale 
2013. It can also be noted that artist Vincent Leow, 
an early member of The artists Village, had a piece 
entered, as did ahmad abu Bakar, anthony Chua 
say hua, and Chieu sheuey fook who works in 
metal tooling. Leow had also been a proponent 

of several artists groups including Utopia and 
Plastique Kinetic Worms. The third DaC, in 
1995/1996, attracted repeat and new entrants, 
including mohammad Bin Din mohammad.

The three DaCs instigated the creation of many 
artworks which are displayed in the public areas 
of the many saf buildings. The chief judge of the 
third DaC was Dr earl Lu, himself an eminent art 
collector. The artworks created spanned a breadth 
of treatment and thought. a large percentage of 
these were celebratory paintings, which embodied 
the heroic, victorious aspects of defence and the 
stirring emotions. others, like Tang Da Wu’s “You 
can lose 20 kgs in 3 months at BmT” (1991) are 
more down-to-earth depictions of the personal 
struggles of national servicemen to train and 
endure the daily rigours of being in the army. 
The paintings were not only formal works based 
on realism; there were also more contemporary, 
abstract works like Ler hock Chuan’s “one” which 

[ABOVE] 
“Defence”,  
Sarkasi Bin Said, 
1991.

[BELOW] 
“Sailors”, 
Ang Cheng Chye, 
1994.

[FACING] 
“Challenge”, Lim 
Poh Teck, 1991.
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won second prize in the 1991 competition, and 
Lim Poh Teck’s “Challenge” (1991) which gave a 
new, up-to-date way of depicting the saf.

Women artists including suzanne Victor, 
Tan Juat Lee, Tay shuh fung, hong sek Chern 
and Wong Yean Yean also participated, bringing 
a measure of equality to the voice of armed 
forces art, which may otherwise be seen as male-
dominated terrain. The works these women artists 
entered were mostly abstract, painterly, and a few 
– including hong sek Chern’s “X-ing the Weser/B 
s over Pontoon Bridge” (1995) – were added 
to the mINDef collection. hong, Tan, Tay and 
Victor are practising artists and their works are 
well ensconced in the singapore gallery scene.

artworks produced independently by 
singapore artists may also reference the armed 
forces as an intrinsic part of singapore life. 
Notably, artists have used the army persona to 
discuss issues of personal and national identity. 
John Clang, the New York-based singapore 
photographer, had “Twins”(2014), the pair 
photographed in army gear, and also made “a 
soldier” (1996), an unidentified young man in 
army uniform having a smoke outside a barrack. 

Kamarulzaman made “11B” a photographic 
depiction of his own armed forces identity 
card with a Quick response (Qr) code over 
his face. The Qr text cheekily reads: “I accept 
donations”, and gives a contact telephone number. 
another related series from him, “facial Codes”, 
involves a variety of group photographs (school, 
family, army), each face covered by a Quick 
response (Qr) code that gives an intimation of 
the individual’s possible thoughts at the time.

other independent artistic works that involve 
experiences or imagery of the armed forces 
include: the cartoons of Lee Xin Li, naïf and 
Tintin-like; and alvin ong’s drawing of “staff ang” 
(2009) and “arson” (2008), studying the power of 
communication through facial expression.

Whilst film, drama and music often document 
the social, humane and comic aspects of a soldier’s 
life, paintings and other works of art capture 
many subtler, private memories and responses to 
the experience of being in the singapore armed 
forces. The perceptions and memories of life in 
the armed forces, its challenges and the ideals of 
being in the service of the nation remain amplified 
through the many public art works about the saf. 

[FACING] 
“Amphibious 
Attack 
Briefing”,  
Lai Kui Fang, 
1995.

[RIGHT] 
“One”, 
Ler Hock Chuan, 
1991.

[BELOW] 
“Operations”, 
Tan Chye Tiong, 
1991.
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One Of my favOurite parts of the national 
Day parade is the feu de joie, “fire of joy” in french, 
a celebratory rifle salute where the running gun 
fire of blank rounds are a kettle of tabla, kompang, 
tambourine and rattle drum.

as i played the cornet in the sir Band for the 
better part of my nsf days, another point of the 
parade that excites me is when the band strikes up 
to bring in the contingents – phalanxes in various 
uniforms and carrying different coloured flags: 
the saf, Home team, school uniformed groups, 
social organisations and business houses – pillars 
of our defence.

What also stirs me is the Colours party dipping 
the Colours as the national anthem soars. in the 
sky, the giant state flag flutters and the fighter jets 
roar. The ground shudders 21 times as artillery 
guns give their salute.

i always watch the foot drill critically, applying 
the standard of the company sergeant major who 
drilled us in my spit-and-polish, starched-uniform 
recruit days.

for recruits, the first experience of ceremony 
and parades is, of course, the passing Out parade 
(pOp). unfortunately, i missed mine, having been 
so sick that i had to stay at home – attend C. 
so, it was a consolation of sorts to have attended 
multiple pOps and their rehearsals with the sir 
band. The parade sergeant majors demanded 
nothing but perfection, which meant semula after 
semula. Once, after what our band sergeant major 
thought was one semula too many, he upped 

the tempo of the march just enough to drop the 
parade sergeant major a quick hint. it worked.

pOps now start off at Changi and end after a 
24-km route march in the heart of the city. my 
friend michelle Chian is familiar with the area. 
Her office was in one of the towers of the business 
district that forms the backdrop of the parade. 

Her pride is obvious: “to watch my exhausted 
but determined son march onto the marina Bay 
floating platform, having marched overnight in 
full gear, to see the whole field of over 4,000 newly-
minted soldiers pledge to ‘preserve and protect 
the honour and independence of our country 
with (their) lives’, then for all of us to sing Majulah 
Singapura together after a minute of silence with 
heads bowed in tribute to mr Lee Kuan yew. it 
turned out to be much, much more emotional 

ceReMonIes AnD RItUALs
Pomp and PageantryGoh Eck Kheng

[FACING] 
Wing Sergeant 
Major checking 
the officer 
cadets at their 
commissioning 
parade.

[BELOW] 
SAF Colours 
Party.
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than i thought it would be.”
This particular pOp was two weeks after 

the funeral of the founding prime minister of 
singapore. Like countless other singaporeans, my 
family and i followed the sombre events of the 
week.

These scenes stay in my mind. at sri temasek, 
six saf servicemen and two policemen, serving 
as coffin bearers, drape the state flag over the 
casket, the crescent moon and stars over mr Lee’s 
head and close to his heart. They doff caps and 
raise the giant on whose shoulders we stand on 
their own shoulders. The cortege is received by 
president tony tan and emeritus senior minister 
Goh Chok tong at the plaza where mr Lee had 
received countless foreign heads of state in his 
long career. from the flagstaff atop the istana, the 
presidential standard flies at half-mast. a lone 
bagpiper pipes “auld Lang syne”. at the istana 
main gate, 24 guards from the saf military police 
(mp) Command present arms, and as the gun 
carriage turns into Orchard road, many of the 
waiting throng call out mr Lee’s name.

Lee Kuan yew lies in state at parliament House. 
The first vigil guards are mounted – the Chief of 
staff-Joint staff, and the chiefs of army, navy and 
air force, standing at each corner of the casket, 
led by the Chief of Defence force. about 200 vigil 
guards from the saf and police take turns for this 
solemn duty, standing silent, with swords inverted 
and heads bowed while hundreds of thousands 
file past in respect. Cpt edwin Chua recalls: 
“standing there, i saw only the feet of people 
who came to say goodbye. i saw the tiny shoes of 
toddlers, the white sneakers of school children, the 
slippers of heartlanders, the shiny leather brogues 
and stilettos of working professionals. i also saw 
the wheelchairs and walking sticks of the elderly, 
those who could barely stand or walk but braved 
the hours-long queue.”

The skies weep openly during the funeral. 
The saf Band plays “funeral march no 1” 
by Johann Heinrich Walch as it leads the foot 
procession into the driving rain. The mobile 
military escort for the cortege, gunners from the 

23rd Battalion singapore artillery, sit ramrod 
straight, unflinching. men from the 21st Battalion 
singapore artillery kneel on the sodden turf of 
the padang, firing 21 salutes. Off marina Barrage, 
the rss Dauntless and Resilience sail past, flying 
black flags on the starboard and signal pennants 
of the letters LKy. But for the inclement weather, 
the Black Knights would have flown the missing 
man formation in aerial salute.

The state funeral service is at the university 
Cultural Centre. The Coffin Bearer party slow 
marches in to Handel’s “The Dead march” from 
Saul. after the eulogies, military stewards assist 
in the wreath laying: prime minister Lee Hsien 
Loong on behalf of the family, and president tan 
on behalf of the state. a lone bugler from the 
saf military Band then sounds “The Last post” 
and, after a minute of silence, “The rouse”, as a 
symbolic call back to duty. 

Beyond these, it was what eswara velan, who 
served as an istana guard in national service, 
shared on facebook which i found most poignant.

“very often, as i was making my way up from 
the rear gate after collecting dinner for the boys, 
mr Lee Kuan yew would be making his way into 
the istana to his office. The guards would inform 
me ‘mm coming.’ i would quickly run into the 
guard post, unwilling to appear in his sight 
carrying the packs of rations. even though away 
from his sight, i always took the opportunity to 
put the bags down and salute him as his vehicle 
passed by. for one last time, ‘mm coming’”.

eswara was one of the guards from the saf mp 
Command support Company – specially selected 
and trained for their turnout, bearing and drill – 
who performs duties in the istana. each platoon 
is mounted for a month before another 20 guards 
take over by the Changing of Guards Ceremony. 
since 1969, on the first sunday evening of every 
month except July and august, the in-coming 
guards march to the strains of a military band to 
meet the out-going guards at the entrance plaza 
of the istana. a precision rifle drill makes the 
ceremony uniquely singaporean.

as these guards keep watch over the istana 

[LEFT] 
The sail past with 
state flag at half-
mast in honour of 
Mr Lee Kuan Yew.

[BELOW] 
The cortege 
leaves Parliament 
House with full 
honours.
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domain, their peers from the enforcement and 
Ceremonial Company form the Guard-of-Honour 
when the president receives foreign dignitaries 
during official state visits.

The president, in all his official duties, is 
attended to by his aide-de-Camp, meaning 
“camp or field assistant” in french. Currently, the 
president has three full-time aDCs assisted by a 
corps of about 100 Honorary aDCs, half of whom 
are from the saf. aides-de-Camp from the saf 
wear the thick distinctive cords, called aiguillettes, 
in gold across their right shoulder. 

The full-time aDCs attend to the general 
administration, security and social needs of the 
president, and accompany him to official events. 
They are also responsible for the coordination, 
planning, execution and follow-up of all the 
president’s events, both in singapore and abroad.

LtC vincent soh, who ended his term as an 
aDC in 2014, gave insight about relating to guests 

sunset in Jalan Besar stadium.
today, the parade features four Guard-of-

Honour contingents, 10 supporting contingents, 
32 regimental Colours and three state Colours. 
The rousing saf march, Tentera Singapura by 
abdullah sumardi, is always played. The Guard-
of-Honour March by tonni Wei shi ren brings 
in the Colours party which spreads out in file 
and wheels in ranks to form an impressive line of 
brocade flags. Then the saf pledge is recited, after 
which a minute of silence is observed to remember 
comrades-in-arms who have lost their lives in the 
course of duty.

as reviewing officer, the president of 
singapore presents the saf state Colours to the 
Best Combat unit while the minister for Defence 
presents the Best unit and Best ns unit awards. in 
the finale, the parade marches off with the Colours 
party leading, followed by the Guard-of-Honour, 
marching contingents, and the thundering saf 
Band bringing up the rear. such is the ceremony 
at the safti mi parade square.

On this same parade square on the morning 
of 22 July 1995, the Guard-of-Honour for nDp is 
rehearsing the feu de joie. They raise their rifles; 
the bayonets glitter in the sunshine.

above them rises the 60-metre-high three-
sided observation tower representing the tri-
service of the saf. from the top, views of Jurong 
industrial estate, the natural landscape of the 
military training area and the heartlands of Jurong 
West can be seen, reminders of the economy, land 
and home that is singapore.

at the foot of the tower, crane operators are 
carefully lowering the merdeka Lions onto their 
plinths. These are the two stone lions which once 
guarded each end of merdeka Bridge.

The order is given. The ranks of the Guard-of-
Honour fire their weapons in quick succession, 
the cascade of reports is a kettle of tabla, kompang, 
tambourine and rattle drum. This tribute to the 
freedom lions of singapore is fortuitous, but it shows 
the heart of the ceremonial duties of the saf: that 
discipline, dedication and precision are required 
for securing the freedom we enjoy as a country.

and organisers at presidential events. “you have 
to be versatile. They all have different demands, 
expectations and working styles. The most 
challenging part of the job is in making sure that 
everyone emerges a winner.”

Cpt penelope Chia, an Honorary aDC, gave 
a different perspective: “When you think of the 
army, you think of one thing – chiong sua. But 
people always forget that there’s also the diplomacy 
aspect, which is equally important. serving as an 
aDC is a channel through which you can portray 
that slice of diplomacy.”

saf Day is as much celebrated to show the 
character and profile of our military to others as it 
is for the tribe of the armed forces to reaffirm its 
pledge to the saf and singapore. it is an occasion 
of pomp and pageantry. 

The first saf day, then known as armed 
forces Day, was held on 1 July 1969 and boasted 
1,500 servicemen and women in a grand parade at 

[PREVIOUS] 
A contingent 
stands 
unflinching in 
the pouring rain 
during a parade 
at SAFTI MI.

[FACING] 
Dr Goh Keng 
Swee witnessing 
the presentation 
of the SAF 
Colours to 2 SIR, 
1973.

[TOP] 
President 
Tony Tan 
accompanied a 
step behind by 
his ADC.

[BELOW] 
The SAF Central 
Band makes its 
debut at the 
Royal Edinburgh 
Military Tattoo, 
September 
2014.
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We all have memories of National Day 
Parades (NDP). my wife tells me how, as a child, 
she marvelled at President Benjamin sheares’ stoic 
and stately figure as he stood for long periods 
during the NDPs of years past. my own memory 
goes a little further back to when, as a 14-year-
old taking part in the parades at the Padang in 
the early seventies, i had been frightened by the 
warning of my seniors in the school band: “Don’t 
you dare move even if a fly buzzes around your 
face!” i could, i was told, as a concession, wiggle 
my toes hidden within my boots, lest i should faint 
and bring disgrace to our school. The promised 
flies were present but i didn’t faint and i even 
made it through the famous 7-km route march 
along the streets of singapore. Tiredness and my 
heavy drum were forgotten as i saw singaporeans 
lining the streets cheering us on as each contingent 
passed by. even back then, watching singaporeans 
profess their affection for our country moved me. 
i’ve had the privilege of being part of NDP quite 
a few times since those early years and, in 2014, 
seeing the audience respond spontaneously both 
to the elderly mr lee Kuan Yew’s appearance, and 
Navy serviceman Jason Chee who had lost both 
legs and an arm in a horrific accident kissing his 
singapore badge, brought back that lump in my 
throat. 

it isn’t 1966, the year of the first NDP. it’s 50 years 
later, and the parade, as well as the preoccupation 
of the man in the street, has changed dramatically. 
When we separated from the Federation of 

malaysia to become a nation of our own, the future 
was really uncertain. We needed to draw on all the 
comfort and strength we could from the theme 
of “National Pride and Confidence” of that first 
parade. The first few parades were simpler affairs. 
indeed, one of the early organisers remarked to 
me recently how sophisticated the current NDPs 
have become with giant leD screens, PiGi floor 
projections, synchronised video walls and slick 

nAtIonAL DAY PARADes
celebrating the 
Home We Protect

Sydney Tan

[FACING] 
President 
Yusof Ishak, 
accompanied 
by Dr Goh Keng 
Swee, inspects 
NDP 1966.

[BELOW] 
AMX tanks, 
NDP 1969.
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choreography and music. The parades are now 
polished, straddling folk festival and mega pop 
concert. Compare this to the earliest versions when 
contingents were scraped together from newly-
formed National service battalions and performers 
executed simple movements choreographed by 
teachers from the extra Curricular activities 
Centre. a basic mobile column led by amX tanks 
made its first appearance in 1969, and a flypast was 
debuted by the singapore air Defence Command 
in 1970. 

my role as music Director in various NDPs 
over the last 14 years has allowed me a privileged 
inside, close-up view of how a parade is put 
together from start to finish and an appreciation 
for the men who do this. 

The saF has organised every NDP. Typically, 
the search for a core team begins as early as may to 
June of the year before, with the Creative Director, 
music Director, Technical and video Directors 
being identified and brought alongside. The main 
themes are highlighted and then, from there, 
a skeleton structure of what the coming year’s 
parade would be like, including projected special 
features if any, are sketched. From there, plans are 
created detailing participants and timelines as 
things move into the execution and production 
phase. it potentially can be a little formulaic as 
the organisers are people whose training and core 
skills are not in the creative arts and therefore find 
confidence in following guidelines documented by 
their predecessors. a conversation i once had with 
a senior officer about the process of time code and 
synchronising video to music highlights this. he 
shook his head and said: “Thanks so much for the 
explanation, but i think i’m going to stick to what 
i know best, which is to chiong sua with my men.” 
From him, i learnt that to be adroit in organising 
NDP, one has to have a sense of humour.

so, each year, a unit of soldiers trained in 
the art of warfare organises the nation’s biggest 
artistic event over and above their regular duties. 
This they do with the saF’s great organisational 
skills achieved via military discipline. still, dealing 
with large groups of civilian volunteers is a totally 

[TOP] 
Fireworks 
display detail 
at work, circa 
1970.

[BELOW] 
Items in the 
2015 Golden 
Jubilee NDP 
funpack.

[FACING] 
President 
Benjamin 
Sheares arrives 
at the National 
Stadium for 
NDP 1976.
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different cup of tea from commanding troops, 
and i have watched from the sidelines with great 
admiration as bemused senior officers exhibit 
maximum self-control and diplomacy in dealing 
with people who think that “now” and “no” are 
not absolutes but merely possible options. 

Whilst it would be fine for the men in green 
to avoid getting too much into the technical nitty 
gritty of theatre and music production and to try 
their best not to wade into areas that are outside 
military training (a temptation not all are able to 
avoid), there are some situations that are simply 
unavoidable, and they charge up the steep learning 
curve as they would a hilltop objective. 

Beyond the obvious parade and show that is 
visible to the public, there is an incredible huge 
infrastructure effort necessary for each NDP: 
security, food rations, transport, manpower, 
costumes and prop building – all procured while 
keeping within complex tender requirements and 
a limited budget. This process involves meetings 
till the wee hours of many mornings, thousands 
of soldiers and volunteers, numerous rehearsals – 
and that’s not counting the intense weekly cycle of 
combined rehearsals and later full-on rehearsals 
open to the public that begin two months before 
National Day. 

and here is why i respect the men in green. 
in the midst of these long hours, extended 
responsibilities in unfamiliar circumstances, 
learning on the job and responding to unexpected 
problems, there is always a positive attitude, a 
servant heart and a true desire to do one’s best for 
singapore and singaporeans. i’ve seen a senior 
general in 2002 handle a press conference with the 
greatest of calm after the entire stage had caught 
fire and burnt down the night before, smiling and 
bravely leading his men forward, all the while 
trying to figure out how he was going to solve the 
resultant cost and time deficits. in all of the late-
night meetings and post-rehearsal evaluations 
(affectionately referred to as hotwashes) through 
the years, everyone from non-military volunteers 
to ministers to senior saF personnel roll up their 
sleeves and pull together, accepting the all-too-

ready criticisms from the anonymous armchair 
critics of the internet generation without a 
complaint or any hint of resentment. 

i am being absolutely honest when i say that in 
all the times i have been involved in NDP, i have 
not seen any political agenda nor manipulation of 
content, just men and women buckling down and 
working hard because they love their country. The 
last part is my assumption. i haven’t heard anyone 
say it in so many words but i have looked in the 
eyes of some of these men and women when we 
stepped out to do something special, when the 
National anthem was presented in a different way 
and many in the stadium felt something palpable, 
or when someone takes the time to write in to say a 
word of appreciation instead of a complaint about 
the theme song or the number of words spoken by 
people of each race. There is never the claiming 
of credit for the things that work. Nor is blame 
attributed when things falter. The motivation of 
this cannot be because of a job. it has to be because 
of a deep-rooted belief, as i have, that this is where 
i belong, where i keep my heart and soul…. in the 
words of another well-loved song, this is home 
truly, where i know i must be.

[ABOVE] 
The first 
NDP held on 
the Floating 
Platform in 
Marina Bay, 
2007.

[RIGHT] 
The flypast of 
the state flag at 
the 2010 NDP on 
the Padang.

[BELOW] 
Rain or shine, 
the NDP is 
an event 
celebrated with 
joy and pride.
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Much has been said about the transformation of 
the SAF from 1st Gen to 2nd Gen and then 3rd 
Gen. At what part of the journey was your tenure 
as Chief of Defence Force (CDF)?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo (Director General 
Staff 1974 – 1976, Chief of General Staff 1976 
– 1990, CDF 1990 – 1992): I was “minus 1G”. I 
wasn’t the first head of the SAF; there were three 
people before me. First was Tan Teck Khim, 
a police officer who became the first Director 
General Staff. Then came Tommy Campbell, a 
former school master who joined the Volunteer 
Corps. The third was Kirpa Ram Vij, a civil 
servant and volunteer in the Singapore Royal 
Artillery (Volunteer), seconded to MINDEF as 
an officer. So I was the fourth. 

I was the first professional soldier to become 
head of the SAF. I became Director General Staff 
in 1974 as a 33-year-old colonel. From 1965 to 
1974, the SAF was being built. We had to quickly 
build up because of the way we separated from 
Malaysia. The situation around us required that 
we form a defence force as quickly as possible. 
First, for economic reasons, we could not expect 
to attract investors unless we had the ability to 
secure Singapore with a credible force. Otherwise, 
no foreign company would have the confidence 
to invest in Singapore. Second, the regional dev-
elopments at the time meant that Singapore’s 
survival was far from certain. If we look at the 
overall picture – the Konfrontasi had just ended 
and it was the height of the Vietnam War – if we 
did not have an armed force, we would not be 
able to survive. 

My predecessors did a good job. For me, it 
was to put in greater professionalism in the SAF 
and to develop credible armed forces – Navy, 
Air Force, Army. At that stage, the Army was 
already quite well established. The infantry – 
two brigades and 1 People’s Defence Force – was 
well on the way to becoming a credible force. 
The Navy was just being started and we brought 
in six ships. The Air Force then was made up 
completely of regular pilots flying second-hand 

planes – Hawker Hunters – which we bought 
over from the British. We also bought second-
hand air defence equipment from the British. We 
also started National Service (NS). There was no 
way, given our population size, to build a standing 
army of professional soldiers. Our challenge was 
to bring in national servicemen, motivate them 
and win over the parents, and to imbue them with 
the importance of defending Singapore.

 To build up the SAF, we tapped on the Israelis 
to help us form an operational armed forces. 
The AMX tanks we showed in the 1969 National 
Day Parade (NDP) were recommended by the 
Israeli advisors. They were used in the Six-Day 
War. There was a general consensus then that we 
could not operate tanks in our region. But the 
Israelis felt that the light tanks would meet our 
requirements. So they sold us the idea and I think 
it was a right thing. It was a good tank and it met 
our requirements. It introduced an armoured 
force. We brought the tanks in secretly at night. We 
wanted to reveal them at the NDP. It was a means 
to an end – to show countries in our region that we 
had an armed force that was worth a second look.

Then it was necessary to build up the com-
mand element of the SAF. So we raised the levels 
of non-commissioned officers and officer corps 
to manage the national service army. So I worked 
towards building a General Staff to start with 
as we did not have a proper command and staff 
structure. Subsequently, that led to the building-
up of the Joint Staff to manage the three Services. 

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG (CDF 1992 – 1995): My 
tenure as CDF was from July 1992 to July 1995. 
However, it is fair to say that I was on the SAF first 
team from September 1984 when I was appointed 
Chief of Staff (General Staff) (COS-GS). Between 
then and 1992, I was Commander 3rd Division, 
Director of Joint Intelligence Directorate (DJID) 
and Chief of Army (COA), in which appointments 
I was senior and influential in directing the 
development of the Army especially, and the 
SAF generally. These put me in the 2nd Gen SAF, 
perhaps the pioneering years of the 2nd Gen SAF.
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LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG (CDF 1995 – 2000): 
We were well into 2nd Gen and preparing the 
plans towards 3rd Gen. We were working to fully 
integrate the three Services into one fighting 
force. The 3rd Gen plan was to see how we can use 
technology to improve the operational integration 
of the components of the Services. This was partly 
inspired by the “system of systems” concept that 
was discussed in the US around that time.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh (CDF 2000 – 2003): 
Clearly, the 1st Gen, 2nd Gen and 3rd Gen were 
categorised after the event when 3rd Gen SAF 
was launched, and there are significant overlaps 
between them as the SAF evolved over time. The 
SAF has to continually evolve to take into account 
changes in the strategic context, operational 
environment, technological change as well as the 
profile of our most critical resource, our people. 
The big changes in the SAF took a long time to 
be realised and the seeds of change were therefore 
planted by many along the way. To illustrate, I 
have had the good fortune of being right at the 
beginning of the Army 2000 journey as a young 
staff officer and saw the substantive completion of 
that effort soon after I became CDF. As CDF, I was 
involved at the stage when we were shifting some 
of our capabilities to prepare for transforming the 
SAF before it was even called the 3rd Gen SAF.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG (CDF 2003 – 2007): 
The term 3rd Gen was something Peter Ho 
(former Permanent Secretary MINDEF) came 
up with. That was about 2004. Let me share the 
background to these developments. I became 
CDF in 2003. It was during a period of “turmoil” 
when the SAF was constantly being asked to do all 
kinds of new things. That was in the immediate 
aftermath of 9/11, the discovery of the Jemaah 
Islamiyah and the rise of terrorism. It was a wake-
up call. Then, in 2003, the Americans went to 
war in Iraq. That same year, there was the SARS 
outbreak and the SAF was called to do things we 
never did before. How do we make the best of a 
situation that was unprecedented? For instance, 

how do we help to mass screen people at the 
airport upon arrival? We came up with a novel 
solution of adapting night vision technology into 
a thermal scanner. Necessity drives innovation. 
We even had to consider how we can mass cull 
chickens should the bird flu become a problem. 
The SAF was asked to consider these because we 
had the resources and capabilities. When it came 
to changes in the external environment, the SAF 
was expected to be able to respond. The SAF 
was dealing with different threats – the potential 
“adversaries” were new. 

The second thing Peter Ho was far sighted 
about was that we had to prepare for a smaller SAF 
when the effect of the decline in population hit us. 
Can we make use of technology opportunities 
that were becoming available – networks, drones, 
sensors? How do you fashion the SAF going 
forward in the way that is adequate to the task? 
We had to take advantage of technologies, to go 
beyond a service-centric dimension to take an 
integrated approach. How to get the Services 
to work together? It was conceptually easy but 
mindsets were typically parochial when it came 
to resources. Do our officers know each other’s 
capability to produce an outcome?  Technology is 
an enabler – Technology not for technology’s sake 
but used to solve longer-term problems, taking 
into account that the SAF has to be smaller. 

Knowing that then, we did what we could do 
to shape today. It was important to encapsulate 
this with something or name. 

The 3rd Gen SAF was first manifested on the 
ground when we designated a battalion – 6th 
Battalion, Singapore Infantry Regiment (SIR) – 
for Protection of Key Installations. 2nd Peoples’ 
Defence Force was designated for island defence. 
Very different skill sets were required. That was 
when preparing for a spectrum of operations 
became an enduring feature of the 3rd Gen SAF. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK (CDF 2007 – 2010): 
I enlisted in December 1981 at the tail end of the 
1st Gen SAF wearing starched Temasek green 
uniforms, lived through the 2nd Gen with its 

camouflage army fatigues, and as CDF from 2007 
to 2010, helped to operationalise the first spiral of 
the 3rd Gen SAF and introduce the pixelated No 
4. So, you might say that my journey through the 
SAF over 28 years spanned all three generations, 
symbolised in a simple visual way by the different 
types of uniforms that marked the distinct phases 
of the SAF’s development. 

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG (CDF 2010 – 2013): 
Each generation represents a phase of growth 
of the SAF. The first phase saw the formation of 
basic units and the building-up of core vocational 
skills which a military needs. In the second phase, 
combined capabilities within each Service meant 
that more complex and larger-scale conventional 
operations could be conducted. The 3rd Gen SAF 
saw a full-spectrum force that is integrated and 
networked.

I joined the SAF at the end of the 1st Gen 
(Temasek green), lived through 2nd Gen 
(camouflaged) and played a part in the transition to 
3rd Gen (pixelised). I was fortunate to witness the 
creation of Integrated Task Forces, re-organisation 
from air bases to commands, and the formation 
of the Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Intelligence (C4I) community 
for the additional domain of information. It is the 
growth of the information domain that enables the 
3rd Gen SAF, making it a truly integrated force.  

Today, the force is flexible, adaptive and 
resilient. We also have trained people with deep 
values – warriors who know they can fight because 
they have been well trained.

LG nG ChEE MEnG (CDF 2013 – ): My time 
as CDF is at the ending spiral of the 3rd Gen 
transformation. Much has already been done 
towards fulfilling our 3rd Gen force capabilities. 
I have served through the 2nd and 3rd Gen SAF. 
While still in the Air Force, I had the privilege to be 
part of the RSAF transformation journey. I played 
a part in designing the 3rd Gen RSAF structure. As 
Chief of Air Force (CAF) subsequently, I had the 
immense satisfaction in seeing our people owning 

the Air Force. This Air Force culture of high 
standards, innovation and collective ownership  
has strengthened the RSAF.

Now, as One SAF, we are forging our plans 
ahead towards 2030. In the history of our SAF, 
the two constants in the 1st Gen to 3rd Gen 
transformation are our mission and our people. 
The SAF mission is the anchor that guides the 
SAF. Our people are our most important asset 
and they are the indefatigable engines, our edge. 
These constants have powered the SAF towards 
innovation, exploiting technology and making 
them effective for our unique requirements.

What do you think was the most defining 
moment in the SAF’s history?

LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: The defining 
moment was when the SAF was accorded the re-
cognition by the foreign militaries and defence 
analysts who said that the SAF had become a 
credible force, the best in the region. I won’t say 
that we had arrived but we had come to a stage 
where we had met our raison d’etre of achieving our 
role of deterrence to ensure Singapore’s survival.

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: Without a doubt, it was 
the successful engagement of the Israeli Defence 
Force (IDF) advisory team to Singapore in 1965, 

[LEFT] 
Then-CPT 
Winston Choo, 
Battalion Signals 
Officer of 1 SIR, 
at Sebatik Island, 
Sabah, during 
the Konfrontasi.
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following our Independence. This momentous 
decision transformed the SAF into the Israeli 
model, replete with all arms of a modern army, 
the beginnings of an Air Force and Navy, the 
structures to form, train and generate the units, 
formations and headquarters, and the High 
Command especially, to successfully achieve the 
desired Order of Battle (Orbat). Most importantly, 
we imbibed their “leadership by example” ethos. 
The SAF’s evolution became radically different 
from the British-based model we had pre-
Independence, which was represented in the two 
Singapore Infantry Regiment battalions and the 
Volunteer Corps. Having spent a year in India on 
training, I know first-hand what an army based 
on the British model is like; I am very clear that 
the SAF of today owes much to the IDF model. 
Our Air Force initially had British advisors but 
subsequently went the same route as the Army 
and Navy.

The Israeli factor is one key reason for the 
SAF’s successful development. Internationally, its 
success is underlined by the respect it has earned 
from the regional, American and European armed 
forces as a credible fighting force. Examples of such 
international standing come, for example, from 
that quick reaction on a large scale on land, air 
and sea when the tsunami hit Sumatra some years 
ago, the accolades paid by the military hosts to our 
contingent that participated in Afghanistan and 
the comments from counterparts in joint exercises. 

At home, the Israeli-type ethos towards 
military training and service is a foundation that 
has helped the SAF gain its high regard from both 
the male Singaporeans who serve and the females 
who do not. The fierce competition by our best 
young men to win a place in Officer Cadet School, 
and the admiration of their peers and families 
when they do, underlines that respect for the 
SAF. So do the praises from Singaporeans from all 
walks of life on the success upon success of each 
national undertaking by the SAF.  

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: Handling and 
rescue of hostages in the SQ 117 hijack. It is one of 

the very few operational missions which showed 
the capability of the SAF at that time. It showed 
that SAF can be called upon anytime, anywhere 
to defend the interest of the nation. And that we 
were in the right direction in the development of 
the SAF. 

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: There were 
many defining moments and they have to be 
contextualised within the prevailing strategic and 
operational environment. My transition from 
COA to CDF took place against the backdrop of 
the Asian Financial Crisis and its aftermath, the 
United Nations (UN) intervention in East Timor, 
and the events post-9/11. As a result, there were 
two defining moments.  

The first was Singapore’s participation under 
the UN Framework in East Timor. It began with 
a medical team under the UN International Force 
in East Timor (INTERFET) and culminated 
with an SAF Officer commanding the entire UN 
Mission of Support in East Timor (UNMISET), 
during which time, the SAF deployed its largest 
contingent ever to any UN Peace Keeping 
Operation (PKO) with a Company Task Force 
and a helicopter detachment of four UH-1Hs. It 
was also the first time that Singapore committed 
combat troops to a UN PKO and also the first time 
that an SAF Officer commanded an entire sizable 
UN contingent.

The second was the response to the security 
situation post-9/11. The SAF was mobilised to 
work with the Home Team to ensure the security 
of Singapore. The clear and present danger 
was brought home to Singaporeans when, in 
December 2001, our security agency uncovered a 
plot by the Jemaah Islamiyah to inflict catastrophic 
damage on Singapore similar to that of 9/11. Our 
soldiers, sailors and airmen, both Regulars and 
Operationally Ready National Servicemen alike, 
stepped forward, kept Singapore secure and did 
Singaporeans proud with how they went about 
their missions. Practically everyone remembers 
where they were and what they were doing when 
the events of 9/11 occurred. For members of the 

SAF, many will also remember the roles that they 
played post-9/11.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: It was the unveiling 
of the AMX 13 tank during the 1969 NDP. It 
showed a capability that the Malaysians never 
had. We must remember we just separated from 
Malaysia and this was just post-Konfrontasi. How 
do you signal the coming of age of the SAF? Soon 
after that the Malaysians withdrew their troops 
to Malaysia. It was a fulfilment of the SAF as an 
instrument of deterrence. Our policymakers 
could then speak quietly and calmly as sovereign 
equals – always recognising that the SAF was in 
the background if things got out of hand. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: I consider our drive 
towards One SAF to be most defining. We set out 
to forge a more integrated fighting force, enabled 
by the knowledge-based command and control 
systems. It was a unifying vision to build an SAF 
that was cohesive, networked, synergistic and self-
synchronous. 

The idea was not entirely new. As early as in the 
1st Gen SAF, Dr Goh Keng Swee, who was then 
Defence Minister, had determined that “modern 
military organisations demanded the closest and 
most intricate coordination of land, sea and air 
operations and their multifarious arms and line 
units”. But he recognised that with the leadership 
quality and capacity then, it was unrealistic to take 
a growth path based on a centrally commanded 
and controlled SAF. It was more reasonable and 
effective for each of the Services to develop more 
autonomously and at best speed. 

By the time I became CDF, the conditions to 
move boldly to attain that early vision were right. 
Our people were readier, more capable. We had 
been training and operating together in joint and 
integrated operations for some years. We also had 
the technology, through digitisation and advanced 
communication and information systems, to bring 
entities physically and virtually together more 
effectively and efficiently to achieve their mission. 
With this new confidence and capacity, we 

created integrated task forces – under the CDF’s 
command, and supported by the Services to raise, 
train and sustain – that would better meet the 
operational demands of troubled peace scenarios. 
These task forces, drawing forces from each of the 
Services, would prosecute various tasks related to 
peace support and humanitarian assistance, island 
defence, maritime security, air defence and special 
operations.

These transformational changes were built upon 
the steady evolution of ideas and practices through 
the years and across generations in the SAF. They 
now define the way the SAF trains and operates 
across the spectrum of needs and set the stage 
for future development into the next generation.

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: The most defining 
moment is surely our separation from Malaysia, 
when we had to take charge of our own security 
and, as a nation, we made a historic decision for 
National Service. That spirit of self-determination 
from that moment has driven us to rapidly and 
relentlessly grow and evolve the SAF to what it 
is now. Today, the SAF is a force that provides all 
Singaporeans a well-founded sense of confidence 
and pride, not only allowing us to believe that we 
can defend ourselves but also because we have the 
ability to help others in need.

In a military perspective, we have to ask 
ourselves as a nation: Can we be an independent, 
sovereign country? We must stand our ground 
and believe we can defend Singapore. 

As a nation, we would also like to play our part 
in the region and the world. We can also help others 
who are in need. If we are not prepared to help 
others, are we relevant in today’s context? We are 
nimble and fast and can contribute in a short time.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: For me, there is no one 
defining moment, simply because there are 
many important milestones in SAF’s history. 
For instance, from the perspective of LG (Ret) 
Winston Choo, his defining moment may be 
setting up the SAF, its raison d’etre and rallying 
the nation. The critical issue then was how to get 
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people who were not enthusiastic about military 
service to be proud of being a part of, and serving 
in, the SAF. For subsequent CDFs, their defining 
moments could be the setting-up of the RSAF or 
some other milestone event. Each generation of 
the SAF will have its own perspective of issues and 
policies that laid the foundation for the future. 
These are all defining moments.

In my tenure as CDF, the “moment” could be 
providing strategic direction and laying down 
the foundation of the force structure for the next 
stage given the demographic and social challenge 
facing Singapore today with its falling TFR (Total 
Fertility Rate).  

The SAF is now in a position of strength 
because of the good work from our pioneers 
and each succeeding generation. Across time, 
we have always asked how we can ensure that 
the SAF remains the pillar of strength, the force 
that provides us security, so that Singapore and 
Singaporeans can continue to succeed, and each 
family can feel safe, and we can all live the life 
we want to. So, although the context evolves, the 
mission remains unchanged – it’s about the SAF 
enhancing peace and security and providing 
deterrence, and ensuring a swift and decisive 
victory if we are called to undertake operations. 

 

Being CDF is a heavy responsibility. What would 
have caused a sleepless night for you as CDF?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: Sleepless nights 
were always brought about by training accidents. 
When I got a phone call after midnight, I knew 
something had gone wrong. When you go to bed, 
you wished that the phone would never ring until 
the morning.

 
LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: News that a soldier 
has died in training, or that circumstances have 
occurred where soldier/s may likely die.

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: I slept well for two 
reasons: One is that we had very good people, well 

trained, and highly dedicated and committed to 
their mission. Two is that we had good plans and 
good equipment.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: When, on reflection, 
I felt I could have done better.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: That was the dunking 
case in 2003 when a serviceman was killed during 
training. It was the year I became CDF. It was a 
wholly unnecessary event because the course 
instructors went beyond what they were supposed 
to do. That incident damaged the reputation 
of the SAF. It was a difficult situation because it 
caused grief to the serviceman’s family. I felt a 
deep sense of disappointment in that behaviour. 
I felt angry too because I wondered if it was an 
isolated incident or something more systemic in 
the SAF. We had to consider how we could restore 
the SAF’s reputation and the people’s confidence 
in us. It was one of the most difficult moments for 
me. It will be sad if such things are forgotten. If 
you don’t remember those things, mistakes may 
be made again. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: The safety of our 
servicemen and women – that is the paramount 
concern even as we strive for high performance 
and mission success.

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: Yes, a CDF has 
heavy responsibilities but so does every soldier, 
sailor or airman. There are many challenges but 
I can’t say that there were many sleepless nights. 
There were sleepless nights because of hard work 
training and planning, but not because of worry. 
I had no worry because, firstly, the SAF looks 
ahead of its time through forward planning and 
scenario planning, building capabilities ahead 
of its time. This allows whichever commander 
a range of capabilities to use for a wide range of 
contingencies. Secondly, since the SAF readies 
itself for the worst-case scenario, anything shy 
of that is always more manageable. Thirdly, our 
people take our responsibilities very seriously, 

and they are always alert, always watchful and 
guarding against any emerging situation. With 
such an assurance, individuals do have proper rest 
as there is also someone doing their duty.  

LG nG ChEE MEnG: I do my best in everything 
I do, so nothing keeps me sleepless. If I can worry 
away real-life issues, I will stay awake all night. 
But obviously I cannot and since I can’t, I’d rather 
sleep than stay awake at night. In this way, I can be 
most effective. Naturally, during operations, I may 
not have time to sleep but that is a different issue. 
Philosophically and in reality, I sleep easy.

Some people have said that SAF training in the 
past was tougher than the present. What is your 
opinion of this?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: The training that 
the SAF conducts must be dynamic and suit the 
profiles of the soldiers. When we first started, 
many of the Full-time National Servicemen  
(NSF) had primary school or secondary school 
education, Hokkien peng. So the kind of training 
you do had to have a lot of drilling and forcing. 
And you had to train them according to the kind 
of equipment you operate. In those days, nobody 
came into the SAF as an NSF willingly. You had to 
cajole, force and motivate them. 

Today, I see various parades, deployments and 
operations and I am comforted because we are 
training the soldiers well. We don’t have to beat 
them on the head. Of course if you ask the lau 
jiao, the lau peng, they will say: “Last time was so 
hard, now is so easy. Sleep on mattresses that are 
six inches thick.” But why be uncomfortable when 
you don’t need to be uncomfortable? In those 
days, that was what we could afford and what we 
could give. 

What is important to the SAF is people – you 
treat the people well and you train the people 
well in accordance to their abilities. When I was 
a recruit, they were making us do things like 
polishing the bottoms of our boots. And then you 

[ABOVE] 
LG Ng Jui Ping 
hosting FPDA 
chiefs at 
Ex Suman 
Warrior, 1994.
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wore shiny boots and go into the jungle and it’s all 
gone. In those days, why were those things done? 
I joined the army under the British system and the 
British always felt, wrongly or rightly, that if you 
want soldiers to do something they don’t like to 
do – like charging up a hill in the face of gun fire – 
you had to in the course of training make them do 
things they don’t like. Today, we don’t need to do 
that because we have thinking soldiers. So what is 
important now is to make the training meaningful 
because what we need is boots on the ground and 
a good pair of feet in those boots.

 
LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: I believe the point being 
made is that the larger context and regime of 
training is less demanding these days, less “tough”. 
I do not think the reference is to the conduct of 
training lessons themselves. If we look at how 
specific training lessons are conducted, whether 
strenuous physical training such as the 3-mile run 
in combat gear, or strenuous skills training such 
as deployment and firing of machine guns, what 
is done today is not very different from that of the 
earlier years. 

I agree that soldiers today, especially recruits, 
are much less subjected, if at all, to the “bullying” 
environment common in the 1960s, 1970s and 
earlier 1980s. The doctrine then was to cultivate 
almost blind compliance and instant response 
when sergeants and junior officers give orders, 
the underlying basis being that successful combat 
at section and platoon levels rested on such 
foundations, and these are the building bricks of 
success at the battalion level, the basic manoeuvre 
and combat unit. 

I know much about such an environment; I 
am “SAFTI First Batch” which takes pride that our 
training was the “toughest”, bar none. I am also 
“First Batch, Artillery Officers” which was largely 
20 newly-commissioned Officers from First Batch 
SAFTI, joined by several others, to form the core 
of the SAF’s Artillery Formation, and who were 
trained directly by Israeli officers. This First Batch, 
Artillery Officers claims a training tougher than 
SAFTI First Batch’s.

From the mid-1980s, a process began where 
objective-oriented training became a preferred 
model and this grew in emphasis with each passing 
year. I was one of the key persons who pushed this 
model, starting from 1983 when I was Assistant 
Chief of General Staff (ACGS) (Training). In 
parallel, starting from 1982, when I was ACGS 
(Personnel), an appointment I held concurrently 
with that of ACGS (Training), through 1984 
when I was COS (GS) and concurrently ACGS 
(Operations) and through 1990 when I was COA, 
the approach of compelling soldiers, especially 
recruits, into instant and almost blind compliance 
to any order given, with immediate punishment 
for any breach of those, gave way to a different line 
of thought.  

I learnt that the IDF’s methods of turning 
civilians into soldiers had little or no “bullying” 
attitude. Yes, they needed and did succeed in 
getting their soldiers to learn quickly and attain 
high standards in both skills-based and physical 
training; they did impose tough punishments on 
those who under-performed in training, as the 
First Batch Artillery Officers learnt first-hand. But 
the difference was that the verdicts were delivered 
on the attainment or otherwise of objectively-set 
and pre-announced training aims for each lesson. 

Our earlier in-camp environment, whether 
training or administrative, imposed immediate 
punishments with no explanations sought from 
the perceived wrong-doers. This made it seem, 
especially to recruits, that punishments rested 
on the “whim and fancy” of sergeants and young 
officers; one simply got prepared to be punished 
at any time for any or no reason at all. Those who 
talk of the SAF being “less tough” probably refer to 
this part of the “training” environment that is now 
not there; they think that such an environment 
“toughens” and makes for good soldiers. 

As said earlier, the premise behind this 
seeming “bullying” was to imbue in the recruit 
and young soldier the psychology that all and 
any order from his sergeant and officer had to be 
instantly obeyed, without any forethought at all. 
So the more that the reason for the order given 

was hard to grasp, should instant compliance 
follow anyway, then the more excellent the result 
has been. Given that many of the junior leaders 
of SAF units were themselves servicemen of 
young age and inexperienced, this training 
approach and environment naturally led to many 
instances of things being carried overboard, poor 
judgment being exercised and, in many instances, 
a degeneration into real bullying. There was 
resentment and consequent negativism in certain 
servicemen, especially the recruits and younger 
soldiers. Indeed, there were both anecdotal 
evidence and in-depth studies by MINDEF’s 
Personnel Research Department which reflected 
that secondary school and junior college students 
talk excitedly about their becoming soldiers only 
for many to be dismayed and demotivated when 
they entered the barracks and had to deal with 
what the corporals, sergeants and young officers, 
and the training regime, were dishing out.  

In contrast, the IDF went on the basis that it 
can rely on every soldier’s underlying patriotism 
and loyalty to his country as basic motivation. In 
addition, as a consequence of effective training, 
soldiers and units soon learn that they will best 
succeed in their missions, and take least casualties 
themselves, by maximising their ability to destroy 
the enemy and at the first such opportunity. The 
methods and values central to the IDF’s approach 
to training are clearly proven by the IDF’s successes 
in their many battles and wars.  

In the beginning, we adapted some of our 
objective-oriented training from US Army pub-
lications. But we went on to devise and produce our 
own unique methods. Training our well-educated 
NS soldiery with methods that appeal to thinking 
means higher learning interest and motivation, 
which lead to lessons better learnt, to be better 
replicated in the battlefield. It is an approach more 
conducive to this day and age and more telling for 
our small nation relying on a conscript force. I did 
put great effort into the adoption of this approach 
in the various appointments I held from 1982 to 
1990. I am very glad that successive COAs applied 
the same thoughts and that these have been 

entrenched in the SAF.  
Underlying the training method changes was 

a renewed emphasis on “leadership by example” 
where commanders at various levels personally 
lead and execute training, especially for strenuous 
training such as long route marches and field 
exercises over many days. Depending on the level 
of exercise, commanders at those levels, including 
battalion, brigade and division, live and eat together 
with their men – same battle-dress, same food, and 
same environment. The experience from the Israeli 
wars is that men will fight well and follow orders 
swiftly, even or especially when under heavy fire, 
when they know that the ones giving the orders are 
with them, executing the same orders themselves 
and from the front! We could safely drop methods 
originating from the era of Frederick the Great of 
Prussia.

This new approach was further consolidated 
in 1990 when I was COA by a restructuring of 
non-commissioned leadership roles and their 
grooming. We redefined the roles, values, skill-sets 
and responsibilities of warrant officers, establishing 
a Warrant Officer Corps whose members would 
be trained, groomed and appointed to positions 
much the same way as lieutenants to majors. This 
was key strategy. It moved many junior leaders out 
of the “bullying” behaviour model to be retrained 
and redeployed in the “leadership by example, 
objective-oriented training” ethos and capable 
of being appointed to the combat command 
positions which lieutenants to majors qualify for. 
Our valued junior leadership resources were hence 
happily re-schooled and immersed into the larger 
pool, to follow the commissioned officers who 
had already been brought up in the “new way” of 
turning civilians into effective soldiers and units. 

So are we less “tough” today? It depends on 
how objectively you look at it. Is there a lesser 
perception of bullying and less of a harsh and 
“unreasonable” environment in our camps? Yes. 
Are our soldiers and units less trained and are 
they less dependable than the earlier years? No. 
Indeed, they are happier to serve, more motivated 
to train hard, which means the lessons and skills 
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must be being better learnt. They will therefore be 
even more dependable in a crisis. 

Do our soldiers and units believe that they are 
as well trained and competent compared to soldiers 
and units of other nations, notwithstanding that 
many of those are regular soldiers and units? Yes, 
I would think so. Our units and soldiers have seen 
with their own eyes and have compared themselves 
to those other units and soldiers when they are 
on overseas deployments and joint exercises, of 
which there are many. I understand that on many 
such occasions, ours conclude that they are more 
than comparable and their counterparts think so 
as well. 

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: I disagree. The 
training standards required are still high, if not 
higher than before. The difference is that in the 
past, our approach is to break the person down 
and remould him after that. So it seems tougher 
from perception point of view as you have to 
survive the “abuse”. But some don’t and become 
demotivated. Currently, we provide support to 
him especially psychological and physical support 
to help him meet the high training standards.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: Training has to 
be appropriate to our mission and it has to take 
into account the profile of our key resource, our 
people, as well as the state of training technologies 
and resources available. It is important to focus 
on training that will ensure we can deliver on our 
mission. What has not changed though is the focus 
on training to strengthen the “will to fight” both 
at the individual level and, even more critically, at 
the collective level.  

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: When I joined in 
the 1970s, they said the same thing too. But I 
don’t think it is just about being tougher but being 
smarter. You went in. They broke you down and 
then built you up. Pushed you hard. There was not 
much sport science in that. You were tired and 
sleepy. Accidents were waiting to happen because 
the body had no time to recover. It was tough but 
needlessly so. In the end, if you apply some sports 
science, the outcome is better and the injury rate 
goes down. 

Physical ability is not just about activity but 
also about rest. The body needs time to adapt. So 
we give a good bed because people need proper 
sleep, and give good food because bodies pushed 
to the limits need nutrition. We push you hard 
but we also give you what you need to cope. What 
really counts is if you get the required operational 
outcome at the end of the training. So, there may 
be bragging rights about it being tough but the 
outcome is more important. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: It’s normal for 
people to say they had it tougher than the next. The 
perception might even be true if one was unsure of 
what to expect, was not so mentally or physically 
prepared for the activity, or the training was not so 
well planned or progressively conducted. 

But training standards have not lowered, 
and in many instances been raised. The training 
curriculum and subject matter loaded into the 
same or reduced time is arguably of a higher 
extraction and more demanding than ever before. 
Equipment and systems are more advanced, 

training scenarios more complex. So training is 
not more or less tough, it’s just different.

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: Implicit in the 
question is whether the SAF today can deliver 
its mission and tasks. This is a more important 
question to answer: Can the SAF accomplish 
its mission? Our SAF today is one of the best-
equipped and most well-trained military force 
in the region. Because it is a citizen military, it 
is able to tap on the entire nation’s resources and 
will. While we may not have been involved in a 
war, we have been involved in many domestic and 
international operations and have won respect 
and recognition as a professional force. 

At the tail end of 1st Gen when I was an NSF, 
leaders were quite rough. I could see all the toil 
but people were willing to go through it because 
there was trust in the leaders and one another. 
Soldiers believed in the purpose.

There were bigger-scale training and opera-
tions during 2nd Gen. There were some incidences 
of casualties but people were determined to 
rally together. Leaders were well chosen and 
committed. They were focused and took care of 
soldiers and the mission – soldiers fight for their 
buddies and leaders so long as they are well led.

In preparing to make changes for the 3rd Gen 
SAF, it was not only a case of changing minds 
but making the changes possible. Over a 10-year 
period, we saw many dramatic changes which 
were not the result of top down but from the other 
forces through operations and interactions.

Through the years, we gained more experience, 
improved our methods of training and engaged 
not only the hands and the heads but also the 
heart. For example, at the early stages, we believed 
in breaking people down before building them up. 
Today, we build up the person from the strengths 
he comes in with.

On our soldiers’ fitness, look at how serious 
we are in IPPT, managing BMI of servicemen, 
etc. Now large numbers of our Regulars, NSFs 
and Operationally Ready National Servicemen 
(NSmen) participate in the Army Half Marathon. 

This occurred in the past two decades. We have 
also reduced unnecessary injuries with better 
sports science. Differences occur when we become 
more informed. 

There is the willingness and ability to change. 
Our people are confident enough to make changes 
where changes may be difficult. We are also 
unafraid to confront weaknesses. We are a citizen 
army and citizens have the right to know. So, we are 
consultative, we listen, engage and communicate. 
We care for our people intellectually, emotionally 
and physically. This builds a sense of confidence 
and trust in the system.

I was on duty at the Ministry of Health as 
Director of Operations during the SARS outbreak. I 
saw how our people stayed away from their families 
and were prepared to go into the situation and 
come up with ideas to manage things. Afterwards, 
when I was in Australia to share our experience 
with their civil servants, one of them commen-
ted: Singapore can do it because the people trust 
one another and the people trust the leaders.

In society and in the SAF, respect for one 
another and regard for leadership is what makes 
the whole body willing to move forward with the 
pulse of change.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: I believe that each batch 
will take pride in their training, almost like a 
badge of honour. Very naturally, one generation 
will say to another: “You had it easier.” Easier or 
not is a matter of context. For instance, as a fighter 
pilot, my training is very different in this era of 
jet fighters as compared to those days when we 
first started as the SADC (Singapore Air Defence 
Command). At the end of day, we all have trained 
well. We all have overcome. There is no weak link 
across time; everyone has done his part. 

Also, one vocation may say that its training is 
tougher than another’s. That is also about taking 
pride in training, the badge of honour. However, 
each component of the SAF must view other parts 
as reliable, the best they can be, so that when 
the time comes, each arm will rise up to meet its 
obligation. I tell pilots that the day their plane gets 

[ABOVE] 
LG Bey Soo 
Khiang at a basic 
airborne course, 
circa 1995.
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shot down, the ones who will come to search for 
them and pull them out from their troubles will be 
the commandos. And I tell the commandos that 
when they are facing challenges on the ground, 
they depend on pilots to drop the bombs correctly. 

For all the friendly banter about who is 
“better” or who has “tougher training”, we must 
have healthy respect for each other. LG Winston 
Choo doesn’t say his generation is much better 
than ours. If you ask him, he will say he could not 
have imagined how far the SAF has transformed. 
Mr Lee Kuan Yew also once said the development 
of the SAF outstripped his expectations.

We need to ensure that our training is effective 
for the tactics of our time rather than simply 
comparing with the old days or with each other. 
The different platforms and equipment we use 
now necessitate different approaches and types of 
training from those of the past. 

There must also be an understanding of larger 
societal changes. When we first started, given the 
limited resources we had, we trained the way we 
did. With passing time, we adapted our pedagogy 
to suit new generations. Today, we use computer-
aided pedagogy, not just in the SAF but in schools 
and corporate training. 

In the SAF, technology increases military 
productivity, makes training more effective. These 
are important tools which ensure that the SAF is in 
the forefront of force effectiveness in the modern 
world. Martial culture views pain as a badge of 
honour in the sense that one has overcome, but pain 
is not necessarily the measurement of effectiveness 
in training. The question should therefore be: Is 
training effective – regardless of pain or not?

What was the event that presented the biggest 
challenge to you during your tenure?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: We had very few 
regular professional soldiers then. Most of the 
leaders were civilian bureaucrats. The biggest 
challenge was to balance the civilian bureaucrats 
and the military professionals. There were areas 

where we thought it was the prerogative of the 
military professional to decide and we had to 
persuade the civilians and stand our ground. 
Today, things are different. All the bureaucrats 
have served NS in the SAF. Now you have people 
who understand the exigencies and are able to 
differentiate between military professional and 
bureaucratic considerations.

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: It was raising the SAF’s 
operational capability for all-out war to a level 
where it will not only win but win in a way where it 
will also win a long peace thereafter. As a conscript 
armed forces drawing all our male citizenry below 
40 years old, which includes our best young men, 
neither the economy nor society as a whole can go 
with their absence other than for a short period, 
even in an all-out war. Nor is it desirable that we 
deploy like this every few short years. Before I 
was CDF, from when I was ACGS (Operations) 
through COS-GS, DJID and COA, I had driven 
the army away from slow, foot-infantry-based 
warfare into the high mobility and integrated air-
land manoeuvre warfare capabilities and strategies 
necessary for fighting and winning a war. 

When I was CDF, in 1993/94, the same 
drive caused me to pioneer Integrated Warfare. 
On my retirement in mid-1995, I handed the 
developments to my successors to continue. I 
am humbled by how Integrated Warfare became 
the essence of SAF warfare in the 2nd Gen SAF 
and has helped its development into today’s 3rd 
Gen SAF. Each succeeding tier of SAF leaders 
has made their unique contribution but I make 
special mention of MG Ng Chee Khern, former 
Chief of Air Force, whose revolutionary re-
organisation of the RSAF’s command, control and 
formation structures sealed a critical phase in the 
development of Integrated Warfare.  

The late 1980s and early 1990s did bring 
critical successes in the continuing technological 
development of precision and smart munitions, 
and GPS-based positioning and locating for air, 
land and sea platforms. Real-time C4I systems 
had become cost effective and reliable, including 

locating and control of assets for combat, 
surveillance and intelligence collection. Air-
mobility platforms with accurate, reliable weapon 
systems against land and sea targets were available 
for our acquisition, and they had high potential 
for tactical combat manoeuvre in tandem with 
land/sea assets, should we develop the right ideas 
and methods. Intelligence collection and target 
acquisition systems effective even in our kind of 
battle terrain and climatic conditions, and other 
vital operating systems, had come on stream. 

To my mind, to win the war in the way we 
needed to win and for a long peace thereafter, 
we would need air dominance and, in land and 
sea, decisive outcomes in certain critical strategic 
manoeuvres and battles and leave in their wake, 
a devastated aggressor. The best chances of 
success will come from integrating simultaneous 
attacks from air-, land- and sea-borne platforms. 
Overcoming each selected force or target with 
the greatest deployable combat power at a given 
time is maximally achieved only by hitting it 
simultaneously from air, land and sea. If technology 
and systems have essentially made this feasible, it 
is then left to our vision, imagination, innovation 
and clear-mindedness to develop them into 
well-oiled warfare systems, encompassing new 
strategies and operations, tactics and doctrines. 
Realistic training methods and means shall have to 
accompany. The determination to succeed, to break 
through, would be key; leadership must not flinch. 

We would pioneer. I did not know if there were 
other armed forces that had started on this; even if 
so, being this new, they may not share. We would 
ourselves have to develop the strategies, command 
structures, control and operational processes, the 
tactics and the tactical leadership teams. Task 
Force (TF) HQs at strategic and tactical levels 
would need to be formed for each such battle, 
comprising commander and staff drawn from 
whichever and all Services relevant and required 
for the TFs’ success. Such combat integration 
will optimise the entire assets of the SAF, as each 
major battle will utilise all that the SAF has in its 
arsenal, and all critical battles and all campaigns, 

[ABOVE] 
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will have the benefit of the SAF’s entire assets and 
systems. Most of all, it would be a formulation 
where the SAF can leverage really well its critical 
force multipliers of tech-power, firepower and 
brainpower to overcome its smaller numbers. I saw 
no option but for the SAF to embrace Integrated 
Warfare, pioneer it and take it to maturity.   

I pay a special tribute to LG Bey Soo Khiang, 
my immediate successor, who took charge of 
Integrated Warfare at its critical phase and 
continued its development. He took over in mid-
1995, barely a year and a half after I first explained 
and had the Joint Staff Conference, including all 
Service Chiefs, buy into Integrated Warfare.   

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: Fall of the Suharto 
regime during the 1997-1998 Asian Financial 
Crisis. The onset of the crisis, which also adversely 
affected the region, was very sudden and the 
political fallout which could threaten the security 
of Singapore was a big concern. Coupled to that, 
Singapore was also enveloped by haze for an 
extended period of time. Conduct of operations 
in such times would be very trying. 

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: The collision of 
RSS Courageous with a merchant vessel ANL 
Indonesia off Horsburgh Lighthouse on 3 January 
2003. The SAF lost four female RSN sailors. The 
immediate task was to help the affected families 
of the sailors gain closure, and support them 
through the tragedy. Quite apart from ensuring 
that the appropriate lessons were drawn and that 
such an accident would not happen again, the 
biggest challenge then was to sustain the morale 
of the RSN through this very difficult period and 
work to restore their confidence and that of the 
public in them.  

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: Operation Flying 
Eagle to Aceh after the tsunami was the biggest 
deployment of the time. We were sending our 
ships to a place where the seabed had changed 
because of the tsunami. We were concerned 
about whether we had provided our young men 

sufficient training to prepare them for something 
as this, and if the planning was sufficient. The men 
did well, but the people behind the scenes couldn’t 
help but be worried. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: We had more 
troops and equipment deployed overseas than 
any other time in the SAF’s history in a wide 
range of mission profiles, as a sign of the troubled 
times. And we created a whole new Military 
Domain Experts scheme of service to meet our 
servicemen’s aspirations and organisational needs, 
fitting alongside enhanced Officers and WOSPEC 
schemes. But I felt the biggest challenge was in 
building on our SAF culture, to meaningfully 
engage our people towards stronger commitment 
and greater excellence in all that they do. 

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: I can’t remember 
any event that posed a big challenge. The SAF 
has broad shoulders. But if you ask me about a 
perpetual worry that I had, it was about support 
for NS. At the moment, support continues to be, 
thankfully, very high. However, it cannot be taken 
for granted. Without NS, the SAF will be too small 
to be taken seriously. 

Let me share a story. In a conversation with a 
Vietnamese Chief of Staff, he remarked that while 
he was impressed with the state of the SAF in terms 
of equipment and training, he felt that the biggest 
deterrent was the fact that every Singaporean was 
willing to serve. If one fights against the SAF, he 
fights against an entire nation. Thus, the spirit to 
defend what we own is more powerful than any 
equipment or training that we can have. This 
comment is particularly interesting coming from 
the Chief whose predecessors won the Vietnam 
War based on will not firepower.    

  Once, there was a soldier who was involved 
in a motorcycle accident yet he turned up for in-
camp-training in slippers because of his injury. 
When asked why he turned up when he could 
call in sick, he simply said: “As long as I can still 
come in, I will.” There is nothing complicated or 
heroic about this. He just knew he had to do his 

part. When we see like-minded people, we are 
motivated to do our part.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: I don’t know yet – I 
have not completed my tour. There are always 
challenges but the SAF is a top-notch organisation 
and I have full confidence in my commanders and 
servicemen. They have the wherewithal to fulfil 
the demands of their jobs. In this office, I think 
the biggest challenge is not a specific event, but 
laying the foundation for the next generation 
of the SAF. Demographic changes will have far 
reaching impact on the force structure of the SAF. 
One of my priorities is the strategic direction of 
the SAF in terms of force structuring. According 
to demographic trends, the number of boys born 
annually will drop from the current 22,000 or so 
to about 15,000 -16,000. 

What was your most meaningful encounter with 
a serviceman?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: My philosophy of 
leadership is an open one. I make myself available. 
That is the only way to handle soldiers – you must 
be firm yet show them you care. There was one 
incident when I had to speak to a serviceman who 
was a telephone operator in our commando base. 
He was gay and he took a liking to the strapping 
commandos, so his camp mates beat him up. Then 
one day, when I walked into my office I saw a good-
looking girl. He was that national serviceman. So I 
had to explain to him why he should not do what 
he was doing and what I did was to post him out 
away from the commandos. He understood why 
it was necessary for this. But before I transferred 
him, I explained the situation to the CO of the 
commandos so that there was no breach of the 
chain of command.

 I met someone who was my soldier from 4 
SIR. I was then his CO. He said to me: “Sir, you 
were tough. You were a bastard. But you were 
caring and you looked after us and I will go to 
war with you.” I attended a gathering of SAF Boys 

School alumni – they are all retirees now. Four or 
five of them came up to me and said: “We used 
to be very frightened of you. You were tough and 
stood for no nonsense but we like leaders like 
that because we know that in hard times we can 
depend on you.”

 
LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: That encounter was not 
when I was CDF. It was when I was a Lieutenant. I 
had to make a house visit to the family of a fellow 
artillery officer who had unexpectedly passed 
away. I walked the mud path from the nearest 
road to the shanty hut where the family lived. 
The mother was weeping uncontrollably, and the 
elder sister was obviously trying to slow her own 
emotions. The younger sister was silently folding 
death-prayer papers. I supposed she focused on 
that task in order not to think too much. 

The entire family had relied on the one salary 
of my deceased fellow officer. Now, he was gone. 
They must have had, in the midst of such sorrow, 
also wondered what next – how to survive? I 
could not initially find the words of comfort and I 
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cried, inside myself, because I was in uniform and 
officers do not cry. I remember vaguely that I did 
do my duty and did offer some comfort. 

This scene has remained etched in my mind, 
through my tenure as CDF, and to this day. It 
became part of my motivation to do all I can for 
the defence of Singapore – that preventing deaths 
of servicemen always has to be a leading goal even 
as we train hard and even as we understand that in 
such hard training, despite every effort, death may 
occur. Every officer owes it to himself, his men and 
the SAF, to make every effort to prevent deaths 
even while pushing hard on training standards 
and training realism.

LG (Ret) BEY SOO KHIANG: Attending the 
funeral of the helicopter crew that crashed 
during an exercise. It hardened my resolve to 
push through zero accident in RSAF and later 
introduced it to the SAF.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: I visited a second 
year IPPT test when I was an Infantry Battalion 
Commander and positioned myself at the fin-
ishing line of the 2.4 km run. The Physical Training 
Instructor was reading out the timings and it was 
fast approaching 9 minutes 45 seconds, the cut-off 
time for the Gold Award for Cat X. One soldier 
crossed the line just one second before that. He 
literally collapsed into my arms. I knew this 
soldier. He had failed his IPPT in the first year and 
trained very hard for the second year test. During 
the test, many of his buddies who had already 
achieved the Gold Award gathered to cheer him 
on. He got to collect a princely sum of $20 for his 
effort.   

Imagine how much more capable the SAF 
will be when we unleash all the energy and com-
mitment in all our soldiers, sailors and airmen and 
they cheer each other on.  

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: There was an 
encounter with a non-serviceman – a mother – 
who was typically more kancheong than the father. 
She could not stop worrying about whether her 

son could cope in National Service. A few months 
after the son’s enlistment, she said to me: “I have no 
idea what you guys are doing to him but, whatever 
you’re doing, please keep doing it.” Through his 
training, this young man got a bit more organised 
– took care of his own things, became more 
responsible. That mother saw the change. What 
she said made my day. If we did wrong, there were 
things we did right too. That was encouraging. 
Mothers have a big influence.

When I was a young lieutenant, a soldier came 
up to me and asked for help. “Sir”, he said, “I got 
my girlfriend pregnant.” So, a soldier comes to you 
because you are an officer, a friend, an influencer. 
You realise that you have responsibilities, inclu-
ding social issues involving universal truths. In the 
experience of leading men, you grow up and mature.

 
LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: We had a terrible 
training incident abroad in 2007 when a fighter 
crashed into a training camp where we had some 
soldiers on a training mission. We lost a few 
soldiers and some were injured. The SAF was 
quick to respond and repatriated the dead and 
evacuated the injured. 

One question that remained was whether to 
continue the training. The unit managed their 
people and training continued. When the unit 
returned, I had a word with some of the soldiers. 
They were shaken and saddened by the loss of 
their friends, but when I asked why they chose to 
continue, they said it was very tough but there was 
a need to be resilient and move on. What is most 
important is this spirit of resilience. 

LG nG ChEE MEnG: The most meaningful 
moments for me are when I see the smiles of the 
kids and their servicemen parents. When I meet 
our people, kids are always a highlight. I enjoy 
seeing the pride of the parents when they show 
their children to me. It reaffirms what we in the 
SAF do in bringing security to Singapore and 
our children. Seeing the SAF fulfil our role and 
the pride of our people in mission success gives 
meaning to my job as CDF. 

in the context of continuity, how does your vision 
of the SAF flow from the CDF before you?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: This was the 
formative stage of the SAF. My predecessors put 
the SAF together in difficult times, and they made 
do with what they had. And I understood they 
were civilians – not career military men. I took 
over knowing they had done a good job and that I 
must build on that – build on the hard work they 
had done – and turn the SAF into a professional 
fighting force. Not many realise that there were 
others before me. 

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: The larger aims, the vision 
of an SAF par excellence, have to be the consistency 
that flows from one CDF to the next. This has 
indeed been the case between my predecessor and 
me. It is equally true that technologies continually 
evolve and change, bringing greater promise of 
how wars can be better prosecuted and training 
better executed. Social values and beliefs also 
continually evolve; citizen armies especially 
must take due cognisance for continued effective 
motivation and sense of social purpose. Hence, 
within that larger vision of continuity, the means 
and methods for the SAF to win a war in the way 
that it must, to be more than equal to its tasks, 
must necessarily change and keep changing. 

Between my predecessor and me, the defining 
of the war that the SAF must be able to fight 
and the way that it must win it, and hence, the 
strategies, capabilities and forms of combat which 
the SAF as a whole and each of its three Services 
need, the training strategies and methods to bring 
that about, evolved very considerably. The Army 
moved well away from essentially foot-infantry-
based warfare to high mobility and integrated 
air-land manoeuvre and attack. Its fire support 
capabilities leap-frogged in both mobility and 
firepower as well and had begun to incorporate 
precision fire support technologies and systems. 
Its logistics, too, had a much higher degree of 
mobility and forward dumping. The Navy was 
set to become truly a navy, capable of warfare in 

the air, surface and underwater. It had started 
its transformation to be capable of protecting 
our sea lines of communications to a very long 
range, to destroy opposing naval power and 
to be much more capable of participating in 
Integrated Warfare. The Air Force continued its 
mission of being the most potent power in the 
regional skies by adopting and adapting better 
airpower technologies, combat systems and 
command structures and had begun its evolution 
to integrate more innovatively and effectively, air 
power with land combat and manoeuvre, and with 
naval combat and manoeuvre. It had started on 
its journey of discovery on the optimising of its 
awesome power in Integrated Warfare.  

On the training front, the Army moved 
aggressively into war-game simulation methods 
and two-sided exercises, departing from the earlier 
model of superior officers arbitrarily deciding 
how an exercise commander’s plans would work 
out, arbitrarily pronouncing consequences of his 
actions and the counter manoeuvres of the “enemy 
forces”. This may be an acceptable approach if an 
army has proven war veterans with the experience 
to teach younger officers. Even then, this is also 
what lends to the saying that the armies keep 
practising how to fight the last war and are hence 
caught out when the next, and different, war 
comes. We did not even have veterans of large-
scale conventional war when various overseas 
advisors who had fought in such wars returned to 
their home countries. We would be much better 
off learning from objective-oriented and effective 
simulation systems which can project sufficiently 
detailed consequences based on combat power 
and manoeuvre of opposing forces. We needed 
these systems to be not only deployable in 
specialist war-gaming centres but also mobile 
and operable with troop exercises on real ground. 
We needed to pioneer, trial and practise the kind 
of manoeuvres and battles that the new army 
strategies and manoeuvres called for. These were 
significant changes and necessarily so.

It has to be a key value that within a larger 
continuing vision, change is vital, necessary and 
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to be welcomed. I have attempted my best, and 
I am sure my successor CDFs have as well, to keep 
the SAF in its primacy by embracing change. 

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: LG Ng Jui Ping 
was the CDF before me and he was instrumental 
in laying down the concepts of an integrated SAF.
I continued that vision by working out the 
concepts into reality and adding to it the concept 
of 3rd Gen SAF to enable and strengthen the 
integration of the SAF.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: The SAF is larger 
than any CDF and the mission guides us all. 
My own career in the SAF overlapped with my 
three predecessors. My participation in Army 
2000 was when LG Winston Choo was CDF. My 
first involvement at the SAF/Joint level as Head 
Joint Plans was with LG Ng Jui Ping when it was 
recognised that the SAF needed to be an Integrated 
Fighting Force. I worked closely with LG Bey Soo 
Khiang to respond to a spectrum of operational 
demands following the Asian Financial Crisis 
including that of East Timor.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: The SAF cannot be 
reinvented in the tenure of one CDF. Every CDF 
builds upon the work of others. One builds on the 
past and provides the foundation for the next to 
build on. I benefited from all the work that had 
been done before me. It is a relay and we all ensure 
it is relevant to keeping peace and security for 
Singapore. But if you need to change, we change 
– but the mission and values remain unchanged. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: Every CDF before 
me, and I expect after me, has to bring about 
mission success, build on our shared core values, 
and lead by example to inspire his soldiers, sailors, 
airmen and women. 

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: This is one of the 
areas that I am most proud of in military service. 
We work together as a team at any time and across 
time. There is great continuity in our efforts. 

That is because we believe in a shared purpose 
and shared perspectives. This continuity is a 
significant strength because it allows us to build 
on the strengths of others before us, resulting in 
the force that we have today – ready, respected, 
and decisive. This approach of leadership gives 
confidence to our servicemen.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: Continuity is worked into 
the psyche of commanders in the SAF; we believe 
in a command team. When LG Neo Kian Hong 
was CDF, I was CAF. We worked together hand-
in-glove. As commanders at the highest level, we 
worked together to strategise across all the Services 
to realise the full potential. I was also Director 
Joint Operations under LG Desmond Kuek and 
helped design the SAF command and control 
doctrine. So there is continuity, not just conscious 
individual prerogative, but a general direction 
anchored on our SAF mission. This general 
direction makes us consistent and is a strength 
of the SAF. All this is undergirded by our values. 

imagine Singapore without the SAF. What do 
you see?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: We would have been 
absorbed back into Malaysia. The SAF gave our 
political leaders the bandwidth to operate with. I 
went to the military college with Malaysians and I 
saw the changes in their perception of Singapore 
and the SAF as we developed the SAF. I remember 
one of my classmates said to me in the early days: 
“We will walk all over you.” After some years, he 
told me he had changed his mind. Without a strong 
SAF to give our political leaders the ability to stand 
their ground, it would have been very difficult.

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: A Singapore on borrowed 
time, where Singaporeans will sooner or later 
forfeit their ability to live in the way they choose, 
as sovereignty declines or is lost. A Singapore that 
will be reduced to a smaller community, probably 
unable to keep up with the First World, as it fails 

to hold on to productive and talented people. Why 
would such persons choose to continue in such a 
Singapore, when they have lived or known of the 
Singapore of the last 50 years? Why would they 
settle for anything less than more and even better 
cycles of such “50 years”?

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: A Singapore that 
will not have the independence to move forward 
in the direction that is in Singapore’s interest. 
Without a strong SAF, Singapore can be bullied 
into submission by stronger powers. Just look at 
what Russia did in Ukraine recently.  

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: What you cannot 
defend is not yours.  

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: My answer to this is 
related to my reply about the defining moment for 
the SAF. Nobody gave us much chance then. The 
situation was that the Malaysians were stationed 
here and they also controlled our water supply. 
What kind of Singapore would we become if 
our bigger neighbour has such leverage over us 
without the SAF? Besides deterrence, the SAF 
has made tremendous social contributions. The 
SAF is one of the few, if not the only institution 
where Singaporeans from all walks of life come 
together. The SAF offers a common experience. 
That shared experience over the last 50 years is 
vitally important. It goes beyond the years during 
Full-Time National Service – young people come 
out to work alongside fellow Singaporeans who 
have also served to defend Singapore. Both for 
deterrent and social cohesion effect, Singapore will 
not be as successful as it is today without the SAF.

NSmen may complain but they still get the job 
done. I recall in 1998, after the fall of Suharto and 
there were tensions with our neighbours – that 
was when I never saw NSmen taking training 
more seriously. That gave me confidence that 
our new generation can do it. Singapore will be 
a different place without the SAF. Those doubters 
about Singapore’s viability will be proven right 
without the SAF.

[ABOVE] 
LG Desmond 
Kuek at the 
Armour Training 
Institute, Sungei 
Gedong Camp, 
2008.
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LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: I don’t see a meaning-
ful notion of a nation and home, without the SAF.

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: There is no 
Singapore as we know it without the SAF. If you 
want to be committed and invested in the country, 
you must pay the price, must be prepared to take 
a stand. People respect us when we stand our 
ground. Commitment shows our will.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: Without the SAF, there 
will be no Singapore. Our country is founded on 
economic success, security and the strength of our 
people. Without any one of these key foundations, 
the reality of being Singapore or being Singaporean 
will be fractured. 

A Singapore without the SAF will not exist 
very long as we know it. Maybe it will exist as a 
satellite or periphery of some other.

What is your wish for the SAF and its servicemen 
moving into the future?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: My wish is for the 
SAF to grow and develop as a professional armed 
force, exploiting our technological edge and yet 
knowing that it is important that our people are 
well trained and motivated because total combat 
power is the sum total of manpower and fire 
power. We should never deviate from this. As 
we grow technology, we should not miss out on 
building the capabilities of our people.
 
LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: For the SAF always to 
be able to attract the best of Singapore’s young 
talent. Talent defines leadership, ideas, values 
and solutions, and the wherewithal to implement 
them well. 

For all servicemen to serve with pride and 
patriotism. Pride is what differentiates us and 
keeps us ahead. Patriotism underlines the moti-
vation for battle, the verve and will to charge the 
guns; without these, wherefore the service and 
why the training?

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: A world class SAF 
where NSFs, NSmen and Regulars work even 
more seamlessly together to deter any threats to 
Singapore and should deterrence fail, neutralise 
the threats decisively.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: Securing Singapore 
for the next 50 years through deterrence and be 
ready to secure a swift and decisive victory should 
deterrence fail.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: My wish is that 
future servicemen will believe that Singapore is 
worth defending and that it is worth their time 
and sacrifice to defend Singapore. My wish is that 
they are willing to do their part. 

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: That we will con-
tinue to stay ready, relevant and decisive.

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: I wish that the SAF 
continues to be a source of confidence and pride 
for the nation.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: My wish is that the SAF 
will always give strength to our nation and be 
steadfast always for Singapore and Singaporeans.

What would you say to those who have retired 
from service, current servicemen, and future 
servicemen?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: Be proud that you 
have done your bit. You served your nation at a 
time when it was most needed.

 Defence is still very much a vital requirement 
to ensure our sovereignty and survival. Take your 
NS responsibility seriously.

 We had all these years of peace because we 
have a strong defence. Having an armed force is 
not an out-dated requirement.

 
LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: Retired servicemen – 
The SAF being what it is means that we who have 

retired can be proud. 
Current and future servicemen – The future is 

in your hands. Extend and strengthen the base for 
succeeding generations. This is the core value of 
the SAF.

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: Retired servicemen 
– A big thank you for your role wherever you were 
to help build the SAF to what it is today. It was an 
honour to be your comrade in arms.

Current servicemen – To remember the sacri-
fices of those who have retired and some who have 
laid down their lives during the development of 
the SAF, and add on to it so as to build an even 
stronger SAF.

Future servicemen – Remember the past and 
add value wherever you are. Need to be nimble and 
adapt to the future. Except for core values, there are 
no other “sacred cows” that cannot be slaughtered. 

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: We may belong to 
different generations and encounter very different 
set of circumstances. Nonetheless, we are united 
by our common mission of defending Singapore. 
For the retired servicemen, congratulations on the 
mission accomplished and thank you very much 
for your dedication and hard work. For those 
in service, remain vigilant and be operationally 
ready for the nation depends on you. For those 
who have yet to serve, remember those who make 
it possible for you to grow up safe and secure.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: To retired servicemen 
– Thanks for serving. Job well done.

To current servicemen – I salute you for taking 
up the burden of defending Singapore.

To future servicemen – I hope you see that it is 
imperative to continue to defend Singapore.

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: LIVE to be your 
best. That acronym spells our continued emphasis 
on nurturing leadership and learning, upholding 
our image and identity, instilling a strong value 
system and delivering a positive experience for all 
our servicemen and women.

[ABOVE] 
Then-Chief of 
Army MG Neo 
Kian Hong 
viewing a static 
display of Indian 
Army assets, 
2008.
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LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: To retired 
servicemen – Every time we see a proud and com-
petent SAF, you know you have contributed. 

To current servicemen – Thank you for serving. 
The nation is proud of you and depends on you.

To future servicemen – Be excited that one day 
you will have the privilege of defending what we 
own. You will have a chance to make a difference.

LG nG ChEE MEnG: For those who have served 
before us, thank you for protecting Singapore and 
laying the strong foundation for the SAF.

For those who are serving together with me, let 
us hold firm to the mission entrusted to us to keep 
Singapore safe and secure, to ensure a peaceful 
environment where Singapore and Singaporeans 
can thrive.

For the future generations, in whatever 
circumstances, continue to maintain the strength 
of the SAF so that Singaporeans will feel secure, 
have trust in the SAF, and feel confident to pursue 
their dreams.

Was there any one who inspired you in your 
military career?
 
LG (Ret) WinSton Choo: I always wanted a 
career that took me outdoors – an adventurous 
career. I volunteered in the SVC when I was 17. 
I was a corporal. Then I applied for officer cadet 
training and went to military college immediately 
after A Levels in 1960. I had no vision of being 
anything more than a major. Remember, we had 
only one battalion then, and we were officered by 
the British, and all the senior officer positions were 
held by British anyway. In short, when I joined, I 
never envisioned myself becoming a general one 
day. But if you asked me to live life all over again, I 
will still do the same. No regrets.

LG (Ret) nG JUi PinG: Mr Lee Kuan Yew and Dr 
Goh Keng Swee. Their selfless devotion to country 
and duty and their emphatic drive towards success 
in all critical fields of endeavour inspired a young 
officer to attempt to emulate these qualities. Their 
ability to think right and do right when they 
had no real training in the duties they found 
themselves in, encouraged a young officer, and 
later, a not-so-young officer, to believe that he, too, 
can find the right ideas, the right concepts and 
the right solutions to help build the kind of army 
and armed forces that will well defend Singapore, 
despite he, and indeed the entire organisation, 
having had no experience of war and modern 
warfare. Through their example, we indeed have 
built our SAF, a competent war machine with the 
leaders and people that will put an aggressor to the 
sword and defend the sovereignty and country we 
have so painstakingly built with our own hands.

LG (Ret) BEY Soo KhiAnG: There is no 
single person who inspired me. Instead during 
my military career, I was inspired by the leaders 
before me to know and do what it takes to be a 
good leader; by my peers who taught me and 
challenged me to do better; and finally by my 
subordinates who would perform their roles with 
utmost integrity, commitment and dedication.

LG (Ret) LiM ChUAn Poh: The people that I 
worked with – my superiors, my commanders, my 
colleagues, all the members of the SAF, and many 
whom I came to be acquainted with during my 
career.

LG (Ret) nG YAt ChUnG: These were from 
small contacts with superiors and the rank-and-
file, people who do their jobs well. 

In particular, Robert Bong, who was my first 
artillery battery commander. He was a good 
leader. He knew what to do and was able to com-
municate with the Hokkien peng even though he 
did not speak the vernacular well. In him, I saw 
the application of leadership principles I learned 
in theory. He was able to bring out the best from 
his men. He was tough and demanding but he 
took care of us. He was calm during crisis and he 
put his professional knowledge to best use. From 
him, I learnt how to be a practical leader. 

All of us are shaped by good role models and I 
am lucky to have had a fair share of them.

LG (Ret) DESMonD KUEK: Our soldiers do 
– they’re ordinary people from all walks doing 
the most extraordinary things through their 
leadership, service and commitment. 

LG (Ret) nEo KiAn honG: My fellow soldiers. 
When I was in BMT as an NSF, I marvelled at the 
people from all walks of life around me and why 
they served. When I asked them, they simply said 
that if they don’t do it, who will?

LG nG ChEE MEnG: There are many who 
inspired me. There are too many to list but they 
range from political office holders to our line 
soldiers, sailors and airmen. Their common trait 
that inspires me is their unyielding commitment 
to do their best – from helping an old lady board 
the bus in driving rain, or doing their part to 
give our founding PM the best send-off, to going 
beyond the call of duty in operations. 

But it is not just the “who” but “what” that 
inspired me. At the personal level, I had the as-

piration of being a fighter pilot since I was seven 
years old. In primary school, I played Trump Cards 
and collected the airplane cards. In Secondary 
1 or 2, the RSAF held an air display in the West 
Coast. I lived nearby and saw the rehearsals with 
the Air Force flying literally over my home. I saw 
the different manoeuvres. My brothers and I even 
took a bus to watch the display. I was impressed by 
the military power. In Junior College, I joined the 
Youth Flying Club and reinforced my passion to 
be a fighter pilot. I have always dreamt of piloting 
a fighter jet, dancing among the clouds, enjoying 
the freedom. 

Beyond the personal level, I feel a sense of 
duty towards my country. I don’t know about you 
but when I approach to land at Changi Airport, I 
look down at our city, our HDB estates, and I feel 
the emotion of Home. When I get back into my 
fighter cockpit, I may not have the time to enjoy 
the scenery, but I know why I serve. 

[ABOVE] 
LG Ng Chee 
Meng’s visit to 
HQ Armour in 
Sungei Gedong 
Camp, 2013.
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On the 50th year of the SaF, an institution so inextricably linked to our nation’s identity and survival, 
it may be timely to make a case once again for the other sacred Singaporean institution – national Service.

not that there is a growing voice to slay this sacred cow, but as an artist, a lover of poetry, music, lit-
erature and all things lofty and sublime, I have my own case, my personal defence of this tradition, this 
custom that is as old or, in our case, as young as our beloved country. either way, it is all that we have 
known since the beginning of modern Singapore’s existence. and with the world being an increasingly 
dangerous and volatile place, we really do not want to be stripped of our core defences, relying only on 
our wealth and material possessions, which will be worth nothing overnight if the country’s security is 
compromised or our sovereignty threatened.

Life is too short to squander away on meaningless things. But it is often long enough too for us to 
spend many years doing things we never understood, or that do not mean much after the doing. Of 
course, this seeming contradiction can be understood only by someone who has lived long enough. 
taking away two years of a young man’s life might seem cruel to the young man who is raring to go out 
and live large. But to those who have been through this distinctly Singaporean male-bonding experience, 
many would attest to them being some of the best times of their lives. If not the best, certainly memora-
ble and enriching.

a time when our boys are standing at the doorway to manhood, with myriad opportunities and 
possibilities before them; at a time when they are not yet corrupted by society to chase after selfish and 
illusive ambitions, or broken down by life to live without courage or passion; a time when they can still 
be reinforced with values that are noble and right, that might see them through life and its onslaught of 
cynicisms, challenges and difficult moral decisions. yes, a time when it is still okay to be romantic and 
daring, bright-eyed, hopeful, idealistic, patriotic, strong, brave, loyal, brotherly, vulnerable, weak, bro-
ken, triumphant. Because through all these ups and downs, they will not be alone. 

They will certainly learn much about life, about friendship, about sacrifice, and about values that will 
stay with them, and carry them through life. and who knows what life might present them with? They 
will even be made to think about death, a taboo subject in our society, but something a soldier will have 
to treat with sacredness and respect on a daily basis, knowing they have to be cautious and disciplined 
to safeguard their own lives and those of their buddies, and understanding that, ultimately, their duty as 
soldiers is to protect and preserve the lives of their countrymen.

For those who have a case against nS, citing safety and hardship issues, I do not understand. as a 
parent, do we not want our children to live a full life, and to be as prepared for life with all its unpredict-
able and harsh conditions as possible? as women, do we not want our men to be capable of noble and 

A cAse FoR nAtIonAL seRVIce
A Romantic View of ns and chivalry
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valiant acts, men of substance we can love and count on to defend and protect us when the need arises, 
no matter how slim those chances might be? as men, do we not want to be challenged and disciplined, 
at a young age, rather than suffer the humiliation of being disciplined at a much later stage in life, when 
it is all rather late to learn certain lessons? I have learnt from divine wisdom that hardship and discipline 
often go hand-in-hand, which later brings peace to those who go through that tough training. 

not only does two years of training as a soldier make a young man physically and mentally resilient 
(not to mention attractive), it is also a crucial rite of passage that marks the life of a Singaporean son. I 
may not have a brother that served nS, but I have many male friends who have. and there is that unmis-
takable glow of confidence in them, that transition from the awkward and self-conscious boy I knew in 
school to that steady and reliable man who is to accompany me on life’s journey for many years to come. 

no doubt, there is a unifying force in this Singaporean institution called national Service. It is seen 
by many who favour it to be a social leveller, a rite of passage, a legacy passed on from fathers to sons. 
For me personally, and here I may be charged to be old-fashioned, I regard this singular Singaporean 
tradition to be the last vestige of chivalry we can lay claim to. honour, glory, duty, sacrifice, courage and 
all those qualities that make the human spirit soar. I hope we never go to war, but I also hope we never 
forget these qualities we can live out in our lives during peacetime.

Go on. Shoot me. Call me lofty and unrealistic. Bring me down to earth with your hard truths and 
pragmatic talk. But here lies the unexpected irony. I do have the hard truth on my side. Our conscription 
stemmed from pragmatism, survival instincts and the need to face real hard truths. For those who think 
we have crossed the safety line, and are now untouchable and are better off dedicating our time and 
efforts to accruing more wealth and amassing more possessions, or just sit and enjoy our good fortune, 
well, let someone else beat you down with more harsh facts and sound arguments for a solid national 
defence strategy. 

as for me, let me leave you with this famous quote from William Shakespeare’s Henry V.
“We few, we happy few, we band of brothers”.
Perhaps, this most aptly describes the best memory of any nSman.  
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